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And a man said, Speak to us of Self-Knowledge . 
And he answered, saying: 
Your hearts know in silence the secrets of the 
days and the nights. 
But your ears thirst for the sound of your heart's 
knowledge. 
You would know in words that which you 
have always known in thought. 
You would touch with your fingers the naked 
body of your dreams. 
And it is well you should. 
The hidden well-spring of your soul must needs 
rise and run murmuring to the sea; 
And the treasure of your infinite depths would 
be revealed to your eyes. 
But let there be no scales to weigh your un-
known treasure; 
And seek not the depths of your knowledge 
with staff or sounding line. 
For self is a sea boundless and measureless. 
Say not. "I have found the truth," but rather, 
., I have found a truth. 11 
Say not, III have found the path of the soul ." 
Say rather, "I have met the soul walking upon 
my path . " 
For the soul walks upon all paths . 
The soul walks not upon a line, neither does it 
grow like a reed. 
The soul unfolds itself, like a lotus of countless 
petals. 
(Gibran, 1923, pp. 65-66) 
Then said a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching_ 
And he said: 
No man can reveal to you aught but that which 
already lies half asleep in the dawning of your 
knowledge. 
The teacher who walks in the shadow of the 
temple, among his followers, gives not of his 
wisdom but rather of his faith and his loving-
ness. 
If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter 
the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to 
the threshold of your own mind. 
The astronomer may speak to you of his under-
standing of space, but he cannot give you his under-
standing. 
The musician may sing to you of the rhythm 
which is in all space, but he cannot give you the 
ear which arrests the rhythm, nor the voice that 
echoes it. 
And he who is versed in the science of numbers 
can tell of the regions of weight and measure, but 
he cannot conduct you thither. 
For the vision of one man lends not its wings 
to another man. 
And even as each one of you stands alone in 
God's knowledge, so must each one of you be 
alone in his knowledge of God and in his under-
standing of the earth. 
(Gibran, 1923, pp. 67-68) 
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NOTES FOR THE READER 
1. In the first two chapters I have used the first person and in 
chapters three to six I have used the third person. The reason 
for the former is to demonstrate my involvement with the course 
and to effect a much more relaxed and informal style. In the 
latter, the main reason for using the third person is to offer 
a more formal and seemingly objective account of the actual 
research in the hope that this might adequately reflect my 
attempts at objectivity. 
2. One of the tutors was a female but I have taken the liberty of 
changing all references to her so that the impression is gained 
that all the tutors were males. The reason for this is in the 
interests of anonymity. 
3. A short glossary of abbreviations used is felt to be necessary. 
These are: ATT - About To 'l'each; HDE - Higher Diploma in 
Education; GEM - General Education Method; and HOD - Head of 
Departmen t . 
4. SOme explanation is needed about how I classified students into 
either Art or Science students. Briefly , if at l east o ne of the 
method courses offered was an Arts subject, then that student 
was classified as an Arts student. Those doing method courses in 
any two of the fo l lowing were classified as Science students: 
Mathematics, Physical Science, Biology, Computer Science, 
Accountancy, Commerce, Geography and Physical Education. 
5. I have deliberately avoided a too formal style of presentation 
and writing for two reasons: firstly, because I am more com-
fortable with it and feel it is the best way to present this 
research and secondly, because I hope it will be more interesting 
and enjoyable to read. 
6. Since the Appendices run to over 400 pages, permission has been 
granted to print these back-to-back so that the thesis does not 
have to be bound in two separate volumes. 
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ABSTRACT 
This piece of research is an attempt to evaluate the assessments made 
by secondary teachers in training of an introductory orientation course 
offered during the first seven weeks of the 1984 H.D. E. course in the 
Department of Education of Rhodes University. This course, the About To 
Teach (ATT) course, was introduced in an attempt to obviate some of the 
perceived problems that students experience in the initial months of 
their H.D.E. year. 
The course was first offered in 1982 and in both 1982 and 1983 it was 
assessed by the students. The evaluation of the assessments offered in 
those two years provided much of the background for this in-depth look 
at student assessments of the 1984 ATT course. 
Briefly, the course attempts to offer the students a stimulating, 
meaningful, interesting and enjoyable learning experience which will 
help them to orientate; prepare them adequately for their first teaching 
practice and the reception later of the offerings of the core theory 
discipline of Philosophy, Sociology and Psychology. 
The course itself is a piece of action research and its underlying 
assumptions are essentially humanistic in nature. It~ planners have 
attempted to bracket as many assumptions as possible and to espouse 
only those assumptions which are basically positive in nature. It does 
not attempt to prescribe or offer any dogma which can or must be 
assessed in any formal sense; it attempts to meet the students from 
whatever stages in their development they are at when they arrive to 
commence their H.D.E. year; and it does not attempt to compel the stu-
dents in any way whatsoever. It is a course which must stand or fall 
on its own merits. 
Since the researcher is himself an involved participant in the process, 
he felt that the completion of a detailed questionnaire and interviews 
with a sample of the students would be the most economical and the best 
means of obtaining data for as objective an analysis as possible. To 
further obviate the possibility of researcher bias all the responses 
collected have been included in the appendices so that the reader may 
satisfy him/herself that the interpretations made and conclusions drawn 
are reasonable. 
Briefly, the chief conclusion of this researcher is that the overwhelming 
majority of the students perceived the course as offering them a meaning-
ful learning experience. In addition, it can be argued that the course 
is, in effect, a guidance course in that it appears to be preparing stu-
dents for experiences which they still have to corne across . 
Most are generally critical of other courses offered during the H.D . E. 
year and many make an appeal for, or suggest, a much more integrated 
approach along the lines of the ATT course . There is a definite appeal 
for a coherent H.D.E. experience which is meaningful and 'people-centred'. 
iv 
By no stretch of the imagination can the findings of this particular 
piece of research be generalised to any other context since it is very 
defini tely specific in both context and sett,ing. However J the researcher 
is quietly confident that his conclusions and recommendations make a 
great deal of sense within the specific context of this study. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The first About to Teach (ATT) course was presented during the first 
quarter of 1982, the same time that I took up a post in the Department 
of Education at Rhodes University. 
The only surviving document giving some idea of the kind of thinking 
and planning which went into the course prior to its commencement 
(Appendix A) gives a clear indication of the kinds of concerns behind 
the presentation of this rather unique course. 
1. 
In this introductory chapter I propose to offer some explanation as to 
why certain members of staff in the Department felt that it was 
necessary to present such a course during the initial stage of the HDE 
course. I do not propose to put forward any developed theoretical per-
spectives; instead, I will merely draw upon material in Appendix A; the 
results of my own discussions with members of staff and students; and 
my experience as a student and member of staff in the Department. In 
addition, I will offer some comment on the rationale behind the course 
itself in terms of the kinds of explanations offered . 
It is clear that some members of staff were becoming increasingly aware 
of, and concerned about, the reactions of students to the HDE course in 
general and the theory courses in particular . In its more obvious form, 
the negative reaction of students was most clearly evident in generally 
poor class attendance (in a Department where attendance is not com-
pulsory). This, of course, reflects a certain lack of interest and 
commitment on the part of many of the students. On the other hand, it 
also says something about the course itself. Behind these more obvious 
points lie a great many issues which I would like to briefly address. 
2. 
In Professor A J Penny's paper, presented to the staff of the Department 
towards the end of 1981, a key issue is raised: 
student-teacher disaffection with training 
courses has been well documented and has 
generated a tremendous amount of literature 
on the 'theory-practice ' dichotomy. 
(Appendix A, p. 2) 
Many students would agree with th~s sentiment. They see the 'theory' 
component of the HDE course as irrelevant because they do not see the 
bearing it has on 'practice'. Of course, this does not mean that the 
theory component is irrelevant but it does raise the point that if it 
is perceived as irrelevant then this perception will have quite serious 
consequences. Thomas's often quoted dictum that "If men define situa-
tions as real, they are real in their consequences" (1928, quoted by 
Dale in Flude and Ahier, 1974) seems to be especially pertinent 
here. 
Intrinsically, then, 'theory' is perceived as meaningless because it 
does not appear to have any pertinent relationship to the reality of 
day-to-day life in our schools . In other words, and as Carl Rogers 
would insist, it is meaningless because for many students it has 
little or no connection with ~own understandings, experiences, 
attitudes, assumptions and feelings. 
So our teachers arrive in our Department with 
well-ingrained lay notions of teaching and a 
teacher's work. Moreover, these notions are 
well-defined in terms of the practical, day-to-
day work, and often reveal what Parson's calls 
an ' instrumental activism', a strong emphasis 
on DOING. 
(Appendix A, p. 2) 
3 . 
Because our students have, before they arrive in our Department , spent 
something like fifteen years in educational institutions, it is not 
surprising that they have very definite notions of what teaching and 
education are all about. Of course, they have still to learn that 
education might involve a great deal more than many of them might think. 
While it was, and is, appreciated that a one-year post-graduate ' 
diploma in education could not hope to offer the kind of depth and 
rigour that a longer time would allow for, it does seem clear that this 
is what the HDE course seemed to be trying to do. This, together with 
a number of other factors, meant that the staff could not seem to 
present a course which the students would find both stimulating and 
relevant. 
Further compounding the problem, as I see it, are the facts that the 
students come from such disparate academic backgrounds and that, because 
education has become such a widely researched field, it calls for more 
specialised knowledge - and most Departments of Education today are 
filled with specialists . This being the case, it is not surprising 
that both staff and students might view the course as offering as much 
educational ware as a bazaar might offer goods : some of it 'good', some 
of it not; some of it useful, some of it not. 
So we tend to have got to the point where each specialist tends his 
own little stall and all stall tenders hope that their customers will 
come to appreciate how each of them fit into the whole concept of the 
bazaar. Further, it is expected that the customer unders~ all the 
details of what each stall has _ to offer·. And, of course, there is 
always a strong possibility that each stall tender will compete quite 
fiercely with his neighbour. 
4 . 
Shopping in a bazaar might work like that. But education departments 
ought not . It is vital that the staff members themselves understand 
mor e about what everyone else is doing and where they fit into the whole 
exercise . Furthermore, it is imperative that each member of staff 
actively attempts to help students to make the links between various 
endeavours in the hope that they will begin to appreciate the com-
plexities of the educational endeavour. 
What I am talking about here is, of course, integration: integration 
between all the 'subjects ' or 'disciplines' and between theory and 
practice. 
It seems reasonable to argue that much of the debate about a perceived 
dichotomy between theory and practice can find a focus in the notion 
of integration. Tied up with this notion of integration is the fact 
of student dissatisfaction with the course on offer and the misgivings 
some of the staff have about the seeming inability of the HDE course to 
find a happy home in the minds and hearts of the students. In short, it 
would appear that many students are not perceiving their learning as 
meaningful, partly because we are not presenting it in a way 
intelligible enough to help them to perceive its meaningfulness. 
These points are, perhaps, fairly obvious. There are clearly many other 
factors which need to be taken into account if we are to come to some 
reasonable understanding of the multiplicity of causes for student 
dissatisfaction. 
In general terms , it would appear that some of the following have also 
had their affect on student satisfaction or dissatisfaction . 
1. Student motivations for wanting to read for the Diploma and , 
ultimately, in wanting to teach. In my discussions with 
students and my analysis of the initial essays written 
for the About to Teach course J students' comments range 
across the following: 
1. 1. 
1. 2 . 
1. 3 . 
1. 4. 
1. 5. 
1. 6. 
1. 7 . 
A real sense of vocation, often particularly 
idealistic with little conception of what 
the reality of our system is. 
A love for children and a desire to play a 
part in their growth . 
A hope that perhaps teaching is the career for 
them. 
A period of 'marking time ~ in the hope that 
they might finally be able to decide on a 
career during the course of the year while, 
at the same time, gaining an employment 
qualification. 
The second choice of those who had failed to 
gain admission to an Honours or Masters 
Degree course. 
For some it represented a chance to stay on 
at University for a year in the hope that 
they might be accepted into an Honours or 
Masters Degree course the following year. 
It was perceived by some as an 'easy' course 
which could be completed with the minimum of 
effort and commitment and thus enable them to 
give most of their attention to other 
5 . 
1. 8. 
1. 9. 
1.10. 
pursuits (e.g. social, sporting, political, etc . ) 
Some male students who had not yet commenced 
their military training felt that it would 
provide them with the opportunity to apply 
for a post and, if successful, receive two 
years salary before the commencement of their 
teaching careers. Some of these felt that this 
fact might provide them with the necessary 
funds to repay their state bursaries a lot 
sooner should they decide not to teach. 
Many had paid for their studies by obtaining 
state bursaries which,in most cases, came to 
a sUbstantial amount of money. The feeling 
amongst this group was that the repayment of 
such monies was of paramount importance. 
Some felt that teaching was the ideal pro-
fession because it was possible for them to 
get away at about 2.00 p.m. every day and 
thus they would have time to pursue other 
interests (especially sporting interests). 
It needs to be pointed out that the majority of students fitted 
into those groups described under 1 . 1 and 1.2 above. Having said 
that it needs to be noted that many of these believed the course 
to be an 'easy' option and most, if not all, had little 
appreciation of the complexities of education and teaching. 
FUrther, they seem, at the outset of their diploma year , to have 
little real appreciation of the realities of the educational 
system i n 'South Africa; this in spite of having spent at least 
twelve years in South African schools. 
6. 
2. Students come to us from a variety of academic backgrounds. 
Broadly speaking, these backgrounds vary between the Sciences 
and the Arts. For many of the former a course in Education 
7. 
appears too vague, 'wafily', 'airy-fairy' and quite 'undisciplined' . 
Further, they face problems in adapting their thinking to incor-
porate studies which suggest an uncertainty and tentativeness which 
goes against the grain; and they are, initially, often particularly 
unsettled by the fact that they have to write 'essays'. 
The Arts students, on the other hand, often view the course as 
'light-weight' in an academic sensei especially those who already 
have some grounding in the disciplines of Philosophy, Sociology 
and Psychology. Those who have never been introduced to the 
latter disciplines, often find them as difficult and as meaningless 
as their fellow students in the Sciences. 
3. Most students seem to believe that we can teach them how to teach 
and they seem to view the course as one which ought to provide 
them with a blueprint of how to teach. It does not take them long 
to realise that this is not the case at all and that if they were 
hoping for a panacea they are quickly disillusioned. 
4 . Linked to the disillusionment outlined in 3 above, is a .general 
fear and concern about their own self-adequacy. Students are 
concerned about their ability to cope and survive in .the classroom 
and they expect the course to offer them coping and survival 
strategies. 
5. Since all our students have studied one or two subjects as 
disciplines 'in depth' in their final undergraduate year , there is 
an expectation that their HDE year will provide them with ~ 
academically rigourous and respectable study of education. Of 
course, the course attempts to do this, but it is made up of so 
many individual courses that students find, much to their alarm, 
that their time during the day is fully occupied. Add to this the 
fact that they will spend seven or eight. weeks on teaching 
8. 
practice and it is not difficult to sympathise with their com-
plaints that they have very little time to read or research 'in 
depth' in a cnurse which bombards them with methods, skills, G.E.M., 
Philosophy, SOciology, Psychology, etc. and insists that they link 
it all to 'practice'. 
It seems clear to me that we cannot possibly do in one yeac what 
we seem to be attempting to do. If one notes that hardly anyone 
amongst the members of staff knows enough about the areas being 
dealt with by other members of staff, it seems dishonest of us 
to expect our students to be able to put everything together or to 
link it all together into some kind of intelligible understanding. 
6. In a general sense, one could make the point that student reactions 
are affected by such factors as individual personalities (staff 
members and students); staff members' motivations for doing what 
they are doing and for being where they are; poor lecturing, 
teaching, tutoring, communication, etc; and the fact that there 
seems to be no agreement amongst the staff as to what it is we 
ought to be trying to do in the HDE course. 
7. It is perhaps true to argue that we attempt to prepare our 
students for a teaching world which is the ideal rather than the 
real. There is much to be said for attempting to do this; but 
in a country dominated by the Christian National perspective it 
9. 
does seem that we are offering a liberal education which will 
bring them into conflict with the de facto philosophy of 
education in our system. Assuming that we are correct in our 
belief that we are offering them a better alternative, it 
remains incumbent upon us to ensure that we make the stUdents 
aware of the reality out there; prepare them for 'culture 
shock'; and offer them sound strategies for coping and surviving 
in the system while, at the same time, they are doing what they 
have very good educational reasons for doing. 
There might well be many other factors of which I have failed to take 
account. Be that as it may, I would like now to return to the point I 
made about staff awareness of,. and concern about, negative student 
reactions. It appears that the staff, or at least some members of the 
staff, felt that something ought to be done about this unhappy state of 
affairs. It was clearly not enough that each member do his/her best in 
his/her particular neck of the woods: what was needed was sorne kind of 
coherent and 'integrated' effort to offer .. something in sorne form which 
would find a happy home in the hearts and minds of the HDE students. 
This admission that what was offered seemed to be seriously lacking was 
a breakthrough because it clearly meant that some members of staff were 
prepared to accept that perhaps the solution lay more with them than 
with the students themselves. This is not to say that the students 
are, or never have been, party to the failure of a course. But it was 
a positive reaction in the hope that what the staff could do, it would. 
And if the resultant course offered proved to be meaningful, then it 
was reasonable to expect a positive effect on student motivations; 
that it would offer something meaningful to all students irrespective 
of their academic backgrounds; and that the most obvious indication of 
positive student reaction would be a marked increase in attendance. 
The basic assumption underlying the thinking of the planners was 
essentially Rogerian. If the course offered proved meaningful to 
our students, irrespective of who they are or what their motivations 
are, then we could reasonably assume that the unhappiness and 
dissatisfaction would disappear for the majority. 
The planners and designers of the initial ATT course 
attempted t v begin with and to make use of the 
students' taken-for-granted understandings, 
their commonsense, and over time to encourage 
them to submit this to critical thought .•• we 
were intent on trying to avoid enshrining some 
'approved' practice by encouraging and enabling 
creative and imaginative responses in the many 
and various situations a teacher experiences 
every single day. 
(Appendix A, pp. 2-3) 
10. 
The idea, then, was to start from the attitudes, experiences, assumptions, 
understandings and feelings of the students themselves. Added to this 
was a determination 
to avoid offering our students a restrictive 
dogma . 
(Appendix A, p. 3) 
So,much of the actual content of the course would come from the students 
themselves; that is to say that whatever they felt, believed or under-
stood would be the starting point of discussions. All stimuluses and 
readings presented would merely provide the focus: the content of the 
discussions based on these would be left entirely open. 
No theory 'pxper' would be offered until after the completion of the ATT 
course; the idea being that if we could present the students with a 
common set of readings and stimuluses, followed by open discussions, it 
11. 
seemed reasonable to assume that they would be more amenable to, or 
ready for, a more formal, disciplined approach . Further J the presenters 
of each theory course could use that experience of the ATT course as a 
common core experience in the presentation of their own disciplines. 
It is clear, then, that the ATT course was seen as an integrated course 
and it was hoped that other lecturers (e.g. in the G.E.M., Methods and 
Theory courses) would attempt to make the necessary links. As I will 
point out later, this latter hope never really materialised to any 
significant degree. 
other important features of the course were that attendance was to be 
voluntary; that no marks would be awarded for the two essays required 
(tutors would offer only detailed comment); and that it would not be 
examinable. It was felt that students should be as relaxed as possible 
in the belief that if they were they would get the most out of it. 
Also, if it was perceived as stimulating, interesting and meaningful 
the students would attend . 
Eehind the planning there also seens to have been a conscious attempt not to 
make the kinds of assumptions which seemed to lie behind the presen-
tation of previous HDE courses. Thus the planners did not assume that: 
1. Because the students were all postgraduates they would be 
able to plunge in at the deep end. 
2. All of them necessarily wanted to teach. 
3. They would be able to cope with a number of different courses in 
a single year. 
4. We could teach the theory courses at an 'acceptably' high academic 
level. 
12. 
5. Adults of twenty-two years of age would easily be able to come 
to terms with their anxieties about teaching and all the atten-
dant fears about competence, self-worth, ability, etc~ 
In sum, then 
in setting up this course we focused on the need to 
help each student to concentrate his or her 
attention on the nature of schooling; 
provide a conceptual basis for critical self-
awareness and self-evaluation; 
help each student to try to articulate that 
which underlies his/her actions and practice. 
(Appendix A, p. 4) 
A final reason for initially offering such a course was the fact that 
students seemed to be unable to cope adequately during their first 
Teaching Practice in spite of generous helpings of theory in the months 
preceding the first foray into schools as 'student teachers'. It was hoped 
that the About to Teach course would better prepare them for this exper-
Finally, I would like to make a crucial point. Arriving as I did at the 
commencement of this course, I was quite literally staggered by the re-
sponse of the students to the course. There was no doubt in my mind at 
the time (and nothing has happened to change my view) that this course 
was, in fact, a very successful exercise in meaningful learning. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE ABOUT TO TEACH COURSE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
As mentioned in chapter one, the first ATT course was presented during 
the first term of 1982. 
Briefly, the pertinent information about this i nitial course is as 
follows: 
1. The six course tutors made up the organising and planning committee 
which met often before the commencement of the course and at the 
end of each week throughout its duration . The latter meetings were 
particularly useful for a number of reasons: 
1.1. Tasks, administrative or otherwise, could be equitably 
apportioned so that no staff member would find him/herself' 
doing more than was reasonably expected. This was and is 
particularly important because those involved in the course 
were giving of their time and experience over and above 
what was officially required of them. 
1 . 2. 
1.3 . 
Staff members would have an opportunity to communicate 
their ideas and share their experiences with their 
colleagues. Valuable feedback was generally forthcoming 
and we often picked up useful suggestions and ideas from 
each other. Whatever transpired was minuted and each 
member would receive a copy of the Minutes the same day. 
Negotiation and brainstorming were and still are a feature 
of these meetings and at one of the earliest meetings it 
was decided that it would be essential for the development 
13 . 
of the course to give the students the opportunity to 
assess the course after their return from Teaching 
Practice. 
2. The course was designed to last for seven weeks. 
14 . 
3. six periods per week were allotted, three stimulus input periods 
on Tuesday morning and three tutorial periods on Thursday morning. 
The third period of tutorial discussion was optional (i . e. it was 
available if the students and the tutor felt that they needed to 
continue a discussion). The rationale behind a two-day gap between 
the stimulus input and tutorial discussion sessions was to give 
the students time to think about the stimulus material, read the 
relevant prescribed reading and come in prepared to discuss and 
share their ideas. 
4. Students were encouraged to offer their own ideas based upon their 
own understandings and experiences. 
5. Tutorial groups were small (between six and nine members) and each 
group was carefully constituted so that it had a fair balance 
between males and females and between subject/method specialisations 
of individual students. The idea here was to people each tutorial 
group with individuals who might be expected to have very different 
ideas to at least some of the others in the group . It was con-
sidered both healthy and important for students to be exposed to 
vigorous debate . 
6. The task of the tutors was to facilitate discussion and to keep 
as low a profile as possible (i.e. not to dominate discussions). 
7 . The name of the course was taken from the title of a book by 
PC Souper (published by Routledge and Kegan Paul in 1976). 
This text was the essential reading for the duration of the 
course . Particular chapters were prescribed weekly according 
to the particular theme for that week. It needs to be noted that 
Souper's text seems to have inspired much of the initial 
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thinking and planning of the course: it is a tightly integrated 
work and it follows logical and coherent themes . In short, it is 
an excellent text which deserves much of the credit for the format 
of the course and some of the thinking behind it. 
8 . Tutors were to remain with the same group of students throughout 
the duration of the course . However, it was agreed that after 
three or four weeks it would be acceptable for individual tutors 
to arrange to swop groups should they and the groups concerned 
agree to do so. In fact, during 1982 only one such swop took place . 
The reason for this seems to have been a reluctance on the part 
of tutors, chiefly because they had developed a close relationship 
with the students in their groups . 
9 . The first assignment, What matters to me about teaching? was to be 
handed in before the commencement of the course . The idea here was 
to obtain from the students some idea of their motivations and 
thinking before they were exposed to any other influences. 
The second assignment, What matters to me now about teaching? was 
to be handed in after the students had returned from teaching 
practice. It was hoped that students would learn something about 
their changing perceptions after having completed the course and a 
peri od of teaching practice . 
The initial assignment was returned to the tutor (who had commented 
on i tl after t he student had read the former's comments. Both 
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assignments were returned to the student only after the tutor had 
commented on and compared the two assignments. Neither of the 
assignments was to be formally assessed; the tutor was merely 
required to write as much constructive comment as he/she felt 
was necessary . The students were encouraged to write as honestly 
as possible - and this they certainly did. 
10. Discussions during tutorials were to concentrate on the students· 
perceptions of issues arising from the stimulus material, their 
own e~perience and the readings. 
11. It was hoped that the stimulus material would encourage students 
to discuss issues, not in a formal academic sense, but as 
individuals from their own perspectives, understandings and 
experience. It was further hoped that the students would find 
all this stimulating, meaningful and relevant. The assumption was 
that discussions would, in a very natural way, raise crucial 
theoretical and practical issues without the introduction of the 
constraining dimension of academic terminology. Later, when the 
students were introduced to the formal theoretical perspectives, 
it was assumed that they would find these more intelligible 
because they would already have discussed many of the same issues, 
albeit at a 'lay' level. 
12. Attendance was not compulsory but at the end of each week the 
tutors would report on the attendance during their tutorial 
sessions 
It needs to be noted that not all members of staff believed that what 
we were attempting to do was a good idea. Essentially, these reser-
vations were centred around : 
1. the expressed concern that the course would not be 
sufficiently academically rigourous; 
2. the belief that the students needed some sound, 
solid theoretical input before going out on 
their first teaching practice; 
3. the fear that this lack of theoretical input would 
hamper the work of the method lecturers. 
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At the end of the teaching practice sessions in 1982 and 1983 the students 
were invited to assess the course. A questionnaire was compiled after 
the completion of each of these two courses and a copy given to each 
student. Unfortunately, not many of these questionnaires were completed 
and returned: in 1982 there was a 42\ response and in 1983 it had dropped 
to 24\. The reasons for these poor responses include some or all of the 
following: 
1. Completion of the questionnaire was entirely voluntary. 
2. Students were asked to complete them in their own time. 
3. The questionnaires were long, requiring about an hour to complete. 
4. At that time of the year the students were under heavy work 
pressures. 
5. They were never 'chased up' as it was felt that the exercise 
should be voluntary. 
Nevertheless, the reactions from these rather small percentages of the 
student populations in 1982 and 1983 were most encouraging. Although 
assessments were anonymous, the reaction of the students to the ATT 
course in both years was overwhelmingly positive. This coincided with 
the impressions gained by the tutors who all felt that the course 
appeared to be reaching the students and these impressions were based 
upon excellent attendance of stimulus and tutorial sessions; animated 
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and interesting tutorials; and a general, positive feedback from 
students during informal discussions. Further, there was often 
favourable comment from the student leaders during periodic meetings 
between the staff of the Department and the Student Representative Council 
in the Faculty of Education. This positive response towards the ATT 
course was most heart-warming because for years the staff had 
received little more than negative and discouraging feedback. 
Of course, the responses to the questionnaires were not free of 
criticism, but it was refreshing to see that most of the criticism 
offered was constructive and thus helped the staff to gain a clearer 
insight into the level at which to pitch the course. SUch criticisms 
were taken very seriously and resulted in some changes to the course. 
Essentially. however. these changes were relatively minor in nature·. 
The course today remains very much as initially presented in 1982. 
Briefly. the changes that were made were as follows: 
1 . Criticism of the film Patterns of learning in 1982 suggested to 
us that perhaps we had screened it too early. As a result we 
withdrew this film from the programme in 1983 and replaced it 
with A day in a school. In the same year we screened the film 
later on and it met with a much more positive response. 
2. There was a good measure of dissatisfaction with the prescribed 
text. There was little quarrel with the quality of Souper's text 
which offers an extremely effective integrated look at the sorts 
of themes around which the course was planned. However. the 
students found that our concern to stick to the text inhibited 
discussion and perhaps the reason for this was because for 
'beginners t it is not an easy tex~ Even the course tutors were 
forced to agree that it is a difficult text in the sense that it 
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is, perhaps, really more suitable for those who have had some 
considerable experience and understanding of educational issues 
in a broad sense. 
Yet, we were reluctant to replace it in 1983. Instead we attempted 
to help the students to come to grips with it by handing out, 
during tutorials, easily assimilable summarised notes of the 
relevant areas under discussion. However, reaction to the text 
in 1983 was again negative and it was clear that tutors tended 
to use it less and less, primarily because they felt that it 
tended to inhibit discussion and involve them in dominating 
proceedings. 
\ 
SO, for the 1984 course it was decided to compile a booklet of 
less formal and ' difficult ' readings. The course tutors decided 
upon this approach for another important reason: that we were 
attempting,in our use of SOuper, a too formal approach and were 
perhaps undermining our original intention of ensuring that the 
students would be able to tackle the course material with as 
little difficulty as possible. 
3. Although the students said that they generally liked the idea of 
remaining with the same tutor they expressed the view that it 
might be a better idea for the groups to meet with a different 
tutor each week . They felt that this would help them to get to 
know more of the staff earlier in the year; that they would benefit 
from hearing different perspectives ; that all of the tutors would 
have the opportunity of meeting all of the students; and that it 
would obviate the problem of a group landing up with a tutor with 
whom they were incompatible. 
4. Many of the students,and most of the tutors, felt that on the 
basis of the success of the course some consideration be given 
to adapting the theory courses in such a way that they follow 
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on from the ATT course. It was felt that the theory courses could 
make excellent use of all the stimulus material presented to, 
and discussed by, the students; their teaching practice experience; 
and the fact that they had come to operate very effectively in 
small groups. This, of course, meant some movement towards inte-
gration and careful steps were taken in this direction. But more 
of that later on in this presentation. SUffice it to say at this 
point that some progress was made but that there still needs to be 
a lot done before some form of real integration becomes a reality. 
5. In 1983 the course tutors thought that it might be a good idea 
to video most of the stimulus material and a different group in 
discussion each week. The students accepted this suggestion and 
seemed to find it a very useful and instructive experience to view 
themselves in discussions. Besides this useful spin-off, the 
major motivation was to compile a video presentation of the course 
in the belief that it would be of considerable use later: for 
presentation, research, assessment and dissemination. 
That, in sum, is really all that needs to be said about the course and 
its development. A perusal of the Handbook for 1984 (Appendix L) and a 
comparison with what was on offer the previous two years (Appendix 
B) will indicate how little the course has actually changed over the 
three years. Nevertheless, as has already been pointed out, those 
changes which were made were done on the basis of the suggestions of the 
students themselves and,it must be added, the reason for keeping most of 
it intact was also based on student assessments. 
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Obviously, when some unhappiness has been expressed during the course 
itself, it has not always been possible to make changes in mid-stride. 
However, such criticisms/unhappiness were dealt with where possible 
in the circumstances and taken into account during the planning of 
the course for the following year. For example, in 1982 a young lady 
requested a transfer from one group to another because she had been 
allocated to a group in which one of the members was a young lady who 
had 'stolen' her boyfriend. She was immediately transferred to another 
group . Thereafter, it was made clear to students that if they had a 
good reason for wanting to change groups they had only to approach the 
organisers of the course and it would be arranged. 
A perusal of the Handbook (Appendix L) will give details of the course 
itself: the stimulus material, the broad themes, the readings and 
questions, the assignment topics, tutorial groupings and other 
organisational information. In addition to this, it would be useful 
to offer a brief description of each stimulus item. 
1. The Seven-Up series. 
A look at the development of fourteen young English people at 
ages seven, fourteen and twenty-one. They represent a wide cross-
section of the English community and the central issue revolves 
around the Loyola dictum, 
Give me a child until the age of seven and I will give you 
the man. 
2. The effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds. 
A film which looks at the relationships between a mother and her 
two daughters; between the daughters; and between a teacher and 
one of the daughters. In short, a valuable look at factors in 
the environment which can influence the children we teach. 
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3. Address by Headmasters on the aims they have for their schools. 
Duri~g this exercise, the students were addressed by a number of 
local Headmasters. After the various addresses, students 
questioned the Headmasters on various points. 
4 . A day in a school. 
For this exercise arrangements were made for all the students to 
attend school for a day as pupils. Each was 'attached' to a pupil 
who acted as a 'journeyman' throughout the day: the student 
would attend all lessons, meals and other activities attended by 
his 'journeyman'. 
The idea behind this exercise was to give the students a last 
opportunity to experience first-hand the realities of school life 
as pupils. 
5. The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie. 
A film about a powerful personality who is able to exert great 
influence over her pupils and who challenges the norms of her 
institutional setting. The results are both heroic and tragic. 
6. Interviews with Standard 6 and Standard 9 pupils on The teacher 
I'd like. 
Two separate interviews; one with a cross-section of Standard 6 
and the other, of Standard 9 pupils. Students observed these 
interviews through a one-way mirror. The pupils were aware that 
they were being observed. 
7. Panel of teachers discussing particular instances of Classroom 
Management and Discipline. 
Panel consisted of six teachers who shared with the students 
their ideas, strategies and attitudes towards management and 
discipline. Students were given ample opportunity to ask questions. 
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Finally, it needs to be pointed out that at no time did the course 
designers attempt to define the content of discussions . It was and 
has always been the intention of the planners and organisers to 
merely present material and allow the students to react to the 
stimulus from their own perspectives; in short , from 'where they are 
at' at that particular time. So the content of the discussions 'was 
largely determined by the students themselves. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL ISSUES 
In the previous two chapters a descriptive account was given of the 
background and development of the ATT course. Such a description raises, 
by implication. many important theoretical issues. In this chapter it 
is proposed to look at these issues in an attempt to clarify the par-
ticular methodological approach adopted and to place the ATT course 
itself into a coherent theoretical context. 
In broad outline, then, this chapter will be divided into two sections : 
the first will look at the ATT course as a piece of Action Research and 
the second will look at some theoretical issues which need to be 
addressed. 
1. Action Research Theory and the ATT course. 
The ATT course commenced as an active attempt to offer the students an 
experience which would help them to get to grips with some of the issues 
in education and it was hoped that it would be able to do this in an 
interesting, stimulating and meaningful way . In its early stages there 
was no express intention of conducting any research. As time went by, 
however J it became clear that more and more we were involving ourselves 
in a piece of action research and a conscious attempt was made to monitor 
the course within that context. 
There is a problem in linking the two words 'action' and 'research' . 
Both involve very different issues and operate in different ways. Be 
that as it may, it might be useful at this point to look at two definitions 
of action research . 
1. Action Research is small-scale intervention in 
the functioning of the real world and a close 
examination of the effects of such intervention. 
(Cohen and Manion, 1980, p. 174) 
2. Education action research is a term used to 
describe a family of activities in curriculum 
development, professional development, school 
improvement and systems planning and policy 
development. These activities have in common 
the identification of strategies of planned 
action which are implemented and then 
systematically submitted to observation,. 
reflection and change. Participants in the 
action being considered are integrally in-
volved in all the activities . 
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(Grundy and Kemmis, 1981, in Flanagan, Breen & Walker, 
1984, pp. 3 and 4) 
It is clear from the description of the ATT course that it is a 'small-
scale intervention' involving 'planned action' and an 'examination of 
the effects of such intervention'. Further, the participants are in-
volved in the whole process. 
Gr~ndy and Kernrnis (1981) offer useful comment on two intrinsic aims of 
action research, aims w~ich underpin much of the thinking and planning 
which went into the ATT course. These are 
. .. to improve and involve 
Action Research aims at improvement in three areas: 
1. the improvement of practice; 
2. the improvement (or professional development) 
of the understanding of the practice by its 
practi tioners i 
and 
3. the improvement of the situation in which the 
action takes place. 
The aim of involvement stands shoulder to shoulder with 
the aim of improvement. Action research is an inherently 
social form of research: those involved in the practice 
being considered are to be involved in the action re-
search process in all its phases of planning, acting, 
observing and r.eflecting. As an action research project 
develops, it is expected that a widening circle of those 
affected by the practice will become involved in the re-
search process. For this reason, action researchers are 
inevitably concerned wjth the politics and processes of 
innovation and change. 
(Ibid, p. 4) 
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The ATT course aims to 'improve' and to 'involve'. It needs to be noted, 
however, that it is no easy task to determine when these aims will be 
fully realised. As matters stand, the most that can be said is that there 
has been some improvement and some involvement. In the three years that 
the ATT course has been offered, it has had some little influence on the 
presentation of the theory courses. Further, less than half the staff 
have been directly involved in the course; of the others some have been 
amenable to carrying on where the course leaves off and the rest are 
either uninterested or too busy to become involved. 
The process towards real curriculum change, therefore, is not very ad-
vanced, but it does appear as if gradual progress is being made. The 
ideal is still far off. The process of innovation and change in social 
and educational contexts is a slow one and the main reason for this 
seems to be a hesitancy to disturb the status quo by taking what amounts 
to a 'leap of faith' for many people (Weatherhead, 1965). 
The course as a piece of action research appears to meet the minimal re-
quirements put forward by Grundy and Kemmis (1981). 
1 . A project takes as its subject-matter a social practice, 
regarding it as a strategic action susceptible of im-
provement. 
2. The project proceeds through a spiral of cycles of 
planning, acting, observing and reflecting, with 
each of these activities being systematically and 
self-critically implemented and inter-related. 
3. The project involves those responsible for the 
practice in each of the moments of the activity, 
widening participation in the project gradually 
to include others affected by the practice and 
maintaining collaborative control of the process . 
(In Flanagan, Breen and Walker, 1984, p o. III 
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The participating tutors are still in the process of interesting others 
in the possibility of applying what they are learning in the ATT course 
to the theory component of the HDE course. This is happening where the 
participant tutors are actually involved in both the ATT course and one 
of the theory courses. Development is limited but at least it has not 
been arrested. Ultimately, it is hoped that the ATT course and the theory 
courses will make up a coherent and integrated theory course. In the 
final chapter some indication will be given of what progress has been 
made in attempts to break down rigid discipline boundaries. 
In other areas of the HDE course, for example in GEM and the individual 
method courses, there does not seem to be any really coherent linking 
with either the ATT course or the theory courses - except in those 
cases where a participating tutor is also involved in one of these other 
areas. 
So, the ATT course meets these minimal requirements suggested by Grundy 
and Kemmis. The most tenuous is the third one, but the ATT course does 
manage to qualify as it is gradually involving others . However, there is 
a very real danger that in this area' it might be arrested and if that 
happens it will no longer qualify. This is one important reason for 
writing this thesis: in the hope that the course might involve more and 
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more people and that it might contribute towards the development of a 
more coherent and integrated HOE course. 
The most typical features and characteristics of action research are 
clearly evident in the ATT course : 
1. It started with a 'diagnostic' stage during which perceived 
problems were looked into and various hypotheses put forward. 
2. These hypotheses are being tested in the ATT course itself, the 
'therapeutic' stage . In this piece of research the testing of 
these hypotheses hinges exclusively on the assessment of the 
course by the students themselves. 
3. The whole exercise is ' situational ' in that it is attempting to 
deal with a ' particular problem in a particular social and educa-
tional context. 
4 . Cohen and Manion (1980) argue that it is not imperative that 
action research be 'collaborative' in the sense that "teams of 
researchers and practitioners work together on a project." (p. 174), In 
this sense J the ATT is not 'collaborative' because it does not 
involve an independent researcher or team of researchers . Since 
the course was planned and designed to meet the expressed and 
perceived dissatisfaction of the students themselves, this issue 
is not, perhaps, that important. Nevertheless, it is the poorer 
because it does lack in this important respect. 
5 . But it is 'participatory' in that the members of the ATT team are 
directly involved in implementing the research : as members of the 
team they plan, observe, reflect and implement change in continu-
ing cycles. All decisions made are the result of debate and 
involve all the tutors and information supplied by the students. 
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6. It is 'self-evaluative I in that all changes are moni tared and evalu-
ated by everyone involved in the process. The course is constantly 
and continually evaluated, the aim being to improve on what we are 
offering our students. 
7. Because action research is situational, it is very different to 
applied research. There is no attempt or, indeed, wish, to arrive 
at generalisable knowledge . All it attempts to· do is gain some 
useful understanding of how to improve practice in a specific situa-
tion and for a particular reason. 
(Cohen and Manion, 1980; Flanagan, Breen and Walker, 1984) 
Having said that, it needs to be pointed out that action research is not 
hopelessly subjective. It is certainly empirical in that it relies on the 
collection of data from, for example, questionnaires, interviews, case 
studies, observations, etc. In the ATT course the data is collected from 
tutors and from students. Tutors feed in their observations, impressions, 
feelings, ideas and feedback from the students at the end of each week; and 
the students are given a further chance of letting their views, ideas, re-
actions and feelings be known by completing a detailed q~estionnaire at the 
end of the course. In attempting to assess the students' reactions to the 
course in 1984 it was decided, in addition, to interview a 10% sample of 
the student body. 
Action research may be lacking in scientific rigour, but it can still 
qualify as rigorous research. By no stretch of the imagination can the ATT 
course claim to be a piece of nomothetic research. The ~ery characteristics 
which make it what it is are inimical to true experimental research: its 
sample is not representative of the population; there is no control over 
independent variables; and its findings cannot be generalised because they 
are only meaningful in a specific situation. Nevertheless, this particular 
research model does offer the opportunity to attempt to solve practical 
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problems, something with which the scientific method is not primarily con-
cerned . That is not to say, however, that action research cannot raise a 
number of issues which could be taken up by experimental research. Also, 
i t is possible that as action research programmes become more extensive., 
they could become more amenable to experimental research. (Verma and Beard, 
1981; Flanagan, Breen and Walker, 1984; Cohen and Manion, 1980; Simon, 1984) . 
Action Research is concerned with change and the ATT course is attempting 
to introduce the idea of change in the followi ng ways: (Cohen and Manion, 1980) 
1. By attempting to suggest that a discovery approach towards teaching 
and education might be a useful addition to the mor e t raditional 
lecturing approach. Coupled with this is the realisation that perhaps 
students need to be given the opportunity to contribute more towards 
their own learning; to get to grips with ,their own personal develop-
ment; and -to accept res ponsibility for their own learning, develop-
ment and growth. 
2. by suggesting that there might be a lot of merit in looking at a 
more integrated effort as a possible alternative (or addition) to 
teaching and learning which assumes that separate disciplines ought 
to be, and can be, mutually exclusive . 
3 . by attempting to show that methods of ongoing assessment can be im-
proved. 
4. by attempting to encourage a much more positive attitude towards 
work, learning and the profession . 
5. by encouraging students to look critically at, and perhaps modify, 
their values in terms of learning, wor k and teaching. 
6. by seeing the task of the HDE year as something akin to a Group 
Guidance exercise in which students are prepared for experiences, 
realities, values and understandings they have not yet come 
across (Dovey, 1982, 1984, 1985) 
Of course, careful consideration has to be given to the context into 
which a piece of action research like the ATT course is introduced 
(Cohen and Manion, 1980). This involves taking into account factors 
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which will seriously influence the project and its results 4 Some of these 
have already been mentioned, but it might be appropriate to detail these 
and mention others. 
1 . The tutors must be really involved, motivated and understand 
what it is the ATT course is attempting to do. Since taking 
part in the course is entirely voluntary and involves tutors 
in a commitment over and above their official duties, it is 
reasonable to argue that they are really involved, motivated 
and understand what it is the course is attempting, as all 
are involved in the planning and running of the course. 
2 . It is important that the innovation be in line with the essential 
organisational setting of the institution: in this case, the De-
partment of Education. Since the course was, and is, organised 
'in-house', this has been achieved with minimal opposition or 
discord. Nevertheless, if the ATT course is going to generate 
change in other areas (GEM, Theory and Method courses), in 
its long-term objective of achieving an integrated HDE course, 
~ is, quite clearly, a lot more to be done. Not everyone is 
happy with the idea that traditional approaches may have to 
change; that individual staff members will have to become more 
heavily involved across specific discipline or method boundaries; 
that staff will involve themselves in more and more small group 
work; that for many reasons personal research pursuits might be 
subject to constraints; that some will feel that it is disad-
vantageous from a career point of view to give up a specialist 
emphasis for a more eclectic one; and the fear that many have 
that the course would lose its respectable academic status -
whether such status is in fact a reality or not. 
There are many other less important reasons for misgivings, but 
suffice it to say that there is no intrinsic reason why these 
fears or misgivings cannot be allayed and problems solved. A 
specific example of one which seems to have overcome many of 
these, is that of the Department of Education at Cambridge Uni-
versity - an example that will be taken up later (Adams, 1985). 
In sum, then, for the ATT course to succeed in its long-term 
integrative aims, it is important that all these fears and mis-
givings be discussed and that whatever future course is taken, 
be negotiated. 
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3~ Since a Department of Education is a university in South Africa 
has to conform to certain criteria laid down by Government in 
terms of courses offered, time spent on teaching practice, etc., 
it is important that any proposed programme meet these require-
ments - for obvious reasons. Obviously, these issues have to be 
taken into account, but a university department realises that 
it is a lot more independent than it might appear to be and 
for this reason there is no reason why an innovative programme 
cannot be planned with these limitations and requirements in 
mind. 
Of course, one may play "hunt the power group" and enter lithe 
area of radical, including neomarxist, perspectives on educa-
tional theory" (Clark, 1981) . Briefly, such radical perspectives 
would insist that all the ATT course is doing is tinkering with-
in the structure without looking critically at the macro-
structure within which we are operating. It is a valid pcint 
and a useful criticism which has provided very useful insights 
into the nature of educational systems (Bowles and Gintis J 1977, 
1 and 2; Dale, 1977; Flude, 1974; Hexta11 and Sarup, 1977; 
Holly, 1977; Whitty, 1974). 
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However . at the moment we can only operate within those structures 
that are available, although it is incumbent upon us to bring to 
the attention of our students the existence of such critiques of 
modern Western Technological Society, as well as many other per-
spectives. ID the end, they will have to make up their own minds 
and our job ought not to be to indoctrinate students but to 
playa part in their education . Obviously, such a 'liberal' or 
'humanist' approach is in itself ideological - but at least it 
is amenable to the presentation of various perspectives from 
which the student may make meaningful choices . 
4. A crucial aspect is that of resources, particularly the availa-
bility of capable researchers . In any Department of Education or 
university there will be an available supply. In fact, most of 
the tutors who have contributed towards the ATT course are them-
selves e~perienced researchers. However, no independent re-
searcher or team of researchers has ever been used. Their use 
would, of course, have been extremely valuable but as has been 
mentioned earlier, their use in action research is not 
imperative. 
Besides that, the ATT course has never had the resources to 
contemplate such a desirable move. Further, no one in the 
Department has the time to do such research . 
Having said that and acknowledging further that the ATT course 
is the poorer without a team of i ndependent researchers, it needs 
to be reiterated that the course tutors are all experienced edu-
cationists, who participated in the process and at weekly 
meetings shared observations, ideas, suggestions, etc. In 
addition they are involved in end-of-year meetings to plan 
the following year's course on the basis of assessments by 
students and their own well-considered (and shared) experiences, 
observations and reflections. 
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It needs to be ·noted that there are a number of problems. Firstly, in a very 
real sense all the tutors could be described as converts before they joined 
the ATT team and it is quite possible that for this reason the success of the 
course becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Secondly, since all the tutors are 
intimately involved with the whole process, there is the typical danger of 
the subjectivity of participants in the process. For these reasons it is 
especially unfortunate that no independent team of researchers (or researcher) 
was part of the research process. Since this desirability was beyond the re-
sources of this study, it emphasises the importance of the students' assess-
ment of the course. It is one of the most important aims of this thesis to 
show that the really positive reactions of the tutors, or the participants in 
the action, is strongly mirrored in the detailed assessment offered by the 
students themselves. 
2. Other Theoretical Issues. 
In this section it is proposed that some consideration be given to only two 
major issues: other tAbout to Teach I sources and the Humanistic framework 
within which the researcher perceives the course as a whole. 
2.1. Other ' About to Teach' Sources. 
It is of interest that no comparable study of a comparable course has 
been found in the literature. This may be because the course is unique 
in the sense that it is offered in an attempt to meet a particular 
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problem at a particular time in a particular setting and was the result 
of the collective efforts of a number of people in that setting. It 
might be reasonable to argue that many action research endeavours will 
be unique because of the very nature of action research. Having said 
that, it might be appropriate to offer some thoughts on why this re-
searcher was unable to locate a similar piece of research: 
2.1 .1. In s tudies of curriculum development it seems clear that research 
is concerned with investigating the efficacy of a fully developed 
programme whether such a programme is goal-oriented or not . In no 
sense is the ATT course a fully developed curriculum project; it 
is merely a small-scale intervention which attempts to help the 
student feel his way into the HDE course and, more specifically, 
to do so from whatever vantage point he begins at in the hope 
that he will find the experience meaningful. It was, and is, 
hoped that the experience will help him move into the theory 
minefield a little easier and into his first teaching practice 
a little less apprehensively. So it is really an orientation 
programme which, over time, has suggested the need to seriously 
question the formal curriculum offered by the Department. If 
anything, it has raised the need to question the HDE course as a 
whole. 
2.1.2. It seems that other similar institutions offer either a traditional 
or an integrated approach to teacher education. Perhaps most offer 
something of both approaches. There has been much written about 
both. But the ATT course fits into neither approach : it is certainly 
not traditional and it is not inteqrated in the normal sense of 
the word in an academic setting . If anything, it precedes the 
official curriculum and it has no official status within the HDE 
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course. It makes no o vert attempt to present the contributions of, 
say, philosophy, psychology and sociology of education as individual 
or complementary disciplines. Neither does it overtly attempt to 
present theory and practice as inextricably linked. Such issues 
might arise in discussion but there is no intention to do so be-
fore the discussion begins . 
2.1 .3. There is a dearth of action research, or any research for that 
matter, into the teaching done and the courses offered in Depart-
ments of Education - or any department in tertiary institutions. 
Most research, it seems, is focused elsewhere, particularly on 
Primary and Secondary education. Clark (1981, p . 174h for example, 
tells us that "in the six years 1973 to 1978 some 640 theses were 
presented in education faculties" in South African universities. 
liThe five 'open' English language universities accounted for 4% 
only of theses ... " It is also interesting to note that only 22, 
or 3\ of the total number, dealt with teacher education systems. 
Rogers (1969) and (1983) has produced evidence from allover the 
world to suggest his particular approach to learning is indeed 
successful in primary, secondary and tertiary institutions. It 
is clear from the research done by students and followers of 
Rogers' 'person-centred' approach to teaching and learning that 
really meaningful learning takes place in a Humanistic setting 
or env ironment. However, although his general approach will be 
taken up later, nowhere is there a comparable researched effort 
to help beginning students in teacher education to orientate . 
Nevertheless, if any research or reporting comes close to what 
the ATT course is attempting to do, then it is to be found in 
Rogers' 'person-centred' approach. (Rogers, 1983) 
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The dearth of research on the work done in teacher education is 
not easy to explain. Perhaps there is an assumption that edu-
cation departments involve themselves and their students in re-
searching other contexts and not their own . 
2.1.4. The ATT course does not offer any formal content in the same sense 
that a particular discipline or integrated course might offer. 
Essays are set, but they are not 'marked' - there is, in sum, no 
official assessment or judgement of student 'performance'. 
2.1.5 . Although the planning committee provides a framework (i.e. stimu-
lus input, readings and tutorial sessions) it does not attempt to 
lay down what ought to be learned. Nothing is assumed about what 
will emerge before a particular tutorial session has commenced. 
2.1.6. A course like the ATT course is very much an ' in-house ' exercise 
which, by definition, is attempting to solve a specific problem 
in a specific context. In this sense, one can assume that not 
many potential researchers would consider it worthy of research-
ing or reporting. As mentioned earlier J its findings are not 
generalisable and it does not fit into an applied research model. 
It is a great pity that teachers in schools and tertiary institu-
tions do not · orten disseminate their findings when they do attempt 
to solve a particular problem. It might be of great value to 
others out there who would like to tackle their own problems . 
2 . 1.7. If other institutions have offered something similar they have 
not attempted to disseminate the information . Perhaps they have 
merely seen it as some l in-house' programme; the final product 
of such a programme being the area of research and dissemination. 
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2.1.8. The primary interest of this researcher is the effects the course 
has on the students. Obviously, the course tutors themselves have 
fed in their impressions, observations, experiences and reflec-
tions, but it is the impact on our market that is seen as vitally 
important . In the end, we need to ask ourselves whether the course 
. is offering the students a meaningful learning experience . There 
is no doubt that the tutors believe it is, but we need to know 
whether the students actually mirror the tutors' beliefs . 
2.2. The Humanistic Approach. 
The ATT course quite clearly has its own set of assumptions. Or, to be 
more precise, the people who designed and implemented the course have 
introduced their own sets of assumptions. It is very important that 
these assumptions be teased out and that the particular educational 
perspectives evidenced in the ATT course be made explicit . 
Firstly, it might be useful to spell out the assumptions the planners of 
the ATT course have not adopted. SOme of these have already been 
mentioned in earlier chapters, but it might be useful to reiterate them 
and bring in others. 
SO. the course planners did not assume: 
that because students have spent some twelve years in school and 
at least three years in a university they have a sophisticated 
understanding of what education is about and ought to be about; 
that a one year HDE course can hope to offer the kind of depth 
and rigour that a longer time would allow for; 
that the students would necessarily find the HDE course as a 
• 
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whole, or the ATT course in particular, meaningful and stimulating; 
that the fact that students come from different academic back-
grounds is irrelevanti 
that the fact that each student is an individual who brings with 
him very different experiences, perceptions. assumptions, ideas 
and understandings, is irrelevant; 
that it was necessary for them (i.e. the course planners) to be 
specialists in any particular area of education; 
that the students would arrive in the Department with some in-
herent ability to 'see' the links between various disciplines 
and between 'theory' and 'practice l ; 
that the students would somehow be able to make the necessary 
links between various disciplines and between 'theory' and 
'practice' by the end of the year without any real attempt on 
our part to help them to make these links; 
that it is necessary to enforce attendance if what we were to 
offer was to be stimulating, meaningful and relevant to the 
students; 
that it is necessary to formally assess what students have learned 
and to supply appropriate grades in an attempt to either enforce 
attendance or to satisfy academic criteria; 
_ that the course would be an 'easy' option purely because no 
pressure or compulsion was attached to it. on the contrary, it 
was felt that if meaningful learning was occurring, that in it-
self would be enough to give the lie to its being an 'easy' option; 
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that they would be able to offer the students any ultimate truths 
about teaching, teachers, schools, education, etci 
that the students were well enough prepared at the outset to feel 
confident about their ability to cope and survive in a classroom; 
that all the students had a burning ambition to become teachers; 
that all of them actually had a wish to teach at all; 
that the world of teaching ought to be presented in such an 
idealistic way t~at students are unaware of the realities which 
might confront them during their first teaching practice; 
that they ought to somehow ensure that the course aims at getting 
or persuading all our students to end up teaching. On the con-
trary, if the course helps them to make an authentic choice either 
way, that, from an educational point of view, ought to be enough. 
The assumptions underpinning the course are simple and few. These are: 
that one of the chief concerns of any course in teacher education 
must be to provide a learning experience which the students per-
ceive as meaningful; 
that if the students perceived their learning as meaningful they 
would be motivated and attend regularly; 
that it is not necessarily valid to argue that before their initial 
teaching practice students should be required to receive a large 
dosage of theory 'proper'; 
that since the course was designed to promote student participation 
and involvement, emphasis should be given to their reactions to 
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the coursei 
that the course would reach the majority of the students if it 
allowed them to come in from whatever point they were at~ So, 
their understandings, experiences, ideas, reactions, assumptions, 
etc., were considered to be vital; 
that if the ·course was indeed providing a meaningful learning ex-
perience, then there ought not to be any significant differences 
between the responses of students from different backgrounds -
whatever those backgrounds might be; 
that all students bring t o the course a wealth of diverse exper-
iences and understandings about education and about themselves 
and that these would be the most appropriate points at which to 
begin any course. 
Having made explicit what assumptions underline the course and, f~rther, 
what was not assumed, it now remains to explicate the kind of educational 
perspective evidenced in the course. 
It is, perhaps, clear that if any particular perspective underlies the 
ATT course, it is a Humanistic one. Many of the assumptions made by the 
course planners strongly suggests a Humanist perspective. 
1 Given its initial impetus in the 1950s by Maslow, the Humanist orien-
tation has since developed and, in the opinion of this researcher, has 
become the new, fashi~e orientation of the modern age. Perhaps this 
is part of the general reaction against and disillusionment with 
science. In a very real sense it seems to be a reaction against the 
realisation that modern man has become an extension of his own creations 
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and can no longer claim that these creations of his are merely extensions 
of himself (Berger et aI, 1973). 
It was believed that science would solve all man's problems, yet for all 
its undoubted value, it has in fact compounded them. Man has begun to 
believe, as Popper has for so long maintained, that there are no laws, 
not even in the'pure sciences: there are only hypotheses. The world of 
post-relativity science is characterised by this new belief. The new 
breed of scientists seem to accept the general belief that we should 
see everything as problematic; we are 'students of problems' and not 
the determined believers in immutable and absolute laws. OUr world is 
a world of flux and if we are to survive we must be flexible and open; 
not closed and deterministic! 
So, even in the pure sciences, scientists work from hypotheses. Every 
time a hypothesis is vindicated it is strengthened. But, as Popper 
points out, if our hypothesis is that all swans are white, then we 
2 
should concentrate on finding a black onel Once we become deterministic 
we close our minds to the possibility that we might be wrong. As 
Bronowski (1973) puts it when quoting Oliver Cromwell: 
I beseech you, in the bowels ~f Christ, think it 
possible you may be mistaken. 
This new problem-centred approach should be seen as a particularly wel-
come development as far as the social sciences are concerned. Man is on 
very shaky ground if he becomes too de~nistic about the behaviour of 
man. History is filled with the victims of those who held certainty in 
the palms of their hands. 
Nevertheless, it is disturbing to note the powerful influence still 
being exerted by notions of determinism in education - particularly in 
South Africa . Perhaps this influence has its profoundest expression in 
behav iourism. 
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The behaviourist orientation rests on, amongst others, two basic assump-
tions, viz: that all behaviour can be scientifically studied and that, 
when we know enough about it, it can be predicted, controlled and modi-
fied (Skinner, 1971). 
4 Or: ginated by Pavlov and further developed by such people as Watson, 
and Skinner, behaviourism maintains that all behaviour hinges upon the 
provision of a stimulus which then results in a particular response. It 
claims that behaviour is repeated when it is rewarded (reinforced) and 
that it will not be repeated if it is not rewarded. Continual and con-
sistent reward tends to result in a persistency of behaviour. This 
being so, the proper planning and control of rewards can change 
behaviour . 
It has made a significant and profound contribution to psychological 
prediction and control of behaviour and it is the only orientation which 
is genuinely scientifically verifiable - as much as any human behaviour 
can be genuinely verifiable. Further, it can, and does, explain how 
people learn all sorts of behaviour; it can help people change self-
defeating behaviour; it has provided valuable and effective learning 
programmes; and it can do all this in a more scientifically acceptable 
way than any other orientation (Skinner, 1971; Eysenck, 1953, 1957, 
1965 , 1972; Biehler and Snowman, 1982) . 
However , it is a determinist orientation. It sees man only in terms of 
a manipulative organism. Further, many of its conclusions are arrived 
at from artificial laboratory experiments on animals which , although 
valuable, can only have a limited application to the human species. 
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The latter, as the humanists claim. are complex organisms which are 
acted upon by their environment. yes. but they also act on their en-
vironment. By viewing man as having no real freedom of choice. the 
behaviourist is hard pressed to deal with such important human ex-
periences as love. creativity. growth. joy, will, etc. So. whole areas 
of subjective human behaviour are not amenable to the scientific method 
(Lugo, 1974). 
For the t eacher who adopts the behaviourist orientation there is an 
obvious commitment to the belief that it is only the environment which 
can influence human behaviour and that the human being can in no way 
influence the environment and act upon it. He is concerned only with 
what man can make of man (Skinner, 1971). He will see his charge as a 
manipulative organism of which he is the moulder. By adopting exclu-
sively the techniques of behaviourism, the teacher does not acknowledge, 
as the humanist insists, that the person has a propensity for self-
direction. self-actualisation, self-discipline. self-evaluation, self-
acceptance, self-understanding and self-growth. For all its obvious 
value, the failure of behaviourism to consider man in all his sub-
jective awareness is to fail to consider a crucial aspect of this com-
plex organism. 
Of course it is fairly obvious that we cannot reject the contributions 
of the behaviourist to our understanding of human behaviour. It could be 
argued, for example, that in certain cases of unfortunate behaviour. 
behaviourist techniques can provide the necessary starting point for much 
of the work of the humanists w~o place great emphasis on 'healthy man'. 
For instance, irrespective of what has happened before, to wean the drug 
addict from his addiction is a necessary pre-requisite to the attempt to 
help him begin to see his potential as a self-actualising organism. 
If one accepts this brief analysis then the development of humanism 
seems to be a logical one. It assumes that manls experience is vital 
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in any study of man; that, although we cannot completely and scientifi-
cally define such crucial areas of man's experience as empathy, joy, 
love. friendship. creativity, humour, etc., we neglect them at our peril; 
that man is born basically 'good'; that he does have some "degrees of 
freedom"j and that man must be seen to be in a continual state of 
growing and developing and not as a static, defined being. 
The humanist sees man as continually growing towards "self-actualisation", 
as Maslow would put it, and he is ultimately, in the existential sense, 
responsible for his own growth. Once he faces up to the realisation that 
he is ultimately on his own, he frees himself for more meaningful en-
counters with himself and others. Furthermore, he must accept his own 
mortality before he can face up to life; that until he loves himself he 
will not be capable of loving others; that it is futile to live in the 
past when it is the present moment that is always of crucial importance; 
that his growth is dependent on the development and expression of his 
own feelings; and that once people are in a situation where they feel 
secure and accepted, they will tend to lower their defences and will 
grow toward their true nature; they will become more themselves. 
Of course, humanistic psychology has been criticised. Ghiefly, because it 
is unable to base its theories on scientific facts and because of the 
inherent difficulty of defining its major concepts coupled with the diffi-
culty of measuring such concepts with consistency and precision. It has 
also been accused of creating the illusion that man is really free and 
that many people tend to have unrealistic interpretations of the em-
phasis placed on the expression of personal feelings and emotions . 
An acceptance, however, of the humanist orientation must affect pro-
foundly a teacher's attitude towards teaching and learning. The 
traditional classroom or lecture-room situation where the learner is 
viewed as a manipulative organism is anathema to the humanist. A con-
demnation of methods of instruction cannot be more strongly put than 
it was by Albert Einstein: 
It is in fact nothing short of a miracle that the 
modern methods of instruction have not yet entire-
ly strangled the holy curiosity of enquiry; for 
this delicate little plant, aside from stimulation, 
stands mainly in need of freedom; without this it 
goes to wrack and ruin without fail. 
(In Rogers, 1983, p. 1) 
Humanism would claim that it provides the solution to this problem in 
education. It claims an approach which encourages enquiry through the 
acknowledgement of the belief in the necessity to provide "freedom to 
learn", as Rogers (1969) would put it. Any educator who accepts this 
orientation must acknowledge his responsibility for providing the 
child with the necessary freedom to learn. 
But the educator must ask himself what kind of learning it is that he 
or she wants to develop . Rogers maintains that it is learning which 
has a quality of personal involvement - the whole person 
in both his feelings and cognitive aspects being in the 
learning event. It is self-initiated. It is pervasive -
it makes a difference in the behaviour, attitudes, per-
haps even in the personality of the learner . It is 
evaluated by the learner. Its essence is meaning • • • 
.•. The traditional and conventional approach makes 
significant learning improbable if not impossible •. • 
(Ibid , p. 5) 
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This is very different to the kind of goal-oriented learning and teaching 
which characterises so much of what passes for education . Again, Rogers 
(1969) puts it across quite unambiguously: 
Teaching, in my estimation, is a vastly over-rated 
function ... It raises all the wrong questions ... Are 
we really sure as to what they should know? . . What 
shall the course cover? This notion of coverage is 
based on the assumption that what is taught is 
what is learned; what is presented is what is 
assimilated. I know of no assumption so obviously 
untrue. one does not need research to provide 
evidence that this is false. one needs only to 
talk to a few students . 
•.. teaching- and the imparting of knowledge make 
sense in an unchanging environment ... if there is 
one truth about modern man, it is that he lives 
in an environment which is continually changing 
. .. We are, in my view, faced with an entirely 
new situation in education where the goal of 
education , if we are to survive , is the 
facilitation of change and learning. 
(Ibid, p . 104) 
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Rogers' 'client-centred therapy' is the method which he and others have 
used very successfully, it seems, in teaching situations. Essentially, 
he is concerned with communicating with students as people . The 
teacher must make it clear to his pupils that all learning is intrin-
sically self-learning, self-initiated and self-directed. The teacher 
is not a teacher in the traditional sense, he is a ' facilitator of 
learning' and he is also a learner in the process. Unlike the 
traditional approach, the humanist focuses on process rather than 
product in learning. 
The starting point should be an encounter group in which learners (which 
includes the teacher) would try and communicate with each other . Their 
needs would be discussed and their attitudes, feelings, and interests 
would, hopefully, be expressed so that all would come to better . under-
stand themselves and others. Students would, as far as possible, follow 
their own interests. Of course, if any feel that they would still 
prefer the teacher-centred, traditional approach, then they too must 
be catered for . The responsibility for one's own learning is great and 
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the possibility of tension and anxiety cannot be ignored. The facilitator 
can, however, still help the students to build up their confidence -
develop their self-concepts. 
The emphasis would be on trusting the student rather than upon evalua-
tive or punitive action. The neo-Marxist critiques of education have 
highlighted the notion of the hidden curriculum and the reproductive 
purpose of education. However, the humanist is more concerned with 
individual man rather than structures and 'aggregates'. It is reasonable 
to argue that if the humanist is 'right' in his essential assumptions, 
then changes will result from the changes wrought in individual 
men and women and not by replacing one structure with another. (Buber, 1923 
and 1947); (Hodes, 1971). 
So, much of the emphasis is on interpersonal relationships and trust. 
It is true that humanistic endeavours in education do not produce ' scien-
tifically respectable' data but this is hardly a good enough reason for 
ignoring what humanist psychology has to offer. Rogers, his students and 
others, can point to numerous experiments at all levels of educational 
endeavour which show positive results. Student and teacher reaction to 
such carefully designed courses have been decidedly positive (Rogers, 
1983) . 
Although this is hardly as rigorous an experimental exercise as that 
which the behaviourist adopts, it does suggest that such an approach has 
merit and deserves to be given serious consideration. As Rogers (1969) 
says: 
I can only be passionate in my statement that people 
count, that interpersonal relationships are important, 
that we know something about releasing human potential, 
that we could learn much more, and that unless we give 
strong positive attention to the human interpersonal 
side of our educational di lemma, our civilization is 
on its way down the drain. Better courses, better 
curricula, better coverage, better teaching 
machines, will never resolve our dilemma in a 
basic way. Only persons acting like persons in 
t heir relationships with their students can even 
begin to make a dent on this most urgent problem 
of modern education. 
(p. 125)5 
There is no space in a presentation of this nature to go into such 
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experiments as Rogers and others have carried out in their attempts to 
show that self-direction and self-learning are possible and essential 
for the production of innovative minds. However, one can sum up the re-
suIts of those experiments (which support the theory of Abraham Maslow; 
much of the work done by sociologists on interaction; and the self-con-
cept theory of people like G H Mead, amongst others)6, by saying that 
interpersonal relationships seem to be fundamentally crucial to the 
learning process in a continually developing organism as complex as man 
and that for real learning to take place, it must be meaningful. 
Notes and References: 
1. Maslow (1968), (1970) and (1976). 
2. Popper (1945) and (1972); and Ackermann (1976). 
3. Cromwell's letter to the General Assembly of the Church of Scot-
land, 3 August 1650. 
4. Pavlov (1927); Frolov (1937); and Watson (1930). 
5. I have concentrated in this chapter largely on the work of Rogers 
as I find that he best sums up all that I have read on Humanism 
in Education. I find his work an ideal focus for my understanding 
of the following writers: SUber, 1923, 1927; Holt, 1964, 1970, 
1972, 1974, 1976; Gibran, 1923; Neill, 1926; and Hodes, 1971). 
6. For example, Hargreaves, 1967 and 1975; Nash, 1973; Strauss, 
1972; and Miller, 1973. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHOD AND METHODOLOGY 
As was mentioned earlier, the focus of this study is to assess student 
reactions to the ATT course. In the opinion o f this researcher, the best 
methods available to him were the use of a detailed Questionnaire/Survey 
and unstructured interviews with a random sample of students. 
These two particular methods were chosen for the following reasons: 
1. The target population was on hand and it was reasonable to assume 
that the researcher would be able to count on the co-operation of 
the student body. The fact of a captive population would obviate 
many of the problems of administering a Questionnaire through the 
post. There would be no need to follow-up in the hope of getting 
an acceptabl e number of returns and there would be no need for 
sampling from amongst those who do not respond (i.e. the non-
respondents). 
2. The very nature of the exercise (i.e. a small-scale piece of re-
search ai~d at tackling a specific problem in a specific setting), 
meant that it would be possible to get close to a 100\ response. 
Since no attempt would be made to generalise findings beyond the 
specific population, it was reasonable to assume that definite 
conclusions could be drawn about the population under scrutiny. 
3 . outside of the selection of six students for interviewing there 
would be no problems attached to the kind of sample chosen. It 
was possible that all the students might be encouraged to partici-
pate. 
4. Since the focus of this thesis is on what the students think of 
the course, then the best way to assess it would be to ask them. 
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5. Since financial and manpower resources were minimalJ it was not 
possible to employ the services of an independent researcher or 
an independent team of researchers, and to compare their findings 
with the results of the QUestionnaires and Interviews. Of course, 
it is clear that this piece of research is the poorer without 
such added perspectives. 
6. The Questionnaire and the Interview would be very easy to ad-
minister and would not require the services of any other persons/ 
interviewers/investigators. 
7. It would be possible to collect all the data within a very short 
space of time. 
8. Since the target population was a 'captive' population, it would 
be a simple matter to decide upon the most opportune time to ask 
the students to fill in the Questionnaire and also to arrange the 
interviews . 
9. Questionnaires and unstructured interviews can be very open-ended 
-and in this piece of research this was considered quit~ crucial 
because the researcher was very keen to find out what they thought. 
(Tuckman, 1972; Cohen and Manion, 1980; Behr, 1983). 
The Questionnaire/SUrvey: a description of the process. 
1. The purpose of the enquiry. 
The general purpose of the enquiry was to obtain a detailed assess-
ment by the students of the ATT course. From such an assessment the 
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specific central aim (Cohen and Manion, 1980) of the study was 
to ascertain whether the students perceived the course as offering 
them a stimulating, meaningful, interesting and enjoyable learning 
experience. Linked to this was the need to find out why the students 
felt as they did. 
bnce the primary aim of the study was ascertained, various sub-
sidiary topics and aims were identified and itemised as follows : 
1.1 . Student assessments and comments on: 
1.1.1. the sitmulus material offered; 
1.1.2. the assignments written; 
1.1 . 3. the readings offered; 
1.1.4 . tutorial/group work and discussions; 
1.1.5. the characteristics of the ideal tutor; 
1.1.6. each of the six tutors ; 
1.1.7. the broad aims of the course. 
1.2. Student comment on: 
1.2.1. whether their method courses suffered from a lack of 
specific knowledge of the core theory areas (i.e. 
Philosophy, Sociology, and Psychology); 
1 . 2 . 2. Whether having moved from general issues raised 
during the ATT course and then into Teaching 
Practice they feel they are now better prepared 
and informed for the reception of specific topics 
covered in the core courseSj 
1.2.3. Whether we should consider introducing into the ATT 
programme at the end of each week, an integrated staff 
panel discussion/session on the major Philosophical, 
Psychological and Sociological issues raised 
during that week; 
1.3. 
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1.2.4 . Whether the course was valuable in preparing them 
for their first Teaching Practice; 
1.2 . 5 . How they felt about going into a school after the 
completion of the ATT coursei 
1.2.6. Reasons for their missing any of the sessionsi , 
1.2.7 . Whether the course encouraged them to think both 
about teaching and about their own experiences, 
ideas and motivations . 
Student suggestions and/or recommendations on: 
1.3.1. the duration of the course; 
1.3.2 . the offering of a future, similar course; 
1.3.3. the content and format of future courses; 
1.3.4 . the changing of tutors every week . 
1 . 4 . Student comment on any issues relating to the planning, 
design and implementation of the H.D.E. course, emphasising 
the part played by the ATT course. 
1 . 5 . To ascertain whether there was any significant difference 
between the assessments offered by : 
1.5 .1. Arts and Science students; 
1.5.2. Male and female students. 
1 . 6. To ascertain whether the schools attended by students as 
pupils : 
1 . 6 .1. had a teacher psychologist; 
1 . 6.2 . offered a guidance programme of any kind ; and 
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1.6.3. if such a programme was offered , their attitude 
t owards it . 
(Cohen and Manion, 1980l 
2. The Population. 
As has been mentioned, this factor presented no problems in terms 
of sampling. The students who attended the course were a captive 
population and every effort would be made to encourage all the 
students to involve themselves in the assessment of the course . 
3. Available Resources. 
The resources available were minimal but this did not really 
affect the study itself - except for the fact that there was 
no possibility of employing the services of independent 
researcher(sl. 
Since the study was situation specific none of the normal problems 
pertained : there was no fieldwork involving the employment of in-
vestigators and interviewers; no training and supervising of 
personnel was needed; no travelling was required; and no mailing 
costs were involved. Such financial costs as printing, typing 
and the purchase of tapes (for the interviewslwere easily borne 
by the researcher himself. 
Of great value to the researcher was the presence in the Department 
of experienced academic personnel who could be asked to help by 
offering comment on the questions asked, methodological issues , 
etc. 
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4. Constructing the Questionnaire. 
4.1. General comment. 
once the purpose of the enquiry was determined and the 
variables were specified (as outlined in 1 above) it was 
a relatively simple matter to design the necessary 
questions. However, linked to the specific. central aim of 
the study (i.e . to ascertain whether the students per-
ceived the course as offering them a stimulating. meaning-
ful, interesting and enjoyable experience) was the need to 
find out why the students felt as they did. So, apart from 
questions geared towards a quantitative assessment of what 
was offered, it was considered vital to get some feedback 
on the reasons for their answers. This applies particularly 
to those questions involving a rating scale. 
If. as the researcher assumed, the course was successful. 
it would be because (amongst other reasons) that it gave all 
the students the opportunity to respond to it from a very 
personal perspective. 
The Questionnaire. then, asks direct and indirect questions, 
specific and non-specific questions, fact and opinion and 
open and closed questions, in an attempt to obtain both 
quantitative and qualitative responses 
(Tuckman, 1972, pp. 174-176). 
4.2 . Pilot QUestionnaires . (Appendix B) 
In 1982 and 1983 QUestionnaires were distributed and used, 
for the purposes of this study, as pilot Questionnaires. 
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The purpose here was to eliminate ambiguities, revise certain 
items and include others on the basis of the responses. For 
example, in this questionnaire, questions 1 (personal par-
ticulars), 5 (dealing with the characteristics of the ideal 
tutor and asking the students for an assessment of each 
tutor involved in the course) and 7 (the aims of the course) 
were added when it became clear from the pilot questionnaires 
that they needed to be asked . 
(Tuckman, 1972, pp. 196-209) 
4.3. Sequencing of questions. 
The questions were designed to follow broadly the outline of 
the course itself. (Appendix e)l 
4.3.1. Item 1. Personal particulars and other background 
details. (Appendix D)l 
These questions were designed to supply pertinent 
personal and background particulars which might be 
relevant in evaluating student responses. Most of 
them were included after a careful assessment of the 
answers supplied in the Pilot Questionnaires of the 
previous two years . On the basis of those assessments 
it was felt that it would be worth finding out the 
sex of the respondents, their method subjects, the 
kind and size of school attended and whether Guid-
ance was offered at their schools. With this infor-
mation available it would be possible to ascertain 
whether there were, for example, any significant 
differences between the responses of males and 
females and arts and science students . Further, there 
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might be some use (depending on responses to the 
whole questionnaire) in having available information 
about the kind of school attended and whether or not 
such schools offered Guidance. 
4.3.2. Item 2. Stimulus material and assignments. (Appendix E)l 
The questions under this section dealt with the 
specific ·stimulus i terns and the assignments set. All 
the questions have a rating scale and invite a comment 
from the students . In addition, there is one question 
which invites suggestions for stimulus items that 
might be offered in future courses. 
4.3.3. Item 3. About to Teach Handbook . (Appendix F)l 
The questions in this section dealt with each of the 
readings; each has a rating scale and invites a comment 
from the students. 
4.3.4. Item 4. Tutorials/Group work. (Appendix G)l 
Again, these questions offer a rating scale and invite 
a comment from the students. Various aspects of exper-
ience of tutorial discussions are covered in the hope 
that a detailed idea of the experience of the tutorial 
sessions might reveal some useful information and in-
sights. 
4 . 3.5. Item 5. Tutors. (Appendix H)l 
This section is divided into two parts: the rating of 
the characteristics of the ideal tutor and a comment 
on each of the tutors involved in the course. 
4.3.6. 
4.3.7. 
In the original questionnaire the tutors were named but 
for the purposes of this study their names have been 
removed in the interests of anonymity. 
Item 6. General points. (Appendix 1)1 
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The questions in this section attempt to elicit comment on 
a number of very importqnt issues relating to 
the duration of the course 
the core subject areas 
the continuance/discontinuance of the course 
suggestions for future courses 
Teaching Practice 
reasons for absence from any of the sessions 
changing of tutors on a weekly basis 
whether the course encouraged them to think about 
teaching and about their own experiences, ideas and 
motivations 
any issues concerning the HDE course and the part 
played in it by the ATT course. 
Item 7. Intentions of the course. (Appendix J)l 
Once again, this section offered a rating scale and 
invited students to offer reasons why they thought 
the course had/had not achieved its aims. 
The questions asked in this study, then, attempted to elicit responses 
which would enable the researcher to assess whether or not the central 
specific aim of the course was achieved. This would involve an overall 
assessment of the responses . Further, specific responses in specific 
areas would indicate the reactions of students to subsidiary topics and 
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aims listed under 1 above. 
4.4. Pitfalls in questionnaire construction. 
4.4.1. Types of questions asked. 
Care was taken not to ask leading, highbrow, complex 
and irritating questionS i or questions that use 
negatives .. 
Although Cohen and Manion (1980) suggest that open-
ended questions are a "less satisfactory way of 
eliciting information" (p. 84), this researcher is 
not convinced that he wculd obtain the same sort of 
information or responses needed for this particular 
piece of research by eliminating them. In attempting 
to find out why students approved or disapproved of 
the course or aspects of it , this study is attempting 
to find out whether or not meaningful learning took 
place. For this reason it was believed that open 
questions were essential. Certainly , the experience 
and information gained from the pilot questionnaires 
i ndicated that open questions which invited comment 
on a particular response or question were very wcrth-
while . 
It wculd, perhaps, be more correct to speak of open-
ended responses rather than open or open-ended 
questions. (Tuckffian, 1972, p . 177) . 
Behr (1983), however , suggests that 
in practice a good questionnaire should contain 
open and closed forms of questions so that re-
sponses from the two forms can be checked and 
cornpared~ 
(p. 15) 
Most questions invite both a rating and a comment 
and thus serve a dual purpose . The former can be 
quantified and since there are more than 30 respondents 
(Cohen and Manion, 1980), the responses are amenable to 
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statistical measurement; while the latter will provide 
further insights into the reasons why the respondents 
responded as they did. And the reasons offered by the 
respondents are central to this study. 
4.4.2. Number of questions. 
Lovell and Lawson (1970) point out that 
in general a total of 30 questions must be 
considered the optimum number 
(In Behr, 1983, p . 151) 
This questionnaire invites some 139 responses and is 
obviously very time-consuming. However, this re-
searcher was confident that because he was on good 
terms with the students, he would be able to persuade 
and encourage them to take part in this exercise. This 
proved to be the case , but it must be admitted that 
t he questionnaire is too long. Nevertheless, it is 
gratifying to note the willingness of the respondents 
to give of their time and energy to fill in the 
questionnaire as comprehensively as possible . It is , 
perhaps, reasonable to suggest that their willing-
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ness to do so says something positive about their 
concern that their reactions, attitudes and feelings 
be taken note of . 
4.5. Administration of the questionnaire. 
The administration and completion of the questionnaire are 
of some significance in this study because it took place 
eleven weeks after the completion of the ATT course. This 
was necessary for a number of reasons: 
It had to be after the initial Teaching Practice since the 
course itself was also an attempt to prepare the students 
for some of the issues which might conceivably arise 
during Teaching Practice. Together with the Method and 
G.E.M. courses it was a preparation for Teaching Practice. 
In order to assess its value as a preparation for Teaching 
Practice, the completion of the questionnaire had to take 
place afterwards. The first Teaching Practice period of 
1984 was five weeks long. 
- After the completion of the ATT course the students left 
for their week-long Easter vacation. 
- Upon their return from vacation the students attended three 
weeks of classes before leaving for their first Teaching 
Practice session. During this period they completed 30% of 
their core theory courses (i.e. Philosophy, Psychology and 
SOciology). 
- After their return from Teaching Practice, this researcher 
decided to wait a further two weeks before administering 
the questionnaire. The reason for this further delay was 
the fact that the students would have completed a further 
20% of their core theory courses - 50% in all. Thus, the 
questionnaire could take advantage of the fact that the 
students had something with which to compare the ATT 
course although no questions were geared towards a 
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direct comparison. It was hoped that those questions which 
were asked (i.e. numbers 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.10 -
and perhaps others), might evoke an unsolicited comparison. 
ThuB J by the time the questionnaire was administered and com-
pleted, over half of the HDE year had passed. Of course, such 
a long f. ·eriod between the completion of the course and the 
completion of the questionnaire was not ideal, but it was 
necessary. If anything, this caused considerable concern to 
the researcher because he felt that it was very possible 
that many students might not be able to remember particular 
aspects of the course. on the other hand, he felt that if 
the course was as successful and as well received as it 
appeared to be, then it would quite possibly survive this 
delay. Further, if the responses proved to be very positive 
and comprehensive, then that alone would be to the credit 
of the course. 
However, in the likely event of respondents not remembering 
items very well (e.g. readings in the Handbook), students 
were asked to bring their Handbooks with them. Unfortunately, 
not all of them remembered to bring it along and this might 
be one of the reasons why there was a relatively high pro-
portion (20\) of 'No Opinion(s), offered on the reading/ 
articles. 
4.5.1. Summary of the time lapse between the completion of 
the course and the administration and completion of 
the questionnaire. 
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Dates Weeks 
Completion of the ATT 
course 
April vacation 
Classes prior to 
Teaching Practice 
Teaching Practice 
Classes after 
Teaching Practice 
Administration of 
questionnaire 
4 April 1984 
4 April 1984 - 14 April 1984 
15 April 1984 - 3 May 1984 
· 6 May 1984 7 June 1984 
10 June 1984 - 21 June 1984 
19 JUne 1984 
4.5.2. Ccmpletion of the questionnaire. 
1 
3 
5 
2 
The student body assembled in the Main Lecture ·Theatre and 
each student was given a copy of the questionnaire. The de-
tails were as follows: 
4.5.2.1. They were warmly thanked for voluntarily 
agreeing to take part in the research exercise. 
4 . 5.2.2. It was explained to them that the data collected 
from the questionnaire would be used by the re-
searcher for his M.Ed. thesis and for the 
planning of the 1985 course. 
4.5.2.3. The researcher briefly explained what was re-
quired of them and how they were expected to 
fill in the questionnaire. 
4.5.2.4. They were urged to offer comments wherever 
possible and in as much detail as possible. 
4.5.2.5. Those who had forgotten to bring along their 
course Handbooks were encouraged to sit next 
to those who had. 
4.5 . 2.6. No time limit was set and students left when 
they had completed the questionnaire. The 
average time spent on the questionnaire was 
one-and-a-half hours. 
4.5.2.7 . The students were encouraged to be as open, 
honest and frank as possible and were assured 
that their responses would be treated with the 
utmost confidentiality. 
4.5.2.8. They were reminded that it was not obligatory 
to supply their names. If they felt more com-
fortable remaining anonymous, then they need 
not identify themselves. 
Some students were absent from the session and were 
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followed up by the researcher. Except for one student , all 
the students returned their completed questionnaires. In 
all, 52 out of the 54 students returned the questionnaire. 
One of the two who did not complete it was a late arrival 
to the HDE course and missed the entire ATT course . 
The Interview. 
1 . Reasons for conducting interviews . 
Earlier a number of reasons were offered for the choosing of both a 
questionnaire and a number of interviews. Also, the purposes of the 
enquiry were made explicit. In addition , the following points need 
to be made: 
1.1. Given the purpose of this piece of research, the researcher 
bel ieved that a number of interviews would be a useful com-
plement to the questionnaire and would help to clarify some 
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of the findings based on the data collected from the responses 
to the questionnaire. SO, it is not intended that the inter-
views stand on their own: they are to be "used in conjunction 
with" (Cohen and Manion, 1980, p. 243) the questionnaire. 
Although the questionnaire attempts to elicit both quantitative 
and qualitative data it was believed that the added data from 
the interviews would enhance the value of both . In particular, 
it was believed that the interviews might offer further insights 
into why the respondents perceived the course, or parts of it, 
positively or negatively. 
1 .2. Cohen and Manion (1980, p. 253) point out that the interview and 
the questionnaire have some common characteristics but, more 
importantly, each has some advantages when compared with the 
other. In a very real sense each obviates some of the disad-
vantages of the other (Tuckman, 1972, p. 188). Having said 
that, it should be noted that the invitation to comment after 
each item and/or question in the questionnaire counteracts 
some of the problems associated with the questionnaire as a 
research technique. Taken together it was assumed that the 
questionnaire and the interview would positively enhance the 
realiability and validity of the data. 
In sum, the questionnaire attempts to obtain both nomothetic 
and ethnographic data in an attempt to obviate the problems 
attached to the collection of either one or the other . The 
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interviews attempt to collect further ethnographic data in 
the hope that such data might be useful when comparing it 
with data gleaned from the responses to the questionnaire. 
1.3. The interview is a very useful technique for gaining "access 
to what is inside a person's head" (Tuckman, 1972, _ p. 173) 
and makes it possible to identify attitudes, beliefs, values 
and preferences. 
2. The non-directive and focused interview. 
The researcher decided to opt for an informal, open-ended and non-
directive interview in the hope that this would encourage as full a 
response from the interviewees as possible. Keen (1970) maintains 
that for an interview to be a reliable phenomenological research 
technique, it must have these intrinsic characteristics (in stones, 
1982, p. 61). 
Cohen and Manion (1980) point to the principle features of this 
approach as being 
the minimal direction or control exhibited by the 
interviewer and the freedom the respondent has to 
express his subjective feelings as fully and as 
spontaneously as he chooses or is able. 
(p. 243) 
The non-directive interview technique had its origins in the work of 
Freud and today is more correctly classified in a therapeutic con-
text as evidenced by the contribution of Rogers (1942) . As an exercise 
in therapy it does not have very much use as a research tool in edu-
cational settings such as the one under revi~w in this research. 
Since the research itself had a limited context it had to focus on a 
limited area . For this reason the interview itself had to have a 
focus and in this case that was the experience of the ATT course . 
So, although the interviews were non-directive, they did have a 
specific focus. All the intervi~ experienced the same course 
and the researcher was interested in their subjective experience 
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of it. Their responses would help him to test the validity of his 
hypotheseSi make comparisons with the responses to the questionnaire 
and enable him to pick up responses for which he was not prepared. 
The latter could lead to the formulation of new hypotheses. 
Since the researcher had already analysed the experience of the ATT 
course, and since he decided to tape the proceedings of each inter-
view, he was free to adopt a non-directive approach during each 
interview. Unwilling to inhibit the process by guiding it too rigidly, 
the researcher decided to make only one request, the response to 
which would determine subsequent questions. The request was, III would 
like you to talk about your personal experiences or feelings about, 
and opinions of , the About to Teach course ". 
Very few subsequent questions were in fact asked, the researcher 
merely prompting and encouraging the interviewee to talk about the 
course . Since it was their reaction to the course in which he was 
interested, he was quite happy to let the interviewee take the 
initiative and speak about issues as they carne to mind. 
Essentially, the interviews, or more correctly, the self-reports, are 
phenomenological explications of the experiences, attitudes, feelings 
and opinions of the students about the ATT course . As already 
mentioned, the interviews met Keenls requirements for an interview· 
to qualify as a reliable phenomenological research technique . 
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Nevertheless, interviews as a research technique are fraught with 
problems which stem from the very nature of the interview itself. 
By definition, it is an interaction between people and the relation-
ship between the people involved will affect what is said (and how 
it is said) by the interviewee and what is heard and how it is 
interpreted by the interviewer. Stones (l982) makes the point that 
for this reason Keen (l977) "emphasises that the guiding principle 
of the skilled researcher lies in making the subject a co-researcher 
in order to facilitate his/her full and candid expression of his own 
unique, subjective behaviour and experience" (p. 62), and she goes on 
to point out that he asserts that the 
co-researcher paradigm is central •.. to all phenomeno-
logical research if the subjects are to be mobilised 
in the research effort. 
(Keen, 1977, p . 29 in Stones, 1982, 
p. 62) 
However, in this particular research effort the researcher felt that 
in spite of the "co-researcher paradigm" there was still a marked 
potential for bias in the interview situation. In general terms the 
sources of potential bias lay in the characteristics of both the re-
searcher and the respondents. Since the researcher was on very good 
terms with the students there existed a very real danger that the 
interviewees would anticipate what he wanted to hear in the hope that 
what they said would help him in some way. Certainly, they appeared 
to like him very much, knew his enthusiasm for the course and knew 
that he was gathering data for a thesis on the course . For these 
reasons they might quite understandably give him what he expected to 
hear . However, he took great pains to impress upon the interviewees 
(as he did with all the respondents to the questionnaire) that it was 
absolutely imperative that they understand that he wanted to hear 
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whatever they had to say, the 'good' and the 'bad'. Further, he 
impressed upon them the need for absolute honesty and urged them to 
accept that, without it, the exercise would be wasted. 
In the end the researcher was quite confident that all his students 
knew him well enough to know that there was no cause to feel 
threatened by him and he is as convinced as it is possible to be 
convinced, that they trusted him enough to say whatever they wanted 
to say about the course. 
In order to further obviate interviewer bias no attempt was made by 
the researcher to gain some impression of the responses to the 
questionnaire in order to give him some areas of focus for the inter-
view. He did this because he saw the need for an open response as 
more important than the need to direct the proceedings too rigidly. 
Since he was a participant in the process he felt that this might 
obviate some of the obvious subjectivity and potential for bias on 
his part. He believed that if there was any validity in his hypo-
theses then the kinds of things he hoped would emerge would do so 
without any prompting or help from him. 
Cannell and Kahn (1968) have reported on studies which raise the 
problem of validity in interviewing . They make the point that 
lIinferences about validity are made too often on the basis of 'face 
validity', that is, whether the questions asked lock as if they are 
measuring what they claim to measure. The cause, they argue, is 
bias" (in Cohen and Manion, 1980, p. 252-253). 
This kind of problem is emphasised by Kitwood (1977) when he argues 
that the interview as a research tool results in a 'catch 22' 
situation because even if one is to maximise reliability it is done 
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a t the expense of validity_ Of course this is true if one con-
ceives of the interview as a means of obtaining factual information 
or as an interaction which by its very nature incorporates the 
notion of bias which has to be eliminated as much as possible. 
However, as has already been explained, the researcher attempted 
to eliminate the potential for bias by being as non-directive as 
possible, by insisting on the need for absolute honesty, by avoiding 
the temptation of analysing responses to the questionnaire before 
the interviews and by asking the interviewees to respond to only 
one request, viz. to give their personal experiences, feelings and 
opinions of the ATT course. Further, since the theoretical dimension 
adopted is a phenomenological one, it could be argued, as Kitwood 
has done, that the traditional conceptions of reliability and validity 
become U'redundant notions, for every interpersonal situation may be 
said to be valid, as such, whether or not it conforms to expectations, 
whether or not it involves a high degree of communication, and 
whether or not the participants emerge exhilirated or depressed I II 
(in Cohen and Manion, 1980, p. 253). 
Nevertheless, attempts were made to eliminate bias as far as possible 
and the fact that the data from the interviews was to be complemen-
tary to the data from the questionnaire emphasises the secondary 
status of the interview in this study . In addition, systematic 
sampling ensured an unbiased selection of interviewees from the 
student population under study. 
Van Eckartsberg (1971, p. 72) points out that data from non-directive 
interviews or self-reports is regarded as phenomenologically legiti-
mate and scientifically valid, although a problem of self-reports is 
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often claimed to be that of "selective attention ll • (In Stones, 1982, 
p. 63) Stones goes on to say that: 
Since the phenomenological researcher is, however, 
interested in that which is significant for the 
subject, 'selective attention' is not regarded as 
a problem - in fact, it is r egarded as less of a 
problem than the 'selective attention' imposed on 
phenomena by researchers in the natural scientific 
tradition by means of fixed-response questionnaires 
and rigidly structured interview situations. 
(Ibid, p. 63) 
This researcher completel y endorses this point o f view and it is 
for this reason that beth the questionnaire a nd the interviews are 
as open-ended and non- directive as possible. He is interested in what 
the subjects have to say. 
Of course, there is a further problem. Does the interviewer understand 
the data and is his inter pretation of it adequate? Ther e seems little 
reason for this researcher to insist that his understanding and inter-
pretations are necessarily adequate or, indeed, the only ones. For 
this reason, he has included all the responses to the questionnaire 
and the transcribed interviews so that his reader might assess the 
reasonableness of his interpretations and his conclusions. Of course, 
he appreciates that what he sees may not necessarily be all that 
there is to see and for this reason is happy for his reader to ex-
pI ore the data as well. 
Another point which needs to be made is the argument that the inter-
view will tell us most when it deals with experiences as soon as 
possible after they occur. Of couree this is a valuable criticism 
because the IImediation of time, reflection or imagination interferes 
with experiential reporting in that it serves to separate the person 
from his lived experience" (Stones, 1982, p. 63). However, as 
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mentioned earlier, there were reasons for delaying the completion 
of the questionnaire and the interviews. Also, as any student of 
history will inform us, we are better able to understand the past 
the further removed we are from it. Van den Berg (1972) argues that 
the past . II 'speaks to us in the present' and that the 'present past' 
or 'the past as it appears now' (p. 79) is significant in that 'our 
recollections have a motive ... it is this motive that decides the 
nature of the recollection· ••. p. 83)" (in Stones, 1982, p. 64). 
The self-reports of the subjects in this study thus 
deal with both the present and the 'present past', 
and hence arguably provide concrete data arising 
from the immediate encounter with both the present 
and the 'present past' experience ... 
(ibid, 1982, p. 64.) 
of the ATT course. 
In the end, a phenomenological perspective would insist that we 
"let the data speak for itself" (Colaizzi, 1978, in Stones, 1982, 
p. 67) and to this end the researcher has made available the 
transcriptions of all the interviews and all the responses to the 
questionnaires. The reader may then check the reasonableness of 
the inferences and/or conclusions drawn by the researcher. 
3. The Interviews. 
A brief description of the procedures is offered in an attempt to 
clarify many of the points already made. 
Within a few days of the completion of the questionnaire, interviews 
were held with six members of the 1984 HDE class. Systematic sampling 
was used as a basis of selection: every eighth person (on an alpha-
betical list of the class) was approached. Each was asked whether 
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s/he would be prepared to be interviewed on the ATT course and all 
readily agreed to take part. 
Mutually suitable times were arranged for each interview. Before the 
commencement of each interview it was carefully explained to each 
interviewee that: 
3.1. The interview would be informal, open-ended and non-directive. 
What this meant was explained to them and all accepted it. 
3.2. It was to playa part in the assessment of the ATT course. 
3 .3. The researcher would prefer to tape the proceedings as this 
would leave him free to really listen and take part if need be. 
It would obviate note-taking or other forms of recording pro-
ceedings and would quite simply be transcribed and analysed at 
a later date . All the interviewees were quite happy for the 
proceedings to be taped. 
3.4 . Only one prepared question/request would be asked/made and 
they were to respond to it. Any other questions would depend 
largely on what emerged during the interview. 
3.5. Their anonymity would be preserved. This did not particularly 
concern any of them and all were quite happy that their first 
names be used. 
3.6 . They were to be as honest and as frank as possible about their 
ideas, attitudes, feelings and criticisms of the course, or 
any aspect of it. They were urged not to allow their percep-
tions of what the interviewer would like to hear to inhibit 
them: that, in fact, anything they had to say would be con-
sidered very valuable for future courses and for this piece of 
research. 
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3 . 7. There would be no time-limit on the interview and that it 
would terminate at such time as the interviewee wished it. 
4. The Transcribed Interviews (Appendix K) 
As a point of clarification, the reader needs to note that in future 
references to specific interview material a particular code will be 
used. The details are as follows: 
4.1 . Each interviewee has a first name only, i.e. Clyde, Jonathan, 
Richard, Penny, Jill and Marion. 
4.2. Every page of each interview has every fifth line numbered. 
4.3. Any reference to a particular interview will involve an 
NOTE: 
indication of which interview it is, the page number of the 
reference and the relevant line(s) number(s). 
e.g. C. 260 11 18-20, means Interview with Clyde, page 260, 
lines 18-20. 
The name codes are as follows: 
C = Clyde 
Jo Jonathan 
R = Richard 
P Penny 
Ji Jill 
M = Marion 
Footnote: 
1. Each Appendix consists of the consolidated responses of the 
group to the question. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND EVALUATION OF THE COURSE 
1. Introduction. 
Because of the limited nature of this presentation no attempt will 
be made to look closely at individual ratings and comments made by 
respondents. Instead, the researcher's comments and conclusions will 
be limited to general statements which he feels summarises the 
collective ratings and comments under each item. The interviews will 
be used to complement the ratings and responses in the questionnaire 
and this will necessitate drawing on what all six interviewees had 
to say in the hope that what they say might clarify certain issues. 
Of course, where it is appropriate, the researcher has, on occasion, 
dealt with a specific rating, issue or comment. 
Since he has been a participant in the process the researcher is 
keenly aware of the potential for bias on his part and has for this 
reason included all t he raw data in this presentation. The reader 
is thus free to check the reliability and validity of the conclu-
sions drawn. 
2. Stimulus material and assignments (Appendix E, pp. 33-84). 
The students were asked to assess each stimulus input item on a 
five point rating scale: I (of no value); 2 (of little value); 
3 (no opinion); 4 (of some value); and 5 (of great value). Ratings 
I and 2 have been interpreted as negative ratings and 4 and 5 as 
positive ratings. What follows is a summary of the ratings of all 
the stimulus items: 
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Number of % % % no % 
responses Posi ti ve Negative Opinion Total 
---
Total population ( 52) 505 76,63 13,07 10,30 lCO,CO 
Science students ( 21) 209 78,46 10,53 11,01 lCO,CO 
Art students (31) 296 75,34 14,86 9,80 100,00 
Male students ( 29) 279 75,99 13,98 10,03 loo,CO 
Female students (23) 226 77,43 11,95 10,62 loo,CO 
(See also graph on p. 34 of Appendix E) 
These ratings are overwhelmingly positive and suggest very strongly 
that the students found the assignments and the stimulus items inter-
esting, stimulating and worthwhile. Further, the relationship between 
the ratings of the two sub-groups indicates that there is no signifi-
cant difference between the responses of (a) Science and Art students 
and (b) Male and Female students. Using the Chi-square test to test 
'goodness of fit' between the two latter categories, it is clear that 
the null hypotheses that there are no significant differences between 
the responses of (a) Science and Art students and (b) Male and Female 
students, stand (ibid, pp. 35-36). 
A perusal of the comments made on each of the eight stimulus input 
items and the two assignments will support the conclusion that the 
reactions of the students to this part of the course ~ overwhelmingly 
positive. Nevertheless} a look at these comments tells a great deal 
more than the ratings can . The latter do not reveal why respondents 
rated items as they did. The following pertinent points need to be 
made: 
2.1 . Except for the Discussion with Headmaster (or his representative) 
about the day you spent in his school, both assignments and the 
other seven stimulus items received very few 'negative' or 'no 
opinion' ratings and/or comments. In fact, of the total number 
of 'negative' (66) and 'no opinion' (52) ratings in this whole 
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section) this particular item received 19 'negative' and 20 
'no opinion' ratings. What the ratings don't reveal, however, 
is made quite clear in the comments offered: a number of 
schools were unable to send a representative to the Department 
and so many respondents did not get the opportunity to chat to 
anyone. Many, therefore, offered 'no opinion' but almost as many 
gave it a 'negative' rating because the Headmaster did not 
"pitch up"_ 
So, this item received an overall negative rating, not because 
it was necessarily a useless exercise, but because there was 
another factor at play; a factor beyond the control of the 
organiser s and planners. 
2.2. Negative Responses/Ratings. 
Many of the negative ratings offered do not look quite so nega-
tive once one reads many of the comments offered. Indeed, many 
could be interpreted as really being quite positive in the 
sense that what has happened to the individual is still quite 
possibly a very valuable learning experience, albeit an un-
comfortable one. It is quite possible, for example, for re-
spondent 41 (ibid, p. 63) to say that The Prime of Miss Jean 
Brodie "distressed me - found her very strange and carne out 
puzzled at the impact she made on the four girls." She gave it 
a rati ng of 2, but in the opinion of this researcher, this is a 
most encouraging response. She has been challenged and out of 
conflict growth may result. Her rating is, perhaps, based on 
the fact that the film distressed her and not on the film it-
self nor its potential for making her more aware of the 
teacher and the nature of the teacher's power. 
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Interestingly enough, many 'negative' or 'no opinion' offerings 
have said something quite similar to others who rated it posi-
tively . For example, amongst the responses to the talk by 
Local Headmaster s on the aims they have for their schools were 
the fo l lowing: 
2.2.1. Respondent 16: "They seemed to be a little superficial 
and separated from their pupils." (Rating 2) 
2.2.2. Respondent 25: uHeadmasters saw it as a sales gimmick -
made generalisations that weren ' t working in schools . 
NO HEADMISTRESSES ! ." (Rating 2) 
2.2.3. Respondent 42: " . .. one had the feeling the headmasters 
weren't always e ntirely honest. 1I (Rating 3) 
2.2.4 . Respondent 2: lilt was of value but I wonder if those 
Headmasters are real l y true to their values. 1I (Rating 4) 
2.2 . 5. Respondent 3: lilt gave me my first experience of the 
'system' and the little produce factories cal led 
schools." (Rating 5) 
2.2.6. Respondent 13: "They obviously couldn't give an honest 
talk. They were selling themselves." (Rating 4) 
(ibid, pp . 49-52) 
2 . 3. No Opinion Responses/Ratings. 
In all there were only 52 'no opinions' offered and only twenty 
indicated that they missed, for whatever reason, a particular 
input session: sixteen were absent due to illness, two because 
they were late arrivals to the course and two who refused to 
attend a school for a day because it "was a waste of time." 
Linking this information to the record of attendance (unoff-
icially) kept by the researcher, the actual attendance during 
the eight stimulus sessions was 95%. Further, only two students 
missed two sessions, the rest of the absentees missing only one 
session each. 
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All students handed in both ATT assignments . 
Most of the remaining comments offered as "No Opinions" could be 
interpreted as either positive or negative statements about the 
stimulus-input sessions under discussion. 
2.4. Positive Responses/Ratings. 
The overwhelming majority of the positive responses strongly 
suggest that the students found the stimulus-input and assign-
ments stimulating, relevant, meaningful and worthwhile. This 
comes out quite clearly in the comments offered and a feature 
of these is that the students responded from a very personal 
point of view. But it is quite clear that they were picking up 
issues which were both pertinent and important in educational 
and broader 'life' contexts. Certainly, the positive ratings and 
comments are most definitely encouraging for this kind of exer-
cise. 
2 . 5 . General comments on the Stimulus Material and the Assignments 
(Appendix E, pp. 76-79) 
After rating and commenting on each stimulus item the respond-
ents were asked for a separate overall comment on the stimulus 
material and the assignemnts. 
In sum, these comments are overwhelmingly positive. Only two 
responses were negative (Nos 29 and No 47 on pp. 78 and 79) . 
One of these found it entertaining more than helpful and the 
other felt that it had not really prepared him for T . P. and 
adds that "in many ways it made T.P. into more of a horror/ 
nightmare than it needed to be." 
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Otherwise, the bulk of the comments indicate that the students 
saw the items chosen as 'relevant' , 'interesting', 'stimulating', 
'helpful', 'useful', 'enjoyable', 'absorbing', ' insightful', 
'valuable', 'thought-provoking', 'enlightening', 'appropriate', 
'challenging ' , 'awareness-making and a good introduction to the 
HOE course t • 
Many commented on its usefulness in raising key issues in educa-
tion and the general indication seems to be that these they 
found to be especially meaningful. 
Four students made exceptionally positive comments on the ATT 
course as a whole: 
2.5.1. 
2.5.2. 
2.5.3. 
2 . 5.4. 
1I ••• course as a whole was the highlight of my HDE year." 
(No 8, p. 76) 
"This was the best course that the HDE has offered. I 
was most upset it had to end. It is the only course 
which was actually helpful - not just hot-air and 
academic. Honestly, it gave me the most inspiration 
and actual advice for teaching." (No. 13, p. 76) 
" ... 1 think sometimes I learnt as much in those few 
months than I've learnt in any other course this 
year." (No 38, p. 78) 
"The About to Teach course, on the whole, is at the 
top of my list of preferences among all other HDE 
courses." 
2.6 . Suggestions for future courses (Appendix E, pp. 80-84) 
In sum, those who responded (i.e. thirty-five) offered some 
excellent suggestions for future courses. Besides the obvious 
fact that so many of them seem to be interested enough to 
offer so much comment, two very important points .need to be 
emphasised: both of which will be taken up in the concluding 
chapter. 
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2.6.1. Suggestions that we should offer "more of this type 
of thing . .. and less philosophy and sociology .. . " 
(No 2, p. 80) 
2.6.2. Suggestions that we provide more of a focus on Black 
education and the issues of race in South African 
education . 
2.7 . The Interviews. (Appendix K, pp. 259-299) 
In general terms, the kinds of things said by each of the 
interviewees complements and supports many of the kinds of 
ratings and comments offered by the respondents to the 
questionnaire. 
Not all the stimulus material is mentioned but those that are 
mentioned indicate that the students found them to be extremely 
valuable and pertinent. What follows is a sample of some of 
these comments: 
An issue like punishment or like the aims of a 
school - these are essential, vital issues. 
These are things we are going to be living with 
the rest of our lives ... Ilve got my own ideas 
about punishment, but how nice it is to read 
and actually see and hear other poeple (ibid, 
C, 264, 11 23-28) 
The day in the school I found terribly useful 
in that it forced me to actually go back to my 
pupil days and re-live the world through the 
eyes of a school student. I found that not all 
schools were the way that my school was (ibid, 
Jo, 269, 11 17-19) 
I think it was a good thing to have, in that 
you know, you could see the two sides to a 
Headmaster - how he actually operated and how 
he'd like to operate ... (ibid, P, 279, 11 21-23) 
But just watching the films and talking about 
basic teaching skills and problems we're going 
to encounter - I found it extremely useful be-
cause it answered a lot of questions that I was 
worried about personally (ibid, M, 292, 11 6-9) 
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These few quotations do not really begin to indicate the kind 
of personal involvement and learning which seems to be a 
feature of the content of the interviews. Nevertheless, a 
perusal of these interviews indicates that the stimulus 
material involved the students in meaningful learning in a 
very profound sense and the reader is encouraged to peruse 
them because the researcher is sure that he will arrive at 
the same conclusion. 
3 . The Course Handbook and Readings (Appendix F, pp. 86-121) 
The rating scheme for the assessment of the Handbook and the readings 
is exactly the same as for the previous assessment of the stimulus 
material. Again, ratings 1 and 2 have been interpreted as 'negative' 
and 4 and 5 as 'positive' ratings. The following table summarises all 
the ratings of all the items in question three of the questionnaire. 
No of % % % No % 
Responses Positive Negative Opinion Total 
---
Total population ( 52) 1508 71,82 7,69 20,49 100,00 
Science students (21 ) 609 74,55 4,60 20,85 100,00 
Art students (31) 899 69,97 9,79 20,24 100,00 
Male students ( 29) 841 67,89 6,07 26,04 100,00 
Female students (23) 667 76,76 9,75 13,49 100,00 
(See also graph on p. 86 of Appendix F) 
Although some 72% of the group responded positively to the readings 
it does seem clear that there are significant differences between the 
responses of (a) Science and Art students and (b) Male and Female 
students. On applying the Chi-square test (ibid, pp. 87 and 88) it is 
necessary to reject the null hypotheses (that there are no significant 
differences between either the Science and the Art or the Male and 
Female students) at better than the 1% level of confidence. Thus, 
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there are significant differences in the frequencies of responses of 
the various sub-groupings. 
In addition, although the negative responses are very few in all 
groups, a significantly high percentage of 'No opinions' were 
offered - except from the Female students. 
Generally, it would appear reasonable to interpret the positive re-
sponses in very much the same vein as has been done for the stimulus 
items in the previous session. Further, the few negative responses 
seem to be linked to personal likes and dislikes, perceptions about 
relevance and the amount of readings set. However, apart from the 
rating of each reading, the comments are not particularly helpful in 
most individual cases. In this regard it is important to note the 
following: 
3.1. Since it was unreasonable to insist upon a comment for each 
reading set, the researcher merely asked for one comment on 
each set of readings and, in addition, a comment on the Hand-
book as a whole . However, since there was only one reading 
linked to each of A Day in a School and The Teacher I'd Like, 
it was possible to get a rating and a comment for each of 
these two readings. 
3.2 . In the comments offered on the various sets of readings, re-
spondents tended to confine themselves to one or two items 
they had actually read and particularly enjoyed or disliked. 
The assumption the researcher can reasonably make (especially 
since INa opinions I represent nearly 21% of all responses) is 
that many items were not, in fact, read . 
From the comments offered it is not clear why the Arts students 
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reacted more negatively to the readings. A tentative suggestion is 
that it would appear that the Science students might have found it 
a reasonably novel exercise. Perhaps one can assume that it was a 
long time since they were required to read this kind of material. 
On the other hand, the Arts students would, generally, be more used 
to this kind of material and thus more critical of the readings. 
They often make suggestions for readings they f eel might be more 
appropriate. 
The differences in the responses between males and females suggests 
that the l atter found the material more interesting. However, it 
would appear that the real issue here is that the female group did 
more of the reading than the male group. Some 26% of the latter 
offered 'No opinion' against 13% of the female group. In the 
comments offered by students there are numerous admissions of not 
having read particular items and it is reasonable to assume that if 
a respondent offers neither a positive nor a negative reaction to a 
reading then s/he has not read it . 
It would, therefore, appear then that some 20% of the material was 
never read. Some respondents indicated that they had read all the 
items, and these reacted very positively. Further, it is interesting 
to note that the response of the majority to the Handbook as a whole 
(ibid, pp. 89-92) was overwhelmingly positive. These latter points 
when viewed in the light of the fact that the group (female) which 
offered the highest positive rating and the lowest no opinion rating 
did the most reading, then it is reasonable to suggest that if the 
others had read more, the positive response would have been higher. 
Another point which emerges from a close look at the number of no 
opinions offered for each set of readings is that reading decreased 
with the passage of time. The details are as follows: 
Readings linked with: 
(8) The 'Seven-up series' 
(4 ) The 'Marigolds' film 
(6 ) Address by the Headmasters 
(1) A day in a school 
(5 ) ' The prime of Miss Jean 
Brodie' 
(1) The teacher I 'd like 
(3) Teachers' panel: management 
and discipline 
14% 
23% 
29% 
10% 
17% 
25% 
30% 
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(Figures in brackets indicate the number of readings in each set) 
Perhaps the comment made by respondent No 40 (ibid, p . 91) is signifi-
cant here: 
Discussion rarely needed close reading of 
the manual. Fewer and fewer people read 
the items each week. Some enjoyed the ex-
tracts, some didn't. Length affected 
reading of the items and most of us pre-
ferred to hear it summarised at discussion 
time! Later we wil l read and, I am sure, 
enjoy the extracts we missed out for tutorials . 
It seems, then, that what was gained on the roundabout was lost on 
the swings. 
It would appear that tutor reticence to i nsist on readings being 
done, pressure of work and simple laziness were all contributing 
factors in this case. Neverthel ess, it is quite clear that the stu-
dents were much more positive in their reactions to these readings 
than they were in the case of Souper (1976). 
In many ways, the fact that some 20% of the material might not have 
been read presents some sort of 'Catch 22' situation. If the students 
left out readings because tutors were not referring to them too often 
or insis ting that they be read, it could be because discussions often 
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centred directly around the stimulus-input of the previous Tuesday. 
Further, tutors were agreed on the need to get discussions going 
and very often there was no need/wish to short-circuit this very 
impor tant factor. Nevertheless, the tutors need to attempt some 
sort of solution to this problem and it might be wise to consider 
limiting the number of readings. Alternativ~lYJ -consideration could 
be given to some sort of 'coercion' to ensure that it is done. How-
ever, if the latter course is adopted there is the danger that we 
will be reverting to treating them like children. They must ulti-
mately accept responsibi l ity for their own learning and since the 
development of sel f-awareness and self-evaluation are part of the 
aims of the course, 'coercion' does not seem to be an acceptable or 
viable alternative . 
Perhaps, however, it might be wiser to adopt a less obvious stance. 
If, as I will mention in more detail, the stimulus material and 
reading in this course became required background for the later 
theory courses with lecturers and tutors continually referring back 
to them, then it is quite possible that students will knuckle down 
more in terms of their reading habits . In addition, some sort of 
short compulsory written response to the stimulus input item and 
the linked set of readings might obviate this problem . 
3.3. The Interviews (Appendix K, pp. 259-299) 
Perhaps it is in keeping with the fact that some 20% of the material 
was never read that not that much is said about the readings in the 
interviews. Nevertheless, there is some very positive comment and 
the general impression gained is again one of a process involving 
meaningful learning. Perhaps the inclusion of some of the things said 
is in order: 
I enjoyed ... the readings in the Handbook. I 
thought they were excellent, I really did. I 
found that book very useful. I used to read 
it before I went to sleep at night (ibid, 
P, 279, 11 3-6) 
I did almost all my readings because to me it 
was a totally new field of study and I was 
very - not insecure, but hesitant ... I liked all 
the readings - especially the story readings ... 
I could understand it at that level (ibid M, 
296, 11 15-24) 
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Clyde was especially enthusiastic about a number of the readings 
(and stimulus items) which he used in schools. 
Thinking of one - that letter to the editor -
you know up at school A - you know stooging -
was helluva interesting. I took this letter 
and I actually read it out to the kids and we 
got a full-scale discussion going. It was tre-
mendous (ibid, C, 260, 1 35 and 261, 11 1-3) 
... 1 must admit that I was a bit lazy about 
doing the reading. Not every time, but I'd 
leave it too late and then realise there was 
more than I had anticipated and didn't get 
through it all (ibid, Ji, 286, 11 1-4) 
As a broad interpretation it is reasonable to say that in most 
cases where the material was actually read, the interviewees 
found it to be interesting, worthwhile and meaningful if not, 
on occasion, a bit dated. 
4. Tutorials/Group Work (Appendix G, pp. 123-175) 
Each of the questions in this section comprised both a five-point 
rating scale and a comment, but in this case the ratings differ to 
the previous five-point scales as follows: 
1 (Never); 2 (Seldom); 3 (No opinion); 4 (Often); 5 (Always) 
It needs to be noted that two items have not been included in the 
summary of all the ratings detailed below. These are the questions: 
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Did you find the discussions during group sessions: 
Tended to be dominated by the tutor(s)? (ibid, pp. 160-163 ) 
Tended to be dominated by particular member(s) in the group 
(ibid, pp . 164-167) 
The main reasons for this are that, firstly, a positive rating would 
be either a 1 or 2 and a negative rating would be either a 4 or a 5; 
secondly, it was felt that these two items might be more appropria-
tely discussed in the next section which deals with the tutors in 
particular . 
The summary of the ratings of all the questions relating to group/ 
tutorial work (excepting the two already mentioned) are as follows: 
No of % % % No % 
Responses Positive Negative Opinion Total 
---
Total population (52) 676 80,91 11,10 7,99 100,00 
Science students ( 21) 273 79,85 12,82 7,33 100,00 
Art student s ( 31) 403 81,64 9,92 8,44 100,00 
Male students ( 29) 377 84,08 9,55 6,37 100,00 
Female students (23) 299 76,93 13,04 10,03 100,00 
(See also graph on p . 123 of Appendix G) 
Although the ratings are overwhelmingly positive, it is important 
to point out two things. -
1 . Some respcndents felt that they would have preferred the in-
, 
elusion of the rating 'sometimes'. However, such a rating 
was deliberately excluded as the researcher wished to be 
certain that there was no doubt as to whether a student was 
responding positively or negatively . 'Sometimes' seems, to 
this researcher, to be neither here nor there . If anything 
it is, perhaps, a negative comment. 
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2. Most of the positi ve responses were rated 4(often) - 53,40% 
offered 4 and 27,51% offered 5 . The fact that more than a 
quarter of the responses rated tutorials as 'always ' bene-
ficial in various ways i s most encouraging . 
Using the Chi-square test to test ' goodness of fit' between the fre-
quency of responses of (a) Science and Art students and (b) Male and 
Female students, the null hypotheses (that there are no significant 
differences between the r esponses in the two sub-categori es) stand 
(ibid, pp. 124 and 125). 
Generally, it can be said that the students enjoyed the tutorials and 
that they seemed to have got a great deal out of them. The majority 
looked forward to these sessions and attendance was excellent, al-
though a number of students missed the last tutorial session before 
the end of term when, it seems, it has become customary to leave for 
vacation two or three days before the end of term! Based upon the 
records of tutors who at the end of each week reported on anyone 
missing from their tutorials , the attendance at tutorials was 84% 
a most encouraging sign. 
It is clear from the comments made that the students have assessed 
the tutori als from a very personal point of view and this is ,most 
encouraging since the tutorials were attempts to encourage the 
individual to respond and offer his/her thoughts, ideas, feelings, 
attitudes and experiences . Most of the positive comments can be 
summarised as follows: 
1. Apart from one INo opinion', all respondents felt that it 
was beneficial to meet with particular staff in this way. 
Most said that they felt it was important that they meet 
as many of the staff as possible and have the opportunity 
to hear the views and ideas of different people as much as 
possible (ibid, pp. 126-129). 
2 . Most found discussions to be most informative and their 
assessment can perhaps best be summed up in the following 
comment: 
Different viewpoints by different people from 
different backgrounds encourage further 
thought (ibid, No 21, p. 131). 
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3. Of the 29 who offered a comment, most felt that the tutorials 
definitely facilitated communication (ibid, pp. 133-135). 
4 . The majority felt that tutori~ls were stimulating (ibid, pp. 
136-138) and fostered self-awareness (ibid, pp. 139-141). 
5. Gained insights into the views held by other members in the 
group (ibid, pp. 142- 144). 
6. Found that sessions helped them to articulate their own 
feel ings and ideas (ibi d, pp. 145-147). 
7. Engendered in them a degree of tolerance towards other 
people's ideas/views (ibid, pp. 1 48-150). 
8. Afforded them the opportunity to express their opinions and 
ideas (ibid, pp. 151-153). 
9 . That their ideas/views/opinions were incorporated in such a 
way that they felt that they were important/that they 
mattered (ibid, pp. 154-156). 
10. Gave them the opportunity to really get to know their fellow 
students (ibid, pp. 157-159) . 
11. That tutorials were enhanced by the participation of students 
from different subject disciplines (ibid, pp. 168-171). 
12. That they generally looked forward to discussions (ibid, 
pp.172-175). 
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In spite of all these positive reactions, it is important to include 
some summary of the negative comments made: 
1. Some did not always enjoy tutorials because of personality 
clashes with other students or because they did not really like 
a particular tutor. 
2. Some felt that there was too much ·waffle l • 
Generally, these negative reactions also centred around relationships 
and the difficulties people had accepting other people or the feelings 
they had about the non-acceptance of their ideas. 
4.1. Interviews (Appendix K, pp. 259-299) 
All six interviewees offered a fair amount of comment on the tut-
orials. In broad terms these comments reiterated the kinds of points 
made previously under (1) to (12). What does emerge even more 
clearly, however, is the effect discussions had on individuals per-
sonally. 
Clyde was encouraged to go off and read A S Neill's Summerhill and 
some of John Haltls books. He recounts with great enthusiasm how 
much of what he was learning and sharing spilled over into out-of-
class discussions with fellow-students and pupils. He also spends 
some time explaining how he has had to analyse himself, his moti-
vations, ideas, etc. and informs us of the dilemma he is confronted 
with about being a Phys. Ed. teacher . He talks about getting to 
know himself better as a person (ibid, C. 265, 1 17) . 
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Richard, Penny , Marion and Jill all talk about areas of personal 
development encouraged by the interactions in discussion work. 
For example : 
... I think it's helped me to develop quite a lot 
as a person and being in tutorial groups - especially 
being in the same one throughout the About to Teach, 
it helped me to get to know people, you know, quite 
well. And also to accept other people's points of 
view. That's another thing I never did very often 
before, and to realise that people have different 
values and have different opinions on certain things 
and that mine aren't always the right ones ... (ibid, 
P, 285, 11 2-8). 
_ _ .I' v e learned to overcome and this has possibly 
helped quite a lot, because being in tutorial dis-
cussions and in teracting with other people and 
learning to live and to accept other people's 
ideas .. . it has helped "me in that way. And I don't 
think I'm as selfish as I used to be (ibid, P J 285, 
11 17-20). 
I have opened up more lately too - and I feel that 
I've become far more relaxed about giving my 
views (ibid, J, 289,11 29- 30) . 
Marion also speaks about her ret icence to join in discussions un-
less asked and although it is still a problem for her , she seems 
to be confronting it with an almost grim determination. 
I think if you express yourself you're saying what 
you believe. Whereas, keeping it in, I'm still in 
the dark and I - is it real ly worth knowing about? 
I'm not really scared of somebody attacking me. At 
one particular instance I felt very strongly about 
something that I had witnessed in the day in a 
school and I was shocked by it and I stood by what 
I said and I - because I felt so strongly about it, 
I had a full-on discussion with one of the guys in 
the group and he was totally opposed to me. So I'm 
not scared of confrontations J but I rather avoid 
them if I can (ibid, M, 293, 11 7-14). 
From these kinds of comments it seems quite clear that in the atmos-
phere of debate and discussion a number of individuals are aware of 
a process of personal development and growth . 
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5 . Tutors (Appendices G, pp. 160-167 and H, pp. 177-205) 
On the basis of the reactions of previous students to the ATT course, 
this researcher became convinced that students tended to show a 
preference for a tutor whose characteristics as a tutor (and as a 
person) are best summed up as 'people-centred '. On the assumption, 
then, that this was indeed the case, the researcher drew up a list 
of thirteen ideal characteristics of the ideal tutor which he wanted 
students to rank in order of preference or perceived importance . 
The results surprised even this researcher because he believed it 
quite possible that he would end up with a meaningless jumble. 
Briefly, then, a look at the details of the responses given indi-
cates very clearly that it was 'people-centred' characteristics 
which received overwhelming support. The correlation b etween the 
two sub-groupings were also remarkably close. Using Spearman's Rank 
Order Correlation, the results were as follows : 
1. Science and Art r = 0,82 
s 
2. Male and Female: r = 0,93 
s 
and both results are significant at better than the 1 % level of 
confidence. Thus, the null hypotheses that there are no significant 
differences between the rankings of (a) Science and Art students and 
(b) Male and Female students, stand. 
(For comprehensive details see Appendix H, pp. 177-187.) 
In addition, it is interesting to note that all the various sub-
groups ranked academic competence last of all. Of course, this is 
not to say that academic competence is unimportant, but it is very 
important that we take note of such s tudent perceptions. 
The comments made by the students on each of the six tutors (ibid, 
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pp. 188-205) clearly suppcrt the conclusion that the students want 
to relate and be related to by real people and not a collection of 
distant academics. The rankings of the characteristics of the ideal 
tutor tie up quite strongly with the kinds of comments made about 
individual tutors. 
The negative comments made by students in their assessments of the 
tutors are also overwhelmingly personal in nature. Most of the tu-
tors corne out of it quite well, except, perhaps, for Tutor E. Again, 
however, the message is loud and clear. They want to relate to . real 
people who are warm, friendly, approachable, accepting, communica-
tive, enthusiastic and who take a personal interest in them. 
Two further interesting points to note are that 77% of the respond-
ents felt that tutors did not dominate discussions. However, 58% of 
them fe l t that other student(s) tended to dominate proceedings. It 
seems, therefore, that in their determination not to intrude too 
obviously, they might be reticent to curb the domination of pro-
ceedings by others in t h e group (Appendix G, pp. 160-167). 
In the interviews it is clear from the few references to the tutors 
that the students are assessing them o n the same grounds as those 
highlighted in the rankings and written comments on each tutor. 
ClearlYJ then J the emphasis is once again on human relationships. 
6. General Comments (Appendix I, pp. 206-248) 
The questions asked under this heading required only a comment. 
These comments are summarised as follows: 
6.1. Most felt that the course was long enough (29); eleven felt 
it was too short, four of these indicating that it should go 
on for the whole year; and four felt it was too long. Some 
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felt that tutorials went on for too long. Interestingly, 
three felt that GEM could have been cut back and more time 
given to the course (ibid, pp. 208-210). 
6.2. Only four felt that their method subject areas suffered be-
cause of a lack of specific knowledge in the core areas of 
Philosophy, Sociology and Psychology. Signif1cantly, many 
comments are critical of the core theory subjects and indi-
cated a preference for the ATT approach (ibid, pp. 211-213: 
see especially Nos 2, 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 29, 
30, 31, 32, 36, 41, 46, 50). 
To quote just one example: 
No ... if anything they are suffer i ng in the 
'gernors' now ~ philosophy is confusion, 
sociology semi-confusion and psychology the 
only one on the ball and interesting (ex-
cluding any bias) (ibid, p. 211, No 14). 
6.3. Only seven respondents felt that they were not better pre-
pared and informed for the reception of specific topics 
covered in the core courses. Most felt that the course, 
coupled with their T.P. experience had given them a good 
basis for reception of the core areas but there is still 
a clear indication of dissatisfaction with the core sub-
jects themselves, although once again, Psychology comes 
off reasonably well (ibid, pp. 214-216). 
Yes, in a way, although I find philosophy 
tedious, sociology difficult. In psychology 
there seems to be a continuation of the 
About to Teach course which is great (ibid, 
p. 214, No 2). 
(It needs to be noted that the researcher and one of his 
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colleagues (both tutors in the ATT team) were responsible 
for the Psychology of Education course and made a conscious 
attempt to make links with the common ATT experience. The 
course seemed to benefit enormously from this.) 
6.4. Nine respondents felt that it would not be a good idea to 
introduce into the course at the end of each week a dis-
cussion session (with the relevant staff) on the major philo-
sophical, psychological and sociological issues raised during 
the course of that particular week. Most of the rest reacted 
positively to such an idea and many of these answers were 
appeals for clarity in the core areas and some kind of attempt 
at integration (ibid, pp- 217-219: see especially Nos 1, 2, 3, 
7, 18, 21, 26, 27, 31, 39, 40, 43, 50). 
6.5 . Only two respondents felt that we should not offer this course 
again. The rest were very positive and many indicated that 
they had got a great deal out of it and that it was the most 
informative, stimulating, enjoyable and worthwhile course of 
the HDE year. And, again, a number of respondents expressed 
the wish that it carryon for a longer period (ibid, pp. 220-
223: see all responses). 
6.6. Many valuable suggestions were made for future ATT courses 
(ibid, pp. 224-226). 
6.7. Only six students were negative about the value of the course 
in preparing them for their Teaching Practice. Most were very 
appreciative of the fact that it gave them some idea of what 
to expect in schools (ibid, pp . 227-230). 
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6.8. Generally, students were still ner vous about going into the 
schools on Teaching Practice but most indicated that they 
felt a little more confident than they otherwise might have 
been. Some expressed a feeling of quiet confidence and others 
were positive and looked forward to the experience (ibid, pp. 
231-234). 
6.9. Eighteen students indicated they had not missed any sessions 
and many of those who did miss a session indicated that they 
had a reasonable excuse for doing so. Only nine offered a 
reason which could be interpreted as unacceptable (e.g. 
'heavy night', '21st', 'lazy and overslept'). Statistically, 
this compares favourably with the records kept by the re-
searcher who recorded an 85% attendance at tutorials. The 
final tutorial of the term saw about 30% of the student body 
absent. It seems that the reason for this was the fact that 
many left early for the April vacation (ibid, pp. 235-236). 
6.10. Only one respondent felt that the course had not encouraged 
him/her to think both about teaching and his/her own experi -
ences, ideas and motivations . Some indicated that the course 
had helped them take a closer look at themselves · and their 
ideas about life (ibid, pp . 237-239). 
6.11. Two respondents felt that they would have preferred to remain 
with one tutor for the duration of the course. Most reiterated 
that they preferred having the opportunity of meeting as many 
of the staff as possible and hearing as many different view-
points as possible (ibid, pp. 240-243) . 
6.12 . The final section called for a general comment on "any 
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issues relating to the planning, design and implementation" 
of the HDE course "emphasising, if possible, the part played 
by the ATT component ll • The comments were quite varied but 
twenty-one were very positive about the ATT course. Having 
said that, there was a preponderance of negative comment on 
the method and theory courses, the main issue being the per-
ceived gap between theory and practice (ibid, pp. 244-248). 
These general comments indicate a great deal of positive support 
for the ATT course. At the same time there is a strong undertone 
which suggests a dissatisfaction in many other areas (particularly 
in the theory subjects) when compared with the ATT course. As a 
general point, it seems reasonable to argue that the students do 
not perceive the link between theory and practice and tend to see 
the theory courses as far removed from the practical. On the other 
hand, many see the ATT course as a more practically useful exer-
cise and quite a number are able to see it as linking theory and 
practice. 
The interviews seem to support very strongly the often expressed 
negative view of the theory courses and there is a clear suggestion 
that they might work better if they were to follow an ATT approach. 
Why not try to incorporate those courses in a similar 
course to the About to Teach course? ... like showing 
a movie and discussing it the next time ... And then 
include, sort of, philosophical thoughts or socio-
logical matters, or whatever .. . (Appendix K, P, 282, 
11 20-23) . 
... I'm enjoying the theory and I think that the 
lecturers themselves are trying to make it inter-
esting, but I think that an About to Teach approach ... 
would make things really great ... (ibid, C, 250, 
11 15-18). 
... it should be spread throughout the year (ibid, 
C, 260, 11 10-11). 
There needs to be some kind of input or, like a day 
in the schools or a film or a tape or something to 
get their interest aroused and then go away and 
discuss it and then bring out all the, say, socio-
logical issues, philosophical issues, or something 
like that (ibid, R, 278, 11 1-4). 
Their is much more of a sfmilar vein in the interviews and it is 
clear that much of the comment in both the questionnaires and in 
the interviews is making some sort of appeal for a more coherent 
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and integrated approach. This pcint will be dealt with further in 
the next chapter. 
7. The Aims of the Course (Appendix J, pp. 250-258) 
The respondents were required to assess the achievement, or other-
wise, of the expressed aims (Appendix L, p. 1) of the course on 
a four-point rating-scale. Further, they were invited to make a 
general comment on the aims and the ratings they gave them. 
The four-point rating-scale is as follows: 
I (It never achieved this aim)i 2 (Achieved this aim on some 
occasions) i 3 (More often than not this aim was achieved); 
4 (Always achieved this aim). 
No choice' was given for' a I No opinion I because it was felt that it 
was important that everyone commit themselves to an opinion. Since 
all the students attended most of the course it is reasonable to 
expect al l of them to have an opinion on whether or not the course 
achieved its aims for them personally. 
Ratings 1 and 2 were interpreted as negative responses and ratings 
3 and 4 as positive. The following is a summary of all the ratings 
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given to all three aims: 
No of % % % 
Responses Positive Negative Total 
- - -
Total population (52) 156 83,33 16,67 100,00 
Science students ( 21) 63 80,95 19,05 100,00 
Art.students (31 ) 93 84,94 15,06 100,00 
Mal e students ( 29) 87 82,76 17,24 100,00 
Female students (23) 69 84,06 15,94 100,00 
(See also graph on page 250 of Appendix J) 
Using the Chi-square test to test 'goodness of fit' between the fre-
quencies of choices made by members of the two sub-groups, the null 
hypotheses (that there are no significant differences between the 
rankings of (a) Science and Art students and (b) Male and Female 
students) stand. 
Thirty-seven of the fifty-two respondents offered a comment and all 
of these were very positive. In sum, they c)earl y indicate that 
the students felt that the course helped them to concentrate their 
attention on the nature of schooling; that it provided a conceptual 
basis for critical self-awareness and self-evaluation; and that it 
helped them to articulate that which underlies their actions and 
practice . 
In addition, the comments reveal a number of very important con-
ceptions and these can, perhaps, best be summed up as an increase 
in a",areness of thernsel ves as people J as prospective teachers and 
of the complexity of the whole field of education . From these 
comments it would seem that real and meaningful learning took place 
during. the seven weeks of this course. Perhaps two of the comments 
will il l ustrate those points: 
The course, in my op~nion, was a great success and 
provided a lot of insight for me and has helped me 
in my path to self-discovery. I still have not 
reached the end - I wonder if I ever will - is there 
an end? - what do you think? I hope so because I 
would love to teach it in the end (ibid, No 2, p. 253) . 
. . . It was, for me, a course in self-exploration and 
social awareness (ibid, No 40, p. 256). 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The first part. pf this chapter will look at the conclusions drawn from 
this study and will do so under various appropriate headings. The sec-
ond part will attempt to make recommendations for future action and 
direction on the basis of the conclusions drawn. 
At the outset certain comments made earlier in this presentation need 
to be reiterated. Briefly, these are that since this study is based on 
the assessment of a course by the students who were involved in it, no 
attempt will be made to generalise the findings or conclusions to any 
other context. Since the course itself was designed to tackle a particu-
lar problem in a particular setting or context, it is not academically 
reasonable to conclude that it will have any particular relevance to 
any other similar or dissimilar educational context. 
To some extent, however, especially in terms of the kinds of points 
raised by Rogers and other exponents of Humanism in education, some or 
all of the conclusions may be perceived by others as having pertinence 
in their particular contexts. But the intention of this study is not so 
grandi its conclusions and the recommendations it makes on the basis of 
those conclusions, are situation-specific. Having said that, however, 
it is reasonable to suggest and hope that others might be encouraged by 
research such as this to involve themselves in a more critical look at 
what they do and actively seek to find out more about what their students 
think and feel about their own training. Such an involvement, it is 
argued, will go a long way towards helping teacher-educators presen t the 
best possible learning experiences for their students, and themselves. 
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It is important, however, to point out that this researcher feels quite 
confident about making definite conclusions and recommendations within 
the specific context of this research exercise and experience. Since 
all but one of the students have been canvassed he feels satisfied that 
his conclusions are acceptably reliable and valid within the normal con-
straints of any human attempt to get at the truth in the study of man 
within the broad context of social scientific endeavour. 
Finally, it is acknowledged again that there are very serious difficulties 
attached to the fact that the researcher himself is a fully committed par-
ticipant in the process of the ATT course. In this case, however, the 
difficulty does not stop there. In a very real sense this researcher has, 
over the last three years, 'colonised' the ATT course. His enthusiasm 
for, and belief in, the course is obvious to anyone involved in it -
staff and students. Further, his relationship with most of the students 
is generally very warm, friendly and enthusiastic, and 1984 was no ex-
ception. Because of these factors he was and is concerned that it is 
possible that students assessed the course on the basis of their percep-
tions of what he would like to hear in the hope that they would thus be 
able to please him and help him in his attempts to produce a brilliant 
thesis and so encourage a change in the HOE course as a whole. 
As has already been pointed out, the researcher insisted and appealed 
for absolute honesty in the responses to the questionnaires and in the 
interviews and he pointed out that without such honesty both his re-
search and the planning of future ATT courses would be based on erroneous 
feedback . 
He can only hope that the students did answer as honestly as is humanly 
possible. He is quite happy that they have, but the point does need to 
be made. The main reason for including all the research data in the 
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Appendices can also be ascribed to this r eservation. 
Conclusions . 
On the basis of the analysis of the data and the evaluati on of the 
course in the preceding chapter, it is reasonable to conclude that 
the central specific aim of the course was achieved . This aim was 
"to ascertain whether the students perceived the course as offering 
them a stimulating, meaningful, interesting and enjoyable learning 
experiencert (ef, p. 52). An overall interpretation of student per-
ceptions of the various subsidiary topics and aims (identified and 
itemised on pages 52 to 54 of this presentation) make such a con-
clusion a reasonable one to make. Such a conclusion is most encoura-
ging and gratifying since it offers the possibility of an increasing 
acceptance of the Rogerian notion of meaningful learning; learning 
which is characterised by the encouragement and emergence of self-
awareness, self-growth, self-understanding, self-acceptance, self-
discipline, self-direction, self-evaluation and self-actualisation. 
In a world which is characterised by constant change it is argued 
that learning must needs be self-oriented if people are going to 
make sense of their world, maintain a conviction that they can, in 
a large measure, control the direction of change and see themselves 
as in dynamic interaction with their world. It seems to this re-
searcher that it is imperative in the modern context that man en-
sures that his creations remain extensions of himself and that he 
does not see himself as a mere extension of his own creations. 
The implications of the whole notion of meaningful learning are 
profo und and at an intrinsic level, involve the education of the 
emotions (Williams, 1973) in tandem with the education of the 
intellect. Of course, these are inseparable but it does seem true 
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that in our world there is an emphasis on the latter and, it is 
argued, it is this fact which is largely respons ible for the 
creation of the erroneous belief that our world (of meanings, of 
knowledge, of relationship, etc.) is objective to our very selves. 
If this is true, a n d this researcher believes it is, then our per-
sonal and social responsibilities are profound. We must take re-
sponsibility for our lives and our world and if we do this we will 
be able to live an authentic existence which will bring us into 
harmony with all of life. And we can achieve such a harmony if we see 
ourselves as in the process of relationship - with others, with things, 
with conceptions (such as knowl edge) - in short, with our world. 
Such points seem very grand, especially if the claim is bei ng made 
that the ATT course has achieved such an ambition. Of course, no such 
conclusion can be drawn, let alone adequately evaluated or assessed. 
But it is argued that in some small measure it can be said that the 
course has made a contribution towards some meaningful learning and, 
as a result, was positively received by the overwhelming ma j ority of 
the students. 
Further, no claim is being made about the special efficacy of the 
ATT course as a course. That is to say that this researcher is not 
convinced that there is some kind of formula which, if applied, will 
give us the ultimate course. To believe something like this would be 
ridiculous. However, it is argued that if one can design a course 
which promotes the kind of meaningful learning outlined in this 
presentation, then it will be a better course than one 
which does not. The most important ingredient will always be that 
of relationship. To repeat what Rogers said (cf, p. 49) : 
. .. Better courses, better curricula, better 
coverage, better teaching machines, will 
never resolve our dilemma in a basic way. 
Only persons acting like persons in their 
relationships with their students can even 
begin to make a dent on this most urgent 
problem of modern education. 
(Rogers, 1969, p. 125) 
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It is the considered opinion of this researcher that the most im-
portant conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the ATT 
course was perceived as 1 successful 1 by the students because it went 
some way towards meeting Rogers' criteria. It was concerned with re-
lationship between those in the process and between them and their 
learning . Thus it made a contribution towards personal, social, inte-
llectual, academic and professional learning in this specific context. 
Without the intrinsically human commitment of the tutors, the course 
itself would have been as good or as bad as any other course which 
lacks such a humanistic commitment. 
Beyond these points, how was this achieved? 
In the opinion of this researcher, the ATT course was successful 
because it set aside many assumptions which could be perceived as 
coming between man and man (Buber, 1947) in this specific context. 
Conversely, it was ba~ed on a set of assumptions that facilitated 
the contact and meeting between man and man and these were positive 
in that they affirm man in all his subjective awareness, relation-
ship and responsibility. (It would be superfluous to reiterate these 
perceived positive and negative assumptions so the reader is re-
ferred to pp. 11 and 12 and 38 to 41 of this presentation.) 
What is very disturbing about the comments made by many of the stu-
dents is the apparent novelty of such an approach to learning, at 
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least in their experience. In the majority of cases it would appear 
that very little of this type of learning was experienced either at 
school or at university_ It would be worthwhile investigating these 
backgrounds to see exactly what does go on in these institutiuons 
in this regard. It is hypothesised that they concern themselves 
primarily with a behaviourist model and all that that implies. Of 
course, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with such an approach, 
but if it is used to the exclusion of any other, there is the danger 
that vast areas of human experience and potential will be undeveloped. 
An area of the data h as, as yet, not been alluded to. And that is 
the information supplied by the students on the experience of guid-
ance in their schools. A perusal of Appendix D (pp. 31-32) will indi-
cate the sorry lack of guidance in the schools attended by the re-
spondents. Even when some guidance programme was offered or if the 
school boasted a resident school psychologist, the reaction towards 
what was offered was largely negative. This information would 
suggest that most of the respondents had very little in the way. of 
a programme which would give them the opportunity to prepare for 
experiences they had not as yet corne across and/or " offer them a 
meaningful learning experience. This is a sorry state of affairs 
and begs investigation. 
Another matter which has been left for consideration at this point 
is the reaction of the Black(4) and Coloured(3) students on the 
course. Although their reaction to the course was also generally 
positive it is clear that they expect and demand that the course 
offer them more about their own situations; that it look more at 
the inequalities inherent in the system; and that it focuses much 
more attention on a broader South African perspective. 
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All this was done, but they felt that the course could offer them 
more. In this sense, then, the course failed to meet their needs 
and the planning of future courses must take this into account. 
Finally, and most significantly, there is o ne comment which, in the 
opinion of this researcher, sums up the cumments he has made in his 
conclusions: 
... it's all intrinsic, you know, - personal growth ... 
It's a practical cour se. I think it's just preparing 
you for next year. It's not an assessment of are you 
going to be a good teacher or a bad teacher, really. 
It's to give you as much guidance as possible. It's 
a guidance course, basically (Appendix K, M, . 296, 
11 9-13). 
Recommendations. 
Based on the aforegoing evaluation of student assessments of the ATT 
course, the following recommendations are suggested: 
2.1. There seems to be no reason not to continue with the course 
as an introductory orientation programme for HDE students. 
Minor changes to stimulus input items and readings need to 
be made from year to year based, of course, on student re-
ception of these and also in the interests of a developing 
programme. 
2.2. Tutors need to be encouraged to take note of student comments 
and ratings of the characteristics of the ideal tutor. In all 
future courses, the organisers and planners need to be sure 
that the course tutors are comrrdtted to a 'people-centred' 
approach to learning. 
2.3. The reasons for the general dissatisfaction and unhappiness 
with parts or the whole of other courses offered in the HDE 
year need to be disseminated and an attempt made to address 
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and possibl y redress such perceived problems . In particular J 
an attempt should be made to get staff together to discuss 
and debate just what it is the HDE COurse is attempting to 
achieve and ways and means of achieving those perceived 
ends, taking into account the results of this piece of research. 
The reasons for the success of the ATT course need to be taken 
into account and ~he following issues need to be discussed: 
2.3.1. The possible need for an integrated approach in which 
the three theory courses , method courses, G.E.M. and 
the ATT course link together in the hope of offering 
a more stimulating and meaningful learning experience 
for all concerned, in which real and successful 
attempts are made to make the necessary links between 
differing perspectives . 
2.3.2. Some way needs to be found to narrow t he perceived 
chasm between theory and practice and it is suggested 
that the ATT course can, to some extent, offer some 
valuable findings in this regard. 
2.3 . 3. If no reasonably integrative approach is adopted in 
the- future, the least that can be done by the co-
ordinators of other courses is to build upon the ATT 
course as it provides a useful common-core experience 
which could be usefully developed upon by Philosophy, 
Psychology, SOciology, G.E.M. and the individual 
method courses. Such an approach, it is suggested, 
would facilita te attempts to make many theoretical 
perspectives a lot clearer and more meaningful. 
This was done in the Psychology course and there was 
NOTE: 
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some positive reaction to this course as a result. 
2.3.4 . Staff in the Department need to attempt to learn more 
about what others are dOing in thei r courses and they 
need to learn more about discipline areas other than 
their own. It is argued that such an attempt to move 
beyona .the boundaries of their particular discipline 
expertise will have the advantage of at least making 
it possible to present a less fragmented HDE course. 
2.3.5. Staff i n the Department need to consider the desira-
bility of attempting to get to know better and rel ate 
more to the students as people and as future pro-
fessionals. Further, consideration needs to be given 
to their (the staff) roles as teachers or, as Rogers 
woul d insis t , as ' facilitators of learning'. 
2.3.6. Questions need to be asked concerning the essential 
assumptions made about the students. It needs to be 
suggested that all assumptions at the very least need 
to be bracketed so that as few walls as possible are 
bui l t between staff and students, and between both 
staff and students and meaningful learning. If any 
assumptions are to be made it is suggested that these 
be positive assumptions which do not place the stu-
dents at risk in any way. 
It is important to note that some attempts have been made 
to offer a more coherent theory course since the commencement of 
the ATT course - and largely as a result of its success since 1982. 
Briefly, these include an attempt at more small-group work and the 
introduction of a topic assignment (at the end of the year) in which 
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students were required to research a topic of their choice 
using all three theory perspectives offered. Working in teams 
of up to five, each student had to submit an essay and the 
team as a whole was required to present its findings to the 
whole class. This latter exercise has proved very successful 
and has been largely instrumental i~ keeping alive the possi-
bility of the integration of the theory courses. 
However, the small group approach was abandoned, not because 
it was unsuccessful, but because the few people who were re-
sponsible for the theory courses could not cope with the work-
load. It was tried for one year (1983) and was abandoned be-
cause each theory tutor had to triple his contact time with 
students in an attempt to operate reasonably sized tutorial 
groups. Thus, each tutor was involved in three times as many 
contact periods than were the students. 
Clearly, this could not last and it was abandoned after one 
year. Nevertheless, it showed some positive results and since 
then ways and means have been sought to lessen the preponder-
ance of lectures and devote more time to small group work. 
However, the lack of human resources has made this impossible. 
However, there is a way to get around this and that is to 
shelve ideas or assumptions about the need to produce rigourous 
thinkers in Philosophy, Psychology and Sociol ogy . It seems 
patently obvious that in a short academic year of twenty-nine 
weeks, shortened by seven or eight weeks of teaching practice, 
it is ridiculous to attempt to produce such a standard, 
especially since many students enter the course with little 
or no understanding in any of these disciplines. This aim 
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could be left to the B.Ed. degree when, it is argued, teachers 
would be much more receptive to a more rigourous and academic 
approach. Certainly, this has been the experience of this De-
partment over the last few years since the inception of a 
part-time B. Ed. course which is very well attended . In addition, 
it is reasonable to argue that once teachers have a number of 
years o f experience behind them, they will be much more amenable 
to, and ready for, the kinds of conceptions these disciplines 
have to offer. CertainlYJ that has been the experience of this 
researcher who read for a B.Ed. at 30 years of age after some 
years of teaching. 
If this point is acce~ted, then it is reasonable to suggest 
that it is not necessary to offer the theory corrponent of the 
course in terms of discrete discipline areas - this can be 
done later. A leaf could be taken out of the book of the Depart-
ment of Education at Cambridge University which offers, instead 
of theory 'proper', a 'themes and situations' approach (Adams 
and Hadley, 1982; Adams, 1985). 
In short, they have reduced the three-discipline theory approach 
to a single theory course which seems to offer a solution to 
many of the problems already raised and, in addition, attempts 
to bridge the theory-practice divide. Also, it makes it practi-
cally possible to offer more small-group work because it re-
leases staff from other commitments. But it does mean that 
staff have to accept that they need to adopt a more electic 
approach, and to persuade people to do this is not easy, 
since a career in a university is, to a large extent, depend-
ent on the notion of expertise and specialisation in particu-
lar areas of endeavour. However, in teaching we need to accept 
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that our priorities ought to be concerned with those we teach. 
After all, ours is a service vocation. If we cannot accept 
that then we need, perhaps, to reconsider our choice of pro-
fession. 
2 . 4 . More real attention needs to be paid to the whole concept of 
meaninaful learning which takes as its starting point the ex-
periences , assumptions, feelings , understandings and concerns 
of the students . Allied to this poi nt is the need t o get in-
volved with continual assessment and evaluation of student 
reactions to their course(s) in the belief that this will help 
give the course(s) a meaning and a focus which students can 
nerceive as being valuable in their hopes of coping and sur-
viving in a real, and often, tough profession . 
Such suggestions are not unreasonable . What is unreasonable 
is to ignore the perceptions and assessments of our clients; 
to ignore their expressed unhappiness and disillusion; to ig-
nore the very kind of teaching we encourage them to do ; to 
ignore the need for getting to know them and relating to them; 
and to ignore the fact that we might be treating our disci-
plines as more important than our students. Disciplines, after 
all, are means to educational ends and not ends in themselves: 
and education has to do with people. 
In sum, then, this rbsearcher recommends a continuation of what is 
an action research process which" needs to continue its momentum in 
the hope that the Department may always attempt to offer its stu-
dents the best possible educational experience: an educational ex-
perience it has sound reasons for offering. No negative criticism 
is intended, rather it is hoped by this researcher that his 
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recommendations be perceived as constructive criticisms which will 
open the way for further debate and research. 
Post Script. 
, 
(15 December, 1985) 
During the latter half of 1985, two members of staff were delegated the 
task of preparing a motivation and plan for an Educational Studies pro-
gramme which would incorporate the contributions of Philosophy and socio-
logy without offering a course in each of them. In short, they were to 
offer proposals for an integrated theory course which would not attempt 
to define specific discipline boundaries but would, in fact, be a more 
~ectic approach to issues in education. Significantly, both compilers 
of the proposal have been staunch supporters ot the ATT course, and both 
have been ATT course tutors since 1983. 
In addition, the person responsible for giving them their brief is to be 
the new H.O.D. in 1986 and he has himself been a course tutor since its 
inception. Further, he was involved in the early planning and design of 
the ATT course before its commencement in 1982. He was also responsible 
for the only surviving document of such early planning (Appendix A, 
pp. 2-4). 
The two people responsible for presenting the proposals for the Education-
al Studies programme have made it clear that much of what was learned in 
the ATT course was taken into account in their deliberations. 
Certainly, the reasons for the decision to implement such a programme 
owe something to the contribution of the ATT course. It's contribution 
is not a small one . However, there are other reasons which seem to have 
been responsible for ringing in changes a lot sooner than would other-
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wise have been possible. Briefly, these have to do with the current 
recessionary economic climate and the resultant cutting of state sub-
sidies to univers i ties in SOuth Africa. Coupled with this latter point 
is the decision by the state to pay substantial subsidies for publi-
cations. And the Department of Education with its heavy commitment to 
teaching as opposed to researching, has not produced many papers for 
pUblication (e.g. in 1985 only three papers have emanated from this 
Department) . 
The new H.O.D. has, therefore, seen a need to ensure that staff have the 
time to do research and thus carry its weight in terms of bringing in 
money from publications and also improve the academic standing of the 
Department in the university. Add to that his belief that a more inte-
grated approach is called for and one has the reasons behind the pro-
posed Educational Studies programme for 1986. 
This researcher is not certain that, in the end, all these reasons will 
prove to be mutually beneficial. Only time will tell and it is recommen-
ded that the Educational studies course be carefully monitored and 
assessed so that we may continue to learn as much as possible about the 
efficacy of what is offered. Further, given the different motivations 
behind the offering of such a course, care must be taken to ensure that 
we do not lose sight of the primary responsibility we have to our students. 
In more recent weeks the staff of the Department have held a number of 
meetings in an attempt to arrive at an acceptable decision on the imple-
mentation of the Educational Studies programme. Briefly, it has been de-
cided to dispense with the separate disciplines and offer a programme 
which will commence with the ATT course which, in turn, will be followed 
by six two-week 'modules' during each of which a specific educational 
theme will be presented, discussed and reflected upon. (It does look as 
116. 
if the Cambridge model alluded to earlier deserves some credit here.) 
Each module wi l l be planned and co-ordinated by a different member of 
staff and it will be his responsibility to brief and bring in as tutors 
such other members of staff as he needs. He is also at the service of 
other module co-ordinators should they require his services as a tutor. 
All this will mean that all tutors will have to attend the stimulus in-
put sessions or plenary lectures (or both) if they are to be members of 
the team of tutors. Of course, this will be time-consuming but it is 
argued that at least most individuals involved will not have to plan 
and prepare too much for such involvement. In addition, with the load 
spread over a number of tutors, the marking loads of individuals will 
be considerably reduced. 
G.E . M. too has been incorporated into this Educational Studies programme 
and all that really remains to be properly investigated is how each 
method course presenter links his/her course to the Educational Studies 
programme. 
It seems, then, that the ATT course has begun to show signs of bearing 
the long-term fruit spoken of earlier in this presentation. HoweverJ 
this new step is only the first step down another path in the process 
and it needs to be carefully moni t ored in the hope that it will lead us 
to a clearer understanding of which path we ought best to take next. 
117. 
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ABOUT TO TEACH, SEMINAR 
by Dr A J Penny 
The 'About to Teach' course outline which you have before you had a 
long gestation period - some 20 months which as s ome of you may know 
is about as long as that of the elephant . .. 
2 . 
Student-teacher disaffection with training courses has been well docu-
mented and has generated a tremendous amount of literature on the 
' theory - practice' dichotomy. I suggest that part of this disaffeccion 
arises from the fact that we who are engaged in teaching are aware 
(most of the time!) of the complexity of what is happening, whereas the 
students we are teaching can and often do believe teaching is a very 
simple business because they have only experienced the obviousness of 
how they may have been taught at school. Not that our students have no 
idea of what teaching is about. If one does a rough calculation of the 
number of hours the average student has watched teachers at work prior 
to entering a teacher education course, one comes out with the stagger-
ing figure of something like 13 000 hours! So our student teachers arrive 
in our various departments with well ingrained lay notions of teaching 
and a teacherls work. Moreover , these notions are well defined in terms 
of the practical, day-to-day work, and often reveal what Parsons calls 
an 'instrumental activism'J a strong emphasis on 'DOING '. This has led 
in some areas to the development of skill orientated, micro-teaching 
courses and the like . ( We could spend the next three days, and longer, 
discussing the merits and demerits of the skills approach ) . Suffice it 
to say, however J that for various reasons this 'model' was not adopted. 
Instead we attempted to begin with and to make use of the student's own 
taken-for-granted understandings) their co~~onsense, and over time to 
3. 
encourage them to submit this to critical thought. They have been en-
couraged to recognise that whilst a particular solution may be applied 
successfully to overcoming a problem in one situation, the same action 
might fail in another. We were intent on trying to avoid enshrining 
some 'approved I practice by encouraging and enabling creative and 
imaginative responses in the many and various situations a teacher ex-
periences every single day. 
I remember the 'bad old days' when behavioural objectives were the 
'in thing', watching dozens of history lessons which whilst dealing 
with a variety of issues (content), were, all the same. I don't know 
who said 'Dogma Destroys', but this is precisely what was happening and 
the challenge we faced in devising this course was to avoid offering 
our students a restrictive dogma . 
So our aim has been to encourage our students 
to refine their commonsense conceptualisations 
rather than supersede them; 
to test these conceptions by the 'experience of 
surprise' in the context of their action; 
to develop a substantive theory of classroom action. 
How is this to be done? 
refer to OHP. 
Our experience has also told us that the new teacher-in-training is 
frequently troubled by questions of self-adequacy. 
This is reflected in the concern for his/her 
effectiveness in class control; 
efficiency in handling teacher-pupil, and 
pupil-pupil, and teacher-teacher interaction; 
need for guidance in reconciling the perceived 
expectations of the school, the individual 
pupils and the syllabus examination or textbooks. 
So, in setting up this course we focused on the need to 
help each student to concentrate his/her 
attention on the nature of schooling; 
provide a conceptual basis for critical 
self-awareness and self-evaluation; 
help each student to try to articulate that 
which underlies their actions and practice. 
4. 
I think, too, it is also important to see the 'About to Teach I course 
in relation to the rest of the 1st term programme, especially in re-
spect of the on-going methods work which in some ways provides a 
framework from which the student can have the confidence to grow whilst 
at t he sarne time not have his or her creativity, imagination and flair 
destroyed or limited through an overt emphasis on an 'approved' way of 
doing things. 
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6. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
RHODES UNIVERSITY 
EVALUATION OF THE 'ABOUT TO TEACH' PROGRAMME 
The aims of the About to Teach programme were: 
1. To help to concentrate your attention on the nature of schooling. 
2. To provide a conceptual basis for critical self- awareness and 
self-evaluation. 
3. To help you, before you went out on your first teaching practice, 
to try to articulate that which underlies your actions and 
practice. 
4. To prepare you so that you would be in a position to become keen 
and critical observers in the schools . 
5 . To endeavour to help you to see theory and practice as one in the 
belief that practic€ embodies t theory I , that whenever anyone 
does something it is done in the light of some understanding of 
the context one is in and of what one is about or doing. 
6 . To help you to discover and consolidate chose ways in which you 
teach best whilst emphasising any issues surrounding and related 
to your feeling of self-adequacy as reflected in your concern for: 
6.1. Effectiveness in class control. 
6.2. Efficiency in handling teacher- pupil and 
pupil-pupil interaction . 
6 . 3 . Adequacy of your mastery of subject matter. 
6.4 . Guidance in reconciling the perceived ex-
pectations of the school, the individual 
pupils and the syllabus/textbooks. 
The following questionnaire seeks to find out the success or otherwise 
of these aims and to receive from you certain other responses related 
to the course and its future. 
A. STIMULUS MATERIAL 
1. 
Please rate (according to your reaction) the following by circling 
the appropriate number . Further, a brief co~~ent in the space 
provided would be much appreciated. 
RATING SCHEME 
I 2 3 4 5 
(strongly negative) (negative) (acceptable) (positive) (strongly positive) 
Assignment 1 : "What matters to me about teaching." I 2 3 4 5 
Comment : . . . . . . .... ... ...... .. ...... . ... .. . ... .. . . .. .. ..... .. _ . . ... .. . ... . . 
7. 
2. Films: 'The Seven-Up Series . I 1 2 3 4 5 
Corrunent: 
3. Plenary address and discussion with (new) local ~ttrs.l 2 3 4 5 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Cornmen t : . .. . ....... ......... .... _ ... . ............ . . . .. _ . . .. _ . _ ........ . 
Film: 'Patterns of Learning.' 12345 
Conunen t : ..................... .. ............. .. ......................... . 
Film: 'The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the- Moon 
Marigolds. I 
Comment: 
Addresses ' by Professors AN and RT as Old Boys of the 
same school:- Reflections on their schooling and 
education. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Commen t : ...... ..... . .... . ........ .. .... ..... ..•.. ... ................ . .. 
Film: 'The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie.' 
Comment: 
'The Teacher I'd like' - Local school pupils 
Comment: 
Mr R Algie on 'Classroom Management' and Discipline 
Comment: 
Overall appropriateness of Sou per as a text for the 
course 
Comment: 
Effectiveness of the links made during discussions be-
tween the themes in Souper and the stimulus material 
(indicated above). 
Comment: 
Assignment 2: "What matters to me now about teaching. 1I 
Comment: 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 345 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 345 
1 2 345 
1 2 345 
13. GROUP WORK. 
Please rate (according to your reactions) the following by circling the 
appropriate number. Further, a brief comment in the space provided 
would be much appreciated . 
1. 
RATING SCHEME 
1 
(not at all) 
2 
(seldom) 
3 
(often) 
Did you feel that it was beneficial to meet with par-
ticular staff members in this informal way? 
Comment : 
2 . Did you find the discussions during group meetings: 
2.1. Informative. 
Comment: 
2 . 2. Facilitated communication . 
Comment: 
2.3. Stimulating. 
Comment: 
2 .4. Fostered self-awareness (strengths/weaknesses ). 
Comment: 
2 . .5. Gave you insight into the views held by other group 
members. 
Conunent: 
2.6. Helped you articulate your own feelings, ideas. 
Comment: 
2 .7 . Engendered in you a degree of tolerance towards 
other people's views. 
Comment: 
2.8 . Afforded you the opportunity to express your 
opinion. 
Comment: 
2.9 . Incorporated your views in such a way that you 
felt that they were important/ that they mattered 
Comment: 
2.10 . Gave you the opportunity to get to know some of 
your fellow students. 
8 . 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
123 
123 
123 
1 2 3 
123 
Comment: . . .. .. .• • .. • .... . ••..• . . . ...... _ . •• _ .... ... ....... . ...... . 
2.11. Tended to be dominated by the Tutor(s) 
Comment: 
2 . 12. Tended to be dominated by particular member(s) of 
the group . 
Comment: 
2.13. Were enhanced by the participation of students 
from varying subject disciplines . 
Comment: 
C. GENERAL POINTS. 
Please comment on the following: 
9. 
123 
123 
1 2 3 
1. Duration of the course (toe long, too short, more periods per week to the 
exclusion of others J etc.) 
Comment: 
2 . Now that you have s t arted your core subjects (Philosophy, Sociology, 
Psychology ) do you feel that: 
2.1. During t h e period of the 'About to Teach' course your method 
subject course(s) suffered because of a lack of specific know-
ledge in those core areas? 
Comment: 
2.2. Having moved from general issues raised during the course and then 
into Teaching Practice you are now better prepared and informed 
for the reception of specific topics covered in core courses? 
Comment: 
2.3 . We should consider introducing into the 'About to Teach ' programme 
at the end of each week an integrated staff panel discussion/ 
session on the major Philosophical, Psychological and Sociological 
issues raised during that week? 
Comment: 
3. ~buld you recommend that a similar course be offered in 1983? 
(Whatever your answer, please explain why.) 
Commen t: 
4. What suggestions do you have for future courses? 
Corrunent: 
10. 
5. How valuable was the course in preparing you for your Teaching Practice? 
Comment: 
6. After completion of the course how did you feel about going into a 
school? Please elaborate. 
Comment: 
7. If you missed any of the sessions please give us the reasons. 
Comment: 
8. Please rate the importance of each of the following topics dealt with 
by Souper. 
RATING SCHEME 
1 2 3 4 
Should not be Useful, but not Have no Under no circumstances 
in the course a necessity opinion should this be omitted 
8 .l. Adolescence 1 2 3 4 
8.2. Aims of Education 1 2 3 4 
8.3. Authority 1 2 3 4 
8.4 . . Authoritarianism 1 2 3 4 
8.5. Alienation 1 2 3 4 
8 .6. Achievement 1 2 3 4 
8.7. Classroom climate 1 2 3 4 
8.8. Competitiveness 
8.9. Compulsion 
8.10. Culture 
8.11 . Conflict 
8.12. Delinquency 
8.13. Development 
8.14 . Drug Abuse 
8.15. Discipline 
8.16. Examinations 
8.17. Failure 
8.18. Fear 
8.19. Freedom 
8.20. Imagination 
8.21. Indoctrination 
8.22 . Intelligence 
8.23 . Laziness 
8 .24. Learning 
8.25. Leisure 
8.26 Moral Development 
8.27. Observing 
8.28. Punishment 
8.29 . Questioning 
8.30. Reason/Emotion 
8.31. Socialisation 
8.32. Teaching, Teachers and Activities 
8.33. Thinking - Convergent, Divergent 
8.34. Youth Culture 
11. 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1. 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 2 3 4 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
12 3 4 
9. Please comment on any issues relating to the planning, design and im-
plementation of your HDE course so far, emphasising, if possible J 
the part played by the 'About to Teach' component. 
12 . 
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2.7. Film: The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 
Comment: 
2.8. Interviews with Std 6 and 9 pupils: The 
Teacher I'd Like. 
Comment: 
2.9. Panel presentation and discussion: Local 
teachers on Classroom Management and 
Discipline. 
Conunent: 
2.10. Assignment 2: What matters to me now about 
teaching. 
Comment: 
17. 
Rating 
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2.11. General Comment on the stimulus material and assignments. 
(Please comment on why you found the sitmulus material and 
assignments helpful/unhelpful.) 
Comment: 
2.12. Suggestions for future courses. (Please offer any suggestions/ 
ideas which you feel would be valuable as stimulus material 
for the course.) 
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5. TUTORS 
5.1. The following is a list of ideal characteristics. They are 
not listed in any order of priority. 
5.2. 
The Ideal Tutor: 
."lJ,.. Is en thusiastic 
S. Is willing to accept students' ideas 
C. Has the ability to incorporate into the discussion the 
ideas and issues raised by the stimulus material and 
the readings set. 
D. Has the ability to prevent individuals from dominating 
discussion 
E. Has the ability to communicate with students 
F. Takes a personal interest in students as individuals 
G. Is approachable 
H. Is academically very competent 
I. Does not dominate discussion 
J. Has the ability to encourage discussion 
K. Has the ability to stimulate interest 
L. Has the ability to adopt a flexible approach in discussions 
1·1. Has the abili ty to clarify ideas/points/issues 
Your assessment 
Please r ate the above characteristics in order of importance 
as you see it . 
Next to the numbers below place the letters representing the 
characteristics of your choice . (e.gs. if you think 
enthusiasm is the most important. place A next to number 1; 
if you think approachability is next in importance. place G 
next to number 2 ... and so on until you have completed the 
full list.) 
Priority 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Your Choice 
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APPENDIX D 
CONTENTS 
Personal particulars and other background details of respondents. 
Summary of responses to QUestion 1 of QUestionnaire. (pp. 30-3 2) 
CE'.AILS OF THE POPULA';. rei; GROUP 
1. 7CTAL ~:L'~·![ ER 52 (98 . 2..1% of th e i lCE group) .. 
2. :-': .. i\LES 29 23 
3 . 31 SCI::::-~CZ STlTE::":'S 
4 . 22 years and 5 r..onths 
5.. TY?ES 0:' SC-iOCL~ J"''?"I"EXt:ED. 
5 .. 1 .. 
5 . 3. 
Co- educatl.onal 
Single coys 
Gcven:mer. t 
?r: .. "ate 
Cape ::ducctlon 
I.12partment 
Zi rr:babt.;ean 
!-J atDl Sducatlon 
Cepa!'"tment 
repa~trr.ent of Edu-
cation & Training 
':'~:-e.ns'!2a l 2duca~. ion 
Cet:dTtrr;ent 
C=S Education 
:epartment 
?::-1 1:2te 
23 
18 
11 
52 
36 
52 
2C 
11 
5 
3 
2 
1 
I; 
02 
(2 ~artly subsidlsedl 
• 
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6. NUMBERS OF PUPILS IN SCHOOLS ATTENDED 
0- 200 
3 
2-400 
13 
4-600 
20 
6-800 
10 
8-1 000 
4 
1000+ 
2 
Total 
52 
7. NUMBERS OF MATRIC PUPILS IN SCHOOLS ATTENDED. 
0-50 
23 
50-100 
19 
100-150 
9 
150-200 
1 
200+ Total 
o 52 
8. STATE OF GUIDANCE IN THE SCHOOL ATTENDED. 
8 .1. Schools providing some kind of Guidance Programme: 31 
Schools not providing any kind of Guidance 
Programme 
8 . 2. Schools provided with a Teacher Psychologist 
21 
52 
= 
19 
Schools not provided with a Teacher Psychologist 33 
52 
8 . 3. Summary of comments offered . 
8.3.1. Of those who indicated that their schools offer a 
Guidance Programme (i .e. 31), 21 had negative comments 
to make about the programme. In sum, these comments 
pointed to the guidance programme as being a ' waste 
of time' i 'ineffectual' i ' a holiday 'i' free periods I i 
'revision periods'; limited to sixth form or junior 
high standards (i .e. 6 to 8); geared to 'brighter 
pupils'; no individual counselling; religious in-
struction and/or careers information/guidance only; 
consisted only of occasional speakers. 
Positive comments were made by 10 students but the 
content of these is not very encouraging. Most indicate 
that the programme consisted of outside speakers; that 
generally the programme was not very helpful but that 
they personally enjoyed it; that it was 'interesting 
when we actually did do something.' 
32 . 
8.3.1. One school had a Teacher Psychologist but there was no 
Guidance Programme . S/he was available for 'consulting '. 
8 . 3.2. Of the 31 school s ..ru.ch provided a Guidance Progranune, 17 
had the services of a Teacher Psychologist - the remaining 
two operating in schools which offered no Guidance Pro-
gramme. 
8.3.3. Of the 17 schools which offered a Guidance Programme, and 
had the services of a Teacher Psychologist, 10 respondents 
offered negative comments on the programme on offer. The 
other seven were positive about the programme . 
8.3.4. Of the 13 schools which offered a Guidance Programme but 
did not have the services of a Teacher Psychologist, 9 
respondents offered negative comments on it, 3 responded 
positively and 1 did not offer an opinion. 
9. Allocation of Respondents to Sub-Groupings . 
Each respondent has a number and every comment or rating made by a 
respondent will appear next to that number in Appendices E to K. 
Membership of various sub-groups (i.e. Science, Art, Male or Female) 
is as follows : 
9.1. Science: Nos . 1, 4, 7, 10, 11 , 17, 18, 21, 27, 28, 30, 31, 
33, 34 , 35 , 38, 39, 43, 48, 49, 52 . (Total 21) 
Arts: 
Male: 
Female: 
Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6 , 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 
22 , 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 
44, 45, 46, 47, 50, S1. ( Total 31) 
Nos. 3, 4, S, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 1 -: J 18, 
20, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 40, 43, 46, 
49, 50, 52. (Total 29) 
Nos . 1, 2, 6, 7, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 
33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 47, 51. 
(Total 23) 
19, 
48, 
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1. Graph summarising all the ratings of material. 
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3. comments and summaries of ratings: 
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3.5. A day in a school (as a pupil) 
3.6. Discussion with Headmaster (or his representative) 
about the day you spent in his school 
3 . 7. Film: The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 
3.8. Discussion by Standard 6 and 9 pupils on 'The 
Teacher I'd like' . 
3.9. Panel presentation and discussion: Local teachers 
on classroom management and discipline 
3 .1 0 . Assignment 2: What matters to me now about teaching 
4. General comments on the stimulus material and assignments 
5. Suggestions for future courses 
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35 . 
STIMULUS MATERIAL AND ASSIGNMENTS . 
Using X 2 t o test 'goodness of fi t' between the responses of (a) Science 
and Ar t students and (b) Male and Female students to the stimulus material 
and assignments . 
( a) 
x 2 = 
+ 
OESERVED RESPONSES (fo) 
Positi ve Negative No Opinion 
Science 164 22 23 
Art 223 44 29 
387 66 52 
EXPECTED RESPONSES ( fe) 
Positive Negat ive 
Science 
Art 
= 
160.16 
226.84 
387 
(fo_fe ) 2 
fe 
27 .31 
38.69 
56 
(164- 160. 16) 2 (223- 226.84)2 
160.16 + 226.84 
(23-21. 53) 2 (29_30. 47)2 
21.53 + 30.47 
+ 
No Opinion 
21.53 
30.47 
52 
(22-27.31) 2 
27 .31 + 
Total 
209 
296 
50S 
Total 
209 
296 
50S 
(44- 38.69) 2 
38 .69 
.09 + .07 + 1.03 + . 73 + .10 + .07 2.09 
~egrees of Freedom = (r-l)(c-l) = (2-1)(3-1) = 2 
c/c 
c/c 
t/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
With degrees of freedom of 2, a value of Aj2 of 2.09 is not significant 
and the null hypothesis (that there is no significant difference be-
tween the responses of Science and Art students) therefore stands . 
~ 
( b) 
~lale 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Positive 
212 
175 
387 
Positive 
213.81 
173,19 
387 
(fo_fe)2 
fe 
OBSERVED RESPONSES (fo) 
Negative No Opinion Total 
39 28 279 
27 24 226 
66 52 505 
EXPECTED RESPONSES (fe) 
Negat ive No Opinion Total 
36 . 46 28.73 279 
29.54 23,27 226 
66 52 505 
2 (212-213.81) 2 (175-173 . 19) 2 (39-36.46 )2 (27-29 .54 ) 2 
213.81 + 173.19 + 36 .46 + 29 .54 
(28_28.73)2 (24_23.27)2 
+ 28.73 + 23.27 
.02 + .02 + .01 + .22 + .02 + .02 = .31 
Degrees of Freedom = (r-l)(c-l) = (2-1)(3-1) = 2 
36. 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c / c 
c/c 
With degrees of freedom of 2, a value of ~ 2 of .31 is not significant and 
the null hypothesis ( that there is no significant difference between the 
responses of male and female students) therefore stands . 
STIMULUS MATERIAL AND ASSIGN~ffiNT8 
Please rate the following by circling the appropriate number. Also, 
please offer as much comment as possible on each - why you found it 
valuable or otherwise . 
As signmen t I t .... "hat matters to me about teaching. 
37. 
1 . It enables you to consolidate your thoughts about the profession. (5) 
2 . Very good exercise enabling me to express feelings which ! wanted to 
express but found no time to in other tutorials . (5) 
3. !t helped me clarify my values and motives in teaching and was thus 
a useful exercise. (4) 
4. This offered one a ch=e to think and reflect on why one wants ~o teach. (4) 
5. A good introduction with solid definitions regarding me as a teacher. (4) 
6. I am now able to assess myself as to \vhat I have gained in the course 
of t his year . (5) 
7. I~teresting to see how idealistic you are and how you change with the 
second essay. (4) 
8 . It allowed me to state in ~Titing what I felt about teaching - almost 
as a commitment. (4) 
9. The assignment invited an open, subjective and personal approach but not 
everyone in tutorials offered their views. (4) 
10. It makes you aware of ,.hat you are l etting yourself into. (4) 
11. Good exercise to think why you want to teach, but difficult to put 
your feelings on paper. (4) 
12 . I had to think about my objectives as a teacher which someti~es I never 
thought of. (4) 
13. It helped put things into perspective. (5) 
14 . I found it valuable to clarify my reasons for teaching - and to think 
about them. (4) 
38. 
15. Enjoyed very much. Stimulating. ( 5 ) 
16. Saving to write my ideas down allowed me to get them into perspective. (5) 
17. The discussion of the essays were of serne value even though I did not 
have fixed ideas about teaching as such. (4) 
18. Gets you thinking about teaching and the reasons for choosing it. (5) 
19. I had had some teac:-ting experience before \vriting this essay. (2) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21. Gave me 2 chance to look at why I was doing the course; why! would 
be teaching in the future. (4) 
22. I found the title ambiguous . I 'd teen thinking about the topic 
(as I understand it), for ages and didn't need to write it all down. (2) 
23. No corr.ment .. (4) 
24. I was not doing the course at that time. I was in the S. P .. section . (3) 
25 . I found the topic very general and difficult to grasp, without having 
much experience in that field. (4) 
26. It allowed me to express my views wnich could then come under constructive 
cri ticism and agreement as well. (4) 
27. Thought about teaching more deeply by writing it down. (4) 
28. Nade me think about what I'm doing in the Education Cepartment and 
whether I would really like to be a teacher. (4) 
29. Good for question .hy I '.anted to teach. (5) 
30. No comment. (1) 
31. Made me think about my values and attitudes towards teaching. (4) 
32. Good to collect my thoughts together and try to establish my 
expectations of teaching . (4) 
33 . Helped to get thinking together for the year - ',.,.,hy I was, doi ng th e 
course, expectations. (4) 
39. 
34. v-~nen the second essay is done a compari s on of thoughts before and. after 
can be done . (4) 
35. N/A. Started course a week late. (3) 
36. Useful in clarifying one's present position with regard to why one 
wants to teach or why one has chosen teaching or vice versa. (5) 
37. :'lerely that I had to express my own values and to do so I had to 
consolidate them in an intelligible form. (4) 
38. It enabled me to I«ite dow'" just why I was going into teaching . I 
had to examine my feelings on teaching very carefull y. (4) 
39. Valuabl e because it made one actually state (verbalise) for oneself 
one ' s reasons for wanting t o teach . hhy am I doing this course - real l y? (5) 
40 . Helped to get own thoughts into perspective, but I didn't feel I was 
totally honest (suspicious of consequences) and I felt others felt 
likewise . (2) 
41. I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to give serious thought to why 
I wanted to teach (had not sat down and weighed it up so thorough ly 
before). (5) 
42 . Forced me not only to evaluate exactly why I had decided upon 
teaching (as opposed to a gut reaction) but to actually formulate 
those reasons into words . (4) 
43. Clarified my thoughts on the issue a great deal . (4) 
44. ,t ~ade me rethink my choice of the teaching profession. (5) 
45. No comment . (2 ) 
46. Good opportunity to ac tually sit down and think aeaut it. ( 4) 
47 . :-~o cornmen t . (2 ) 
48 . Seemed a very petty essay to do but on completion of the essay I found 
it an extremely valuable exercise. (4) 
49. Got priorities straightened out. If one took trouble it made one think 
carefully about OIYO ideas. (5) 
5C. Help to ""ticulate my own thoughts on teaching. (4) 
51. Made me think again about my reasons for teaching , and ideas . (5) 
52. Give a good self thought about the future job you are going to take 
on. (4) 
SU~~RY OF RATINGS 
1 2 
1 5 
Rating 
3 
2 
4 
30 
5 
14 
ASSIGNMENT 1 
Total 
52 
40. 
41. 
FILMS : THE SEVEN- UP SERIES 
1. ~ found it of interest because I understood the Eritish system . (4) 
2. Excellent series - I loved the progression and \oJish they would bring 
out a fourth film. (5) 
3. Environmental and cultural inf l uences combined with class influences 
took a new perspective. ~ny more of these? (5) 
4. It showed how chilcren from different class grou~s etc thinkJ behave, 
relate etc. (4) 
5. This helped us to see and understand Education in a wider perspective. (5) 
6. I've always found my society different from what I see but at least 
can try and place them somewhere . . Eut these films are a very geod idea -
stimulating. (4) 
7. Cnly problem is trying to understand w-hat grarr.mar schools, comprehensive 
schools etc, are . (5) 
8. ~he basis of the programrr.e - useful as continually referred to. (5) 
9 . Only hope the experiment continues i . e. to 28 and that somehow weIll 
have access to the film. (5) 
10. It shows the other side of a class's face i.e. all pupils appear the 
same in class yet are totally different. (5) 
11. Very good . (5) 
12 . p..t least there were some differences to leok for in children reared 
i n different environments. (4) 
13. Very in terest i ng. (5) 
14. 1 enjoyed the seri es irrmensely. They raised issues like racism, sexism) carrrcn 
class, private vs puclic schooling, parenting etc within an educat~onal 
context. (5) 
13. 8ee life as a ~hole i.e. changes. (4 ) 
16. I foc:nd rt difficult to follow just "'ho the heck was whom. (2) 
42. 
17. Shows up the disparity in the whole education system in England as well 
as Squth Africa and thus how people relate to each other because of 
educational backgrounds . (5) 
18. The series makes one realise how background influences achievement. (5) 
19. Good to see how the differen t pupils developed . I,ould like to see a 
possible' 28 ' . (5) 
2e. No cCCl'.ment . (5) 
21 . ~lade me reali se t h a t every ch i Id is a unique individual each wi th 
his/her own needs . (4) 
22. Thoroughly enjoyed them - so much to discuss , not like some discussion 
groups were forced into where the opinions and conclusions are 
obviou s . (5) 
23. Interesting. (4) 
24. I fo und the series fascinating in that you could watch the child's 
development over the years in close successicn. Each child had a 
complete pe rsonality of his own . (5) 
25. Missed the series. (3) 
26. I felt this was excellent: it was interes ting as it gave a clear 
insight into the lives of pupils from various backgrounds . As a 
teacher it helps to know mor e about your pu pils' possible background. (5) 
27. ;;0 comment. (4) 
28. Good to see the growth, physically and mentallYJ ever so many years; the 
char:ges/and confirmation of their parents' and their C?\\'l1 expectations . (5) 
29 . Interesti ng to see the unpredictability of develcprr.ent of some anc the 
~redictacili ty of others. (5) 
30. Gi'Jes you insight. (4) 
31. Very geod in considering the effect of socia" class . (5) 
32. Stimulated a lot of disc lJssi on - still !:eing refer:-ed to new. Erought 
up a great nurr.ber of issues. (5) 
43. 
33. Sxcellent - opened eyes to way children not in contact with, think . (5) 
34 . Enjoyable - sho\y's different "c lasses"/" social n comparisons of 
people - useful for teaching . (5) 
35. N/A. Started course late. ( 3 ) 
36 . Excellent. I had seen them before but go t mere ou t of a second vie~ving. 
Shows a sec ondary s chool teacher what helshe is up against. (5) 
3/ . Reinforc ed the IIknowledge " that par e n ts, schcoling and society have 
different effects on the child from an early age - great. (5) 
38 . An excellent series i n t erms of child/pupil development and their 
feelings to\vards school and how the school influences the life of 
a child . Very valuable. (5) 
39 . Very i nteresting - hard to identify totall y with the Eriti sh aspeots. 
Very heavy sessions - so much to absorb . Need to view again after 
di scussi on - reinforcement. (4) 
40. A geod way to present development - not enough discussion on ourselves 
as we/are/will be to make t he films more relevant. (5) 
41. Extremely interesting - challenging too. (In a sense our fir st 
opportuni ty in attemp t i ng to gauge why on e or other child responded 
in a particular way to his environment ). ( 5) 
4 2. A well -made series , pinpointing the d i f ferences i n lifestyles , attitudes, 
and expectations between t he classes . It would be intere s ting to see 
a simi l ar SA made seri es. ( 5) 
43. The se films speak fer themse lves. (5) 
44 . They brought me into an awar eness of what may happen in the cl assrooms 
and that ch ildren are in divicuals and have differen t views and 
perceptions . Also that children go through various development stages . (5) 
45. !-:o comment . ( 4) 
46. Altho~gh a Eritish series it still has much reference for the South 
AI.r-ican si tuation ~~here whi t e children from very different econor.-:ic 
backgrounds come together in one school . ( 5) 
44. 
47. No comment. (4) 
48. hhile it proved valuable in terms of tracing d~velopment of pupils 
i t ~.;as very time- consuming. Perhaps a shorter but veyy similar 
movie could be found - particularly relating to SA situation. (4) 
49. I llustrates that teacher/school effect on a child's destination 
is fortunately not as great as many would believe . (5) 
50. : n f ormative f ilm which helped me to understand more of the 
complexities of growing up and the effect of schooling on kids. (5) 
51. Very interesting and informative. Also thought - provoking on how we 
categorise people . (4) 
52. Goed to see hOI" different class pupils grow and develop total l y. (5) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 
o 1 2 14 
5 
35 
SEVEN- UP SERIES 
Total 
52 
45. 
FILM TEE EFFECT CF GANMA R!\YS CN ~l)l.N-IN-THE-MCON MARIGOLDS 
1. Emphasises parental influence . (4) 
2 . Showed the i nf luence of family on children at school which is vital 
to me as a teacher. (5) 
3 . I left not knowing what t h e me s sage r eally was, yet the film 
stimulated a great deal o f thought. (5) 
4. It showed that the same environmental structure affects things 
differently . Di fficul t film to interpret. (5) 
5. No commen t. ( 2 ) 
6. A very good idea - stimulati ng. (4) 
7. I nteresting and made me think. Sad , wanted to cry. ~eaningful. (5) 
8 . Very depressing for me cut extremely thought - provoking. ( 5 ) 
9 . Interesting f i lm cut seemed to fecus on a parent- ch i ld relat i onship 
...... i th in the framework of school . Perhaps discussion could have been 
cen tred around c ur Own experience - i.e. school and parents. (3) 
10 . It 5ho .. ";5 the hardship that some children have to endure from their 
parents. (5) 
11 . A second showing of a complex f i lm would have made it more useful. ( 4) 
12. There I could oeserve the infl uence of par en ts on childhood and 
schooling. (4) 
13. Very interesting. (5) 
14. Enjoyed the movie. l-~ade me think about parenting and subject interest 
i n school. (5) 
15 . Muddl ing . (3) 
16 . I ..... 'ould recommend this f i lm ce shov.'11 to every teacher and every parent 
who has a child at school . (5) 
17. Very stimulating movie. Sho,,,,s how parents, ,ceer groups end the en vir-on -
ment influenc e s the relationships of the femily as well as i ndividuals 
th emselves. (5) 
46. 
18. I can't really see why we saw the film. It ended so terribly . I like 
happy endings. (4) 
19. Didn't find this very important although it did show some insight 
lnto the home life and its effect. (2) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21. I came to the conclusion that as a teacher one needs to acquaint 
oneself, somehow , wi th the background of one's pupils. (4) 
22. I cculdn't believe that one could get so much out of it. A brilliant 
movie . ( 5) 
23. Emphasised the importance of home and school in the child's life. (5 ) 
24. The whole film was so realistic and very humane. I was amazed at the 
ability of a child to rise above her conditions . (5) 
25. Very moving. Showed the importance of the environment. (5) 
26. Like the Seven- Up Series it showed up the difficulties children face J 
showing t hat it often stems from family background . (4) 
27. ~o co~ment. (4) 
28. . Parent /child relationships, socialisation of children at home and 
school, how home life affects school. (4) 
29 . Very goed sociological film . (5) 
30. :Jo commen t . ( 2) 
31. No cOlT'.men t. ( 5) 
32. ~.way . (3) 
33. Absent. (3) 
34. l'-uxed feelings. ( 3) 
35. Broadened my thinking. P~ovided stimulus for thinking. (4) 
36. I did not fully understand the film bu t found i t very intense and 
absorbing. (4) 
47. 
37. That parental at tit udes toward s children affect a child for better 
or worse - most important for understanding chi l dren at school. (5) 
38 . This film shows the influence of the home on the children and 1 8 
valuable in the sense that this is an aspect of pupils ' lives cften 
;'"rgotten by teachers. (5) 
39. Really pointed out the differing environments children corne from 
and the effect of home on the school experience as well as teacher! 
parent, teacher/pupil relationships etc. Differences between 
children from the same family. (5) 
40. A moving and haunting film - easier to remember than the Seven-Cp series -
can get more involved with main characters. (5) 
41. Very thought - provoking (but I was a bit slow in picking up all the deeper 
significance!) Would like to see it again. (4) 
42. Extremely good. ( 4) 
43. It had a message hidden in a poor film. I dare say the acting was 
good - I'm not a critic. Did the message warrant a discussion? (2) 
44. It t"as an appeal to teachers and parents to understand kids cecause 
sometimes a teacher does not knot;..· what is the reason behind a 
particular kid's behaviour . ( 5) 
45 . ~ost thought - provoki ng. (5 ) 
46 . tan't recall much of t~is exercise . (3) 
47. ;Jo ccmment. (4) 
,,0 
, 00 . Very thcugh t-provoking and In teresting. (5) 
49. Sho,,"s a real child coping. (5) 
50 . Shot\'ed the effect that home life car. have on t:'e ;;upil . (5) 
51. Excellent movi e. Very thought - provoking. (5) 
48. 
52. Useful insight into problems a child could be facing at school. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON 
MAN-IN- THE- MOON MARIGOLDS 
Rating 
1 2 3 
o 4 6 
4 
16 
5 
26 
Total 
52 
49. 
LCC~:'L HElillMASTERS Or: T~E P.I~lS THEY HAVE FOR TP.EIR ::;C~COLS. 
1. Ko c cmr::en t ( 2 ) 
2. I t was of value but I wonder if those headmasters are real ly true 
to their values. (4) 
3. It gave me my first exper ience of the 'system' and t he l i ttle product 
factories called schools . ( 5 ) 
4 . Really had no relevance to me and my situation . It might be a good 
idea to include one or two flack P.eadmasters . (2) 
5. No comment . ( 4 ) 
6 . The question of ~hat a scheol is for is becorr.ing important to me. (5) 
7. Th ey mu st be honest though. ( 5 ) 
8. C-cod idea but headmasters tend to be slightly fal se. (4) 
9 . Served to provide 2n insight into values standards and expectati ons 
of school systems. ~t·y there ',.;eren' t more headmasters from differen t 
schools able to attend. (5) 
10. Svery man has his own ideal, thus it depends on your headmaster for 
guidance and aims . (2) 
11 . Cseful, but it tended i n the end to get boring because there was a let 
of overlap in what they had to say . (4) 
12 . Though there was some good for me as a teacher ~ found thei~ comments 
irrelevcnt for me , e . g. Private SC!1oo1s . (2) 
l3 . They oevious l y couldn't give an honest tclk . They ' . .;ere selling 
themselves . (4) 
14 . It vias interesting to hear them talk, but there were only two and 
often ~ .. nat they say and do can be different. (4) 
15 . Di fferences of opi:1icn needed from schools other than those in 
Grahamstown . (5) 
16 . 7hey seemed to be c little superficial and separated fycm the i r 
pupils . ( 2) 
17. Gives one the knowledge of how Borne headmasters tick and ho\v I 
would relate to them when I begin teaching. (4) 
15. caund thi s very in teresting. (5) 
19. :nteresting to compare the private and government schools via 
headmasters. (4) 
20. ~~o conuuent. (5) 
50. 
21. Simply made me think, as an aspiran t teacher, of my role in a school 
de~ending on its aims . (2) 
22. I wish the class had ceen braver - to get them squirming. (4) 
23. It gave an indication of how deluded headmasters can ce, and how the 
system/type of school can change one 's whole aoproach . (5) 
24. Each headmaste!" >las categori sed and 'selling ' their school. Not very 
realis l ic. (4) 
25. Eeadmasters saw it as a sales gimmick - r:l2de generalisations that 
'.eren't working in school s. 1)0 HE.;DMISTFESSES! (2) 
26. Good as it showed us as teachers the sort of thing we could expect 
at school. (4) 
27~. Good to see ho', schools ore intended to be r un. (4) 
28. l nteresting to see their viewpoint. (4) 
29. ~t was hard to decide if what they were saying was in effect happening 
in schools. (4) 
30. Gives you a chance to see · .... nat headmasters are looking for. (4) 
31. Can become very _ theoretical. (4) 
32. Idea is good , but went on for too long and becarr.e very tedious. (2) 
33. Interesting to compare aims and the achievement of them . (4) 
34. Cne day we could be working under someone wi t'h the same or simi ] ar 
ideas. (4) 
35. Saw how different aims could actually be at various schools. 
Noticed the emphasis on results. (4) 
36. Very useful to see headmasters for the first time looking from a 
different side of the fence as it "ere. (4) 
51. 
37 . ~:oting that headmasters' attitude to their school greatly affects 
the teaching circumstances - useful in retrospect for personal 
placing . (4) 
38. Gocd in the sense that it was great to hear exactly what headmasters 
had in mind for their schools, the situation of the staff etc. \·.'ould 
have been more stimulating had there been one or two others . (4) 
39 . To actually see that t he headmaster/ teacher relationship is 
important. The teac her is not only a classroom teacher. (5) 
40 . Very interestir.g to see and hear them - especially when we have the 
chance to work in their schools later on. Preaching vs Practising. (5) 
4l . r::efined differences bet'",een private and government schools very well. 
May be useful when choosing a post (L e. once Cape Ed Eursary is 
worked off!). (5) 
42. Idea very good but very little response from the schools made it 
disappoi n ting . Also, one had the feeling that the headmasters 
weren't always entirely honest. (3) 
43 . il.bsent. (3) 
44 . Headmasters are not a homogeneous group, but Ilm sure there are 
general pr inciples that they adopt. They were a representative 
group, sort of . (4) 
45. ~Jo cornmen t. (4) 
46. l'-~ade me very much aware of the importance of looking fer the 'ri9h t' 
headmaster when applying for a post . (5) 
47. (\0 co~men t . ( 4) 
48. Obviously a very personal opinion by headmasters. (2) 
49. No ccmment. (4) 
50.. Eelped to put into perspective t .. hat headmasters e::pected from 
teachers and pupils alike . (5) 
51 . Pit'} there weren't more headmasters. (4) 
52. Get a good idea of what headmasters in g eneral aim 2.t in their 
schools. (5) 
SUMMARY' OF RATINGS : LOCAL HEADMASTERS ON THE AIMS 
THEY HAVE FOR THEIR SCHOOLS 
Rating 
1 2 3 
o 9 2 
4 
27 
5 
14 
Total 
52 
52. 
53. 
A DAY IN A SCtiOOL (AS A PUPI L) 
1 . Having been out of school and going back to the staff it \;ould be 
better to be attached to a member of staff - '.Ne were all at 
school. (1) 
2. Exhausting day! r fell asleep at 7.30 p m that evening. ( 5 ) 
3 . I had lost touch with school and what it was like. I t was also my 
first experience of a Co-ed and government school. (5) 
4 . Int.eresti:lg . :L went to a whi te school and it showed me how things are 
on the other side. (5) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. I started being realistic about pupils and hope that more chances 
will be given i n future. (5) 
7. Exhausting. ( 4 ) 
8. For me the highlight of the course - will ah'ays remember the day. (5) 
9 . Good experience but not enough time to chat informally to pupils. 
Suggestion: regular (once a month, term?) disc ussion groups 
between student teachers and pupils on an informal basis. (4) 
10 . Yo u can see from a pupils point of view wnat is boring or interesting. (4) 
11 . Found it difficult to have to be a pupil again. (2) 
~2. It was only a free day for us - mayte because we were not treatec 
2S pupils but rather as a nuisance - intruding intc their private 
world. (2) 
13 . :i just felt av.:kward and bored (serry), cut I' m s ure most other 
student s benefitted f:-crr: it . I just hate doing nothing creative . (2) 
14 . I found the day '/ery stimulating and learnec a lot al::out being on 
the other si,j,e cf teaching - knc· .... i:-:g a little more acout tea.c:--.ing 
itself than .:hen I was at school. (5) 
54. 
15 . ~:ot long enough to get acquainted. (2) 
16. I suddenly rememcered what it was like to si t through eigh t lessons 
(compul sory) in one day. (5) 
17. Pleasant exper ience. Reminded me of my days as a pupil in school . (5) 
16 . J;eallyenjoyable . (5) 
IS . Entertaining but 2 waste cf time. (2) 
20 . No comr::ent. (5) 
21 . After a lot of thecry it brought me back to 'reality' - into the 
class situation and activities. (4) 
22. I didn't go . Eut I should circle (1) sinc e I think the exe rcise 
is a useless one . I refused to do it - if you're honest about it 
I think it's pretty embarrassing for all parties concer ned . From 
my own experience of school (okay it was a few years ago) and 
fyorn t . p. I could get all the information : needed. (3) 
23. It was exhausting and yet I learned very little . This emphasised the 
importance of a teacher, and of pupil participation (of which there 
was very little). (5) 
24. ~.bsen t due to illness. Very upset I missed thi s opportuni ty . (3) 
25. Perhaps need more time with the children. (5) 
26. Puts you in the pupil's situation; enables you to r emember the 
classroom situation . (5) 
27. Goed to see school from a pupil's point of view again. (4) 
28. See if headmaster puts his ideas into practice. Also see childls 
perspective of school in general . (5) 
29. As the purpose "'ias to see wnat it was like for school kids, it failed 
because you were treated speci a lly . (2) 
55. 
30 . No comment. ( 2) 
31. Realised how tiring the day is . ( 4) 
32 . Culture shock! Excellent to get back in a school atrr:osphe!:""e ivhich 
varsity tends to make one f orget . (5) 
33 . Cid not gain much from it . (2) 
34. You realise how pupils communicate and what i t is like to i::e at scheal 
once agai n . ( 5) 
35. Hated it. The pupil was fine , the school was fine but the exercise 
failed to achieve its objective. (4) 
36 . ~~using and rewarding as an experience (I den't know how much was 
gained though) . (5) 
37 . Made me remember how boring school can be - and how exhausting. 
38. This lanes one back at the other "end of the stick It -a trying 
experi ence . ( 5) 
39. To remember again "hat it is like to be on the receiving end . (4) 
( 4) 
40 . Much of it was wasted - per haps not enough precaration. Lef t up to the 
individual to make somethi ng of it . (4) 
41. En joyed freedom to get to kr.ow ho~' the school operated from a ver~1 
active pupil (he was involved in the enrichment project for gifted 
children ) . (5) 
42 . Don't exclude - very important to be back in the school bench before 
landing zehind the teacher's deskJ especially so for me J as it's been 
a long time since! l eft school . (5) 
43._ Assigned to an Afrikaans school (I am not bilingual) so ! did not 
go . 'This was a ~i ty - perhaps this mistake should be avoided In 
future. (3) 
44 . ! twas necessa.ry to see how it feel s to be a pUJ,: ':'l) eu t scmehcw 
the kids would noe behave ncturally ~·.'hen they kno\v they a.re being 
oeserved . (4) 
56. 
-~5 . ~'·:cu1.d have preferred just broh'sing arour.d cy myself !"2ther t~,an 
having a jou:-ney!tlan. (2) 
46. ,Just to ex ;:::erience the amOU!1t of. l::::oredcrr: 2. pupil is subjected to 
in a single day made this exe~cise invaluable. (5) 
47. :':0 cOJ":(11ent . (4) 
4e. ::xcr:=l2.enf: catalyst in tez-:':',S of thoug~t/discussions previously h21~ 
en~ ~~cse to ce held . (5) 
49. Although nothing !Nas di:fer9nt from ',ynat :: had expected, it ~.; a8 
I;ood for reinforcing a few l::eliefs about children whic!; were 
'.J.ode!" attack from " expe!"ier.ced ll ):90ple . (5) 
50. Hel~ed to put the feelings and attitudes cf the puoils into 
perspective . (5) 
52. ?-:ble '.:0 see 5c:,001 and remember what it <,:as like to 1:-e a pupil . (4) 
52. Get tack to schoel cnd :-emember wuat it '.-las li':e to be a pupil . (5) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : A DAY IN A SCHOOL (AS A PUPIL) 
Ratings 
1 2 3 4 
1 9. 3 13 
5 
26 
Total 
52 
57 . 
Dc SCUSS ION IvITH EEACMASTER (CR fiI S REPRESEKTATIVE) ABCUT THE D,'-¥ 
YOU SPENT 1'< HIS SCEOOL. 
1. I didn't . (3) 
2 . I met him in the corridor once or twice and he just grinned and walked 
past! Hardly any interac tlon at all! (1 ) 
3. Headmaster avolded all students who went near his school and my 
journeyman was very reserved.. (1) 
4. Had the chance of questioning some of the th .i ngs done at his 
school. (4) 
5 . One felt that this meeting d i d not achieve anything. (2) 
6. He did not come . (3) 
7 . A gocd fellow- up as most of u s had questions. (5) 
8. Thought headmaster tended to be rushed and gave the impression that 
it WeS a waste of time .. (4) 
9. Headmaster unable to attend. (3) 
10 . You can't criticise the headmaster's school thus you have to agree 
and say the good !,oints . (3) 
11. He had an answer to all criticisms and tried to sell his school -
not really the aim of the exercise. (1) 
12 . . lio comment. (l) 
':3. I jt;.st felt a,·.-ki<iard and bored (sorry) but ~',m sure mos t other 
stuc.ents benefitted from it. I just hate aoing nothing creative. (2) 
24. He never a r rived. (3) 
.10 . No commen t. ( 3 ) 
: 6. 1':0 comment. (2) 
l~. :o~k£d ~t the effects of corporal punishment and why it is practised 
at that particular school (i . e. environmental influences , 'gang'/peer 
group pres sure, ... icrking class backgroLinds, etc.) ( 4) 
58. 
18. Headmaster just wan ted to know what you though t of hi s schooL (2) 
19. Cf more value than the day in the school. (4) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21. Representative tended to be very close and refused to accept or 
even acknowledge v i e'''Poin ts put forward. (2) 
22 . ~~o ccromen t. ( 3 ) 
23. ! didn ' t feel as if I could say what I felt. I almost felt as if he 
was prying and so I couldn 1 t ccmw.ent. ?~d he defended the school 
in such a way that he had me agreeing '.vith him al l the time. (2) 
24 . Cur headmaster (of the school I was assigned to) did not arrive, 
so we got together and I listened to the others discussing their 
experJ.ences. (3j 
25. He didn 't come. (3) 
26. No comment . (4) 
27 . Geod to discuss why or how certain things g o on in a school. (4) 
- 28. See what they have to say about the way their teachers teach and 
what the pupils think of the school. Can compare pupils' ideas 
and headmasters. (5) 
29. There \ov'as no discussion . (1) 
30. N/A . ( 3) 
3L Headmaster did not arrive. (3) 
32 . It ",'as too difficult to discllss it frankly with him. Maybe just the 
students should discuss it afterwards. (2) 
33. He did not pitch up! (1) 
34. He didn't turn up. (1) 
59 . 
35. ~'ias interesting to see how our views were treated . (4) 
36. The headmaster of X school was too s c ared to come. (3) 
37 . Headmaster didn 't arrive . Di scussion amongst cursel ves was useful 
though . (3) 
38. Headmaster didn't arri ve. (3) 
39. Feedback for him . Chance to question furthe~ on any matter on a 
small group 1 evel . ( d) 
40. Cur head failed to arrive - poten t ial ly good exercise. (2) 
41. Can't remember. Thi nk I ,",'as absen t. ( 1) 
42 . Very difficult to be entirely honest about some central opinions 
on his scheol - understandably. (2) 
43. Assigned to an Afrikaans school ( I am not bi lingual) so ! didn 't. 
go . Thi s "as a pity - perhaps this mistake should be avoided . (3) 
44. One could not really be critical of a school in the presence of t he 
headmaster J especially if one consi ders to teach at tha t parti cular 
school. (2) 
45. No comment. (2) 
46 . Headmaster (or his rep) d id not turn up for the discussion . Thi s was 
disappoin t ing in th at we h ad no opportunity to clarify our impressions. (3) 
47. Didn't arrive. (3\ 
4&. Headmaster did net arrive . (3) 
49. fi e did not arrive . (3) 
50 . Informat ive . Fe l ped ):u t into perspecti ve what headmasters expec ted 
from the teachers and pupi l s alike . (5) 
51 . His view of school and school as it i s, corr.ple tel y different. 
Difficult t o talk te him. (2) 
52 . Useful to discuss schoo l routine anc school pclicies . ( 4 ) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DISCUSSION WITH HEADMASTER (OR HIS 
REPRESENTATIVE) ABOUT THE DAY YOU SPENT IN HIS SCHOOL 
Ratings 
1 2 3 4 
7 12 20 10 
5 
3 
Total 
52 
60. 
61. 
FILM: THE PRIME OF !-!ISS JEAN BRCDIE. 
1. I had seen it before and classed it with St Trinians mcvies. (3) 
2. Very informative and of great value indicating the risks involved . (5) 
3. The essence of indoctrination and manipulation. I ho~e I wi ll never 
be "In my prime". (5) 
4 . She knew where she wanted her pupils to go. Is this not what it is 
all about? (4) 
5. I\ot appropriate. (2) 
6. Fantastic - a mirror for all teachers. (5) 
7 . Sc ary to see how much influence a teacher can have on pupils. 
Teachers must keep that in mind. (5) 
8. Eut the quality of the film "as bad and it therefore lost its impact . (4) 
9. Fantas tic movie. Pity about bad copy. 
everywhere~ (5) 
' Mis s Prod ie ' seems tc ce 
10. I t shows the influence teachers can have on pupils . (5) 
11. No comment . ( 4 ) 
12. I learned how people who fall in life project thei r failure onto 
young ch i ldren . (5) 
13 . It was fantastic and inspiring. It gave us a different perspective 
on a d i ff erent kind of teacher - not the usual kind of teacher. (5) 
14 . Found the movie very depre ssing - stimulated thouc;::ht ana a .... 'areness 
of potential power and the potential mis- use of it in the classrcom . (5) 
15. Just ,mat not to be most of the time . (5) 
16 . A ,';arning against getting too entangled in the subject and a 
reminder of the pot,..-er which the teacher has. (5) 
17 . Excellent rr:ovie of how not to teach and ir..fluence a pupils' ;:erscnality 
and cutlook or. life . (5) 
18 . No comment. (2) 
19. Froves that the situation does exist. (4) 
2C. Gave us an aHareness of t<,-hat can happen .. Enjoyable movie. (4) 
21. Favouritism is clearly undesirable - as the film portrayed. 
22. 
Secondly, the teacher should not impose his/ner ideas on the 
,cupils . (4) 
ri'hi s could be good if the quali ty of the movi e was better .. I J 
62. 
pers onally ) get territly annoyed/frustrated wh en the rr.ovie jum]:'s about 
etc. and 1 just couldn't get into it I'm afraid. lUso, if ! remember, 
there \",25 some cock-up ~·Ji th getting t he movie on time and we J as a 
class , were shunted around quite a bit . This also annoyed me . (2) 
23. Sxcellent. Never exc luce this. (5) 
24. ':'he only thing that spoiled the film \-"2S the bad quality, other"Nise 
:'antastic. (5) 
25. No corrucent. (5) 
2E. ~o cornment. . (4) 
27. Good to see a different approach to teaching. (4) 
28. Teacher/pupil relationship. Teacher wishes to achieve goals (own 
goals) through pupils. Teachers expectations against pupils' 
limitations. (4) 
29. Interesting and disturbing. (4) 
30. Hew not to teach. (4) 
31. :w~ade rr.e consider the effect a teache!"" can heve on pupil developrrent. (5) 
32. Very enjoyable. Powerful and thought-provoking film . (5) 
33. Interesting and eye-opening. (4) 
63. 
34. !n teresting. (4 ) 
354 Showed me how confusing a teacher's ~ole can ce o She really con:usec 
me . (4) 
36. Pity about L~e poor quality of the film. (5) 
37. Allowed insight into the power of the teacher over her pupils if she 
chooses to use it . (5) 
38. Shows one just how much a teacher :nfluences or can influence a pupil's 
life . A situation which should be constantly kept in mind . (5) 
39. 'ih<j' cautioning side of a teacher's interest in i ndividual pupils. (5) 
40 . Very dramatic and vi vid film - I have not. yet fini shed thi nking it 
all over . ~~any fellow students reacted differently to Niss Erodie 
hersel f. (5) 
41 . Di stressed me - found her very strange and came out puzzled at the 
impact she had made on the four gi r ls. (2) 
42. Fantastic. (5 ) 
43 . I saw the mess2ge there as v.'ell . Unfortunately as Co film it is a 
disaster (for me) . I p:-eferred "Star ~';arslt ivhich also had a 
message but was more e n t.ertaining. It "as also dated . (1) 
44. It warned me of the pupil - teacher rel~tionship in schools and also 
made me aware of the inf l uence (not al'N"ays good) that a t eacher 
can have . (5) 
45. It was difficult relating to the context. (2) 
46. An important warning on the po tentlal powers of a teacher and how 
these can be misused for 'personal' reasons. Definitely an irr.portant 
awareness exerc:se . (4) 
47 . ~o comrIlen t . (4 ) 
48. Excellent) excellent movie - is a r.ust for all educationalis ts. (5) 
37 . 
49. No comment. (4) 
5C. Informative film on teacher and pupil relationships. (4) 
51. Interesting. (4) 
52. Very goed in that it shows the psychological effects a teacher 
can have on pupils. (5) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE 
Ratings 
1 2 3 4 
1 5 1 19 
5 
26 
Total 
52 
64. 
65. 
DISCUSSIC~ EY ST.;NDARD 5 A~m 9 PUPILS eN I THE TE.:\C~.sR :!:! D L:!:KE I • 
Xar.y of t heir j::oin ts were useful. 
used was s~rprisingly good . ( 4 ) 
! found that the voc.::.1:::ulary t~.'Jy 
2 . C;:mf.i!"~ed a lot of the ideas I al·,.;ays had al:out the teac!i.er I'd 1i;( e 
and o~ened ~y eyes up to new ideas - found it cifficult to aCc9~t some. 
Li ttl e ti t theoretical - take ~.mat they said ~Yi th a pinch of sal t) 
because to a degree 1 ' m sure they'd be t~ying t o impress. Don ' t l~t 
2nd grcu~ t.;at.c~ 1st group . Eot~ interviewars good in the role . (4 ) 
3. Althoug:'.! enjoyed it and learnt a l~tJ ! found that they ~ne~·; what 
t~ey wanted in a teacher yet on teachi~~ ~ractice J I could see that 
they didn't appreci2te the qualities they'd spoken about, ',\hen it ca:r:e 
t o their- Ov.7l teac~ers who had had them :or seme time. ( 5 ) 
4. I felt t !1at the kids ',.Jere very o u tspoken and amazingly intelli g ent. 
'There was a vast difference between those f!"em Private and frem 
Gover~ent Schools . (5) 
5. : can't r9i1";emner vGry much but I remember ceing impressed. (4) 
6 . ! nteresti.:Jg to see difference beb,ieen pupils at pr':vate and qovernrnent 
sc!1oo1. Generally intelligent anc outs;::o: en . (5) 
7 . Valuable in terms of how the pupils will percsi ve us next year -
perhaps calls fer ar. adjustment in teacr.ing style . (5) 
8. T::e use of Std 6 and 9 pupils gave a broad perspective of pupils' 
attitudes - seme illuminati ng COfi'Jrlents were rr.ade . ( 4 ) 
9. Ga\"e me an idea of whet pupils regayd 2S the medel teache.!" - not so 
:r:uch as to st':-'..lcture your behaviour in ~his direction but to tcke 
account of the ideas of students . (4) 
10. Feel that t.!:s Std 9 :::roup 8houldn' t have seen the Std 6 '"1!'"CUD. Fe l t 
12.. 
-:1:e std 9 1 S '.'Jere per~aps tryir:g to come up ;;.;i th ot!1er idee.s to 
avoid re~9tition and ':his marred the point t hat per~aps t71ere y.,·ere 
the S2rne t~ings cot~ a~es liked/cisliked . Ctherwise ~erha~s J for ~e) 
one of t:1e :!:ost v2.1 ':1able tOJ:;ics. (5) 
V~ry hel;:-f'.ll as you te!1d to fc:-get :, .. nat it ',vas like . 
t.:::ac:-;i:1g t::ese kids 5C it is ir:-;:::or tant .... :e ~ ~no\. .... what they li\:n. The 
66. 
cne ~roup (std 9) should net have listened to Std 6' s before they 
h • l .ac their discussicn. ( 5 ) 
1 2 . ~·:er .::-e always so worried about wnat othe= teachers think of us, but 
it 's so ITI.cch rr.ore important:' to know -"nat the children who ~.;e I re 
actually teaching t~ink of us . (5) 
13. Eaving ceen out of scheal for 4 years it t,,",as interesting to t:!:ink 
::;ac:, on t::e kir:d of va..!. ~..!":?s :ie looked for 2.r:c. to see it from a 
dif~erent perspective . (5) 
14 . Found the pUJ:ils very wi':'ling to spea\:. : :.::in ;coints made that 
~.;ere of use are: teacher r.mst ce 1) friendly; 2) f~i!.· and 3 ) fir:r.. (4) 
15. ':.111.5 wa s about the most '12.1uable part of t!1e whole ~J:out to 'I'each 
ccurse and , .. e get the pupils insight of teachers ver:>' clearly. (5) 
l5 . .~.lth:J1j(';~ ,=vez:-ything ',vas dcne to :r:ake this session 'i!'lformal' J the 
d:ildren still s2.id rr:ostly ~'lha': they • ... 'ere expected t-:: say. Infor:TI21 
di scussian wi t..'-1 SCi:1e of :he :cupils later r-s\realec a d'::ferent J 2Z1C 
even .::ont.!"" 2.dictor j! pict::u.:-e ~ (2) 
17 . :::: cen' t think tl; ·"? 5td 9' s should have ~vatched the Std 5 ' s prior to 
their O\vTJ interview. Ot~el-'vise it ~-Jas 9xt:-err,ely inte!"9stinq anc. very 
useft:l. It's geod to :<now !-low pupils fee l about teachers . (5) 
18 . Th9 kids ":ade me a"are of the teachers they'd like and that was c;uite 
helpful for I know what they expect of ;"e. (5) 
19 . ':"here was a ::-rcvisi cn for student teachers to kno,.; hot-; pupils per-
ceive thei~ t2ac~ers. (5) 
2C;. In-:eresting to find out T,.;nat \vhite kids ~..,ant. (4) 
21. I found it use!cl to see the views of pupils - ~c~e~'2r it ~culd ~ave 
~een more useful i: t~e second let 0: ~upils haG net seen th e :i~st. (4) 
22. ,: r: teresting to see h o·,·; the yct.:th is chansing. (4) 
23 . It served to ':::!!1force t.::e ~resutJ1=osi tien : al!"ea.dy !1aa ,,vi t~ rega.:-d to 
teach-=rs . (4) 
24. ~nt~usi2 sticJ interesting and interes t ~ l~ ~~ 2~~~ec~. ( 4) 
25 . (4 ) 
67. 
25 . Cne of the better parts of the course - very helpful and ap~1.icable . (5) 
27. One sannet b e exactly as t h e pu pils ·, .... ould .lik?) cther\ds2 one could ::-e 
over-fa.I!:i liar t.;i th them 2nd t!,us ~ cse respe-::t . ( 4) 
28 . I t .. '2.5 absen t bu t I can I t fer the li ::e of me re!T.ember t:-:6t far cack :or 
an exc..,se . ( 3) 
29 . Learn how pupils see teachers ana campar? to ow~ ideals of a teac~e~ . (5) 
3C. ':'his was an inte=estins disc'..lESi o n but I fot:nd that thei!" e.nswe.::-s i-lere 
llore or less th e same as my answers 'Hould have been . (4) 
Sir:ti .!"2.l" ideas to mi !1e 2nyioJay . (4 ) 
32 . ':'~e pu;:ils definitely gave us SC.I::~ ideas to wor k tc·,.;ards . (5) 
::3 . Can compare to the feelings I had as a schoolgirl. I found them very 
-.' 
..... ~ . 
. . 1 s~ rnl._ 2.r • (5 ) 
Pe~haps one of t.~e mor a valuable topics as i 1: moved clcser 
l i fe situation . (4) 
:;5 . ~~o ccrnrnent . (5) 
36 . Geee to hear the pl..!?ils' }:cint of vie",' . (4) 
the real -
37. Ve::y t:sef\.ll tc qet an unders tandi nc; of "iha': pupi~s 12J( e t.o se~ ir. a 
t-=ad:er . V~ry i mport .::nt sociological implicat':onE: . ( 5) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DISCUSSION BY STANDARD 6 AND 9 PUPILS 
ON 'THE TEACHER I'D LIKE' 
1 2 
o 1 
Note: 
Ratings 
3 4 
1 17 
5 
18 
Total 
37 
Fifteen responses were mislaid and could not be traced. 
Thus, on this item only 37 responses have been included. 
FAN8L PRESE~T~.TJON AND DISCUSSICN; LCCAL TEACP.EFS CN CLASSRCOM 
Mi\NAGEMENT AND J:ISCTPLJNE . 
J. This is what future teachers ar e i~terested in. (5) 
2 . Away. (3) 
3 . Absent. (3) 
68. 
4. ?,gain J discipline problem in white schools are not the same as in 
ours . Little relevance but helpful. (4) 
5. Good discussion. (4) 
6. I think you ' re able to place yourself in the picture as a teacher -
the real thinq . A good idea. (5) 
7. Goed preparation for T.P. (5) 
8. Eye opening, especially the res~onse of the female teachers. (4) 
9. Very valuable . All feur speakers gave the Imp~ession that the class-
room was the' forum for c onfron t ation between teacher and pupIl. 
hauld have been interesting to have a different point of view. (5) 
1 0 . Each teacher has their own method and persona l ity and thus does 
his own thing. (3) 
11. Again as in the headmaster ' s talks, it became a drag when a lot of 
overlapping of ideas came through . (4) 
12. Tips about classroom management very useful. (5) 
1.3. I t showed me what kind of teacher I don' t ~ ... ant t o. ce. Helped put 
th ings in gers~ective . (5) 
14. Very valuable t o get different ideas before going into the situation 
myself. (5) 
1 5. Absent. (3) 
16 . .~ny discussion would be too generali sed - each i n(li vidual r.-:ust t-e 
taker. in turn. (1) 
17. Gave one a good i~press i on of how to handle certain situations in the 
classrootr. ( 4) 
69 . 
18 . Found this discussion very interesting. (5) 
19 . ~ould like to see a greater range of staff. (4) 
2c . A very gocd idea . The sort of practical approach we need. (5) 
21. Absent - left for Cape Town. (3) 
22. Agai n, I think the teachers got away tco Ugh t ly. (4) 
23 . Gave a ~ore practical insight into classroom management . (5) 
24 . I found I learned a lot as disclpline at that stage was a great worry 
and it was interesting to hear how others co):ed with it. (5) 
25. Need to kncw what kids expect cf teachers - what is right and wyong in 
a classroom. ';<;e've been out of one for at least four years! (4) 
26. helps cne form a general i dea on discipline - see if agree \vith 0wn 
ideas. Allowed for modification. (4) 
27. See how teachers already in schoels carry out their teaching . (5) 
28. Ko COl1'lnen t. (3) 
29 . Again, interesting, but t,.:ithcut e xperience I \vas wary about accepting 
wh at they said. (4) 
30. Comes from teachers with experience . (4) 
31 . Very practical and useful hints given . (5) 
32. Absent cue to illness. (3) 
33. To compere the theories with the practic alities of classroom 
discipline. (5) 
34. Abser. t. (3 ) 
35. Very interesting , cnce again, to notice the differences. (4) 
36. 'I"his trought us down to the nitty gritty of the classrcom situation. 
I got the lmpression that seme of the teachers were asses. A 
Ii ttle formal cnd artificial for such a topic. (4) 
70. 
37 . Fet ... · ideas which may be useful . Feel it is largely r:ersonal, dependent 
on rel at ion ship with kids . (2) 
35. ~'1ost e n joyable and very valuable poi nts were made .. (5) 
39. Cne will find one's natural disciplining technique - would be 
difficul t to try to model another's ·approach but it makes one a'"are 
of different waysl indivIdual means . ( 4) 
4C . Ma ny were alarmed by the disciplinarian attitudes . I en joyed some 
cynicism to balance an idealistic course . The ~cre contact with 
future work colleagues the better! (5) 
41. Portrayed individuality among different teachers . Interesting to see 
. 'hich ones J i d entified with. (5) 
42 . Extre~ely useful , especially to give us some idea of how they handled 
d i sciplinary problems and allow us to formulate o ur o\;n i deas . (5) 
43. Absent. (3) 
44. That was really necessary . It was useful to know wha t the teac hers 
think and to ehcase cetween alternatives whe~ I go into teaching . ( 5) 
45. 1:0 COll'men t. (4) 
46. rnteresting llnks but each teacher must develop his/her o wn 
ma r:agement and discipline programme according to the "personality" 
of the class. ( 2) 
~7 . No co~ment. ( 4) 
48 . Plty there was nct greater diff e re r. ces amongst the speakers. ( 4 ) 
49. ,airly disgusted. (4) 
Sc. Acsent due to illness . (3) 
51 . Need for ciscip!ine J their attitudes and hints on hew to discipline 
ve~y ~'iell explained and useful later 4 ( 5) 
52 . Get a geod insight into ~h2t pupils inte~p~et classrocm managerr.er.t and 
dIscipline tc be. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : PANEL PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION -
LOCAL TEACHERS ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLI NE 
Ratings 
l. 2 3 4 
1 2 10 19 
5 
20 
Total 
52 
71. 
72. 
v-.'HA'!' Mp.T':'ERS TO ME NOh' AEOUT 'IE;~CPT~·!G. 
1. My opi nion d1dn' t change. (3) 
2 . Very geod but found i t less interesting than the fi~st. I think I 
was tired when J wrote it and found myself being sarcastic.. (5) 
3. ESJ:'ecially :-elevant after T. P. I could once again re-evaluate what 
I had as my principal rrotivating force. (4) 
4. Gave rr.e 2. chance to say what I think is wTong wi th our ~hcle str1-,cture 
of education. (5) 
5. ~:o cor.:ment. (5) 
5. Good idea. \';:e are able to sort out proclems and decide if \';8 l ike it. (5) 
7. Good for reflection en ~.P. (5) 
8. P·,fter T . ? a reassessment of first essay - changes in ideas very few . (4) 
9. I nvited an open, subjective and personal approach 
stipulation on the number of v,:ords unnecessary. (4) 
10. Little changed ideas . (3) 
cut _ feel a 
11. Useful after T.P. to put ~en tc paper on one's experiences. (5) 
12. After gathering some more information from the lectures I had to look 
cack and rectify sorr:e of my "imaginary" expectations . (5) 
13. It enacled me to express my vie\o,'s ho .... ,;ever radical they are. (5) 
14 . Hc::ven ' t done it yetJ but with just the ;::oints ::'ve ',..;ritten do\vn, it 
has helped to articulate ho~" ! feel now and how my ideas have changed. (3) 
15. Difficult to put what I feel down on paper. Eut was a ,adical change 
from first assignment. (3) 
16. Paving to write my ideas dov:n allov.'ed me to get them into persr;ective. (5) 
17. One cannot really define the meaning of teaching as such but the whole 
teaching experience ',.;as very enjoyable 2nd gave me more insight into 
the profession and ",hat it entails. (4) 
73. 
18. t~ade me realise that I saw teaching in a new liqht. (5) 
19. Views didn't change much. (2) 
20. \,aste of time and effort - rather do 1 such essay (i . e. first one) 
Discussion after T.P. (2) 
21. "!ad e me realise that the fancy aims I had at the beginnlng would be 
extremely difficult to achieve after having experienced the school 
setting in a different role/capacity. (4) 
22 . Again,! don't think I needed to put my thoughts down on paper. It 
really is difficult because they are forever changing. Eut I suppose 
it is worthwhile fer some. (4) 
r 
23 . One cannot really define these points. (4) 
24. No comment. (3) 
25 . Ko commen t. (2) 
26. Good, as it gives one th e opportunity to see how his feelings o n 
teaching have changed. Thankfully, mine were the same. (4) 
27 . I could see in my own mind how my ideas had changed. I cidn' t need 
to write it out again. (2) 
28. Material appli cable to teaching situation. (5) 
29. It was not as geed as the first assignment because the title implies 
that we are now teachers . I do not see myself as that yet . T still 
have to d ecide what 1S im~ortant. (4) 
30 . No ccmment. (4 ) 
31. Found it difficult. as many of my feelings were t he same as the first 
assignment. (2) 
32. The length suggested was a bit long, but reflecting on the year 
(especially teaching practice) \.;a5 very hel~ful. (5) 
33. ~elped t o draw together impressicns of T. P. and the course thus far. (5) 
34. :;:nteresting to see how vie!'>;s have changed or stayed the same over 
4 menths. Easier to write than first one. (4) 
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35. ~!ade me think about what I had been through . Should rather be verbal. (4) 
36. Excellent for reclarifying one' 5 vie\y's and for reflecting on T. F. (5) 
3,. Eut very little use - my attitude has not changed much . (4) 
38. I found this a little bit bering to do again but ncnetheless ~ealise 
the importance of it in assessing how I've changed in my thoughts 
on teaching. (4) 
39. Again, ha\ling to sift out frem all one's thouc:hts about T.P. what it 
means to one to be going into teaching. (5) 
40. A good way to express pent- up feelings from the teaching practice . 
There has not been enough tim e for everycne to say everything they 
wanted to about T.P. - this is an important outlet. Still a bit 
formal and perhaps di shonest in places (rr:any of us feel) . (4) 
41. I loved my teaching practice, so was thrilled for the cpportuni ty to 
re-live it, as it were. Thought - provoking. (5) 
42. Not completely necessary as far as I am concerned& One ' s ideas hardly 
likely to have changed radically from the beginning of the year. (2) 
43. Interesting to write such an essay again but with more insight. Found 
my opinions hadn't changed much . (4) 
44 . ~ t made me put on pa~er what I thought after the f irst T.P . - but was 
rr:ostly a repetition of what I'd said in the first assignment . (4) 
45. A geod means of reflecting on teaching practice and placing one's 
views in perspective. (4) 
46. Once again a geed opportunity to reflect on, perhaps , the most 
imoor tant auestion which could be posed to us this year. (5) 
47. No commen t. (l) 
48. Proved to ce extremely useful exercise for internalising the ex~eriences 
of the past months. (5) 
/ 
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49. Chance to rave, not that it matters, since nothing is really 
changed. (5) 
50. Found that seme of my initial opinions had changed. Saw things 
from a different angle/a new perspective. (5) 
51. Able to rethink attitude towards teaching. (4) 
52. Clarify ideas about the job you are going to take on. ( 4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS 
1 2 
1 6 
ASSIGNMENT 2 : WHAT MATTERS TO ME NOW 
ABOUT TEACHING 
Ratings 
3 4 5 
5 20 20 
Total 
52 
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GENERAL COMt'lENT ON TIiE STIMULUS MATERIAL AND ASS):GNMENTS ( Please comment 
on why you found the stimulus material and assignments helpful/unhelpful). 
1. Those related to actual teaching were good. 
2 . The readings were interesting and stimulating and I found them super to 
read in bed before sleep . 
3. 7he programme was great, yet I felt a little snowed under by all the 
readings. 
4 . ~elpful . I have been exposed to many things (not enough though) concerning 
white thinking, feelings, prejudices, etc. 
5 . No cornmen t • 
6. I liked the whole idea of making us see the link between courses . The 
course structure remains educational and practical - good idea. 
7. It was very helpful to broaden your knowledge about different schools and 
teacher attitudes. I thoroughly enjoyed the course. I d i dn't like being 
videod though. 
8. Stimulus material, both booklet and movies as well as speakers were ex-
tremely interesting . Course as a whole was the highlight of my HDE year. 
9. Extremely useful and helpful very practically orientated, and stressed or 
emphasised the pupil - teacher relationship. Invited personal responses and 
in terpreta tions . 
10. Great, helpful. 
11. Useful. 
12. Helpful - it gave me time to sit down and think about the value of the 
material and their meani ng to me. 
13. . This was the best course that the HDE has offered . I ,,,as most upset it had 
to end. It is the only course which was actually helpful - not just 
hot-air and academic . EonestlY J it gave me the most inspiration and actual 
advice for teaching. 
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14. Helpful - stimulus material was interesting and absorbing, assignments 
were few and far between and stimulating. 
15. Need more written work combined with the readings - otherwise you are 
tempted to neglect. 
16. No comment .. 
17. The material/assignments were very helpful for discussion was stimulated 
immediately during group sessions and this I found very absorbing and 
interesting .. 
18. The stimulus material was , very interesting. In al l , it started to orientate 
me and gear me towards teaching. 
19 . Stimulus material gave a good insight into some of the problems one en-
counters as a teacher . Very helpful. Assignments should be retained to 
keep one's interest in the course. 
20. I found people's personal experiences most helpful and valuable - can 
relate to them after T.P. 
21. Very useful in that it could be used for future reference if and when the 
teacher is faced \vi th a crisis out of which he can make out nei ther 
head nor tale .. 
22. : t:::.:~: ~c :::.:.::::- .::c..:= material and assi gnments is that students are not 
graded in any wa y. This would kill the course. \'Je were nice and relaxed 
and no one went rushing off to the library to do extra reading, etc . 
23. Stimulus material was very good. I did not find the assignments very use-
ful, although it is good to reflect on one's ideals etc. 
24. It was interesting hearing from the pupils what they expect from a teacher 
as they are the ones that count. I found the material thought-provoking 
and stimulating. 
25. Assignment topic needs more enlightenment. Stimulus material was well 
chosen and applicable to topic. I found them not only interesti ng but 
enlightening. 
26 . Stimulus material \.;as helpful as I even used it on my teaching practice. 
?he films were good as they could be applied to to-day I s si tua tion. 
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27. Enjoyed the films - see how children's lives change as they grow up -
how what happens in the first few years influences their life. ~tiss 
J Brodie - see a different type of teaching. 
28. Ylaterial applicable to teaching situation. 
29. I don't think this course really prepared me for T.P. and in many ways 
it made T.P. into more of a horror/nightmare than it needed to. 
30. No comment . 
31. I found the stimulus mater1.al very helpful and thought-provoking . Nade 
one consider issues one often avoids. 
32. On the whole helpful, but a lot of ideas were repeatedly brought up and 
tended to be flattened - i.e. over-discussed. 
33. Reading material excellent but often not discussed in tuts - films always 
appropriate and useful. 
34. Stimulus material was helpful and interesting assignments were helpful for 
comparison purposes. 
35. I found them helpful. They were a good introduction into the life of 
teaching . 
36. Very helpful. A wide variety of material presented. Papers or lectures 
would never have been able to stimulate discussion to the same extent. 
37. Stimulus material '.as most useful - it generally gave a broader perspective 
to the si tuation J ' .... hich I feel is fmpor:~ant because each si tuation should 
be judged on its merits and not those of another 'similarl situation. 
38. I enjoyed the tal~s, discussions and films very much . I think sometimes 
I learnt as much in those few months than r've learnt in any other course 
this year . 
39.. Offers subjects/areas for discussion and thought that might otherwise 
be forgotten/overlooked. Offers questioning on matters . 
40. Overall very helpful and generally interesting. There might have been more 
preparation for some of t he stimulus and perhaps more participation by us 
in its choice and presentation. 
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41. Frankly, I neglected to prepare for tutorials thoroughly, but those 
articles I did read were very interesting. Enjoyed assignments. 
42. No corrunent. 
43. Assignments were good and helped me a good deal . The Seven-Up films 
were excellent. I do not have discipline problems, fortunately, but I 
am sure it helped some people. 
44. ~he 'About to Teach ' course, on the whole, is at the top of my list of 
preferences among all other HDE courses. The stimulus materials were 
mostly helpful and necessary. The assignments, apart form increasing 
the load of work, 'dere challenging. 
45. An interesting means of introduction to the HDE course. Most enjoyable 
whilst still being thought-provoking. 
46. The course was generally helpful in that it provided me wi th an al"are-
ness of issues which hadn 't yet occurred to me , e.g. the child ' s per-
spective (after having been out of school for :ive years), Headmaster's 
perspective, foreign perspectives (films), etc. 
47 . Found it more entertaining than really helpful. 
48. Stimulus material was of a very high standard - but I think at times more 
variety in the kind of material used could be offered. 
, 
49. Very good. \Vide range/open. 
50. Helpful in that it '.vas dealing wi th key issues tvhich may not have been 
so obvious when I first considered teaching as a career. 
31. ~ade one think about why one was going in for teaching as a career and 
evaluate one's aims and ideas. 
32. Helpful in that it aided me to get e grasp of what was going to be 
expected of me in teaching. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE COURSES : (Please offer any suggestions/ideas 
which you feel _~ould be valuable as stimulus material for the course.) 
1. ~ore concentrated on the fact we are about to teach. 
2. I was satisfied with the course. The only suggestion would be to do 
\ 
more of this type of thing in the HDE course and less philosophy and 
sociology which I find boring and of no use. Psychology is far more 
stimulating providing a lot of relevant stuff for teaching. 
3 . Another day at the schools would be useful. Keep it from being structured 
and formal. 
4. it could be arranged it wculd be lovely to take your '",hole HDE class 
on a short tour of Black schools. It would certainly open up a few 
closed mi nds. 
5. No comment. 
6. No COl1U11en t . 
7. No cornmen t. 
8 . No cornmen t. 
9. Parents' views perhaps? Iv"hat kind of 'education' they want for their 
kids; expect from schools etc. 
10. Continue as this year. 
11. Useful course, but ins t ead of having it in one term, why not spread it 
out during the entire year ( these topics need not necessarily all be 
covered before T.P.). 
12. No ne. 
13. ~'lore movies and more honest emotional discussion. 
14. l'Educating Rita" - Ireall education occurs in or out of e ducational 
institutions. More of the same. 
15. No comment . 
15. ~o comment. 
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17. Some emphasis should be placed on getting Black teachers and students 
(if possible) to speak about their schooling . Mo.vies such as liTo Sir 
With Love " would be appreciated to slow up the racial prejudices of 
people and how relationships are affected. 
18. Maybe two or more days as a pupil in a school. 
1 9 . Informal interviews with some staff and possibly pupils would be of 
great value. 
20. Continue bringing in pupilsJ teachers and headmasters to talk, debate 
on various aspects . They were great . 
21 . A day in the school is too little in respect of time to really get 
around and find out as much as possible through student interaction . 
It could be stretched to two consecutive days if possible. 
22. Movies - 'Hair' J 'Educating Rita' J 'To Sir Hith Love'. Perhaps arrange 
one or two ';".bout to Teach I cheese and wines as fancy dress parties . 
23 . Perhaps some micro-teaching experience J even to the HDE class (or to 
groups within the HDE class) would help one to know what to e x pect 
when standing in front of a number of people . Video- taping these 
exercises would be very useful. Perhaps the film 'Class of 84' could 
be screened . The material in the booklet is comprehensive, however not 
all of it should be discussed - some of the articles could be included 
for voluntary perusal . 
24. No commen t. 
25. I've felt the need for more contact with school children and with the 
school system. The jump from varsi ty, an all accepting society, to 
school with rules and regulations , expectations from both taachers 
and children, is too great. I felt out- of - touch with the pup~ls . 
26. The videos of tut groups 'dill be useful as they lead to more discussion . 
27. One suggestion about the actual Tuts themselves - I found that they often 
~.;ent on for too long) sometimes for t ..... o solid hours. I feel it would be 
better to hold 7uts for one period and i: the discussion is going well 
then spillover to the second rather than a "illt for two periods spilling 
over into the third . 
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28. ~vould liked to have seen "To Sir wi th Love". 
29. The course was interesting, but I do not agree with its aim. It does 
not prepare one to teach and in that sense its title is misleading. 
30. No cornmen t. 
31. No comment. 
32. ~ore involvement in the schools (such as the one day as a 'pupil') would 
be helpful, if possible. Course could tend to become too theoretical. 
33 • No comme n t. 
34. No comment. 
35. Perhaps a one day practice teaching experience followed by a discussion. 
36. No comment. 
37(a) Possibly include film of liTo Sir ~';ith Love" instead of local teachers 
and discipline - more will emerge. 
(b) Make second essay of lI~Vhat matters to me now about teaching" after the 
second T.P. when experience is broader. (PersonallYJ first T.P. was very 
frustrating due to personal instability - this affects point of view. 
(el Please remember to include always the children speaking about tiThe 
teacher lId like u - I found that most useful and interesting. 
38. I feel that there is enough stimulus material in the course for the time 
span of the A. T. T. sessions. ~·lany students I know found even all thi s 
too much. Perhaps for those who wished to hear more, other materials 
could be supplied and arranged. The talks, films and discussions all 
covered a wide area in the teaching profession - I know I certainly 
benefitted considerably by this course. A pity we cantt have more like 
this. 
39. Panel discussion of how the children view the teachers in the Itout of 
school tlprogranune - !'low this might affect the ttin-classroorn tt relationship_ 
40. t1The Green Sooktt. \-Jhat is it? 
so often? ~vhere can we get it? 
ivno wTO te it? ivny do teachers refer 
How good/bad is it? (2011owing on 
this a talk by someone from the ~1inistry of Education could be very 
interesting) . 
to it 
from 
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Problems with P.T.A's - many of us are not yet parents or teachers and 
as school kids 'Here never allowed into P.T.A. meetings. \'/hat goes on 
there? How strong are they? Other areas of school not considered 
are maintenance staff, catering, sanatorium staff, etc. - how can they 
affect our lives as teachers - e.g. working with the sanatorium sister 
and the teacher /psychologis t to help "problem kids". 
~vhat is the Teachers I 4~ssociation? wno runs it and why do they do so? 
Should we join it/participate etc. 
The course is good as it is though. 
41. No comment. 
42. Perhaps more discussions with children on various aspects of pupil -
teacher si tuaticns. :'lost important to know what children think of the 
whole business. 
43. More films on successful teachers. 
44. Please show liTo Sir w'ith Love" J and trYJ if possible, ':0 provide stimulus 
material dealing with the South African Educational System - the 
problems which the teacher and child in South Africa face. 
45. No comment. 
46. Discussions w~th teachers who have left the profession due to disillusion-
ment . This could counter-balance much of the idealism which comes across . 
in the HDE course in general. Students must be made aware of the 
potential frustrations and disappointments which could face them in the 
first year of teaching (and in subsequent years). 
47. No comment. 
48 . Ive must start looking towards education for the future - in order to do 
this more attention should be paid to the racist education system pre-
vailing in 3 . A. at present - but not only race differences, also class 
differences, i.e . let ' s focus our attention more on Third ~\'orld 
education rather than/in addition to basing cur course around 
i filperi ali 5 t/.·Je 5 tern idiosyncraci es . 
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49. Observation/con tact with children in completely informal situations. 
I realise that this is virtually impossible to organise, but en-
courage students to do this without trying to deduce all kinds of 
things from the experience. 
50. No comment. 
51. No comment. 
52. Hay-be could make stimulus material more condensed. I feel that there 
was a little too much reading. 
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THE COURSE HANDBOOK AN!) READINGS 
Using .t 2 to test ' goodness of fi t ' between the responses of (a) Science 
and Art students and (b) ~a1e and Female students to the cOurse handbook 
and readings. 
(a) OBSERVED RESPONSES (fo) 
Posi tive Negati ve No Opinion Total 
SClence 454 28 127 6e9 
Art 629 88 182 899 
1083 116 309 1508 
EXPECTED RESPONSES (fe) 
Fosi ti ve Negative No Opinion Total 
Science 437.37 46 . 85 124 . 79 609.01 
Art 645 . 63 69.15 184.21 898 . 99 
1083 116 309 1508 
x..2 
2 (fo- fe) 
fe 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
(454-4<37. 37) 2 (629-645 .63)2 (28-46.85) 2 
437.37 + 645 . 63 + 46. 85 + 
(88-69.15) 2 
69.15 + 
(1 27-124. 79) 2 
124 . 79 + 
(182- 184.21) 2 
184. 21 
= . 63 + .43 + 7 . 58 + 5 . 14 + . 04 + . 03 13 . 85 
Degrees of Freedom = (r - 1)(c- 1) = (2- 1)(3- 1) = 2 
\,i th degrees of 
better than the 
(that there are 
Sci ence and Art 
confidence . 
2 freedcm of 2 , a value of l; of l3 .85 is significant at 
1 % level of confidence and thus the null hy.pothes i s 
no significant differences between the r esponses between 
students) is rej ected at better than t he 1 % leve l of 
(b) 
Male 
Female 
Hale 
Femal.e 
y2 _ (571-603. 98)2 
"... - 603.98 + 
1. 80 + 
2 
%. 
OBSERVED RESPONSES (fo) 
Posi ti ve 
571 
512 
1083 
Posi ti ve 
603 . 98 
479 . 02 
1083 
2 (fo-fe) 
fe 
Negative No Opinion 
51 219 
65 90 
116 309 
EXPECTED RESPONSES (fe) 
Negati ve Ko Cpir.ion 
64.69 1 72 . 33 
51.31 136 . 67 
116 3C9 
88. 
Total 
841 c/c 
667 c/c 
1508 c/c 
Total 
841 c/c 
667 c/c 
1508 
(512-479.02)2 (51_64. 69)2 
64.69 
(65-51. 31) 2 (219-172. 33)2 (90-136.67)2 
136 . 67 479.C2 + + 51.31 + 172 .33 + 
2.29 2 . 90 + 3 . 65 + 12 . 64 + 15.94 = 39 . 20 
Degrees of Freedom (r - l )(c- 1) ; (2- 1) (3- 1) ; 2 
IVith degrees of freedom of 2, a value of ::t, 2 of 39.20 is significant at 
better than the 1% level of confidence and thus the null hypo thesis (that 
there are no significant differences betwee n the responses made by Male 
and Female students ) is rejected at be t ter tha n the 1% leve l of conf idence. 
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A80UT TO TEACH HANDBOOK 
Please rate the following by circling the aporopria te number. Also, please 
offer as much comment as possible on each - and why you found it valuable 
or other'..,ise. 
Your overall impression of the Handbook: 
1. No Comment. (5) 
2 . Casual, no pressure to have to read everything. Most things 
are very good and interesting. (5) 
3 . \vell organised and neatly presented. It was however difficult 
to find some of the readings. (4) 
4. No comment. (3) 
5. A very thorough and comprehensive book which attempted to 
explain education and the role of education in society 
in a very simplistic way. (5) 
6. Of great value. Not only standing on its own but as valuable 
reference material . (5) 
7. A bit too much reading in some cases. ( 4) 
8. Extremely useful in many ways revealed so much about, not 
only teaching, but Ii fe. '( 5) 
9. Some very interesting articles - highly informative. Pro-
vided some useful material and ideas for T.P. (5) 
Ie. Certain articles interesting. (4) 
11. No comment. (5 ) 
12. I found it very useful and it may even guide me in future 
if some of the views and recommendations slip out of my mind. (5) 
13. The reading was incredibly interesting and appropriate. (5) 
14. Very interesting - and extracts stimulated me to read t he 
book involved. (5) 
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IS. Some interesting articles . (4) 
16 . No comment. (5) 
17. Of good value. (S) 
18. The stimulus material was very interesting ar.d well laid out. (S) 
19. Very good as an introduction to teaching. (5) 
20. Impressed with the "effort which has gone into this ~andDook. (4) 
21. Equals a ',;ell-wri tten textbook in ini tial aspects of teaching, 
the tools of the trade and secondly it is very flexible and 
can be adapted to any situation. (S) 
22. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. (S) 
23. Good selection of material. (5) 
24. It was very concise and well set out with interesting reading 
material. (5) 
25. Well structured, c l early presented. Needed the questions . (5,) 
26. Gave us a good overview of the course and with its good 
layout we kne''; what to expect and do. (5) 
27. \';ell set out. Good - students knew exactly what was expected 
and where the course was heading. (5) 
28. Back-up reading to stimulus. (5) 
29. No comment. (4) 
30. No comment. (2) 
31. There are many good extracts and references which can b e of 
great use. (S ) 
32. Good to have something concrete to refer to; also that can 
be kept. Excellent variety of interesting articles. (S) 
33 . No co;nmen t. (5) 
34. Summary of stimulus input . (S) 
(5 ) 
35. Some articles were too lengthy and abstract, not to the 
point. (4) 
36. Clearly laid out and condensed, unlike some lecturer's 
handou ts. (5) 
37. Contained much useful information and interesting articles -
only drawback was once interest was stimulated it could not 
be followed up as library lacked books - e. g . To Sir Wi th 
Love, and H. (4) 
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38. The material referred to in this book is extremely valuable -
for me anyway. I read every piece and found it all very 
thought provoking and interesting . (5) 
39. Some very interesting articles. (4) 
40. Discussion rarely needed close reading of the manual. Fewer 
and fewer people read the items each week . ~ enjoyed the 
extracts, some didn't . Length affected reading of the items 
and most of us preferred to hear it summarised at discussion 
time~ Later we will read and I am sure enjoy the extracts 
we missed out for tutorials. (4) 
41. Obviously very carefully compiled. Attractively presented 
and topics handled thoroughly and systematically. (5) 
42. Enjoyed some of the literary extracts a great deal. (4) 
43 . Good. Some passages, though, of questionable value ! (4) 
44. It is well organised. The programme is fore-planned to avoid 
misunderstanding, and the reading materials at the end are 
very useful. (5) 
45. Well presen ted. ( 4) 
46. A fair assortment of material giving varying perspectives -
also stimulates further reading which is important because 
most students don't know much about education at thls stage. (4) 
47. No comment. (2 ) 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51-
52. 
Well presented. Very useful handbook . ( 4 ) 
No comment. ( 5) 
Helped me to understand some of the deeper problems that 
t eachers and pupils both face . (5 ) 
No comment. (4) 
Never read the whole handbook. (3 ) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS ; OVERALL IMPRESSIONS OF THE HANDBOOK 
1 2 
o 2 
Ratings 
3 4 
2 16 
5 
32 
Total 
S2 
. ' . .. _ .. 
92. 
Unit One (1): Readings linked to the films 'Seven-Up', 'Seven Plus 
Seven' and t 21 I • 
1. These give insight into what we are going to have to face. 
93 .. 
2. Never got around to reading the Schooldays or the WOrld of Peers 
articles. I will still read them some time. This unit was excellent 
and the progression of each child exciting. I found I couldn't wait 
for the next movie to see what happened. 
3. The movie info. was very good and helped a great deal. The articles 
on School Days and WOrld of Peers were of little value because I had 
already studied similar topics and knew the basics of it. 
4. 3.2. L Did not understand the poem. 3.2.4. The answers from the 
group· were interesting. · 3.2.7. (b) Peer pressure in Black schools 
accounts for much good/bad behaviour. 
5. No comment . 
6. I ' ve found all these interesting and stimulating . I wish you could 
find some more; make i t like a magazine and let us contribute as 
old students of Rhodes. 
7. Class isn't as appropriate in S.A. Some articles geared too much to-
wards· England. Too many readings for one week. 
8 -. Info. on film necessary in order to avoid confusion in discussion. 
Last three parts I can't recall. 
9. A very interesting and fascinating unit. Unfortunatel y , although 
the questions were good, there was not enough time to look at each 
one in detail especiall y since some of them invited in-depth dis-
cussion. Perhaps two double semin~ sessions were necessary to get 
the f ull value of the question-oriented discussion. The p·oem would 
have been more useful in discussions after T.P. - compare it with 
our experience of T.P. 
10. Some articles not that interesting. Thus stopped reading halfway. 
11. Questions should be kept for the tutorials themselves. 
12. Useful because one has to think about some of the scenes. 
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13. No comment. 
14. Interesting suppl.ement to the movie and questions were thought-
provoking. 
15. Fair - those which I read . 
16. The structure of the handbook was very well laid out. The articles, 
questions, etc., were relevant. My reason for finding the 7-up 
series not very useful resulted more from personal confusion. It 
should definitely stay in the course. 
17. No comment·. 
18 . A very interesting series of films. 
19. This series was one of the most interesting I have seen and should 
be retained in the course. 
20. The info. on the film was helpful with the Dramatis Personae helping 
us get to grips with each character . 
21. All reading very relevant to the issue in question and in addition 
it 'provokes' thought on the part of anybody reading it. 
22. Nice and brief, i.e. 3.2.7.(a) and (b) and to the point. Especially 
useful for students who have not approached these subjects before 
and for students (as a summary) who have. 
23. No comment. 
24 . We did not deal directly with the questions, but they stimulated 
. thought processes and ideas on the material. Material provided a 
good balance for discussion and was interesting. 
25. Arrived in the middle of this and so missed most of it. 
26. Excellent. The film and the info. on it opened up a great deal 
for discussion and the questions were set out so that nearly every 
main point could be covered and discussed. 
27 . What was not picked up in the films was picked up in the booklet. 
· ....... , 
28. Good material linked to the film series. 
29. No comment. 
30. Did not read some. Those I did read were helpful. 
31. Often become very confused with the names in the films - struggled 
to relate the names to the people. The questi~ were very thought-
provoking but didn't have enough time to cover them all. 
32. Poem - interesting and relevant. Information helpful in becoming 
familiar with the film. Too many questions which would probably 
have emerged with discussion anyway. A bit too much stimulus 
material. _. the films were enough. 
33. Questions should have been discussed in the tutorial because they 
were often controversial. Class questions good but now make more 
sense in the light of Sociology course. 3.2.7. articles more 
meaningful after T.P. (esp. in Psychology and Sociology courses). 
34. Questions - good but not discussed fully. 
35. N/A. 
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36. 3.2.5. Found it difficult to apply to S.A. context. 3.2.7. I can't 
remember reading these. 
37. The poem focused in on isolation of person - useful introductory 
information and Dramatis Personae - useful consolidation of three 
films. Rest of information was moderately useful focusing point 
but eventually became too long and too much for successful evalua-
tion in one tutorial. 
38. The items relating to the stimulus I found most useful. The questions 
were valuable in the sense that I could analyse my thoughts/ideas 
along specific guidelines. The articles, although useful, I didn't 
enjoy. 
39. 3.2.1. Not discussed. Sifting out specific thoughts from all those 
was stimulating. 
40. Of what I did read not much remains with me. I think this is a 
problem with such a course. After so much stimuli my memory 
falters. At the time I found most items in the manual helpful. 
41 . No comment. 
42. No comment. 
43. 3.2.5. We live in South Africa. 
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44. This unit helps the teacher in the making to reconsider his choice, 
and to understand children. It is highly challenging. 
45 . No comment. 
46. I found the 'class' aspect of this exercise very important - con-
trary to the statement in the handbook. I found it very appropriate . 
'Class' has strong influences on all pupils' education regardless of 
skin colour. This viewpoint, however, depends on which side of the 
class vs colour debate one stands. 
47 . No comment. 
48 . Provided excellent stimulus material _ especially if one has to 
take into account that people with different ideologies are 
registered for the course. 
49 . No comment. 
50 . All helpful and informative. 
51 . No comment. 
52. No comment. 
97. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : UNIT ONE: (1) READINGS LINKED 
TO THE 'SEVEN-UP' SERIES 
Ratings 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
3.2.l. 0 6 7 27 12 52 
3.2.2. 0 2 2 22 26 52 
3.2.3. 0 2 3 22 25 52 
3.2.4. 1 4 6 21 20 52 
3.2.5. 1 3 9 22 17 52 
3.2.6. 1 2 10 27 12 52 
3.2:7.(aJ 0 4 9 24 15 52 
3.2.7.(bJ 0 3 13 21 15 52 
3 26 59 186 142 416 
= 
For details of particular readings consult Appendix L, pp. 7-30. 
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Unit One (2) Readings linked to the film 'The Effect of Garrma Rays on 
Han- in-the- moon Marigolds ' . 
1. No comment. 
2. 'The teacher gives not of his wisdom eu t rather of hi s fai th and 
lovingness'. This to me is the basis of a good teacher. The story 
of Christiane F was very powerful. 
3. I think more background on Christiane F would have helped . The 
poems were great. Questions helped clarify my ideas about the 
film. 
4. 3.3.1. and 3.3.2. Are we manipulated by the Lord? 
5. Too theoretical. One tended to get bogged down with irrelevant 
information. 
6. Same comment as for 3 . 2. 
7. S.A. a bit unexposed to drug effects. Good for us to read about it. 
8 . I've allvays had great appreciation for Gibran. Found Christiane F 
an eye - opener and depressing. 
9. 3.3.1 . and 3.3.2. - Perhaps more Eastern Fundamentalist thinking 
is necessary! The questions invited carefully thought-out and 
argued responses - perhaps could have been better handled/answered 
in a written assignment/discursive essay. 
10. Excellent story (Christiane F). 
11. The poorest unit of the About to Teach course. 
12. No comment. 
13. No comment. 
14. Very interesting readings - sometimes not aware of how they related 
to the film. 
15. Poems and I don't see eye to eye. 
16. No cowment. 
17. Story of Christiane F was one of the most amazing, thought-pro-
voking, fascinating and scary books I have read for a long time. 
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18. No comment. 
19 . The film of 3.3.4. should be shown to the class . 
20 e No comment . 
21. The poems by the Prophet and the story of Christiane F made very 
interesting reading. Should definitely be included in future 
years. 
22 . The questions on the movie were brilliant and in our group led to 
almos t endless discussion . Good story - 'Nhere I s the book? 
23. Fantastic. 
24 . Very realistic - poin ted out the important role that the school 
and the teacher play in a child ' s life and in influencing it . 
25. Don't leave out. 
26 . No comment. 
27 . Did not e n joy the poems. 
28. No comment . 
29. No comment. 
30 . No commen t. 
31 . This stimulus material was really helpful . I enjoyed the poems as 
they 'hit the nail on the head' and expressed feelings that were 
very relevan t. 
32. Away. 
33 . Di d not see the connection between film and reading material - did 
not see the point of the movie . Did not read Christiane F. 
34 . Questi ons a nd discussion helped towards an understanding of the 
film. story very interesting. 
35 . Interesting. 
36 . 3.3 . 3.! didn't attend tut. probably because I didn ' t like/don't 
l ~ ke the tutor, so I didn't look very closely at the question shee t. 
3.3 . 4. Eye- opening. Very informative and stimulating . 
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37. Important for focusing on the child as a human being affected by 
his/her circumstances - rather than just the means by which we 
are to earn our living. 
38. I loved the poems - they're just great. The story of Christiane r 
had me s o engrossed I have made arrangements to borrow the book 
from a friend. 
39. Stimulated thought. 
40. 
4l. 
42 •• 
43. 
Nothing in the manual seemed to match the impact of the film. 
No cornmen t. 
No comment. 
3.3.4. How relevant is the drug problem to me? I think it should be 
there though (Christiane F, not drugs). 
44. This unit too was helpful. It revealed the necessity of understand-
ing between family, teachers and the child. 
45. No co~~ent. 
46. 3.3.4. Have read but can't remember much of the content . 
47. No comment. 
48. Perhaps more theoretical input may have been useful here. wnile 
literature is a useful vehicle one mustn't overuse it . 
49 . 3.3.1. and 3.3.2. - Essential truths often missed. 3.3.4. Real. 
50. Again helpful and informative. 
51. No comment. 
52. No co~~ent. 
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SUMMARY OF RATINGS : UNIT ONE (2) : READINGS LINKED TO 
THE FILM 'THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE- MOON 
MARIGOLDS 
Ratings 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
3.3.1. O· 5 13 10 24 52 
3.3.2. 0 5 11 8 28 52 
3.3.3. 0 3 12 18 19 52 
3.3.4. 0 2 12 7 31 52 
0 15 48 43 102 208 
For details of particular readings consult Appendix L, pp. 31-57. 
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Unit Two (1) . Readings linked to the address by the headmasters on the 
aims they have for their schools: 
1 . 3.4.2. was in Afrikaans. I am English so I didn't even waste my time. 
You certainly didn't cater for a minority there. 
2. I found this the least useful of the section even though they weren't 
boring . I think it was because I didn't like the talks by the heads -
they were too false (I may be wrong) . 'Nhat did you feel? 
3. The Letter to the Editor and K.E.S. were good and stimulated ~eaction . 
Yet the Afrikaans gunk was unintelligible a nd I lost the whole drift 
because I do not understand Afrikaans very well. 
4. 3.4.1. Throws some light on education. 3.4.3. Interesting. Headmasters 
Bully? 
5. Very helpful. A good insight into the internal politics of a school. 
6. Same comment as in 3.2. 
7. No comment. 
8. Found the talks by headmasters enough stimulus. Therefore not necessary 
to have too much extra stimulus. 
9. All (except 3 . 4.2. - L am prejudiced towards Afrikaans) useful since I 
identify through personal experience especially those extracts 
related to private school systems and functions. 
10. No comment. 
11. Read the Letter to the Editor out to a class in school X - had a very 
interesting discussion on it. 
12. Never read those marked 3. 
13. No comment ( Afrikaans?) 
14. Letter to the Editor especially interesting because my brother is at 
the school. Found the others interesting and stimulating. 
15. Beginning to see different planes come together. 
16. A Clergyman's Daughter and the ' Letter to the Editor are more important 
(although obviously biased ) than anything else in this unit. 
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17. Very interesting readings. 
18. Too many readings. 
19. ~lost were fairly interesting. 
20. 3.4.2. Frightening~~ 
21. Sets out to show that various people have different motives for 
teaclUng - that some of these motives are formed without taking the 
pupils into consideration. 
22. 3.4.1. is excellent. On my T,P. I used it many times in a number of 
Guidance classrooms I was given. It prompted intense discussion, some 
agreeing (Std 10), some not (S td 7). 
23. No comment . 
24. Interesting and eye- opening material. 
25. I felt that this was biased and gave us expectations of the headmasters 
which were inappropriate at times. A more balanced view would be more 
valid. 
26. No comment. 
27. No comment. 
28. No comment. 
29'. Being unimpressed wi th the headmasters I did not read the articles. 
30. Did not read some of these. 
J1. These readings were very apt in getting their point across. 
32. There was again, I think, too much material. Jean Brodie extract 
unnecessary. 
33. No comment. 
34 . 3.4.2. Don't understand Afrikaans. 
35. Introduced me to varying opinions. 
36. 3.4.2. I didn't understand this at all - it should have been preceded 
by an explanatory note. Even after the tut. I didn I t understand it and 
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37. I did not read all of the material - but that which I did was an 
interesting insight into the school system (would that it would 
improve! ) 
38. The stories always held my attention and were all very thought-
provoking. This is the kind of material I feel I l e arned most from 
in the handbook . 
39 . v,hat goes on behind the subject scene. 
40. I missed out this section . 
41 . No comment . 
42. Tried to get a copy of A Clergyman's Daughter after reading the extract 
but was, unfortunately, unable to do so. 
43. I was no t there . 
44. Reveals the pros and cons of teaching plus its limitations. It also 
made one aware of the role of a teacher from society's point of view. 
45. No comment . 
46. Did not read all the extract s. Can't recall much of those I read. 
47 . No comment . 
48. Good variety of readings. 
49. 3 . 4.2. Knew this from school . 
50. Helpful and informative . 
51. 3.4.2. Useless as I don't understand Afrikaans very well. 
52. No comment. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS: (UNIT TWO (1): READINGS LINKED TO THE 
ADDRESS BY HEADMASTERS ON THE AIMS THEY HAVE FOR THEIR 
SCHOOLS 
Ratings 
Readings 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
3.4 .l. 0 1 8 20 23 52 
3.4.2. 5 9 18 14 6 52 
3.4.3. 2 3 16 16 15 52 
3.4.4. 2 ' 4 20 15 11 52 
3.4.5. 2 3 14 18 15 52 
3.4.6. 2 1 16 17 16 52 
13 21 92 100 86 312 
For details of particular readings consult Appendix L, pp. 58- 69. 
105. 
: ._: . . '-
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Unit ~NO (2) . Linked to 'A day in a School': 
1. Why only a boy? You should have had both sexes. (2) 
2. Shows the typical apathetic attitude of S.A . school children which is 
perpe~uated by the system of education as well as teachers. At school 
X I observed some teachers who were typically like this. (5) 
3 . Very important piece of writing . Hidden Agenda rears its head. ( 5) 
4. No comment. (4) 
5. Very interesting because the other view was considered. (5) 
6. In teres ting to know what kids think of the school. Very good idea. (5) 
7. Good to see how teachers act . (4) 
8. The day was such an experience in itself that this 'Nas not necessary. 
Tended to have little relation to our experience - but is another 
aspect. (3) 
9. Perhaps a taped interview wi th a number of Std 8 pup~ls, both boys 
and girls, would have been of more value. (2) 
10. Interesting to see his views. (4) 
11. Interesting, but what about all those happy 16 year olds. (5) 
12. Boy haughty. (1) 
13. No comment. (5) 
14. Found this more interesting when lecturer X mentioned the ci rcumstances. (4) 
15. Good to know pupils' thoughts. (4) 
16 . No comment. (5) 
17. No comment. (4) 
18. Found this interview very informative. You can see the way a 16 year 
old thinks . (4) 
19 . Shows lack of interest and why this exists. (4) 
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20. Absent at the time. (3) 
21. Gives one the opportunity to 'peep behind the scenes' and to have 
a look at what the pupils really think about the school, how they 
fit into, and their values. (4) 
22. Perhaps more interviews to read instead of wasting time in the 
school ~ go out and interview the pupils ourselves. (You can 
always find one). (4) 
23. Interesting as a case study. (4) 
24. Showed the importance of, and the effect that a teacher can have on 
a child. The History master made the lesson interesting and there-
fore encouraged his pupils to work. (4) 
25. Biased to make your point but certainly made me more aware of how 
my atti tude can be stereotyped into the system. (4) 
26. Good as it gave one the chance to see what the actual pupil felt; 
could discuss each others viel"s. (4) 
27. Good to hear from the pupi Is themselves what they though t of certain 
teachers and teaching methods. (4) 
28. Compari son wi th other pupi ls; pupils' ideas. (5) 
29. Being unimpressed with the school I did not read the article. ( 3) 
30. Gives teacher insight. (4) 
31. ~his is very honest and realistic. (5) 
32. Good in bringing a practical 'real' element into the course. (4) 
33. Keep it in. (4 ) 
34. No comrnent. ( 4) 
35. Could identify. (4) 
36. Fantastic stuff. (5) 
37. Realisation of general dislike of school system for any for~ of 
~on-conforrrQsm. (4) 
38. Insight into what a pupil thinks and feels about school - very 
interesting and certainly sad. (5) 
39. Need to attempt to get to know how the pupils feel. ( 4) 
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40. It would have been far more useful for us to write up a su~mary of 
our care-taker and our own interviews with him/her. This is what 
discussion swung towards anyway. The link wasn't made too well at 
times. The interview seemed to jar a bit with the experiences we 
had in the schools. Perhaps they were too far a part. (4) 
41. 
42. 
No corrunen t. 
No conunent. 
( 4) 
(3 ) 
43 . I was not there. (3) 
44. They showed us what they expect from teachers, but maybe it would ha ve 
been fine had there also been some 2 or 3 black kids, coloured, or 
whatever, just to have a full representation of the population groups 
we are going to deal with. (5) 
45. ~o comment. ( 4) 
46. Very important piece of awareness reading. ( 5) 
47. No comment. (2) 
48 . O. K. (4 ) 
49. No comment. (5) 
50. I think it's impor tant to re-capture some of what the pupil thinks 
and feels. (5) 
51. Very good. (4) 
52. ~o comment. (5) 
SUMAMRY OF RATINGS: UNIT TWO (2): READINGS LINKED TO 
'A DAY IN A SCHOOL' 
Reading 
3.5.1. 
1 
1 
Rating 
234 
3 5 27 
5 
16 
Total 
52 
For details of the particular reading consult Appendix L, pp. 70-75 . 
109. 
110. 
Unit 3 (1). Linked to Film 'The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie': 
1. No cornmen t. 
2. Al though I disli ke the poem it does fi t the uni t. Thi s \"hole uni t, 
including the film was very powerful showing the huge disadvantage 
of being a teacher - the risk of being too familiar to the extent 
that harm is created. 
3 . I felt the questions destroyed the impact the fil~ made . ~ard Ti~es 
and To Sir With Love were both helpful. The poem was also an 
interesting piece. 
4e 3.6.2. and 3.6.3. The differences in how the pupils are handled and 
their response. Possibly some more literature on this? 
5. Bering. 
6. See 3.2. 
7. 3.6.2. Doubt that such an extreme example happens nowadays. 
8. All tend to give some idea of teaching methods in the pas t and views 
which others have of education. 
9. Interesting questions - generate a lot of discussion. All readings 
were interesting - gave one a broad perspective of different points 
of view cn education/teaching in different contexts . 
10. You can interpret meanings to suit yourself. 
11 . No comment. 
12. At leas t it gives me some tincture of problems one would come across 
at school. 
13. No comment. 
14 . In teres ti ng parallels and compari sons ·.i th the point the movie was 
making. 
15 . Excellent but most incidences occurred in the past - does this really 
occur now? 
16. No cornmen t. 
Ill. 
17e No comment. 
lB. Quite a good movie and the readin~s tie in quite well. 
19. 3.6.2. Exactly what a teacher shouldn't do! 
20. No comment. 
21. No commen t. 
22. 3.6.1. Too many. 3.6.3. Maybe get the movie. 
23. Emphasis on the beliefs of teachers permeating their attitudes to 
the pupils. 
24. All relevant to the teaching situation and how not to do it. 
25. No comment. 
25. This was good as it covered what a teacher shouldn't feel like yet 
at the same time you had sympathy for ,him as well. It enforced upon 
me how vital it is to vary a lesson and not just give facts. 
27. ~'Jays of teaching - see how the pupils feel about certain si tuations. 
28. No comment. 
29. Interesting. 
30. Did not read. 
31. Proved to be a lot of reading. Individually the articles were good 
but put all together they lost some of their effect. 
32. Possibly too much material although all articles were good . The 
questions were too specific - we hardly used them anyway. 
33. Questions always good but not dealt with sufficiently in tutorial. 
All very useful in viewing ways of ~ and teach~1 feelings. 
34. Questions are really structured well. h'ould have likec. to see the film 
To Sir \-Ji th Love. 
35. ~eve" Read. 
36. I loved this section. It balanced the Jean Brodie film very "'n'ell. 
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37 . Loved the movie and the first two extracts and found them useful. 
Not so keen on D H Lawrence and personal prejudice inhibits fair 
evaluation. 
38. Once again the stories were the most valuable to me. 
39 . 3.6.1. Sift thoughts. 3.6.2. Present to children. 3.6.3. Staff-
room considerations. Teachers as people too . The challenge of 
teaching. 
40. I was fascinated by discussion of the film and not really involved 
in the readings which seemed dry by comparison in some cases . 
41. No comment. 
42. No comment. 
43. Interesting writings but not that useful I felt . 
44. This was also a help. It is a hard time for the kids, but also for 
the teacher and to ease the problem there should be a common meeting 
ground between the two groups. 
45 . The movie irritated me but the :naterial was most stimulating . 
46 . Particularly enjoyed this entire exercise . Cannot give a specific 
reason for this response, but I just felt 'involved'. 
47. ~o comment. 
48. Once again the stimulus provided good input but I do feel that an 
attempt should be made to vary the type if input provided . 
49 . No comment. 
50. Helpful and informative. 
51. Very good. Gave interesting perspectives. 
52. No comment. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS: UNIT THREE (1): READINGS LINKED TO THE 
FILM 'THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE' 
Rating 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
3.6.l. 1 5 9 24 13 52 
3.6.2. 2 1 5 14 30 52 
3 . 6.3. 1 1 6 16 28 52 
3.6.4. 1 1 15 19 16 52 
3.6.5. 1 3 8 17 23 52 
6 11 43 90 110 260 
113. 
For details of the particular readings consult Appendix L, pp. 76-102. 
Unit Th~ee (2) . Linked with the pupils talking about 'The Teacher 
I'd like'. 
114. 
1. Absent for this section therefore the reading did not connect at 
first. (3) 
2. Gave me insight into childrens' likes, dislikes and expectations of 
a teacher. I realise that it will be hard to be liked by each 
pupil because they have such diverse feelings about what teachers 
should !:>e:: (5) 
3. Did not read it, yet it seems a worthwhile article. (3) 
4 . Did not read. (3) 
5. Very helpfuL (5) 
6. Very interesting. Important to know what pupils think of their 
teachers. There's still room for improvement . Take pupils from 
different schools - wide range whenever possible. (5) 
7. Excellen t. (5) 
8. Can't recall this article. (3) 
9. I wish we could have been given the opportunity at school to give 
some feedback to teachers about teachers instead of just ' bitching' 
amongst ourselves back in the dormitory: (5) 
10. You realise what pupils aim for and try to !:>e the best on both sides. (4) 
11. Very useful knowing how the pupils ,.ould like theirbeacher to be. (5) 
12. Very usefuL Gave me the views of school children about what they 
expect from their teachers . (5) 
13. No comment. (5) 
14. Interesting and amusing to read. (5) 
15. Absent. (3) 
16 . Sorry, didn't read it. (3) 
17. Very in teresting discussion and this gave a deeper insi ght into how 
I would have to relate to pupils and what is expected of :TIe as a 
teacher . (4) 
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18. Can't say much about this. (5) 
19. Retain this. (4) 
20. No comment. (5) 
21. No comment. (4) 
22. I can't remember if these were S.A. schoolkids. 
to get from them - both Black and White. (4) 
liould be a good idea 
23. No comment. (4) 
24. Differing opinions from the pupils' point of view. (4) 
25. No comment. (4) 
26. Helps · me to see what type of teacher is liked. Helps one to modify one's 
self if you feel it is necessary. Makes one look at oneself. (4) 
27. Good to see what type of teacher is preferred. (4) 
28. Good material. (4) 
29. Interesting but not wildly stimulating. (4) 
30. Did not read. (3) 
31. These comments were very enlightening and gave us a pupil's perspective. (5) 
32. \-/ide range - good. (5) 
33. Good supplement to what the pupils had to say - good to compare responses. 
Very interesting - keep it in. (5) 
34. Interesting - especially the way some of them spoke and thought. (5) 
35. Never !Cead but pupils talk was good in helping me to assess what type 
of teacher I'd like to be. (3) 
36. Not nearly as helpful as the panel discussions we had} beautifully and 
superbly chaired by lecturers A and B. (2) 
37. ~jost useful to know the child's view of teachers when it is their 
immediate context - not in retrospect from our point of view. (4) 
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38. The comments of the pupils amazed me as the insight and feelings 
were all very thought-provoking. (5) 
39. The opinions that do exist. Some lovely quotes . (5) 
40. My memory of school survives and my views on university teachers 
have added to that store. I missed this sec.tion but I don' t feel 
I missed too much. Discussion with others has confirmed this for 
me. Others found it very relevant. (3) 
41. No comment. (3) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. No comment. (3) 
44. This unit encouraged me (for I already believe in this ) to respect 
childrens' opinions and to let them make some criticism of my 
work and being, as this may lead to a harmonious teacher-pupil 
relationship. (5) 
45 . No co~ment. (4) 
46. Did not read. (3) 
47. No comment. (1 ) 
48. Excellent. (5) 
49 . No comment. (5) 
50. Helpful and informative. (4) 
51. No comment. (5) 
52. No comment. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS: UNIT THREE (2): READINGS LINKED 
WITH THE PUPILS TALKING ABOUT 'THE TEACHER I'D LIKE' 
Reading 1 
3.7.1. 1 
Rating 
234 
1 13 16 
5 Total 
21 52 
117. 
For details of the particular reading consult Appendix L, pp. 103-109. 
118. 
Unit Four. Linked with panel of teachers on 'Classroom Management 
and Discipline l : 
1. A very important section for us because we are unsure of what to 
e xpect and how to react. Great. 
2. I was away during this unit. 
3 . Absent and -did not read. it. 
4. 3.8.3. Useful to those of us who have never taught before. 
5. Absent. 
6. Make sure that each year you do not forget this article. Some 
teachers are still living in the old days and hence think pupil s 
are too difficult to handle. 
7 . The 1983 handout was of great value to me. 
8. Tend to put across the more restricted idea of punishment. Almost 
like the official outlook. A little frightening but necessary . 
9. Extremely pertinent to how we would deal with disciplinary problems 
in the classroom while on T.P . Feedback necessary after T.P . 
10. No comment. 
11. Very one- sided arguments on punishment - let's hear both arguments. 
12. Corporal punishment is not going to solve all the problems at school 
something that is very much used , especially in Black schools. 
13. No comment . 
14. Didn't read 1983 handout - wasn't aware of its existence until now . 
Other t'NO were only okay - a bi t boring. 
15. Punishment is part of school life and discipline. 
16. I found the theory of punishment very difficult to relate to practice. 
possibly this should be included in the ~heory courses. THE LAST PAGE 
OF THAT HANDOUT IS HORRIFIC . (p . 126). 
119. 
17. No comment. 
18. I doubt whether it was comprehensive enough. 
19. Interesting views on a very difficult problem. 
20. No comment. 
21. Discipline and classroom management are important aspects of 
teaching which tends to be 'Nritten off as being trivial. Eut 
these articles cast new light on the subject for a person about 
to go into the profession and allow the reader to see it from a 
different perspective. 
22. I can't remember reading these articles. 3.8.3. too much emphasis 
is placed on the build-up for T.P. in this deparL~ent. Students 
should 'discover' for themselves rather than be moulded by G.E.M. 
files, method files and 'How to Plan a Lesson" file. They turn to 
these for help if they are shit teachers (i.e . not managing). 
23. These are important practical issues and should be stressed more. 
Perhaps a small 'briefing' could be given or suggestions as to what 
to say, how to act, how to hold the pupils' attention (eye contact) -
j ust before T.P. 
24. Found the handouts very interesting and useful especially retro-
spect±vely. It was al so interesting to read about opinions on 
punishment and seeing where my ideas fitted in. 
25. Very useful. 
26. Prefer to use own ideas on puni shment/discipline - set Ol,m standard. 
27. No comment . 
28. Good material . Important views of discipline which I feel is very 
important . 
29. The first two I did not read and the 1983 handout I did not really 
enjoy because I feel we should find these things out for ourselves. 
30. A ne\v view on punishment . Very interesting. 
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31. The handout presented some useful ideas and thoughts. 
32. Articles very thought-provoking. Handout - practical and thorough. 
33. 3.8.3. Useful introduction and preparation for T.P. Absent-
graduation in Durban. 
34. I 'Nas absent for the stimulus input and the Tut . 
35. Great . 
36. A little too theoretical. 
37 .. Can't give honest opinion as I did not read it. Feel that punishment 
is occasionally necessary but many factors must be taken into account. 
38. The article on 'The Concept of Punishment') for some reason , I didn't 
get through at all - can't quite remember '.hy . I liked reading the 
comment in the 1983 handout and found the extract on how to plan a 
lesson very useful during T . P. 
39. Punishment does exist. Need it? As intended is stimulus material . 
40. Again the discussion of the 'live' stimulus material preoccupied me 
(and the others) more than reference to the manual. It was one of 
the best tutorials our group had. 
41. No comment. 
42. No comment. 
43. Punishment good for a lot of people. Some teachers say no punishment -
I think these writings may have done them a bit of good . 
44. It was surprising to learn that some teachers still bel ieve in caning J 
but the si tuation in schools shovls that the majori ty of teachers 
confuse punishment with discipline. 
45. Most enlightening. 
46. Did not read. 
47. No comment. 
48. Very useful and thought - provoking. 
121. 
49. No comment .. 
50. I enjoyed the articl e s and was sorr y to miss the actual tutorial. 
51.. No comment. 
52. Very interesting as it reassures student teachers on how they could 
handle problem situations in the classroom. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : UNIT FOUR : READINGS LINKED WITH 
PANEL OF TEACHERS ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE 
Reading 
Reading 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
3.8.1. 1 4 13 17 17 52 
3.8.2. 1 4 14 18 15 52 
3.8.3. 3 0 20 13 16 52 
5 8 47 48 48 156 
= 
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- Gave you insights into the views held by other 
group members? 
- Helped you articulate your own feelings and 
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- Engendered in you a degree of tolerance towards 
other people's ideas/views? 
- Afforded you the opportunity to express your 
opinions/ideas? 
- Incorporated your ideas/views/opinions in such 
a way that you felt that they were important/ 
that they mattered? 
- Gave you the opportunity to really get to know 
your fellow students? 
- Tended to be dominated by the Tutor (s)? 
- Tended to be dominated by particular member(s) 
in the gr.oup? 
- Were enhanced by the participation of students 
from different subject disciplines? 
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TUTORIALS AND GROUP \;ORK 
Using ~2 to test 'goodness of fit' between the responses of (a) 
Science and Art students and (b) ~lale and Female studen ts to the 
tutorials and group work . 
(a) 
Science 
Art 
Science 
Art 
OESERVED RESPONSES (fa) 
Posi ti ve Negative 1;0 Opinion 
218 35 20 
329 40 34 
547 75 54 
EXPECTED RESPONSES (fe) 
Posi tive Negative No Opinion 
220.90 30.29 21 . 81 
326.10 44.71 32.19 
547 75 54 
2 (fo_fe)2 
~ fe 
124. 
Total 
273 c / c 
403 c/c 
676 c/e 
Total 
273 c/c 
403 c/c 
676 c/c 
2 X. = (218-220.90)2 
220.90 
(329-361.10) 2 
+ 361.10 + 
(35-30. 29) 2 
30.29 + 
(40-44 . 71)2 
44.71 + 
(20-21.81) 2 
21 .81 + 
(34-32.19)2 
32.19 
.04 + .03 + .73 + .50 + . 15 + .1 0 1. 55 , 
Degrees of Freedom (r-1) (c - 1) (2- 1) (3-1) = 2 
~~;i th degrees of freedom of 2, a v a lue of x,. 2 of 1.55 is not significan t 
and thus the null hypothesis (that there are no significant differences 
between the responses of Science and .~t students) stands . 
" ... . -.' - -- " -~ ---.. ' .. ....... . , 
TUTORIALS/GROUP WORK: 
Please rate the following by circling the appropriate number. 
Further', a brief comment would be very much appreciated. 
126 . 
Did you feel it was beneficial to meet with particular staff members in 
this way? 
1. Differences could be talked about and confusions ironed out. (5) 
2. Yes most times, but I didn't like meeting with the members who I 
find boring. Most of the lecturers are good but there are some 
I don ' t like. Obviously this is a personal opinion which can ' t 
be solved by you - that I understand. (4 ) 
3. I was able to form opinions more realistically yet perhaps two 
sessions with each would have been nice . (5) 
4. Eyeball to eyeball discussion. I believe that both the tutor and 
student learn a lot from each other. (4) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. More beneficial if the staff member can always have his own opinion 
and not let discussion go on until we forget the topic. ( 4) 
7. No comment. (5) 
8. Because one is able to get to know all the members of staff . (4) 
9. Gave us the opportunity o-f hearing staff express their views and see 
how they approach topics. (5) 
10. You get to know the staff personally. (4) 
11. No comment. (5) 
12. We would not bother about doing anythi ng about it if we discussed 
it on our own . ( 5 ) 
13. It enabled us to get to know all the staff and also learn from each 
one their differing opinions. (5) 
14 . Yes, met the staff in a way more informal than the lecture situation. (5) 
15 . Yes, but too long. ( 4 ) 
127 . 
16. Yes, but it would have been useful to have kept the same tutor. ( 4 ) 
17. Very beneficial exercise for one could get to know all the staff 
members at this informal level and thus create a better working en-
vironment in the Department. (5) 
18. Meeting the staff in small groups enabled you to meet all the 
staff. ( 5) 
19. Very good idea. (5) 
20. No comment. ( 4) 
21. Meetings took place on an informal basis which does a lot for relaxing 
the atmosphere and thus conversation and debate that takes place 
flows freely. (4) 
22. Needed as a group leader - not as 'knower'. ( 4 ) 
23. It provided us with more 'stimulus' material because of the wide range 
of answers. ( 5) 
24. Yes, it helped us to get to know the members of staff and gave us 
different views and opinions instead of just seeing things from one 
viewpoint. ( 5) 
25. Found that tuts were dependent on the staff members. Some said too 
much and didn't give us an opportuni ty, others were too directed 
i.e. 'I wan·t you to come up with X idea' and discussion was hampered. ( 4 ) 
26. Yes as it always helps to meet with someone of greater experience 
than myself. ( 4) 
27 . Good way to meet and talk with the staff. ( 4) 
28. Once guided by staff member, the discussions seemed to flow far easier . (4) 
29. Yes, a leader was needed to direct the group when they went astray . (4) 
30. Get to know all the staff and their views. ( 4) 
31. Sometimes this was the only chance of actually meeting and discussing 
with certain staff members. (5) 
32. More personal approach. Very encouraging. (5) 
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33. NO comment. (4 ) 
34. No comment. (4 ) 
35. A good introduction to the Department - in a relaxed manner. (4) 
36 . Invaluable. (5) 
37. Do feel it is beneficial to gain various personal perspectives on 
certain aspects of education . (5) 
38. It was great meeting a different tutor every week and enabled one to 
get to know the staff. (5) 
39. To control discussion otherwise one wonders how much discussion would 
have gone on. (4) 
40. In a way, I was more interested in what fellow students said than in 
how the tutor handled the group. It was great to meet some lecturers 
we hadn't yet met and some we will never be taught by. (4) 
41 . It was very interesting seeing how the various tutors approached a topic ; 
also nice being able to get to know them better in this manner. (5) 
42 . I feel these discuBsions were the type of discussion that would normally 
arise out of a meeting of a group of HDE students/teachers . Setting them 
up in this manner made the situation quite artificial and were therefore 
often tutor-dominated. Perhaps these periods could better have been 
used to present more stimulus material to the group with a short dis-
cussion/question period to follow immediately thereafter. (3) 
43 . Yes, to get to know them and hear their opinions. (4) 
44 . I wanted to know what each lecturer likes, and what types of things 
he/she expects from students . (4) 
45 . No comment. (4) 
46. Important to gain different perspectives from people who have taught. (5) 
47 . No comment. (4) 
48 . Staff members have differing approaches/ideas - this was an excellent 
way to facil i tate discussion and understanding. Also gave the students 
a broader outlook . (5) 
129. 
49. This was where we met them. ( 4) 
50. It was good to hear what different staff members thought about 
teaching issues. (5) 
51. Quickly learned who was who and also got a wide range of attitudes. (5) 
52. ~ey provided leadership and thus controlled the group discussion 
and got discussion going when it died out. (4) 
SU~ARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FEEL IT WAS BENEFICIAL TO 
MEET WITH PARTICULAR STAFF MEMBERS IN THIS WAY? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
o 1 27 
5 
24 
Total 
52 
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Did you find the discussions during group sessions -
Informati ve? 
1. Sometimes (instead of 'No opinion') (3) 
2. Again, I thoroughly enjoyed those with you, tutors B, C and D. The 
other three weren't as enjoyable. (4) 
3. Different perspectives to my own were raised, which challenged me 
into a time of contemplation . (5) 
4. No comment. (4) 
5. No comment. (4) 
6 . Very much because our schools differed. Educational problems tackled 
in broad perspective. (5) 
7. No comment. (5) 
8. Many varied ideas. (4) 
9. No comment . (4) 
10. The film, articles or interviews say it all and t he group discussion 
simply repeats it. (2) 
11. No comment. (4) 
12. Some of the opinions came from different members - there is no one 
solution to all of the problems. (4) 
13. We learned from the staff and the students themselves. (5) 
14. Most of them. (4) 
15. Not really, but ideas are exchanged . (3) 
16. No comment. (4) 
17. No comment. (5) 
18 . No - really boring. TUts were so long that people began to speak nonsense . (4) 
131. 
19. Many good ideas arose from these discussions. ( 4) 
20. Was surprised at most peoples' eagerness to talk in tutorials. (4) 
21. Different viewpoints by different people from different backgrounds 
encourage further thought. (4) 
22. Sometimes more than other times, especially if I hadn't done much 
work beforehand. (2) 
23. Not always. (3) 
24. In some" cases some things said I fel t were repeti ti ve and sometimes 
irrelevant, but this happened very seldom. (4) 
25. No comment. (4) 
26. Often discussions were interesting. (4) 
27. Yes, often the discussions were very interesting. (4) 
2B. The information was sometimes a bit general. (4) 
29. Sometimes. It depended on whether I was prepared to accept what 
people said. (3) 
30. Discover points you had not thought about. (4) 
31. Many varied and interesting views were put forward. (5) 
32. Varied - sometimes waffle but on the whole quite informative. (4) 
33. No comment. (4) 
34. sometimes . (4) 
35. Eye-opener. (4) 
36. Unfortunately, some members always held back their views. ( 4 ) 
37 . It often became a limited three person discussion:- only a small 
amount of info. gained. (2) 
38. They were sometimes very useful but sometimes also a waste of time. (4) 
39. From tutors as well as members. (4) 
133 . 
Facilitated communication? 
1. Again sometimes. (3) 
2. In some cases yes , others no. (4) 
3. Each member could prod a different reaction from yau~ (5) 
4. No comment. (4) 
5. No comment. (4) 
6. Interesting discussions would crop up all the time. (5) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Even I managed some comments. (4) 
9. No comment. (4) 
10. No comment. (4) 
11. No comment. (4) 
12 . Members of the groups knew one another better. (4) 
13. It enabled us to argue out our own point of view. (5) 
14. Within the group, yes. Got to know my group members better. (5) 
15. No comment. (3) 
16. No comment. (4) 
17 . No comment. (5) 
18. Definitely facilitated communication. (5) 
19. Depending on grcup. (4) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21 . Most definitely. Not only does it facilitate conversation, it also 
enables one to strengthen relationships. (4) 
22 . Most people had something to say (depends on preparation). (4) 
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23. Depended on whether people had done the reading and whether or not 
they were in the video room. (3) 
24. Ideas from others brought ideas from me and the rest of the group. ( 5) 
25. No comment. ( 4) 
26. Yes as it makes one express one's ideas. (5) 
27. Most people in the group made some contribution. ( 4) 
28. Encouraged argument; different viewpoints, life-styles, cultures, 
education. ( 5 ) 
29. Certainly. People normally talked and said what they wanted to say. (4) 
30. Everyone was involved. (4) 
31. Communication between members in my group was easily achieved. (4) 
32. Very definitely. Small numbers allowed most people to have a say. (5) 
33. No comment. (2) 
34. No comment. (4) 
35. No comment. (3) 
36. No comment. (4) 
37. Initially most people sat with ~ mond vol tande'. (2) 
38. I found in our group that it was basically the same people who spoke 
each time. (2) 
39. Once people were willing to express their views. (4) 
40. Very much so. But some tutors did not draw out all the students as much 
as I would have liked them to have done. (5) 
41. No comment. (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Very much so. Got to know my class members. It is always good to brain-
storm issues. (4) 
44. But some students do not l ike sharing their views, or answering questions 
to help those who may need help. Anyway I came to know fellow 
students better in these small groups. (3) 
45. No comment. (4) 
46. Also provided self-confidence. (5) 
47. No comment. (5) 
48. No comment. (4) 
49. No comment. (4) 
50. Helped me to improve my communication. Felt more relaxed. (5) 
51. No comment. (4) 
52. No comment. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS FACILITATED COMMUNICATION? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
3 6 29 
5 
14 
Total 
52 
135 . 
136. 
Stimulating? 
1. Again, sometimes. (3) 
2. Most times. On occasions I did find it tedious - depending on the 
tutor often. (4) 
3. Yes, because different tutors could give different perspectives and 
different approaches. (5) 
4. No comment. (2) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. We could always end up comparing situations. ( 5 ) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Would always go away pondering the ideas. (5) 
9. No comment. (5) 
10. No comment. ( 4 ) 
11. No comment. (5) 
12. No comment. (2) 
13. Definitely. (5) 
14. Yes, all the time with l~ exceptions. ( 5) 
15. At times. (4) 
16. No comment. (4) 
17. Discussions were very stimulating and emotionally hyped-up. (5) 
18. Rather boring. (1) 
19. Depends on the staff member. (4) 
20. Most of the time they were. (4) 
21. Most of the topics discussed called for different viewpoints . The 
participants were never shy to do so. (4) 
137 . 
22. once again, on some topics. (4) 
23. No comment. (4) 
24. Always something new and different to talk about •. (5) 
25. No comment. (5) 
26. Yes, particularly if it interested you or if you cross a point of conflict. (4) 
27. Some were stimulating - others not so much. (4) 
28. Material used stimulated discussion. (4) 
29" Sometimes . (3) 
30. Interesting topics. (4) 
31. P6±nts were raised that I hadn't considered before. (5) 
32. Varied - generally stimulating if everyone attended. (4) 
33. No comment. (4) 
34. No comment. (3) 
35. once again, led me to think about issues. (4) 
36. The most stimulating discussion was the one videoed and chaired by 
Tutor A. (4) 
37. only later on towards the end - but even then the group work was not 
the success it should be. (2) 
38 . Very seldom did we have a stimulating discussion:- with some tutors 
this was the case. (2) 
39. No comment. (4) 
40. This depended on the stimulus material, the .tutor, the composition of 
the group and the mood of the gathering. (4) 
41. No comment. (5) 
42 . No comment. (3) 
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43. Yes, I thoroughly enjoy a good argument. My Scottish blood emerging (5) 
44. One is more free to speak up ±n a smaller group than in the larger 
class. ( 4 ) 
45. No comment. (4) 
46. Especially because they were spontaneous and not rigidly structured. (5) 
47. No comment. (4) 
48. Kept me going! (5) 
49. Nd comment. (2) 
50. Stimulating from the point of view of areas in teaching that were new 
to me . (5) 
51 . Very much. (5) 
52 . No comment. ( 4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS STIMUlATING? 
Rating 
1 2 3 
1 5 4 
4 
24 
5 
18 
Total 
52 
139 . 
Fostered self-awareness? 
1 . Sometimes too much fired at one person which tends to draw you back 
into your shell - after 6 or 7 barbed comments from others it was 
better to listen onl y . ( 5 ) 
2 . Yes , definitely. (5) 
3 . I do not really know. ( 4) " 
4 . No comment. ( 4 ) 
5. No comment. ( 4 ) 
6. At no stage did I fail to compare si:tuations. ( 5 ) 
7 . No comment. ( 4) 
8. Many things of which one was not aware were revealed. (4) 
9. No comment . ( 5 ) 
10. Yes . (4) 
11. No comment. (4 ) 
12. Some people fai l ed to accept the views of other people and I had to 
keep mine too as right for the problem. (2) 
13. Showed me how each one of us are so different and have such com-
pletely different views of teaching. (5) 
14. Yes , especi ally with regard to my power (or potential power ) and the 
possibili ty of its misuse in the classroom. (4) 
15. No comment . (1) 
16 . No c omment . (4) 
1 7 . At the beginni ng I was self-conscious , but t he group gave me more 
confidence in myself during the later tutorial periods. (5) 
18. No comment. (5) 
1 9 . No c omment. (4) 
20 . Can ' t decide . (3) 
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21. No comment. (1) 
22. No comment. (2) 
23. No comment. (2) 
24. Placing of oneself in that situation. (4) 
25. Wasn't aware of this. (3) 
26. Yes, as it 'helps you see where you stand within the group; can defend 
yourself. (5 ) 
27. No· comment. (3 ) 
28. No comment. (4 ) 
29. No comment. (2 ) 
30. No comment. (2) 
31. I was aware of my views and how they differed. (4) 
32. Need to form and express a personal opinion very helpful. (5) 
33. No comment. (4) 
34. No comment. (4) 
35. Realising that my opinion was not always the only one. (4) 
36. No comment. (4) 
37. Made me aware of my own point of view - even if not that of others. (4) 
38. I was able to assess my own opinions even when I didn't express them. (4) 
39. If one was prepared to accept the tutorials for this purpose. (4) 
40. Arguments nearly always do and fortunately we had some very lively 
and constructive ones. (4) 
41. No comment. (5) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. I am not quite sure what this question entails. (4) 
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44. As a Black student amongst a White majority, I sometimes have to swallow 
some painful remarks on the I ignorance , of my race, but at times it made 
me aware of the knowledge I have which others don't have. (5) 
45 . No comment. ( 4 ) 
46. No comment . (5) 
47. No comment. (2) 
48. No comment. (4) 
49 . The book/ stimuli did much more in this respect. (2) 
50. In my own way I have always been aware of my good and bad points. (4) 
51 . Had to think deeply about myself. (4) 
52. Made me see flaws in my line of thinking and reinforced some of my 
personal concepts. ( 4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS FOSTERED SELF-AWARENESS? 
1 
2 
Rating 
234 
7 4 27 
5 
12 
Total 
52 
142. 
Gave you insights i nto the views held by other group members? 
1. And their spi te, pre judi ce and sheer arrogance. ( 4) 
2. Yes, more so when led by an open lecturer. (5) 
3. I was able to form opinions more realistically. (5) 
4. No comment. (4) 
5. No oomment . ( 4) 
6. No comment. ( 5 ) 
7. No comment. ( 5 ) 
8. Very defini tely. (5 ) 
9. No comment. (4 ) 
10. No comment. ( 4 ) 
11. No comment. (5) 
12. Some absolute rubbish - but speaker adamant. (2) 
13. Sometimes it even shocked me. (5) 
14. Yes, on the topics covered. (4) 
15. Yes. ( 4) 
16. No comment. (4) 
17. No comment. (5) 
18. Sometimes those views were a load of nonsense. ( 5) 
19. Sometimes very interesting. (4) 
20. Most us were very forthright in speaking. (5) 
21. No comment. (5) 
22. No comment. (2) 
23. Very in teresting. (5) 
1 43. 
24 . Those who participated gave valuable contributions . ( 4 ) 
25. No comment. ( 4 ) 
26. Good, because discussion nearly always brought out per sonal i ssues . (4 ) 
27 . Saw o ther people ' s opini ons · (4 ) 
28. People from different backgrounds, class, race. (4) 
29 . No comment . (4) 
30. No comment. ( 4 ) 
31 • Very nruch so. ( 5 ) 
32 . No comment . (5) 
33 . No comment. (5) 
34. No comment. ( 5) 
35 . No comment. (4) 
36. No comment. (4) 
37 . Diffi cult to read minds. (2 ) 
38. Yes , however , often others expressed opinions very contrary to mi ne. ( 4 ) 
39 . Sometimes too aware of 'self' to really think abcut views in relation 
to the people holding them - rather, how does that affect me? Do I 
agree with that? (4 ) 
40. This aspect appealed to me most. ( 5 ) 
41. No comment. (5) 
42. No comment . (3) 
43. Very much so. Also insi g hts i nto other people's school experience. (4) 
44. Fear' of being labeled prevents some students f r om voicing their views 
on some i ssues . ( 2 ) 
45 . No comment . (4) 
143. 
24. Those who participated gave valuable contributions. ( 4) 
25. No comment. (4) 
26. Good. because discussion nearly always brought out personal issues. ( 4 ) 
27. Saw other people's opinions· (4) 
28. People from different backgrounds. class. race. (4) 
29. No comment. ( 4) 
30. No comment. (4) 
31. Very much so. ( 5) 
32. No comment. (5) 
33. No comment. (5) 
34. No comment . ( 5) 
35. No comment. ( 4 ) 
36. No comment. ( 4 ) 
37. Difficult to read minds. (2) 
38. Yes. however. often others expressed opinions very contrary to mine. (4) 
39. Sometimes too aware of 'self ' to really think about views in relation 
to the people holding them - rather, how does that affect me? Do I 
agree with that? ( 4 ) 
40. This aspect appealed to me most. (5) 
41. No comment. (5) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Very much so. Also insights into other people's school experience. (4) 
44. Fear' of being labeled prevents some students from voicing their views 
on some issues. (2) 
45. No comment. ( 4 ) 
144.' 
46. Discussions usually filled with much debate - a healthy situation for tuts.(5) 
47. No comment. (4) 
48. And how! (5) 
49. Not many commit themselves though. (4) 
50. Good to hear different people's opinions. (5) 
51. Yes. (4) 
52. No comment. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS GAVE YOU INSIGHTS INTO THE VIEWS HELD BY OTHER GROUP MEMBERS? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
4 1 26 
5 
21 
Total 
52 
145. 
Helped you articulate your own feelings and ideas? 
1. Not really. (3) 
2. Yes, more so when led by an open lecturer . (5) 
3. Articulation of my own ideas often led to a re-examination of them.(4) 
4. I have some set ideas and these were not changed a lot. (2) 
5. No corrunent. (4 ) 
6. No comment . (4) 
7. No comment. ( 5) 
8. With discussion one consolidated and stood for one's beliefs. (4) 
9. No comment. (5) 
10. Often the same as other group members. (4) 
11. No comment. (5) 
12. If people are stubborn though, why shouldn't I act the same? (4) 
13. By arguing and discussing you do formulate your own feelings and ideas. (5) 
14. Yes, though they were sometimes already articulated as a result of 
discussion with non-education friends of mine. (4) 
15 . Also yes. ( 4) 
16. No comment. ( 4 ) 
17. No comment. (4) 
18. Definitely - made me aware of how I felt on different issues. (5) 
19. Gave me a chance to think about these topics . (4) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21. No comment. (4) 
22 . If I'd prepared I'd done this already. Not readily changed by group 
work. ( 2) 
1 46'. 
23. When I felt strongly on a ~atter. (4) 
24. Realised that others were in the same boat therefore felt free to speak 
about things. The atmosphere was relaxed and informal. (4) 
25. I don' t often do this in such groups. (2) 
26. Could put mine into perspective with others. (4) 
27. Maybe sometimes but not always. ( 3) 
28. This encouraged me to express feelings and ideas. Also able t o realise 
degree of self-confidence within the group. (5) 
29. No comment. ( 4 ) 
30. Gave me a chance to air my views . (4) 
31 . Often so many vi ews put forward that you felt undecided about something 
you had always felt strongly about . (4) 
32 . Very helpful. ( 4 ) 
33. No comment. ( 2) 
34 . No comment . ( 4) 
35 . Very much so. ( 4) 
36 . No comment. (4) 
37 . I was one of three people who expressed his ideas and although I had 
consolidated my ideas in order to express them, I was frustrated by 
the lack of feedback or arguments! (4) 
38. I was always shy to voice my opinions in the group. Always f elt that others 
might find it irr e levant and off the point. Perhaps this was why our group 
wasn't always stimulat i ng. (2) 
39. If one felt comfortable with the members. Often their lack of response 
limited mine. (4) 
40. Very much so. The sight of myself on video shocked me into some self-
reform as far as e xpression is concerned! (5) 
147. 
41. No commen t. ( 4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. More - made me think out things I might not have done owing to inherent 
intellectual laziness. (4) 
44. It is difficult to articulate one's feelings openly, but I think these 
small groups were a help as compared to the bigger groups. (2) 
45. No comment. ( 4) 
46. No comment. (5) 
47. No comment. ( 4 ) 
48. Served as a useful tool in the process of developing my own ideas/under-
standing. (5) 
49. No comment. ( 4) 
50. Yes. ( 5 ) 
51. Very much so. ( 4) 
52. No comment. (4 ) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS HELPED YOU ARTICULATE YOUR OWN FEELINGS 
AND IDEAS? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
6 3 32 
5 
11 
Total 
52 
Engendered in you a degree of tolerance towards other people's 
ideas/views? 
1. Particularly the Blacks. (4) 
148 . 
2. Yes, we all have diff erent views which I have learned to appreci ate 
instead of ignore. (5) 
3. Only if they were willing to look at their own ideas critically. ( 4) 
4. Though it is somewhat difficult. (4) 
S. No c.omment. (4) 
6. We could: not always agree on some aspects - cultural differences - but 
could always understand each other. (5) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Where ideas were realistic. (4 ) 
9. · The only way to learn, appreciate and understand is to listen to others. (5) 
10. Understand certain situations mere. ( 4 ) 
11. No comment. (3) 
12 . I did not bother about tolerating people who aren't tolerant on their side.(l ) 
13. Sometimes I got quite angry to hear other people's views. (2) 
1 4. I think I already had quite a bit of tolerance (sometimes) - did enhance 
it. ( 4) 
15. Always have had. ( 3 ) 
1 6 . No comment . ( 4 ) 
17. Tolerance towards other people's ideas is not my greatest asset but the 
group as a whole did engender a more impartial attitude in me. ( 4) 
18. Some people in my group bored me with a lot of irrelevant views. (3) 
19. Found some of the groups's ideas very dogmatic. ( 4 ) 
149'. 
20. Only if I thought they were good ideas I could back up that view with 
something substantial. (3) 
21. Once people substantiated their views they tended to be reasonable. 
I found I could even go as far as reaching a compromise. (4) 
22. I think I am usually tolerant anyway. (4 ) 
23. I felt i ntolerant when people were dogmatic and r igid on certain issues. (2) 
24. Generally there were no astronomically differing ideas. (4) 
25. I don't think this necessarily did. (3) 
26. No comment. (3) 
27. No comment. (2) 
28. Did not always agree with others. (4) 
29. No comment. (4) 
30. Learned to listen. (4) 
31. Depending on the way views were put across and presented. ( 4 ) 
32. Was already fairly tolerant. (2) 
33. No corrnnent. (4) 
34. No corrnnent. (4) 
35. No comment. ( 4 ) 
36. But not always. Personality clashes did develop as the course progressed. (4) 
37. They kept quiet for the most part so it was difficult to tolerate their 
vi ews whatever they may have been. (2) 
38. I hope I have always been tolerant of others' ideas. I can't say if t his 
was enhanced by this course. (3) 
39. Sometimes discussion was very/so g eneral that 'others' vi ews' may not 
have been their own. (4) 
1 50 . 
40. I caught myself being highly in~olerant of the intolerance of others in 
the group towards each other. Group dynamics were very instructional 
and demanding . ( 4) 
41. No comment . (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Some people's1 (4) 
44. I suppose one has to tolerate others' views if one is to survive. ( 4) 
45. No comment . (4) 
46: Sometimes my tolerance faded, but the tuts made me aware that I was 
being intolerant towards certain individuals. (5 ) 
47. No comment. (4) 
48 . But sometimes made me very irate, as some people within the group were 
not prepared to consider other peoples ' ideas/atti tudes at all. (4) 
49. Not many had particularly strong/different ideas to agree/disagree with. (2) 
50. Yes, it is important to respect how other people feel about an issue 
even if you don't agree with them. (5) 
51 . Most of the time. Occasionally not1 (4) 
52 . I don't think this was important as I have a great ability to tolerate 
others' viewpoints. ( 3) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS ENGENDERED IN YOU A DEGREE OF TOLERANCE TOWARDS 
OTHER PEOPLE'S IDEAS/VIEWS? 
1 2 
1 6 
Rating 
3 
9 
4 
31 
5 
5 
Total 
52 
151. 
Afforded you the opportunity to express your opinions/ideas? 
I. I would rather listen having received some snide remarks about my 
opinion. Some were endurance tests. (1) 
2. This course defini tely seemed geared towards this and for me succeeded. (5) 
3. Felt free to express my point of view. (5) 
4. No comment. (4 ) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. That's why I'll always think this a good idea for students. (5) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Always the opportunity but not always taken up. (5) 
9. Sometimes talked too much! Not everyone offered their opinions and 
therefore left the field open to 3 or 4 people to argue their paints. ( 5 ) 
10. No camment. ( 4) 
11. Na camment. (4) 
12. I had also to stand by my ward - because one cannat be able t'O predict 
e.g. the kid in the film Gamma Rays precisely - just because she/he laves 
'Or hates the kid - one can assume or guess. (5) 
13. No camment. (4) 
14. Same tutors just wanted to channel what you said inta their framework 
of ideas. ( 4) 
15. Always have. ( 3 ) 
16. No comment. (4 ) 
17. No comment. (5 ) 
18. I often gave my views but did nat waffle along just to take up two 
periods. (4 ) 
19. Unfortunately, one particular female in the group faund it necessary ta 
continuously express her own ideas withaut giving the others a chance. ( 2 ) 
20. Sometimes I couldn't get a word in edgeways: (4) 
21. . No comment. (5) 
22 . I probably did too much. ( 5) 
23. I didn't know what my ideas were. ( 4) 
24. Relaxed atmosphere encouraged us to talk. (4) 
25. No comment. ( 2 ) 
26. This is essential today. We need self expression; allows for good 
comparisons. (5) 
27 . Sometimes, but often my ideas were the same as others . ( 4 ) 
28. No comment. (5) 
29 . No comment. ( 4) 
30. No comment. (4) 
31. Unless there was a domineering member. (4) 
152 . 
32 . At times discussion was dominated by more extroverted students - but 
generally did: give opportunity for expression. (4) 
3.3... . No commen t . ( 4 ) 
34 . No comment . (4) 
35 . No comment. ( 4) 
36 . I am fairly outspoken but other members might have felt inhibited in such 
a s±tuation. (5 ) 
37 . It was difficult not to - I did a great deal of talking. ( 5) 
38 •. Many in our group, including myself, often sat with a mouth full of teeth. 
In fact had a very subdued group as a whole. (2) 
39 . If one felt comfortable with the members. Often their lack of response 
limited mine. (4 ) 
40. Sometimes my opinions / ideas were pri vate ones and I wanted them to be, but 
lS3. 
expression was very possible before/during/after/ group meetings. (4) 
41. No comment. (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Although I never need much opportunity to open my big mouth, it is nice 
to have time to do it set aside. (S) 
44. Same reasons I have for small group work. (4) 
4S. No comment. (4) 
46. Gav-e ample opportunity for self-expression. (S) 
47. No- comment. (4) 
48. No comment. (S) 
49. No comment. (4) 
50. It improved my communication, therefore I was able to express my 
opinions/ideas much more freely. (S) 
51. Yes. (4) 
52. No comment. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS AFFORDED YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS 
YOUR OPINIONS/IDEAS? 
1 2 
1 3 
Rating 
3 4 
2 28 
S Total 
18 S2 
154 . 
Incorporated your ideas/views/opinions in such a way that you felt that they 
were important/that they mattered? 
1 . Or didn't matter depending on how the group reacted. (2) 
2 . Students, being older postgrads are more aware of others' opinions. 
This is an advantage in discussions . (5) 
3 . I felt all peoples' views were treated equally and given the same emphasis. (5) 
4. It was interesting to see how they listened and commented whenever I 
said something. (4) 
5 . No comment. (2) 
6 . At least there was room for differences if they had to occur at all. ( 4) 
7. No comment. (2) 
8. Felt I had made a worthwhile contribution. ( 4) 
9 . Others in the group (as well as tutor) prepared to listen . (5) 
10. No comment . (4) 
11 . Does it matter that the others accept your ideas or not and hence make 
you feel they are important? ( 3) 
12 . Because it helped me learn more about the effect of nurturance and the 
environment on the child later in life. (4) 
13 . No comment. (5) 
14. Most of the time. (4) 
15 . Depending on topic. ( 3) 
16 . No comment . ( 2 ) 
17. No comment. ( 5) 
18. Don't understand the question. (3j 
1 9 . I felt that some of my ideas were important to the group. ( 4 ) 
20. No comment . (4) 
155. 
21. No comment. (4) 
22. No comment. (2 ) 
23. One cannot have fixed ideas - especially prior to T.P. but some basic 
concepts were put into a clearer perspective. ( 4 ) 
24. Everyone listened and commented and used each others ideas, therefore 
making one feel that one's ideas were important. ( 4 ) 
25. I found my ideas were adapted and c hanged by what was discussed. ( 4 ) 
26. Were able to look at own ideas and rethink their importance. (4 ) 
27. No comment. ( 3 ) 
28. Incorporated into what? ( 5) 
29. No comment. (3) 
30. Did not disregard your views. ( 4 ) 
3l. No comment. ( 3 ) 
32. No comment. ( 4) 
33. No comment. ( 2 ) 
34. No comment. ( 3 ) 
35-. No comment. ( 4) 
36. No comment. ( 5 ) 
37. As they were some of the f ew expressed. ( 4 ) 
38. Not always. ( 2 ) 
39. No comment. ( 4 ) 
40. The group often showed in unobtrusi ve ways what they felt about my 
ideas and sometimes t hey helped me understand other worlds - even 
if they were inane ones~ ( 4) 
41 . No commen t ( 4 ) 
156. 
42 . No comment. (3) 
43:. I always do. (5) 
44. It has to be noted, however, that one's opinion matters, particularly 
when one is recognised as capable of having some great ideas. (4) 
45. No comment. (4) 
46. No comment. (5) 
47. No comment. (4) 
48.:. No comment. (4) 
49, Although they do not seem to matter to the powers that be. (4) 
50. Yes. (5) 
51. No comment. (4) 
52. No comment. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS INCORPORATED YOUR IDEAS/VIEWS/OPINIONS IN SUCH A WAY THAT 
YOU FELT THAT THEY WERE IMPORTANT/THAT THEY MATTERED? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
7 8 27 
5 
10 
Total 
52 
Gave you the opportunity to really get to know some of your fellow 
students? 
1. No comment. ( 2) 
2. Yes, definitely. (5) 
3. Yes, valuable in this area . (5 ) 
4. No. ( 2 ) 
5. No commen t ( 3 ) 
157. 
6. Although I cannot claim to know much about them but this is a good 
chance to mix and di scuss freely. ( 4) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Both as people and in their ideas. (4 ) 
9. Made some good friends - not so sure about enemies, may have offended 
one or two people . (5) 
10. No comment. (2) 
11. No comment. (4) 
12. We talked and discussed a lot and I could see those kettles that are 
quick to boil. (5) 
13. No comment. ( 5) 
14. Yes and No. Yes, to be able to say "hi" and chat, but, no, because 
I didn't really get to know them as people - which would be impossible 
in the si tuation. (4) 
1 5. Knew mas t anyway (person all y). ( 3) 
16. No comment. (2 ) 
17. This was the best part of the whole exercise. Seeing how others 'tick' 
was very interesting. ( 5 ) 
18. Groups should have changed every week though. Some peoples' waffle made 
the discussion unbearable. ( 5) 
158 . 
19. Emphasis on some. (4) 
20. Very definitely. (5) 
21. No commen t. ( 4) 
22. We didn't meet often enough and I missed one or two of the group meetings 
(not the stimulus though). ( 2) 
23. This depends on the group. (1) 
24 . Yes it did. (5) 
25. It would have taken longer without these groups. (4) 
26. Discussion, I feel, always opens the door to opportunities for meeting 
fellow students. ( 4) 
27. No comment. ( 4) 
28. But not to any great degree. (4) 
29 . To know someone is a very subjective statement. ( 4) 
30. Not enough to get to know people. ( 2) 
31. I got to know some studen-ts that I otherwi se would not have . (5) 
32. I appreciated this a lot . ( 5) 
33 . People did not reveal themselves . (3) 
34 . No comment. (4) 
35. No comment. (4) 
36 . I t helped me to get to know one or two a little better . (4) 
37. If they carne and sai d anythi ng. ( 2) 
38 . Did get to know students from other disciplines which I perhaps might 
not have done if the groups hadn't been arranged as such. (4) 
39. Sometimes too aware of self to really think about views in relation to 
the people holding them - rather, how does that affect me? Do I agree 
wi th that? ( 4) 
, 159. 
40. Even when they were silent other students really revealed themselves. 
I found the whole atmosphere very social and conducive to open 
discussion. (5) 
41. No comment. (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Very much so. Got to know my class members. It is always good to brain-
storm issues. (5) 
44. Communication is to a large extent only within the lecture, and it 
ceases to exist out of the lecture. (2) 
45. No comment. (4) 
46. No comment. (5) 
47. No comment. (5) 
48. Definitely helped to break down many barriers which existed on 
registration for course. (4) 
49. No comment. (4) 
50. Often but not always. (4) 
51. Yes - especially those doing other subjects. (4) 
52. Especially those who were in the same tutorial group. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS GAVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO REALLY GET TO KNOW SOME 
OF YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS? 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 Total 
1 8 4 24 15 52 
160. 
Tended to be dominated by the Tutor(s}? 
1 . The tutors were good at standing back. (1) 
2. Some were but again this depended on the tutor. I found it student-
dominated wi th C, B, and D, and even E, - bu.t tutor 
oriented with ·A and . E. Why? I think because we weren't as 
open wi th them. (4) 
3. Only for initial stimulus. (2) 
4 . No comment. (4) 
5. No comment. (2) 
6. In most cases we could talk for 5 minutes without recognising that 
he'S there and he would intervene to stress a point . (1) 
7 . No comment. (2) 
8 . Simply led discussion. (2) 
9 . No. (1) 
10. No comment . (1) 
11. No comment. (1) 
12. They were acting as mediators or organisers. (1) 
13 . No comment. (2) 
14 . No - only twice. (2) 
1 5 . At times. (3) 
16. No comment . ( 2 ) 
17 . Was not dominated by tutors. Tutors actually stimulated very 
favourable discussion when there were lapses during the period. (2) 
18. Tutors tried their best to stimulate conversation amongst students. (2) 
19 . Tutors handled discussions well - merely guiding the students. (2) 
.. '" .-
161. 
20. Often they couldn't get a word in edgeways! ( 2) 
21. Tutors generally felt that it was their duty to simply get things 
going or to push it along where it tended to slow down. (1) 
22. Only on one occasion. (2) 
23 . Only when no-one had done the reading, although his/ her particular 
point o f view dominated. This emphasises the importance of changing 
tutors. (3) 
24. I don't think so. They provided a guideli ne for us and when ideas 
were low' provided stimulation. One or two exceptions . (2) 
25. Either by their experiences or they directed it too much looking for 
the answer they wanted . ( 4 ) 
26. No. ( 1) 
27 . No comment. ( 2 ) 
28. Seldom dominated. But good guidance. (2) 
29. The tutors needed to be there to see that we did not get too side-
tracked. (2) 
30. Gave students ample opportunity. ( 2 ) 
31. Only if the group was not prepared to participate. ( 4) 
32. They usuall y faded into the background once discussions got going. ( 2 ) 
33 . No comment. ( 4 ) 
34. Unless there were total si l ences. (2) 
35. No comment. (2) 
36. Most of the tutors only chaired the groups; they never pushed their 
views unless asked for. (2 ) 
37. By force of necessity t o keep the ball rolling - someti mes a dis-
cussion between the tutor and one or t wo students. ( 4 ) 
38. Very few tutors actually dominated the discussions. Very few 
actually said much except to guide the discussions. ( 2) 
39. No comment. (2) 
1 62. 
40. Few t utors had the talent of disappearing socially or i ntellectually. 
Many directed tone or discussion by their presence and non-verbal 
language. ( 4) 
41 . No comment. (2) 
42. No comment . (3) 
43. No comment". (2) 
44. Sometimes communication takes place between the tutor and some members 
of t he group to the neglect of others. (2) 
45. No comment . (2) 
46. Some tutors tended to ramble on a bit. ( 2) 
47. No comment. ( 2) 
48. No comment . (1 ) 
49 . Some days . (3) 
50. The tutors were obviously the leaders of the group- but they always 
gave the group the opportunity to lead in discussion. (2) 
51. Only by some. The ma jority encouraged us to talk. (2) 
52. I felt tutors led the discussion. Important otherwise discussions 
got side-tracked. (4) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS TENDED TO BE DOMINATED BY THE TUTOR(S)? 
Note: 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 Total 
9 31 4 8 o 52 
In this assessment J ratings 1 and 2 are positive responses 
(i.e. the Tutors tended not to dominate tutorials) and 4 
and 5 are negative responses. 
163. 
164. 
Tended to be dominated by particular member{s) in the group? 
1. No comment. (5) 
2. Not in my group. (l) 
3 . SOmetimes, especially when 8 Sc and 8 Comm people were unfamiliar 
wi t h subjects. (4) 
4 . No comment. (4) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. No one can be blamed for this though. It depends so much on the 
personality of the people in the group. (2) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. On some occasions. ( 3) 
9. Already mentioned that this did occur . (4 ) 
10. No comment. (I ) 
11. Sometimes. ( 2 ) 
12. I loved it ! ( 5) 
13. No comment. ( l) 
14. No, not that I can remember. (l) 
15 . Not in ours. ( 3) 
1 6 . No comment. (4 ) 
17. All people i n the group actually had a chance to air their views 
and most of them invari abl y had something to say during the 
period . (2) 
18 . Some people bored me with a lot of irrelevant views. (5) 
19. One member ! Unfortunately - this often deprived others of a chance 
to express themselves . (5) 
165. 
20. One individual thought it necessary to express her views continuously 
no matter how irrelevant they were. (4) 
21. Everybody in the group afforded everyone else an opportunity to speak 
his/her mind but sometimes where a particular topic affected somebody 
more, his 'rave' was allowed. (2) 
22. Probably, but I think the other group members don't mind. Some people 
just like to sit back and listen. (4) 
23. No comment. (5) 
24. It depended on how keen the others were to contribute to the discussion. 
There were one or two members who weren't keen to talk. (2) 
25. The males! (4) 
26. You need someone to start but once this happens the others join in. (2) 
27. Depended on the topi c . (4) 
28. Some felt that their viewpoint was f ar more important than listening 
to those of others. (4) 
29. No comment. (4) 
JO. No comment. (4) 
31.. On certain topics, certain members would want to dominate on something 
they fel t very strongly about. (4) 
32. No comment. ( 2 ) 
33 . No comment. (4) 
34. Some were obviously more talkative than others but everyone had a 
chance to speak, if they wanted. ( 2 ) 
35. No comment. (2) 
36. Sometimes, dependi ng on the issue under discussion. (3) 
37. Others would not speak - were given opportunity but did not seem to 
want to express themselves. (5 ) 
166 . 
38. Had some very forceful people in the group - in fact found them very 
intimidating. (4) 
39. Tended to if others were not willing to contribute. (4) 
40. I have a very big mouth and couldn't always keep it shut; the tutors 
should hav e helped me in this exercise . (4 ) 
41. No comment. (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. This is to be expected. Some people are always more outgoing than others. (4) 
44. No comment. (4) 
45. No comment. (4) 
46. Tutors did not allow this to happen. (1) 
47. No comment . (2 ) 
48. No comment. (I) 
49. Some don ' t speak up. ( 4) 
50. Seldom.. Most people in the group had a chance to express their 
particular vi ews or opinions . (2) 
51. Very seldom. (2) 
52. I felt that certain members were shy to speak out their views. ( 4 ) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING 
GROUP SESSIONS TENDED TO BE DOMINATED BY PARTICULAR 
MEMBER(S) OF THE GROUP? 
1 2 
6 12 
Rating 
3 
4 
4 5 Total 
23 7 52 
NOTE: In this assessment, ratings 1 and 2 are positive 
responses (i.e. student(s) tended not to dominate 
discussions) and 4 and 5 are negative responses. 
167. 
168. 
Were enhanced by the participation of students from different subject 
disciplines? 
1. No commen t . (2) 
2. This was super. To get to know and share ideas with students outside 
the method groups. (5) 
3. Yes, some were more dogmatic while others were more willing to 
evaluate opinions. (4) 
4. Not very much. ( 2) 
5. No comment. (5) 
6. A good idea to mix the groups well so that they can always have a 
wide range of ideas and examples. (5) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. Art students tended to be far more realistic. (4) 
9. Interesting to see how peoples' views differ accordingly - although 
not the only variable to be considered. (4) 
10. Some strange comments and ideals were heard. (4) 
11. No comment. (4) 
12. Some of them did not know anything about Psychology - but I don't 
say that it is essential for the understanding of the child but it is 
interesting. (5) 
13. No comment. (5) 
14 . Definitely. (5) 
15. Definitely. (4) 
16. No comment. (5) 
1 7 . No comment. (5) 
169. 
18. Nice to get views from students with different subjects. ( 5) 
19 . Made discussions more interesting. ( 4) 
20. No comment. (4) 
21. No comment. (5) 
22. Didn't notice. (2) 
23. No comment. (2 ) 
24. Provided ideas from a different angle. (4) 
25. Keep this. (5) 
26. No comment. (4 ) 
27. Did not make any difference as to which subject they took. ( 2) 
28. No comment. (5 ) 
29 . Yes and also from different social and racial groupings. ( 4) 
30. Look at problem from different angles. (4) 
31. This gave many varying and interesting viewpoints. (5 ) 
32. No comment. (4) 
33. No comment. ( 4) 
34. Very beneficial to mix students from different subject disciplines 
to get a wide range of opinions. (4) 
35. No comment. (4 ) 
36. It is important to experience this inter-disciplinary approach. I was 
involved in inter-disciplinary courses in my undergraduate 
curriculum and found them most rewarding. ( 4 ) 
37. Occasionally. ( 2 ) 
38. It was interesting to hear the opinions of different students from 
different disciplines. (4) 
170. 
39. Not really. More about general teaching - the relationships involved. (2) 
40. This always added colour to the composition and discussion of the group. 
School background often counted for more than subject disciplines . (5) 
41. No comment. (4) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. Good point! ( 5 ) 
44. Students from different subjects brought with them ideas and inter-
pretations unknown to others, and this is a good idea. (4) 
45 . It did not appear to make any differ ence . ( 2) 
46. I was never really aware of this aspect . ( 3 ) 
47 . No comment. ( 4) 
48 . Played a vital role i n facilita t ing. (4) 
49. No comment. (5 ) 
50. Often. It was good to see what people were saying about issues related 
t o thei r own particul ar sub j e c ts . (4) 
51 . Very much so in that we get different ideas. ( 4) 
52. I don't feel that different disciplines have much to do with the 
course. ( 3 ) 
171. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU FIND THE DISCUSSIONS DURING GROUP 
SESSIONS WERE ENHANCED BY THE PARTICIPATION OF STUDENTS FROM 
DIFFERENT SUBJECT DISCIPLINES? 
1 
o 
Rating 
234 
8 3 25 
5 
16 
Total 
52 
172. 
Did you look forward to the TUtorials/group sessions? 
1. But not always. (4) 
2. Yes, especially when it was wi th a nice tutor! (5) 
3 . Yes, because they were informally structured. (4) 
4. Because in all truth I had hardly done the reading. (2) 
5. Depended on who the tutor was and what the subject matter was. (4) 
6. I always wished that interesting aspects would be raised. They 
always were, so this was a good idea. (4) 
7. No comment. (4) 
8. On most occasions. (4) 
9. Yes. To me one of the most valuable ways of learning and broadening 
one's perceptions is to talk informally to others and to listen 
to others. (5) 
10. You know what was going to be concluded. (2) 
11 . No comment. (5) 
12. Yes, they were most of the time informative. (4) 
13. To be honest it was the only course I looked forward to . (5) 
14. Yes, the stimulus materi.al aroused my interest and I looked forward 
to sharing and comparing how I felt with others. (5) 
15. Not particularly - did to the video sessions. (3) 
16. No comment. (4) 
17. This was my favourite session of the week. Very well presented and 
very interesting and informative. (5) 
18. No,. it tended to be a waffle session - to waste time. All that 
needed to be said could have been said in half the time. (1) 
173. 
19. After interesting stimulus material. ( 4 ) 
20. There were some I would have rather missed. (4) 
21. It granted me the opportunity to seek for answers to questions I could 
not cope with; to see how other people felt about the topic in 
question. (4) 
22. Only some . Usually I found the stimulus material enough to get one 
thinking. Also, it depended on who the tutor was. (2) 
23. It depended on the issue to be discussed. (4) 
24. The material was interesting and stimulating and provided vast scope 
for di scussion. ( 5) 
25. Depending on preparation and topic. (4) 
26. Yes, as it allows one to get to know others and you need to be critical 
and be criticised. (4) 
27. Most of the time I did but some I did not. The film discussions were 
the best. (4) 
28 •. No. comment. (5) 
29. I was indifferent to them. (3) 
3~ Did not turn me on. (2) 
31. Usually, unless I was feeling withdrawn on a particular day.(4) 
32. On the whole enjoyed them very much. (5) 
33. No c omment. (4) 
34. Sometimes they carried on toe long - some were interesting. (2) 
35. It was a time to relax, discuss and generally break away from the 
theory and hear other peoples' views in practice. (4) 
36. Usually. ( 4) 
.1. 74 . 
37. Only to be frequently disappointed by the lack of response. (4) 
38. Although sometimes nothing very useful was discussed. Nevertheless, I 
did enjoy most of them. (4) 
39. No comment . (4) 
40. This largely depended on stimulus material and tutor. (4) 
41. No comment. ( S) 
42. No comment. (3) 
43. I love argument. (S) 
44. Sometimes nothing essential is discussed, due to the heavy load of 
work, tiredness and lack of sleep (thinking of parties all around 
campus and not having a chance to attend, due to Education 
Assignments). (4) 
4S. No comment. (4) 
46. Yes, mainly because they were spontaneous and the topics discussed 
were those that really mattered to us. (S) 
47. No comment. (4) 
48. No comment. (S) 
49. No comment. (4) 
SO. Yes. (4) 
Sl. Yes, good to talk out ideas and impressions gained from stimulus. (4) 
S2 . I never look forward to any work. (3) 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS : DID YOU LOOK FORWARD TO THE 
1 
1 
TUTORIALS/GROUP SESSIONS? 
Rating 
2 3 4 
5 4 29 
5 
13 
Total 
52 
175. 
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TUTSRS 
The follotving is a list of ideal characteristics. They are not listed 
in 2ny order of priority . 
THE IDEF.L TUTOR: 
A. Is enthusi2stic 
E. Is willing to accept students' ideas 
C. ~as the abi lity to incorporate into the discussion the ideas and 
iS3ues raised by the stimulus material and the readings set. 
D. Has the ability to prevent individuals from dominating di scussion. 
S. Ha s the abili ty to communicate t"i th students. 
r. Takes a personal interest in students as individuals . 
G. Is 2pproachable. 
H. Is academically very competent. 
I. Does not dominate discussion. 
J . Eas the abili ty to encourage discussion. 
K. Has the abili ty to stimulate interest. 
L. Has the 2bili ty to adopt a flexible approach in discussions. 
:1 . H2S the ability to clarify ideas/points/issues. 
Your Assessment. 
Please rate L~e above characteristics in order of importance as you 
see i t~ 
~ext to the numbers below place the letters ~epresenting the 
characteristics of your choice} (e.g . 'S if you think enthusiasm is 
the most important, place A next to number l i if you think 
approachability is next in importance , place G next to number 2 
and so on until you have cOi:'!pleted the full Ii st) . 
Resj:onses. 
P~iority ~otal Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
~cte: 
E 
. 
n 
J 
E 
K 
G 
F 
C 
L 
~1 
I 
D 
H 
Us inc; S~earman's Rank 
, Sciance to Art 
2. ~ale to Female 
Science Arts ~~ale Female 
E E E E 
P . .~ A A 
J E K J 
B K E E 
K F , K u 
C G G C 
G J F F 
F L C L 
M I L)~ I 
, C C ~ 
D )1 C ~1 
I D I D 
E H E :I 
Crder Correlation: 
0 ,82 
({J 
U 
H 
'" ({J H 
~ 
1:l 
u 
";' 
~, 
.,,; 
::r:: 
u 
1. RATINGS - WHOLE POPULATION (i.e. 46) 
Total 
A 
B 
c 
1 
9 
3 
1 
D 0 
E 14 
F 7 
G 1 
H 0 
I 1 
J 
K 
L 
M 
5 
3 
1 
1 
46 
2 
6 
3 
7 
4 
7 
3 
5 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
46 
3 
6 
6 
1 
1 
5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
3' 
5 
5 
1 
46 
4 
5 
8 
3 
1 
3 
2 
6 
2 
2 
7 
3 
2 
2 
46 
5 
3 
5 
5 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
4 
6 
3 
3 
5 
46 
PRIORITY/POSITION 
6 
2 
3 
o 
5 
2 
2 
6 
1 
2 
2 
10 
4 
7 
46 
7 
2 
1 
5 
1 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
3 
8 
6 
5 
46 
8 
7 
7 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
o 
4 
8 
1 
5 
3 
46 
9 
o 
1 
6 
5 
4 
3 
6 
2 
5 
4 
8 
1 
1 
46 
10 
1 
4 
6 
5 
o 
7 
3 
3 
5 
1 
1 
6 
4 
46 
178. 
11 , 1213 
1 
3 
3 
7 
2 
4 
3 
3 
6 
1 
o 
6 
7 
46 
3 
2 
3 
7 
o 
4 
3 
2 
9 
2 
2 
1 
8 
46 
1 
o 
4 
5 
o 
1 
o 
27 
2 
o 
4 
1 
46 
1 
Total 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
2. SCORING. The scoring is based on 13 points for a first choice, 12 points 
for a second choice ... and so on, until 1 point for a thirteenth 
choice. 
13 
A 117 
B 39 
C 13 
D 0 
E 182 
F 91 
G 13 
H 0 
12 
72 
36 
84 
48 
84 
36 
60 
12 
11 
66 
66 
11 
11 
55 
55 
55 
22 
10 
50 
80 
30 
10 
30 
20 
60 
20 
9 
27 
45 
45 
9 
36 
27 
18 
18 
8 
16 
24 
o 
40 
16 
16 
48 
8 
SCORES 
7 
14 
7 
35 
7 
21 
28 
28 
7 
6 
42 
42 
12 
24 
12 
6 
12 
o 
5 
o 
5 
30 
25 
20 
15 
30 
10 
4 
4 
16 
24 
2 
3 
9 
9 
20 21 
o 6 
28 12 
12 9 
12 9 
2 
6 
4 
6 
14 
o 
8 
6 
4 
I 13 24 11 20 36 16 21 24 25 , 20 18 18 
J 65 36 33 70 54 16 21 48 20 4 3 4 
K 39 24 55 30 27 80 56 6 40 4 0 4 
L1324552027324230 524182 
M 13 12 11 20 45 56 35 18 5 16 21 16 
Total 598 552 506 460 414 368 322 276 230 184 138 92 
1 
1 
o 
4 
5 
o 
1 
o 
27 
2 
1 
o 
4 
1 
46 
'lbtal 
418 
373 
303 
234 
462 
343 
351 
149 
248 
375 
365 
296 
269 
4,186 
179 . 
3 . RATING OF ITEMS: Whole group ( i.e. 46) 
3 . 1. E has the ability to communicate with students ( 462) 
3.2. A i s enthusiastic ( 41B) 
3.3. J has the ability to encourage disc ussion ( 375) 
3 . 4. B is willing to accept students' ideas (373) 
3.5. K has the ability to stimulate interest (365) 
3.6. G is approachable (351 ) 
3 . 7. F takes a personal interest in students as individuals (343) 
3.B . C has the ability to incorporate into the discussion 
the ideas and issues raised by the stimulus 
material and the readings set 
3.9. L has the ability to adopt a flexible approach in 
discussions 
3 . 10 M has the ability to clarify ideas/points/issues 
3.11 . I dces not dominate discussions 
3.12 . D has the ability to prevent individuals from 
dominating discussion 
3.13 . H is academically very competent 
NOTE: Six of the fifty-two candidates did not complete 
a full ranking list and, as a result, their con-
tributions are not included. 
( 303 ) 
( 296) 
( 269) 
( 24B) 
( 234) 
( 149) 
180. 
4. RATINGS AND SCORES : SCIENCE AND ART STUDENTS. 
4.1. Ratings - Science Students (21). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 'Ibtal 
A 3 3 4 3 0 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 21 
B 0 2 5 2 2 3 2 0 21 
C 5 0 2 4 2 0 2 21 
D 0 3 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 4 3 2 3 21 
Ul E 8 3 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 21 
u 
H · 
3 2 2 0 «. F 2 3 0 4 21 
Ul: 
H 
<>:. G 2 2 0 3 4 2 2 2 0 21 
£il 
«. 
H 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 11 21 u 
~ I 0 0 2 0 0 3 4 2 6 21 ..: 
:r: 
u J 3 3 3 4 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 21 
K , 2 2 2 3 4 0 3 0 2 0 21 
L 0 2 3 2 2 0 2 4 0 3 21 
M 2 2 3 0 0 3 4 2 21 
Total 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
(fJ 
U 
H 
... 
(fJ 
H 
0: 
~ 
U 
~ 
..:: 
::c: 
U 
(fJ 
U 
H 
... (fJ 
H 
0: 
:.l 
... 
u 
r:l 
:il 
u 
4.2. SCORING - SCIENCE STUDENTS (21). 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
1btal 
13 
39 
13 
13 
G 
101 
13 
13 
o 
13 
39 
13 
o 
13 
273 
SCORES 
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
36 44 
o 22 
30 9 0 0 30 
18 
6 
12 
o 0 
50 18 16 7 5 4 
60 11 
36 0 
10 9 0 14 
o 0 24 7 
20 8 
o 16 
12 
12 
24 
o 
o 
33 
33 
11 
22 
o 
o 9 8 
10 18 16 
20 0 24 
o 18 8 
10 18 0 
21 6 
7 0 
28 12 
7 0 
o 18 
15 
10 
10 
10 
5 
36 11 30 36 0 14 12 10 
12 22 20 18 24 28 0 15 
12 11 10 18 24 14 12 0 
12 11 20 18 24 0 0 5 
252 231 210 189 168 147 126 lOS 
o 
12 
4 
o 
16 
o 
4 
8 
12 
84 
4.3. RATINGS - ART STUDENTS (25). 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
1btal 
1 
6 
2 
o 
2 
3 
3 
2 
o 1 
6 6 
6 2 
o 3 
o 1 
3 
2 
4 
o 
4 
2 
3 
2 
1 1 
2 3 
2 1 
4 4 
o 2 
5 
2 
3 
4 
6 7 8 
222 
1 0 4 
031 
9 
o 
o 
2 
1 202 5 
3 1 011 
10311 
2 3 004 
00000 
02112 
20242 
2 1 311 
1 1 411 
o 0 0 0 3 
2 
2 
7 
1 
4 
3 
1 
4 
4 
5 
1 
6 
1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
5 
1 
o 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
10 11 
1 
3 
4 
1 
o 
4 
2 
3 
1 
1 
o 
4 
1 
25 
o 
1 
3 
4 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
o 
o 
2 
3 
25 
12 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
6 
o 
9 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
o 0 
o 8 
6 2 
6 0 
6 12 
3 0 
o 4 
12 0 
12 4 
63 42 
13 
1 
o 
3 
5 2 
o 0 
o 0 
2 0 
2 16 
3 
2 
o 
1 
6 
25 
1 
1 
o 
1 
o 
25 
181. 
1 
o 
o 
1 
3 
o 
1 
o 
11 
1 
o 
o 
3 
1 
21 
1btal 
193 
161 
156 
ill 
208 
140 
154 
82 
99 
191. 
160 
124 
132 
1btal 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
4.4. SCORING - ARTS STUDENTS (25). 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
1btal 
13 12 
78 36 
26 36 
o 24 
o 12 
78 72 
78 24 
o 36 
o 12 
SCORES 
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
22 20 18 16 14 12 0 4 
44 3027 8 024 012 
o 20 36 0 21 6 10 16 
3 2 1 
o 4 1 
320 
923 
11 10 9 16 0 12 25 4 12 10 2 
22 30 27 8 0 6 5 0 6 0 0 
22 10 9 0 21 6 5 16 12 0 0 
44 40 18 24 0 0 20 8 3 4 0 
o 20 0 0 0 0 0 12 3 4 16 
o 24 11 10 18 16 21 6 20 4 12 6 1 
26 0 22 40 18 16 7 36 10 4 0 4 1 
26 12 33 10 9 56 28 6 25 0 0 0 0 
13 12 44 10 9 8 28 18 5 16 6 2 1 
o o o o 27 32 35 18 o 4 9 12 o 
325 275 2SO 225 200 175 ISO 125 100 75 SO 25 
4.5. RATINGS - MALE STUDENTS (25) . 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
1 
6 
o 
1 
o 
7 
5 
1 
o 
o 
2 
2 
o 
1 
Total 25 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
5 
1 
4 
o 
o 
2 
1 
1 
1 
25 
PRIORITY/POSITION 
3 
3 
4 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
o 
1 
3 
3 
o 
4 
4 
5 
2 
5 
2 
2 
1 
6 7 
1 0 
3 1 
o 1 
o 1 2 1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 4 1 
122 
314 
1 2 1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
202 
3 0 3 
262 
035 
322 
8 
4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 
2 
7 
1 
1 
2 
25 25 25 25 25 25 
9 10 11 12 13 
o 1 
1 2 
3 4 
2 4 
o 0 
2 3 
3 1 
2 1 
4 1 
2 0 
6 1 
o 5 
o 2 
25 25 
110 
210 
222 
243 
000 
221 
220 
o 2 13 
562 
110 
000 
114 
7 3 0 
25 25 25 
182. 
1btal 
225 
212 
147 
123 
254 
203 
197 
67 
149 
184 
205 
172 
137 
Total 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
OJ 
U 
H 
"' OJ H 
0: 
~ 
U 
..: 
0: 
!il 
u 
4.6. SCORING - MALE STUDENTS (25). 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
13 12 11 
78 24 33 
o 24 44 
13 48 11 
o 
91 
65 
13 
o 
24 
60 
12 
48 
o 
11 
44 
22 
11 
22 
SCORES 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
40 18 8 0 24 0 4 
:0 18 24 7 12 5 8 
20 9 0 7 12 15 16 
o 9 
10 · 36 
10 18 
30 9 
10 18 
16 
8 
16 
32 
8 
7 18 10 16 
14 6 0 0 
14 0 10 12 
21 0 15 4 
7 0 10 4 
3 
3 
6 
6 
6 
o 
6 
6 
o 
2 
2 
2 
4 
8 
o 
4 
4 
4 
1 
o 
o 
2 
3 
1 
o 
13 
o 0 0 10 18 0 14 12 20 4 15 12 2 
26 24 . 11 30 27 0 21 42 10 0 3 2 0 
26 12 33 10 18 48 14 6 30 4 0 0 0 
o 12 33 10 0 24 35 6 0 20 3 2 4 
13 12 0 20 27 16 14 12 0 8 21 6 0 
'Ibtal 325 3CO 275 2:0 225 2CO 175 1:0 125 100 75 :0 25 
4.7. RATING - FEMALE STUDENTS (21). 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
'Ibtal 
PRIORITY/POSITION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
3 4 
3 1 
o 3 
3 1 
2 3 
o 1 
1 
3 
4 
1 2 3 0 
o 0 5 0 
o 4 0 3 
o 2 0 1 0 3 013 
721201114 
2 2 311 021 1 
o 1 431 2 1 2 3 
010100000 
121122121 
312 
1 1 2 
112 
o 0 1 
4 3 
2 1 
1 3 
o 2 
2 
4 
1 
5 
012 
602 
1 4 1 
311 
o 
2 
2 
1 
o 
4 
2 
2 
4 
1 
o 
1 
2 
o 
1 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
o 
o 
5 
o 
12 
2 
1 
1 
13 
1 
o 
2 
3 2 
o 0 
2 0 
1 0 
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'Ibtal 
234 
2CO 
163 
128 
269 
190 
193 
96 
107 
196 
201 
149 
149 
'Ibtal 
184. 
4.8. SCORING - FEMALE STUDENTS (21). 
SCORES 
13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 'lbtal 
A 39 48 33 10 9 8 14 18 0 0 0 4 1 184 
B 39 12 22 30 27 0 0 30 0 8 3 2 0 173 
C 0 36 0 10 36 0 28 0 15 8 3 2 2 140 
Ul D 0 24 0 10 0 24 0 6 15 4 15 6 2 106 
u 
H E 91 24 11 20 0 8 7 6 20 0 6 0 0 193 ,... 
Ul 
H F 26 24 33 10 9 0 14 6 5 16 6 4 0 153 
'" OJ ,...
G 0 12 44 30 9 16 7 12 15 8 3 2 0 158 u 
~ H 0 12 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 0 14 53 ~ . 
~ . 
U I 13 24 11 10 18 16 7 12 5 16 3 6 0 141 
J 39 12 22 40 27 16 0 6 10 4 0 2 1 179 
K 13 12 22 20 9 32 42 0 10 0 0 4 0 164 
L 13 12 22 10 27 8 7 24 5 4 15 0 0 147 
M 0 0 II 0 18 40 21 6 5 8 0 10 1 120 
'lbtal 273 252 231 210 189 168 147 126 106 84 63 42 21 1911 c/c 
185. 
4.9. COMPARATIVE RATINGS AND SCORES. 
Who1 e Group ( 46) Science(21) Art(25) Ma1e(25) Female (21) 
1 E ( 462) E ( 208) E (254) E (269 ) E ( 193) 
2 A ( 418) A (193) A (225) A ( 234) A (184) 
3 J (375) J (191) B (212 ) K (201 ) J (179) 
4 B (373) B (1 61) K (205) B (200) B (173) 
'" 
5 K (365) K ( 160) F (203) J (196 ) K (164) 
'" Cl 
'" 
6 G ( 351) C (156) G (197) G (193 ) G (158) 0 
<.? 7 F (343) G ( 154) J (184) F (190) F (15 3 ) 
z 
H 8 C (303) F (140) L (172) C (163) L (147) ~ 
z · 
~ 9 L ( 296) M (132) I (149) L (149) I (141) 
10 M (269) L ( 124) C (147) M (1 49 ) C (140) 
11 I (248 ) D (Ill ) M (137) D (128) M (120) 
12 D (23 4) I 99) D (123) I (107 ) D (106) 
13 H (149 ) H 82) H ( 67) H ( 96) H ( 53) 
'lbtals 4186 c/c 1911 + 2275 2275 + 1911 
5. SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION. 
The Spearman Rank order Correlation is a non-parametric test and as 
such does not require that data approximate normal distribution . It is 
"used to compare two sets of r anks to determine their degree of equi-
valence." (Tuckman , 1972, p . 244) 
Of interest to this researcher is the fac t that on t he face of it, 
there appears to be a great similarity between the ranking of (a) 
Science and Art students , and (b) Male and Female students . The 
Spearman Rank order Correlation is used, therefore , to determine 
t h e degree of similarity . 
186. 
5.2 . SCIENCE AND ART STUDENTS. 
Ranking 
CHARACTERISTICS SCIENCE ART D D2 
A 2 2 0 0 
B 4 3 1 1 
C 6 10 -4 16 
D 11 12 -1 1 
E 1 1 0 0 
F 8 5 3 9 
G 7 6 1 1 
H 13 13 0 0 
I 12 9 3 9 
J 3 7 -4 16 
K 5 4 1 1 
L 10 8 2 4 
M 9 11 -2 4 
62 
1 - 6 l: 
D2 
r 
J-5 N 
1 - 3.72 2184 
1 - .18 
.82 
187. 
5.1. MALE AND FEMALE STUDENTS. 
Ranking 
CHARACTERISTICS MALE FEMALE D D2 
A 2 2 0 0 
8 4 4 0 0 
C 8 10 
-2 4 
D 11 12 
-1 1 
E 1 1 0 0 
F 7 7 0 0 
G 6 6 0 0 
H 13 13 0 0 
I 12 9 3 9 
J 5 3 2 4 
K 3 5 -2 4 
L 9.5 8 1.5 2.25 
M 9.5 11 - 1.5 2.25 
26.50 
? 
1 -
6 I: D-
r ~ 3 s 
N - N 
1 -
159 
~ 
2184 
~ 1 - .07 
~ . 93 
Itis important to note that both correlations are significant at better 
than the 1% level of confidence. Further, Siegel (1956) makes the point 
that "the efficiency of the Spearman Rank Correlation when compared with 
the most powerful parametric correlation J the Pearson 'r'J is about 
91 percent" (p . 213). 
188. 
A~sess~ent of the ';iliout to Teach ' tutors. Please offer you!'" O\VI1 
assessment of each of t.he tutors. If you did not attend a session ;:,y any 
one, or more J of the tutors) please indicate \vhy. 
'!'UTCR A. 
1. Reasonable . 
2. ris a person he seems ni.ce but I didn ' t find the tuts very stimulating. 
In fact at times I have to admi t that I t.Jas bored . 
3. I.:1teresting approach. :,'iorld view is set and was abl e: to facilitat~ 
discussion . 
4. Used to wea!'" a tie everyday. Has some set ideas about this and that. 
5 . Very :riendly and appr:::)achable . :Jot cont:.-oversial enough . 
6. Can stimulate an interesting discussion . Don't a110\.; one :cerson to 
domi na te until he confuses himself . 
7. :'00 insipid . t-iot very sure of hi:nself . Eut he did:1 ' ': -::'cminate - C-ood . 
o. Allowed discussion to take course thoug~ kept i!1 ::ouncs c: 
:-eadi:1gs . 
9. I don't feel! can offer a fai:- assessment after having only one 
tutorial session with this tutor. 
10. Good . 
11. Good. 
12. Ve::y so;t- spoken and as a resul t the discussion died . He talks a bit 
rr:.uch . 
13. ~.';as ve~y pleasant but not forc e ful enough. 
14 . ':'encs to ~<:lo\v wherE: he wants to go and forces eve=ythi ::i g t.:-:8 g~cup 
SeyS into that f=a:nG \>, or:<. 
15. Xot acc8ptable tc me as a person - mcyte it's the :;'ooks i.e. sly 
IS . ?orfect • 
..:. 7. ~ ; :: 'v'e~ dOiTI":nated the t;-::-ou;:J onc~ and the : '::'':'-5-:: session ,\.,as ;:;".sally a 
c!""ying out session to :. ... t =!i ::'uca t;-!e course . Ve r y capable: tutc:- . V<::.ry 
:1ice p8rson ~·iZ10 har.d2.ed ;.!s ' ro£uas ' ' ..... i t~ a lot of ::-espect and care . 
189. 
18. .\ very competent tutor. Has ability to communicate well with the 
students - A+ 
19 . Handled discussion well and \..,a5 able to clarify points of contention. - 3 . 
20 . Did not attend. 
21 . Ideally suited but tended to be a ~it too soft- hearted in terms of 
di sci ph ne . 
).1i ssed the session. Can I t remember \vhy . 
23 . Quiet) but very good . He stir:1ulated thought . 
24 . Si ncere) but the grou p '.,..,as strai!'led as it was oeing videod . 
25 . Poe to/anted to make his point mo st times and directed the discussion that 
\vay e ve n if ·.,..,e dian I t think it was valid. 
26 . Enjoyed it. Had the ability to stimulate interest, even "hen meny of 
us had done the reading. 
27. Very good - intere5ting . 
28. Took quite a while for this discussion to get underway. 
29. Fine) but did not round off enough at the end of discussion. 
30. No cornmen t . 
31 . Has app!'"oachable and \.;illing to accept our ideas . 
32. Good at clarifying issues and dra'tling discussions togethe=-. Someti mes 
allowed more o u t going students to dominate. 
33 . Too indecisive and reti=ing - hindered and inhibited discussion . 
People did not feel at ease. 
34. Can' t remember much about the tut except that it was not dominatQQ cy 
Tutor rl - joi~eJ in. 
35. QUiet, passive, accepting, friendly . 
36. Very ~ccepting of student ideas . Respects the individual . At times a 
little timid . 
37 . In teres ted and easy to tal:c to; ;;':1o'.Vledgeable and posi ti -'e, recepti -;e 
to ideas . 
190. 
38. Very quiet. Therefore, couldn I t re2.11y drat" our group out. However J 
as only three of us arrived] can't blame him at all. 
39. C.B.LA. (quietly so, I think). 
40. Good but seemed to lack spontaneity or hu~our or something! 
to get all involved. 
':':-i ed 
41. He was the first tutor I encountered - found him re l axed and he 
got u s I in to I the ide9- of the tuts. Tended to be a bi t vague J 
perhaps. 
42. tiad a subject clash. 
43 . i-1issed this session. 
4 ~ . He i s quite good, but a little bit unclear, and his Guietness makes 
it difficult · for one to approach him . He encourages individual 
par ti ci. pa ti on . 
45. Do9S not have easy acceptance of othe::.s' ideas. 
46. Good at listening to students and incorporating :heir v iew-poi:1ts into 
discussion . 
47. 9id ~ot attend. 
48. Cidn't attend . 
49. C~od . Can elicit argument. 
50 . Vel-Y ccmpetent. Does not dominate, but leads t~e group very ~vell. 
51. Encou~aged us to talk . ACc8pted our opi nions. 
52. Competent . 
191. 
TUTOR B 
1. Very helpful. 
2. Excellent. ~\'cnderful person \-/ith a genuine personality and a real 
concern for ot~er people. Very stimulating tutor too. 
3. &~iableJ easy going J friendly and an excellent tuto~ because of 
continuous encouragement. 
4. Tends to let discuS-5l0n wander. Otherwise he has intaresting things 
to say. 
5. An open- minded person who respects each parson's individual ideas 
~~'hether good or b ad. 
6. You defini tely are interested in \",hat other peo~le think . This is 
interesting for you make ~s all talk. Don't forget to shaye your 
own ideas with us. 
7. Good. Talked a ~it much but had interesting things to say. 
8. Someone to/ho develops enthusiasm and in so doing stimulates discussion. 
9. I don't feel I can offer a fair assess~ent after having only one 
tutorial session with thlS tutor . 
10. Excellent. 
11. Very good. 
12. InJ:.e resting and one '",ill not doubt that he has done psychology -
but he does much of the talking. 
13. Pleasant and interesting. rteady to hear everyone else's ·Jie'.vs . 
14. Excellent - , amusing, interesting, sti:nulating tut - allows <9veryone 
to speak and ties ends up well. 
15. Cia not attend. 
~ 6. Perfect . 
17. :'ikes to talk ~ lot but I :ound him interesting, sti:nulating and 
the session CQ'...l1.d have gone on fQrever. Very appz-oacnable and l i~eable 
person. Very nice person ',-;ho handled us I !""ogues' Hi th a lot of =espe ct 
and ·::are. 
192. 
18 . :':as ill for t~is tut. 
19 . Very interesting; allovied the discussion to develop natuYally. t~ . 
20 . Is enthusiastic and communicates well. Geneyally very good. ~+ 
21. Ideall y sui ted . 
22. Ve::y good. LISTENED to anyone who tad anything to say and didn ' t flog 
a dead horse l i.e. go for t~o periods when we had dried up in t~e 
first. 
23 . Very snthusiastic . Handled the tut '.<e l l. 
24. Open, friendly) approachabl e. En joyed his group . 
25 . ~oo ~uch personal experience - needec more discussion f=c~ g~oup -
(I 'm being very critical). 
26. Excellent. Has the right approach . !s not the conservative teache= of 
old. Has his own ideas but is willing to listen to others. 
27. E;,cellent . Interesting. 
28. Geed. Generated some interest in the topic . Students bec3me i nvolved. 
29. Fine. 
30. Excellent. Gets everyo ne involved . Very relaxed atIT.osphere. 
31 . Took a personal interest in the students and offered i nteresti~g 
corrunents. Prevented domination from certain individuals. 
32. Absent . 
33 . Good but tended to dominate - i.\aybe be cause we never had anythir:g to 
S2-y. 
34. C~od but tended to dominate the discussion slightly too much . 
35. :Jarm, accepting J friendly, stimulating . 
36 . Very accep ting of student ideas . Appears to have had vast personal 
expe~ience . . ; very balanced though cri tical ( constructive~ attitude . 
37. In S ~"';. :1. ~·L V.A . 
193. 
38. Very interesting. I feel he was the most successful with our 
group and really got us going. 
39. Tutor a found this a difficult tut. Lack of response from the group. 
Centred on anti-punishment in a way. 
40. I cannot recall if he was good or excellent (he was one or the 
other), because a fellow student decided to use this meeting to 
vent her frustrations on me in a personal attack which distracted 
me from the proceedings. 
41. Enjoyed tut very much - he was very 'real' - encouraged openness, 
frankness. Being relaxed about sharing from personal experience 
very valuable. 
42 . Had a subject clash. 
43. Good, interested, interesting, well~informed. 
44. He is approachable and he 'mixes' well with students which helps 
remove the barrier of lecturers-students relationships and commu-
nication. Only, he keeps us a bit too long . 
45. Stimulating, flexible, enthusiastic, approachable, able to commu-
nicate, etc. etCa 
46. Good communication ability - N. B. for a successful tut. 
47. Enjoyed the tut . I normally hate talking in tuts but found myself 
relaxing and contributing to the discussion. 
48. Very relaxing atmosphere engendered by tutor. Provided good input. 
49. Good. Approachable, interested in students. 
50. Very enthusiastic and interesting. Identifies and relates to 
students very well . 
51. Good, encouraged discussion. Made us feel our ideas were worthwhile. 
52. Very competent. 
194. 
TUTOR C: 
1 . Didn't come. Father out from England. 
2. Excellent . Seems to have a super way with people . He is very 
approachable and concerned with individuals . 
3. Good tutor . Open to di scussion and criticism. >lore neutral than 
most which is good. 
4. Talks a lot I think. He also has some set ideas of .. ,hat teaching 
is about and he puts them across forcibly. 
5. Controversial , always looking for flaws in an educational system . 
His views on education are unbiased, honest and stimulating, 
leaving one wi th a very open-minded atti tude regarding education. 
6. You honestly en joy discus sions. Always try to stop it when we are 
still enthusiastic so that we don't :niss the point other1,vise your 
tutorials are stimulating. 
7 . Good . Draws the quieter people out. 
8 . Showed warmth of personality , enthusiasm and concerr. for students . 
9 . I don ' t feel I can off~r a fair assessment after having only one 
tutorial session with this tutor. 
10. Excellent. 
11. Very good. 
l2. Enthusiastic . Can stimulate discussion and goes beyond the subject 
to clarify a point. 
13. Dominated the discussion too much . 
14 . Excellent - also allows everyone to say their bit and ties it in 
'veIl - a Ii ttl2 too accepting maybe . 
15 . Excellent. 
16 . Perfect. 
17 . ':'his session '<'ias the most emotionally cha=qed of all and Tutor C 
handled it with panache . He 2.l· . .Jays stimulated interest while i,'9 
went at eac:t ct:'er 'har:'Jner a!1d tongs I (vertal only). Very nice 
person ,yho handled us I :-ogues I ' .... i th a lo t of respect and. cere. 
18 . In all, a very good tutor. Knows wher e a conversation is 
goi ng . A++. 
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19. Very interesting - shows a great ins igh t into the school s ystem . A. 
20. A. 
21 . Ideally s uited. 
22 . He handles the group very well - like always. Prepared to listen 
and a1 ways s eems en thusi as ti c . 
23 . lnteresting bu t 'vague at times. 
24. Interesting, but a bit r epe t itive. But I' m in his English group 
and he repeated some of the points he'd made to us. (minor 
cri tici sm). 
25. Good . 
26. Did our video tut with Tu tor C. Exce llent. Ha s the right approach. 
Is not the conservative teacher of old. Has own ideas but willing 
to li sten to ethers. 
27 . Excellent . Easy manner . 
28. Guided discussions well. tvlade the tutorial ints!"esting . 
29 . ToO' patronising . 
30. Good. Ge ts right behind peoples' ideas. 
31. ~as approachable and enthusiastic . ~couraged discussion and was 
very tactful. 
32. Very approachable, but tends to talk too much. 
33. Excellent. Promoted discussion; in teresting additions brought out 
everybody's point of view. 
34. Good - got involved in the discussion without dominating it. 
35. Absenta \vas away in E.L. 
36. Very approachable , accepting of ideas. Very critical of traditional 
schools - capable o f stinulating discussion. 
37. Concerned, easy to talk tal draws people into discussion . 
196. 
38. Very interested in our opinions and has a lot to add in terms 
of experience. Managed to draw a feh' of us out . 
39. E.G.C . F.N. 
40. I missed this session J but the group seemed to have really enjoyed 
it. Hy absence was due to the rna teri al I think; ei ther tha t or 
residence crises. 
41 . Enjoyed tut (pri vate schools - pros and cons). ShottJed perception 
in his guiding of discussion . Appreciated him taking a back seat. 
42 . Fantastic - open to ideas from students . Has the ability to 
encourage a response from tu t orial members and adds examples 
f rom his own expe~ience to explain how he would have handled 
certain situations. 
43 . Excellent co~mand of language . 
44 . Encourages student parti cipation largely and his praise is a good 
incenti ve for student participation . He ' s also approachable. 
45 . Could be less serious. 
46 . Incor porates hi s own teaching experiences in a very valuabl e manner. 
47 . Excellent tutor who encourages everyone to cont=ibute . 
48. Encouraging tutor. 
49. Geed. KnOl<S children, thus competent - open . 
50. Quiet , UncS SUITQng and relaxed with the group. rilso very competent 
and enthusiastic. 
51. Good . 
52. Very competent. 
197. 
'rU':'OR D: 
1. Very helpful. 
24 Also good. He has-good ideas but there is something that bothers me 
about him - I cannot work it out now - it needs a lot of thought. 
3. Bit stiff, yet can be welcoming of ideas. Also tends to dominate and 
push own view. 
4 . Interesting. His science background shows. 
5. Is enthusiastic and stimulates any discussion in a posi ti ve way. 
6. You throw it at us and we jump for it. But we are not always right. 
Do not be too lenient . 
7. Very good. Also tried to get the quiet ones to talk. 
8. Left discussion pretty much to group . 
9. I don't feel I can offer a fair assessment after having only 
one tutorial session with this tutor . 
10.· C-ood. 
11. l:sefu1. 
12. Interesting, with a sense of humour that makes it ve~y easy and 
lovely to be in his group. 
l3. Not really interested in what females have to say (sexist) but fun 
to discuss things with. 
14. Good tut - maybe not so good on the encouraging of the group to 
speak - accepting and ties it up well . 
15. Good. 
15. Perfect. 
17. Loud, boisterous but a very likeable and approachabl e ;:erson . Has a 
caring attitude. Ve~y nice person who handled us 'rogues ' with a 
lot of respect and care. 
18 . .~le to communicate well. ~ccepts students ideas and collates them. A. 
19. Good - handled tut ·,.,ell. B. 
20. ;\. 
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21. Ideally suited. 
22 . Tends to dominate a l i ttle, but tried hard . 
23 . Tended to dominate. 
24. Friendly, open to ideas, approachable. 
25 . L)ominant . 
26. No comment. (Comment . given applies to Educational Technology tutorials) 
27 . Excellent. 
28 . Very good. Really enjoyed discussion. ,'ias friendly and easy to 
communicate with and encouraged students to speak . 
29. Fine . But not seen alone as ,"e had a mixed group wi th F . 
30. Good . Very relaxed . Don't like his method of going away in groups 
and then reporting back. 
3l . Clarified ceytain points for us. Enthusiastic . 
32. Relaxed and good at encouraging quiet students to share in discussion . 
33 . Excellent - easy going and did not take a dominant role. C-ood, 
interesting discussion . 
34 . Excellent . 
35. Friendly, s timulating , dominan t . 
36. C~od at stimulating discussion and accepting of ideas generally , 
although at times appears a Ii ttle arrogant . I like his approach 
though . 
37. Easy going and relaxed . Rece~tive and responsive . 
38 . h"hat an enthusiastic person~ Enjoyed the group disc,..ss~on bu t felt 
that it ;'las too big as we combined wi th 2.nather group_ 
39. A.C.J . D. 
40. Qui te dorr.i nant. Good sense 0 _- humour and r:ianaged to get :;;ost of us 
i.nvolved . 
41. Very relaxed . Students shared easily in t:';'is environr::ent . 
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42. Dtstant. Tends to dominate which in turn seems to discourage co~~ent. 
A very class-like atmosphere tended to prevail which dissuaded 
di scussion. 
43. Missed this session. 
44. Also encourages student participation and directs q~estions clearly. 
45. Fun. Able to communicate with students. 
46. V8ry ~elaxed tuts. but much can be gained f rom then . 
47. Did not attend. 
48 . Didn't attend. Think I slept in! 
49. Can't remember. 
50. ~Jll of energy. Enthusiastic and very relaxed with the group. 
51. Good. ~"lade us examine our ideas . 
52. Very competent. 
TUTOR E: 
, 
" . Dour. 
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2. Fair as a tutor. I found him a bit sarcastic and got the feeling 
that he disliked me. Funny, I never took to him very much. 
3. Average. Distant at times. Hard to approach and can be off- putting. 
Better with bigger groups than small . 
4. Unapproachable. 
5. Conservative in his approach, but very sensible. 
6. Your ideas are always interesting and helpful but try not to involve 
yourself teo much in case we listen and dream. 
7. Unapproachable. He accepted peoples' ideas. C~od. 
8 . Formal but friendly. 
9. I don't fael I can offer a fair assessment after having only one 
tutorial session with this tutor. 
10.. Fair .. 
11 . Useful but not as enthusiastic as other tutors - also paid too much 
attention to the articles. 
12 . Very difficult to be with him - seldom smiles. 
13. Too formal, but pleasant. 
14 . Excellent - continual flow of ideas, stimulating discussicn - every-
body talked and ideas were accepted and tied into the whole. 
15. Don't enjoy. 
16 . Possibly a little dry. 
17. Quiet, introverted but a very capable tutor and ideally suited to 
the role. Very nice person who nandled us 'roguas' Hith a lot of 
respect and care . 
18. Was ill for this tut. 
19. Stlmulating - handled topic well. B. 
20. B. 
21 . Ideally suited . 
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22 . Missed the session. The reason escapes me once again. 
23 . Dogmatic, but important practical issues were raised. 
24 . Found him very stimulating and he gave everyone a chance to think and 
talk - no rush . Guided the group with questions and left it to us. 
25 . Good. 
26. Good at starting discussions. 
27. Not so interesting. A little overpm"ering. 
28. Discussion very one-sided. Came to a standstill; students did not 
open up, rather let tutor speak . Became boring. 
29. Fine . 
30 . Fair. A bit too formal . 
31. OUr group was a bit more reserved, but eventually relaxed. 
32 . Absent due to illness. 
33. Good. Brought in outside information apart from the stimulus. 
Gained a lot from his Tut . 
34. Had him for the Tut. after· day in the schools. - a general feedback 
tut. 
35 . Distant , cold, accepting , smiling . 
36. I did not attend . Very unpredictable. Conservative and defensive . 
Not an endearing personality. Takes job seriously (evidenced by 
copious note- taking during films). 
37. Distant and smiling - difficult to approach. 
38. Had a ve=y short discussion in this group_ The discussion petered 
out - he left it at that! Truly appreciated. Not approachable. 
39 . E. l . :-'1issed second t ut. on discipline. Cannot remember f,.;hy. 
4C . I ~~s sed this one . I think because of material and tutor. ?utor 
S seemed to me then very II s tand-offish ll • 
41. Austere. I was reluctant to contribute . 
l~2 . Nerely asked questions - elici ted responses certainly but 
without any comment at all. Quite disconcerting. 
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43. Good . Manages a discussion well but too reticent to put his own 
opinion across. 
44 . \vas good too, but not always receptive of all ideas . He also 
e ncourages student participation . 
45. ~lissed this tut due to illness. 
46 . Appears to be very critical of student behaviour/responses - can 
hinder discussion. 
47. Good tutor who stimulated discussion . 
48. Tends to structure discussion too much - didn't enjoy tut. in 
terms of atmosphere at all. 
49. No comment. 
50. Quiet, but also enthusiastic. Also very competent . 
~l. Inclined to be pedantic. Too critical of student ideas. 
52 . Competent. 
203. 
TUTOR F: 
1. Reasonable. 
2. No comment on h i m as a person . All I can say is that I hated his 
tutorial and I found him unusual when he critted me on T.P . As 
a tutor I felt myself closing up when he lead the group. 
3. HaYd to communicate with. Discussion tended to die and needed more 
vibrant input. 
4. Radical ideas which do come across even t~ough he tri es to conceal 
them. Will willingly steer a discussion towards politics . 
5. A superb 'catalyst ' for any discussion. 
6. Don't hesitate to tell us when you disagree. Sometimes we just talk 
for kicks. 
7. Okay. Talked to everyone and made everyone feel included . 
8. Allows freedom of discussion but constraints on going further -
though at easy p ace. 
9. I don't feel I can offer a fair assessment after having only one 
tutorial session wi th this tutor. 
10. Fair/Good. 
11. Good. 
12. Throws the discussion around the place to encourage contr ibutions. 
13. has great abili ty to stimulate discussions. Very interesting to hear 
a person wi th such defini t e vie',",points. 
14. Tended to dominate the tut a little - asked questions to which we 
didn't see the point. 
15. Enjoyable. 
16. Per :ect. 
17. A very pleasant session was spent with Tutor F . This session was also 
very interes t ing and ~hought-provoking . He really knows what he is 
talking about and handles the se- called controversies 'Ni th style. 
Very approachable person . Very nice person \ .... ho handl ed us ' rog'J.es' 
with a lot of respect and. caYe . 
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18. ije is also a good tutor. His own views he makes known. A. 
19 . Fairly interesting. Generated good discussion. B. 
20. J'l-. 
21. Ideally sui ted. 
22.. Had joint session '.Vith Tutor D's group and didn't hear much from 
Tutor F. 
23. Quiet and therefore- a little distant, but his handling of the Tut 
was very good .. 
24. Not as open and a bit more formal (than the others). He tended to 
talk a bit more. 
25. Absent - illness. 
26. Didn't attend his tut. 
27.. Not so in terest±ng .. 
28. No comment . 
29. Fine, but nat .seen alone as we had a mixed group INith Tutor D. 
30. No comment. 
31. Discussion continued) even though all relevant points had been made. 
32. Excellent at raising controversial issues and listening to others' 
ideas. 
33. Poor. Discussion was stilted and not very beneficial. 
34. Joi'ned up wi th Tutor D's group. F took a back seat. ~','l101e group 
di vided into small groups to discuss topics - then feedback. 
35. Did not have him. ;-;0 particular reason. 
35. Very controversial. Stimulates discussion. Seems approachable. 
37. Idealistic but responsive to indi viduali ty and c:::-eati vi ty. 
38. Felt rather inti midated by F but, nonetheless, ',ve managed to get 
out quite a loc tn the group discussion . 
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39. a . C.D. 
40 . Really interesting and interested. He didn't manage to draw all in 
our group into the discussions sometimes but tried to. 
41. Interesting discussion. He guided it well. Possibly slightly too 
philosophical for me. 
42 . \Vas teamed up with D for one tut and simply faded into background. 
Quite an acade~~c approach to di scussion which did not encourage 
free discussion . 
43. ~lissed this session. 
44 . Encourages student participation but has a tendency to dominate L~e 
discussion. 
45. Can be somewhat dogmatic. Could offer more individual attention. 
46. Does no t come across as being very impartial. Personal views too 
strong and can smother opposing vie· .... s. 
47. Did not attend . 
48 . Good approach although tended to be quiet at times when input "as 
perhaps needed. 
49. Not objective. OWn ideology interieres, even if it is true . (I agree, 
many don't). 
50. Quiet, but very relaxed i n a group situation. Does not dominate . 
51. Inhibits discussion by strong views held . 
5:1. Competent. 
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GENERAL POINTS: Please comment on the following: 
Duration of the course (too long, too short, more periods per week to 
the exclusion of others, etc.). 
1. A double tut can sometimes drive you nuts. 
2. I would rather have more of this type of input rather than philosophy, 
sociology and GEM. GEM should be shortened and the other two either 
improved or s.crapped completely. 
3. Just right length. Learned far more than at GEM . Could have had it 
3 times a week. 
4. Just right. 
5. More breaks between method lectures. Difficult to keep concentration 
up for long periods of time. 
6. I think it is reasonable. You've managed to spread the HDE 's numerous 
courses in a way I never thought possible. 
7. Three periods of tutorial discussion on Thursday is teo long. Two 
periods would be ample as people start to get restless. 
8. Evenly spaced. Just enough. 
9. Too short. 
10. Fine. 
11. Should be covered during the entire year and not crammed in. 
12. )lot that bad - it was interesting . 
13. Too short. It should carryon throughout the year . 
14. Too short - it would be nice to do it over a longer period of time 
but I ' m not sure even while saying that, that people might not get 
bored after a while . 
15. Too long - could fit in more method times - more importar.t. 
16. I would have liked a second session on authoritarian approaches i~ 
school. 
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17. Course is long enough. 
18. The course is perfect, apart from the discussions <tutorials) 
becoming boring because of too much time. 
19. Dead right. 
20. Just right. 
21. Duration of the course - ideal length. 
22. Exactly right and at the right time of the year. Maybe more stimulus 
and cut out a bi t of GEN. 
23. Fine. Perhaps a bit too long, however, as interest wanes towards the 
end. 
24. Too short. Could have continued as I found it one of the most bene-
fi ci al courses. 
25. I thought the course was the right length but some things could have 
been discussed less J e.g. discipline - it just made me more nervous. 
26. No cornmen t. 
27. Tuts sometimes too long. 
28. Good duration. One lesson stimulus material, one lesson discussion . 
29 . Too long. What was said could have been said in shorter time, as 
I regarded things like the headmasters, Day in a School, Discipline 
discussion as not that important, and could have been dropped. 
30. I think the course was just about the right length. 
31. The balance was fine. I don't think that more periods should be 
allocated. 
32. Fine. 
33. Just right. 
34. Not too long. Occasionally tuts could have been shorter. 
35. The course was just long enough to serve as an overall introduction. 
36. Just right. 
37. I enjoyed the stimulus input sessions - but sometimes tuts were too 
long. But, on the whole, all right. 
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38. I felt it was of sufficient length but sometimes wish it had been 
a little longer from a personal point of view. 
39. Just right probably. Members of groups tiring of each other? 
40. If it were possible alternatives might be a great idea. If we 
could elect topics or groups perhaps attendance may have been 
increased. Why did the course end - it was going so well? 
41. Possibly just right - could easily have had more tuts in the series, 
but may have killed the enthusiasm in us t;hich course fostered. 
42. Nb comment. 
43. Just right. 
44. More periods per week, especially during discussion. It could have 
been better if we had only two periods for discussion and a longer 
time for films etc . 
45 . Could have been a bit longer . 
46 . Satisfactory. 
47. Took up too much time. 
48 . Format was excellent (- i.e. stimulus on Tuesdays with discussion 
on Thursdays) providing opportunity to consider many aspects of 
Tuesday's input session. This course could never be too long though. 
49. Just right. 
50. I felt that the course was just right - in preparation for teaching 
practice. 
51. Could have been longer. 
52. Thi!1k it was long enough. Maybe should spend a li ttle more time at 
schools. 
Now that you have started your core subjects (Philosophy, Sociology, 
Psychology) do you feel that: 
211. 
During the period of "About-to-Teach" your method subject courses 
suffered because of a lack of specific knowledge in those core areas? 
1. No , not really. 
2. No. About to teach relied on peoples' personal values in life. These 
are there to stay and no t formed only when philcsophy etc. came onto 
the scene. 
3. No, because I did undergraduate courses in the 'core subjects', yet 
I feel that the above could have happened if this was not the case. 
4. Not really. Not much was done anyway. 
5. No. 
6. No. I personally believe we are doing them just at the correct time. 
If you can give them a month before T.P. 
7. No, we covered some psychology in our method courses. 
8. No. 
9. No . 
10. No. 
11. No. 
12. No. At least I ha"e done two of the subjects - sociology and psychology. 
13. :<0. 
14. No - if anything they are suffering in the 'gernors' now - philosophy is 
confusion, sociology, semi-confusion and psychology the only one on 
the ball and interesting (excluding any bias). 
15. Yes. 
16. No, I certainly would suffer in the three core subjects mentioned 
above if the About to Teach course had not been done first. 
17. Yes. 
18 . No - I don't think that "'y method courses suffered. 
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19. Would rather have an extended About to Teach course than philosophy 
or sociology. 
20. I don't think so. Personally, I think About to Teach is more 
valuable. 
21. It was up to students to relate About to Teach to core areas. 
22. Definitely not. At the moment I'm struggling to get into the core 
subjects and even now don't find them all that relevant to my 
method subject courses. 
23. No. 
24. No, not really. 
25. No. 
26. No. Much of the core subjects is · theoretical and I feel that although 
it could be useful this usefulness is over-rated. 
27. No. I don't feel philosophy, sociology or psychology contribute much 
to method subjects at all. The core subjects are far too theoretical 
and don't apply to the methods. 
28. Not really. Most people were able to pick out some key factors con-
cerning these subjects. 
29. Very much so. More time is needed for the core sUbjects. Important 
parts of About to Teach could be put into these courses. 
30. No. Do not find the core subjects helpful at all. 
31. No. Sometimes the About to Teach course was able to offer more 
practical hints. 
32. No. The ideas behind the 'knowledge' were introduced wi t hout the 
threat of 'lables'. 
33. Only on T.P. I found I could have done with some psychological and 
sociological knowledge. 'About to Teach' was interesting but I did 
not draw on it that much in T.P. 
34. No. 'About to Teach' stimulus was helpful. 
35. Not at all. 
36. No. The About to -Teach course offered a better base for dis-
cussion and self-awareness than these artificially theoretical 
courses could have. 
37. No. It was an easy entrance into teaching and allowed us to 
explore 'gut responses. 
38. Not really. 
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39. No the method courses didn't lack and now with the theory I find 
myself looking back to the situations. Could work in reverse, i.e. if 
we have A.T.T. after Educ. Theory will look back to theory, applying 
it to teaching situations. 
40. No. My 8.A . covered psychology, anthropology and sociology so I did 
not fee l a lack . 
41. No. I feel that one's classroom/ pupil understanding is largely in-
stinctive. Core subjects may be helpful, but in a real teaching situa-
tion one will draw on common-sense largely_ 
42. No. 
43. No. 
44. Not much . These theories are much more of a European and American 
fashicn. ~ they do not really offer much to an understanding of 
education in South Africa. 
45. Not at all. 
46. No. Actually helped in 'getting into' the core sub j ects. Especially 
for those who had not been acquainted with the core subjects pre-
viously - a good introduction t o core subjects in its own right. 
47. No. 
48. Not at all . 
4 9. Not at a l l . 
50 . No. This is where the About to Teach course was, in many ways, most 
helpful. 
51. No. 
52. Not reall y. 
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Having moved from general issues raised during the course and then into 
Teaching Practice you are now better prepared and informed for the 
reception of specific topics covered in the core courses? 
1. Certainly not philosophy so far. I can see us all writing dictionaries 
at the end of it. 
2. Yes, in a way although I find philosophy tedious, sociology difficult. In 
psychology there seems to be a continuation of the About to Teach course 
which is great. 
3. Yes, this is so, yet not from the side of philosophy. 
4. To me it seems like a better idea to start with the core courses and then 
'About to Teach ' . 
5. Yes . 
6. I think it's easier to understand them now. The situation is more 
practical. 
7. Yes. 
8. Not sure . 
9. English method, yes. Easier to make references to issues raised in About 
to Teach course because of flexibility and variety of English source 
materi al. 
10. Yes. 
11 . Yes. 
12. Yes. Especially now that I have been to the actual thing myself . 
l3. Yes. 
14. Yes, I guess so - I could answer better if I knew what issues were being 
covered - especially in philosophy . 
15. On occasions. 
16. Yes. 
17. No comment. 
18. Absolutely. I feel we need to teach before any core courses are thrown 
our way. 
19. Right. 
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20. True •. 
21. No comment . 
22. Definitely not. At the moment I ' m str uggling to get into the core 
subjects and even now don't find them al l that relevant to my method 
subject courses. 
23. Yes, you are more aware of the situation that is at issue, and can 
apply the theory to the practical more easily. 
24. Yes, having experienced a little of the situation for yourself. 
25. Some topics in core courses seem of little value . 
26. No not really because the T.P . is only one month. 
27 . No. 
28. Yes. 
29. No, because the core courses are dealing at such a superficial level 
that I do not feel like accepting them. 
30. Obviously, yes. We have encountered a few of these topics in teaching 
practice . 
31. Yes, I think the 'About to Teach' course stimulated many ideas and 
has made us more receptive. 
32. Yes, though the sudden switch to heevy theory is formidable . 
33. No, I feel that if we had core courses first, 'About to Teach' and 
T.P. would have been more meaningful . 
34. Yes. 
35. Very much so, but I wish I had known a bit more before I went on 
teaching practice. 
36. Yes . 
37. Yes, more realisation of the validity of core studies . 
38. Nost certainly. 
39. Possibly yes. 
40. I don't feel this too strongly. Instead of teking T.P. as a sample 
many feel it is representative of all teaching experience. 
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41. Yes (may contradict my view in 6.2.2. above). But can draw on 
actual experience and apply it. 
42. Yes. Otherwise one is simply wrestling Inth academic principles 
with no rea l idea of application. 
43. Somewhat. I am full of examples now. 
44 . Yes . 
45. Most certainly. 
46. Yes. 
47. Yes . 
48. To a certain degree yes. But must say I am not really enthralled by 
method courses. 
49. Philosophy, yes. Sociology, yes, but of little use. Psychology, 
can't say. Knew core material before. 
50. Yes. 
51. Yes. 
52 . I feel that a lot of the course was applicable to school situations 
but maybe- some of it was too psychological and theoretical. 
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We should consider introducing into the 'About to Teach' programme at 
the end of each week an integrated staff panel discussion/session on the 
major philosophical, psychological and sociological issues raised during 
that week. 
1. Might bring relevance to the philosophy section. 
2 . Possibly this could be a solution. Something must be done about 
integrating these three very diverse subjects. 
3. Could be a very good way of getting deeper into subjects for those 
interested . 
4 . Yes - if it is not possible to have the core courses before 'About 
to Teach'. 
5. A good idea. 
6. A good idea. 
7 . Good idea - in fact, excellent for those people who have never done 
those subjects - the issues need to be pointed out. 
8. Could be very interesting. 
9. Not before students have had some grounding in each of these 
disciplines in order to contribute to discussions. Perhaps in third 
term . 
10. Yes, on a Thursday, not on a Friday. 
11. No comment. 
12. Oh no, that was enough. 
13. Yes. 
14 . I suppose so - yes, I think it would help a lot. 
15. Not on a Friday - especially in afternoon. 
15. No, clarification can be done by individual students approaching 
the lecturers. 
17. No comment. 
18. ;light be a good idea as long as the discussions don't turn into 
waffle sessions. 
19. Might be a good idea. 
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20. Could be a good idea. 
21. Yes, most definitely. They could serve as an introduction to these 
courses helping students who never did these at varsity. 
22. No. It's not necessary and I'm sure half the class would miss them 
anyway. I would. 
23. No, but perhaps the points could be raised in the tutorials them-
sel ves. 
24. I think it would be a very good idea, in order to see other's view-
points. 
25. I think that would be very valuable. 
26. This would help people like me who do not always understand the 
theories. 
27. Yes, that may be better - so that the core subjects are not com-
pletely separated from the rest of the HDE as they seem to be now. 
28. Possibly, but not every week. 
29. That is not a bad idea. 
30. No . Do not consider these aspects very important. 
31. Yes. Thi s might help us with all the issues faced when we start 
these subjects. 
32. Yes - would be very useful to concretise ideas and issues. 
33. Good idea. 
34. No comment. 
35. That ,,,ould be qui te a good idea. 
36. This would be very informative for students but a little demanding 
for staff, don't you think? 
37. No, it would take from the course its feeling of spontaneity. 
38. This would be very valuable. 
39. This could be very valuable - bringing theory into the sphere of 
our feelings. 
40. This sounds too vague for comment. If you are recommending staff/ 
student panels or debates then I agree - any excuse for integration 
and practice at public speaking especially on topics of general 
interest. 
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41. No. These discussions tend to be open-ended. Such a discussion 
would be a repeat of those in the week - the same issues would 
be raised. Each person needs to arrive at his own view - i.e. 
it's very personal. 
42. Why? 
43. I won't venture my opinion on philosophical, psychological and 
sociological issues in teaching. 
44. That sounds a good i~ea. But J how about a student discussion too? 
45. A good idea. 
46. Yes. 
47. ~ght be a good idea to combine these issues. 
48. I think this would be of great interest to the students - would 
clarify many problem areas. 
49. No. 
50. Yes. It may help students to understand these three areas a lot 
better if they are introduced to these areas earlier on ±n the 
course. 
51. Unsure. 
52. Don't think you would find the time for this. 
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l'Iould , you recommend that a similar course be offered in 1985? (I'ihatever 
your answer, please explain why). 
1 . Yes, with more emphasis on teaching the problems to expect and how 
to react. 
2. Yes, for sure - if it is scrapped the next students will lose out on 
an important section~ Maybe have more of it. 
3. Yes, it was one of the more beneficial courses offered. 
4. It is necess'ary. It gives one a chance to talk to people of widely 
different cultures J class etc. 
5. Yes, because it stimulates one's interest in education as a whole. 
6. Yes, this is a stimulating and interesting course. We get practical 
examples of teaching situations before T.P . 
7. Yes, I derived a great deal of benefit and interest from it. 
8. Definitely - thought provoking and of extreme interest. 
9. Yes . One of the most interesting, stimulating and valuable parts of 
the HDE course. Stimulus material in the course has generated a lot 
of informal discussion beth within and without the immediate 
educational context. 
10. Yes, because it is informative and helpful . 
11. Very definitely yes, but I would prefer to see it spread out during 
the year and not pushed in before T.P. 
12. Yes, very informative. 
13. Yes, I've mentioned before that it was interesting, fun, inspiring. 
14. Yes - it was interesting and stimulating and I enjoyed it very much. 
15. Yes. It has some good aspects and stimulus material e.g. Brodie, 
and the Seven Up series etc.) 
16. Yes, i t was most useful in raising ideas and considerations concerning 
t eaching .. 
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17. Yes, it is very interesting and brings in a very wide variety of 
topics which are supposedly controversial (i.e. racial prejudices, 
sexism) etc .. ) 
18. Yes. This course really geared me to think seriously about teaching. 
The stimulus material also helped to make me think about teaching. 
19. Yes. This course was excellent as an introduction to the year. 
20. Yes. It 's interesting, helpful and it differs from the norm. 
22. Yes, I found it very informative, helpful, stimulating. I think 
it is essential for every HDE candidate to be referred to this 
course. 
22. Yes. Besides being very enjoyable it leads the students at a nice 
pace into the education field, especially important for science and 
commerce students who are used to a different 'way' of thinking . 
With this course everyone can participate - especially if you leave 
out the core subject bit. 
23. Yes . One must be provided with as many sources/attitudes as possible, 
especially those of the pupil and how important a teacher is in a 
pupil's life. 
24. Yes, very interesting and stimulating. 
25. Yes, becuase it broadens your mind on things, gives an awareness of 
types of traps not to fall into, helps understand kids better . 
26. Yes, because there are those who en joy it and we must try and cater 
for all. 
27. Yes, I found the .~out to Teach course good . 
28. Yes. Beneficial background knowledge. General. 
29. No, because I do not think that it achieves that much, apart from 
causing fear about T.P. 
30. Yes. Voes help people to gain insight into the life of a teacher. 
31. Yes .. I found it very enjoyable because it encouraged so much inter-
action between staff and students. 
32. Yes. Enjoyable as well as educational. Useful in getting to know 
staff and other students which is important for the year as a whole. 
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33 . Yes, I found it very interesting and I'm sure it will be beneficial 
in teaching. 
34. Yes . I found it stimulating and helpful. 
35. Yes, because it can only have a good effect. 
36. Yes, definitely. It provides a good basis/focus for further courses. 
Gets you thinking about why you have chosen to teach. A little 
depressing at times. Initial two weeks of teaching would have been 
beneficial for me. r" nearly gave up! 
37. Yes, it was the course I most enjoyed and allowed a broader view of 
teaching than our previous experience had allowed us to see. 
38. Yes, I feel this course has benefitted me the most this year - hope 
others will find it the same. 
39. Yes, very stimulating. Creates awareness and valuable for self-
discovery. 
40 . Yes. This course has been enjoyable and informative and has tuned me 
in to a better awareness in all other courses and teaching experiences . 
It might well be a boost for teachers themselves. 
41. Yes . The stimulus material and discussions were very interesting ( the 
more they draw on actual teaching, e.g. pupils/classr.oom management, 
etc. the better). Got us into thinking about real issues in teaching. 
42.. Yes . One of the most beneficial courses offered in the HDE year as it 
dealt with practical issues . 
. 43. Yes. I enjoyed it and it was relevant, interesting and informative. 
I don 't see why that would change with the passage of a year. 
44. Yes. I think 'About to Teach' is the best and most enjoyable course 
HDE has to offer. It is motivating and highly essential. 
45. Yes. Offers a good and effective grounding fer the course . 
46. Yes. The course explained a lot of issues which students had never 
possibly even thought about. An excellent introductory course for 
the whole HDE programme . 
47. At present, I am disturbed about the fact that the students have 
little practical knowledge about teaching . 
48 . Yes - \vas a very goed introductory course - provided students take 
it seriously. Facilitated the establishment of good r elationshi p s 
between staff/students and students/students. 
49. Yes. Some peoples' only introduction to the world of children 
and teaching . 
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50. Yes. Just to help students to articulate their own ideas, thoughts 
and opinions on teaching. 
51 . Yes. Need to start thinking about teaching and pupils' attitudes. 
52. Yes. Of great value to student teachers going into schools. 
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• fuat suggestions do you have for future courses? 
1. Cut out the day as a pupil. We all know what it's like. 
2. Make it longer and cut down on the section of the HDE which is too theoretical. 
What we need as teachers is practical advice which can be implemented in the 
classroom. 
3. It could be mated wi th GEM, then both courses \;ould be more beneficial. 
Theory and practice need combination. 
4. A day in a Black school for White students and a day in a wnite school for 
Black students. 
s. Introduce controversial debates regarding teachers' salarias J the role of 
rugby as a character builder. 
6. So far your present scheme satisfies me. 
7. Nore films. 
8. Keep it the way it is. 
9. None as yet. 
10. Nore films/discussions than interviews/discussions since a film with live 
examples is more appealing. 
11. Tutors shouldn't dissect the articles which were meant to have been read 
by the students. Rather discuss the topic in general. It is the students 
themselves who are to blame if they don't read the articles. 
12. Uone . This is first grade. 
13. Can't think about it off-hand. 
14. :~;ore of the same. 
15. More of the above type relating to pupil behaviours - related to teacher 
character and style of teaching. 
16. Possibly an assignment on one of the sections - student's choice. 
17. Carryon in same vein as the 1984 About to Teach course. 
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18 . Make the tuts shorter . Too muc h time is allocated just to discussions. 
19 . No comment . 
20. Ko comment . 
21. More i:1teresting films should be incorporated into the content of stimulus 
material. 
22. Try to make it more South _"frican, - both Black and \vhite education. \ve 
should draw on material and resources that are on our doorstep , rather 
t!1an go looking overseas. Try to make it more local where you can . 
23. If all the extracts must be dealt with, perhaps the larger ones could be 
presented to the group. This would give students more of an opportunity 
to speak on a more formal basis and to answer questions and to stimulate 
discussion. 
24 . Sociology and Philosophy could be clari fied a bit more than they are -
their aims J purposes etc. 
25. Should give more balanced view of topics as said below. Discipline was 
made into such an issue (and was not a problem) that I was petrified 
of the children after sitting through the sessions. 
26. No comrnent . 
27. ~o comment. 
28. No commen t . 
29 . Possibly if you had a course that c e ntred around good films that are 
connected to education, then you could discuss them. 
30. Compare good and bad teachers (perhaps in films) . 
31 . no cornmen t . 
32. ~o co~oent. 
33. ~~o cornmen t . 
34. No com.ment. 
35. There should be a brief course in typing . 
36. I am very happy with t~is cour se. 
37. Attention to group work - strong personalities will dominate and 
possibly should be grouped together . 
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38. The groups need some attention. Perhaps each week groups could be 
changed in terms of students as well as tutors . Variety is the spice 
of l i fe. 
39 . Cou ld look back to A. T . T . situat ions in theory courses. Is being done 
in Ed . Psycho - good. 
40. I have made some already . The more views we are exposed to the better. 
Lecturers from Anthropology, Psychology and Sociology might have a lot 
to contribute . Variety is an asset and students might be allowed to 
arrange programmes thems elves in some periods. 
41. Haven't got any . Enjoye d the course . Well - rounded and balanced. 
42 . No comment . 
43. Only more mo dern material (no old films!) 
44. Show more films - and encourage discussions . Invite a pane l of 'younger 
teachers I to talk on Classroom ~~anagement - and also lolder teachers I to 
speak on the same subjec ts. 
45. ~o comment . 
46 . Future courses might include a session where students could fire questions 
at their tutor about his/her teaching experience and the tutors reasons 
for not being a teacher any longer. 
47. Perhaps more practically inclined . 
48. Look at differing social conditions and positions of South Africans . 
Look at education systems operating in African countries . Look at effect 
of S.A . education system . 
49 . Do something about the intarview with school children . Khen I spoke to 
one of the pupils J in an informal setti:1g) his ideas \'lere qui te di f ferent 
from ones 5 ta ted in t he in tervi ew. Remember tha t they have the I ;)arr:e I 
of their school to consider. 
50 . !~o co~ent. 
51. :-10 comrnen t . 
52. ~':ork on its structure and t!"y to condense it ;nore and relate it :0 South 
rif~ican schools as much as possible. 
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How valuable was the course in preparing you for Teaching Practice? 
1. Cnly the discipline section was really helpful. The rest was abstract. 
2. Very valuable - broadened my outlook on life - therefore helping me 
to be more tolerant of other peoples' faults as well as their views . 
3. Helped me establish a basic preparedness on certain issues. 
4. Not very much. I have taught before. 
5. I t made me aware of the various issues and problems faced by teachers 
and pupils in a school environment. 
6 . Helped me a lot. I actually had a real picture of the class because of 
the stimulus material used. 
7. Very valuable - especially hearing pupils views, teachers ideas on 
discipline and management and headmasters' views. 
8. Put forward many aspects of teaching which I was previously unaware 
of. 
9. Some of the issues raised in the stimulus material and discussion 
groups extremely pertinent. Others offered more of a source for 
personal reflection. 
10. Very valuable. 
11. Very useful, but why jus t for T.P.? It is preparing us for teaching 
and hence should be covered over the entire year. 
12. Very useful. It covered much of what is not done in method classes. 
13. I think it was indirectly very helpful. Just to help us 'suss' things 
out for ourselves and not just to accept everything. 
14. Very valuable , especially in terms of having somethi ng presented to you, 
thinking and talking about it and then forgetting in a way - but the 
awareness had been aroused. 
15. Fair. 
16. I Qid not see it as an absolute pragmatic course, but it was neverthe-
less subconsciously useful. 
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17. Quite valuable e.g. relationships with teachers, principals, pupils. 
18. Fairly valuable. I'm sure that it helped to subconsciously prepare 
me for teachi ng • 
19. Panel discussions were probably the most helpful. 
20. Panel discussions/debates were most helpful . 
21. By the time I started my teaching practice I had some idea of what to 
expect from pupils, headmasters etc. and how to cope with difficult 
situations that could arise. 
22. I'm on a big anti-build-up-to T.P. campaign so feel that I didn't take 
much notice of the preparation. Maybe it was valuable in some way, 
but I didn't notice. 
23. Not very. Without practice , the theory remains theory, and the 
practical issues dealt with in T.P. didn't allow time for consideration 
of many theories and ideas. 
24. It gave me a view of past ways of teaching, the effect one can have 
on children , taught me to be more open and experimental. 
25. So far I think it has been the most valuable in that we were made 
aware of situations (and how to cope, sometimes) and the differences 
in schools - government, private, boys, girls and co-ed. 
26. Was valuable as the course covered all aspects e.g. the teacher and 
pupil side of things. 
27. Was valuable for the approach to teaching, ideas of pupils, ideas of 
other students. 
28. General inforT.ation about what to avoid 
really know what to expect on T. P. 
29. Not valuable at all. 
30. Of some value but not of great value. 
but found that one didn't 
31 . Valuable as it raised issues which are bound to arise in practice. 
32. Valuable in '",netting my appeti te but on a practical level not all 
tha t helpful. 
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33. Not very but this may be because I did not read through the entire 
booklet and consolidate. 
34. Not really·. 
35·. Consciously I am not directly aware, but subconsciously I'm sure it 
prepared me well. 
36. Fairly valuable but method courses were more valuable or should have 
been. English and Guidance method were very valuable. 
37. Very common, it made me aware of the child in the system and what to 
be careful of. 
38. Didn't really aid my teaching as such but did make me aware of issues 
in and around the classroom and school. 
39. Valuable when one realised "here is a situation like that in X" but 
one has little scope to really deal with the situation while on T.P. 
40. I feel it was more general than preparation just for T. P. - it did 
help but it's hard to say how much. 
41. I didn't consciously draw on stuff learned in course during T.P. 
42. Very. 
43. It was a bit of experience gained . It is hard to e valuate this 
question. It was more valuable than it seemed. 
44. It was highly critical in that it prepared me for the school situa-
tion - how to relate to kids and staff members . 
45. Valuable in that it stimulated an awareness of those issues. 
46. Valuable in that it gave some insight into the school system from 
the teacher's end. 
47. Not very helpful. 
48. It is very difficult to assess the value of such a course as it is 
difficult to determine what was actually learned (in the traditional 
sense) . Nevertheless, it proved an excellent way for one to concre-
tise attitudes/ ideas. 
49. Can't say. 
50. Gave the whole concept of teaching a lot more depth to it. Made 
me more aware of problems facing pupils/teachers alike. 
51 . Fairly, but still fairly ideal istic. 
52. Of great value. 
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After completion of the course how did you feel about going into a 
school? Please elaborate. 
1. Just as scared despite having worked as a member of staff for a year. 
In some areas totally unprepared. 
2. I felt good. I was looking forward to it. Anyhow, the course en-
hanced these feelings. 
3. I feel more practical experience would be worthwhile and beneficial 
to me, and that the course could do that and give us more of a 
foundation .. 
4 . It was not a new experience for me so it really did not matter . 
5. A positive and self-confident attitude. 
6. I will be at home there. But I hope, since I taught before, they '.ill 
understand that I'm a changed person. 
7. More prepared. 
8 . Had obtained another viewpoint . 
9. With much trepidation! 
10. Confident because I was more aware of situations in the class. 
11. More knowledgeable about the goings on in a school. 
12. I was longing to be there to see if I could practice those 
reconunendations. 
13 . A bit wary! 
14. Better - but I still had the nerves that could only be overcome by 
going into a school - a classroom . 
15. More at ease - actually don ' t know hOh1 I would have felt wi thout it. 
16 . I had a better understanding of the school as a system. 
17. Fairly confident, but nervous (like everyone elsel at first . 
18. I can't really tie up any direct influences. I think that the course 
had a mere indirect influence on me (subconsciously) . 
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19. I had been into a school before - but this course is good preparation. 
20. As apprehensive as before - the further ideas/knowledge probably 
make you even more nervous! 
21. Well, having been acquainted with what goes on in school I saw it 
more as a challenge than anything else. 
22. Basically the same as the beginning of the year. 
23. Nervous, because one cannot predict a class situation and no one 
approach can be applied to all classes/schools. 
24. Mixed feelings, beth anxious and looking forward to it after having 
had a taste of I;hat it could be like . 
25. Nervous. 
26. Nervous, but after my first lesson I read some of my notes and my 
lessons and confidence improved. 
27. I feel confident to go into a school now but also because of being 
on teaching practice itself. 
28. ~bre confident. 
29. Nervous, because the course tended to be a big eye-opener - good -
but that was off-putting before T.P. 
30. Much the same as before the course. 
31. Very apprehensive as I realised all the responsibilities and issues 
that were relevant. 
32. Probably the best thing the course did for me was to give me the 
realisation that the most important thing in teaching is to be 
myself. Therefore, it gave me more confidence in going into a school. 
33. Did not change my attitude at all. 
34. No different - my method courses have helped the most in preparing 
me for T.P. 
35. I fel t quite confident. I was now aware of varying attitudes and 
opinions and hopefully was armed to handle this. 
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36. A little apprehensive to say the least. The A.T.T. course in a way 
does build your T.P. up into a mountain; that's why I recommend 
2 weeks teaching at onset of course (HDE). 
37. Excited but rather concerned about the effect of liThe System ll and 
how I would brave the storm. 
38. I was a little frightened as I was greatly influenced by the 
pupils' discussions on liThe Teacher I'd Likella I didn't k.now what 
response I'd get. 
39. Possibly more aware of all the factors involved . 
40. Apprehensive. I did not take the course as a tranquilizer for T.P. 
but as a tonic to help me be more aware of T.P. experiences. 
41 . Very excited . I couldn ' t wait to experience 'the real thing'. 
42. I felt terrified but that had nothing to do with the course. Heaven 
knows what I would have felt like if I hadn't done the course 
though! 
43. The same as I felt before . It did not make my personality change. 
44. I felt confident - ready to try it all out, but also scared that I 
wouldn't make it. But, that is what one needs to be aware of - the 
pros and cons of teaching. 
45. I felt more open-minded about some issues which I had not been 
previously aware of . 
46. Still very nervous . The course helps in that it allows discussion of 
potential fears etc, but it could never remove all the uncertainties 
which go together with the ' fear of the unknown'. 
47. Didn I t affect my feelings. I was absolutely terrified. 
48. The course actually made me more apprehensive. Issues/problem areas 
were raised during discussions which I had never contemplated as 
existing e.g. problems in classroom management. 
49. Prepared to take things as they came, not to try to change anything. 
50. Felt more competent knowing that my communication had improved. Also 
knowing some of the problems faced by teachers and pupils alike. 
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51. Nervous but more confident. 
52. Much more confident than I would have been without the course. 
"' 
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If you missed any of the sessions please give the reasons. 
1. ~ly father was out from Bri tain so I fel t I had to spend time wi th him. 
2. I missed the last "leek of the term because my sister had a baby and 
I flew to Pretoria to help her because Mom was away. Because of this 
I missed the video session. 
3 . I simply forgot . 
4. No commen t. 
5. N/A. 
6. N/A 
7. No, I didn't miss any. 
8. N/A. 
9. N/A. 
10 . Missed none. 
11. Attended al l 
12. I didn't miss any. 
13 . No cornmen t. 
14. N/A. 
15. Boredom and gives extra time . 
16. N/A. 
17. Did not miss one session. 
18. I had hepatitus at the start of February and was very sick for 
approximately 2~ months. 
19. Didn't miss any .. 
20. One or two heavy ni ghts ! 
21 . One at the end of the term. I was forced to leave earlier because of 
travel arrangements. 
22. I felt that the stimulus material was sufficient to get me th.inking. 
I never missed the stimulus input sessions at all (except the day in 
the school). 
23. No comment. 
24. Due to illness. 
25. Illness and wasn't signed up for the HOE course. 
26. Some due to personal reasons . 
27. No comment. 
28. Flu. 
29. No comment. 
30. No cornmen t . 
31. I missed the very last discussion. It was a day that I just didn ' t 
feel like group discussions . 
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32. I had to attend a funeral in Cape Town one week and was ill another. 
33. t1issed one tutorial ( - was at .graduation in Durban) and one stimulus. 
In fact, I was present for 'Marigolds t but might as well not have 
been - I obviously wasn't in the mood for it. 
34. The last week as I went to fetch my parents from P . E . for graduation. 
35. There was no particular reason. I think I was just plain lazy. 
36. I think I slept late by mistake for the one tut. 
37. I had a motor accident. 
38. N/A. 
39. Discussion on classroom management - cannot remember why - ! think 
parents arriving for graduation. 
40. Personal crises or commitments elsewhere, combined with no real sense 
of social commitment to groups or tutors. 
41. N/A. 
42. Missed two of the tutorials due to clashes with another subject until 
that was sorted out. 
43. Rag commitments or flu. 
44. I don't think I missed one, not as far as I can remember. If I did, 
maybe I forgot because of the assignments J which are always haunting 
me. 
45. Illness. (~!y 21st - the previous nigh t ~ ~ ) 
46. N/A. 
47. I found that doing three method courses J I had one free afternoon 
and A.T.T. sessions were the first to get the chop when I needed more 
free time. 
48. No cornmen t. 
49. No comment. 
so. Missed the 'Discipline' section due to illness. 
51. N/A •. 
52. Never missed any. 
.,.- . . 
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Do you think that the course encouraged you to think both about teaching 
and about your own experiences) ideas and motivations? 
1. Yes - also about your fellow students. 
2 . Yes - talking to others and seeing what their opinions were did 
encourage me to think more about teaching and l1'Y own views. 
3. Yes, as you might have .seen from earlier comments . 
4 . Yes, certain things which I had taken for granted were questioned 
and this set me thinking. 
5. Yes. 
6. Yes . I just stopped theorising on many issues. 
7. Yes. You could start collecting ideas and reminds you of experiences 
you had at school - good and bad. 
8. Very definitely - also about life . 
9. Very definitely. 
10. Yes. 
11. Yes. 
12- Yes. I have already said something about it. 
13. Yes. 
14. Yes, and it stimulated discussion with others - even non-education 
students, which was / important for reflection. 
15 . Yes. 
16. Yes . 
17. Yes. It helped me to look back on my own schooling experiences and 
see how much it has changed after being at varsity for four years . 
18 . Yes, definitely, it puts you in the gear to teach. 
. ~ . ~-
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19. Yes, definitely. 
20. Yes, definitely. 
21. Yes, and in addition it ga ve me the chance to relate these and to 
reach compromises where possible~ 
22. I never actually sat down meditating for an hour a day - but I suspect 
indirectly the course did. 
23 . Yes, but in a very abstract manner. 
24. Yes, very much so, and how to apply them, if possible, during T. P. 
25. Yes. 
26. Yes J as the assignments and f i lms covered these areas as well as the 
tuts and lectur es. It allowed me to ask myself if I still wanted 
to be a teacher. 
27. Yes, and the ideas of others. 
28. Yes. Thi s is evident in the assignment titles. 
29. Yes J certainly about teaching, ideas and motivation but since ~e 
have had no experience of teaching . I do not feel that it should be 
incorporated. 
30. To a small degree. 
31. Yes, definitely. 
32. Yes. 
33. Yes. 
34. Tended to ma ke me co~pare some of the films to my experi ence at school. 
35. Yes. 
36. Yes, very much so. 
37. Yes - made me promise myself to teach in a way which I found exciting 
and interesting and empathise with children who are bored by school -
or baffled. 
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38 . Yes - exposed to stimuli like this, naturally. Have come to know 
myself a lot better. 
39. Yes, very much, and the need to be convicted about them but still 
maintain an open mind. 
40. Very much so. What 's more important is that it started me thinking 
without claiming to end the thought. Follow-up films and 
questionnaires like this help invaluably. 
41. Yes. Especially the need for me to have specific views as a 
Chri stian. 
42. Yes .. 
43 . Yes. 
44 . Surely it did. 
45 . Yes. 
46. Yes, especially motivations . This for me was the most important 
aspect of the course. 
47. Not really. 
48. Had a ccncretisinJ e ffec t. 
49. Definitely. Made me ultra-radical instead of radical, while a t 
the same time accepting that change will be slow. 
50. Yes. 
51. Yes. 
52. Yes, definitely. 
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You changed tutors every week. Ivould you have preferred a different 
arrangement? 
1 . In some ways yes and some ways no. E's tuts were dreaded so for that 
week, no. 
2. No. I'm not sure if that is ri gh t. If I could have chosen my own 
tutor I would rather have stayed with the same person throughout. 
3. NO J because it would have been lousy to have been saddled with a 
crummy tutor. 
4. No. As already stated different tutors have different views to put 
across. 
5. No. Variety is stimulating. The same tutor every week wculd become 
boring. 
6. No. It bores me to listen to one person . The arrangement was super. 
7. No. It was good to have different tutors' viewpoints . 
8 . No . It was a means of getting to know all the members of the 
department. 
9. No. Opportunity to get to know members of the staff in a relatively 
informal and relaxed way. 
10. No. A wider spread has more ideas. 
11. No . 
12 . No. I had the chance to meet and understand many of the members of 
staff. 
13. No . I t 's fun to hear from di fferent people . 
14. No . It was a chance to get to meet the staff more informally than in 
a lecture. I know the staff in this department better than those in 
Psychology o r English - and I was in them for four and ~~ree year s 
respectively . 
15. Yes, preferred some tutors to others. 
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16. Yes, possibly at least the same tutor for two weeks running -
allowing the students to get to know their tutors before giving 
more personal comments. 
17. No. Got to know everyone at a better and more informal level. 
lB. No. I think that it is a good idea to have a new tutor every week -
get new views. 
19. No . Good to get ideas from each tutor and a good way of getting 
to know them. 
20 . No . Changing tutors is of value . Variety is the spice of life. 
21 . No. By changing tutors I found that I was exposed to a variety of 
experiences. 
22. No . Helps us get to know the staff early in the year . 
23. Both. For 'yes' J perhaps it w'ould have been beneficial to form a 
relationship with particular tutors ( say 2 throughout the course). 
' No' J because different tutors give different ideas and approaches 
to material. 
24. No. \'Ie received the widest range of knowledge and ideas and got to 
know members of staff better. 
25. No. Balance of good and bad in tutors and also gave . us an opportunity 
to get to know each other and express ideas. 
26. Difficult to answer. You need different tutors but maybe 2 or 3 
with each would have been better. 
27 . No. It is good to change tutors each "eek to be able to get to know 
other staff members. 
2B . No . Change is as good as a holiday. 
29. No. A change is as good as a holiday. 
30 . No. Best to meet the staff and hear different views . 
31. No . By rotating one could meet different tutors and find out about 
~heir viewpoints. 
32. No . Goed to get different perspectives. 
33 . No. I found it beneficial to have different tutors - I ' d have 
hated to be s t uck with a useless tutor for the whole period. 
34. No. I think it is good t o have different tutors as each has 
different ways of thinking. 
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35. No . By changing tutors we got to know the staff and as we are not 
stuck with one particular class, it prepared us indirectly for 
change . 
36. No. This rotating offered a chance to meet the whole staff which I 
thought very benefici al . It also countered possible stalene ss in 
the groups . The course e nded just in time. 
37. No. Previously stated tha t a change is as good as a holiday and it 
is valuable to exchange ideas and points of view. 
38 . No . Again , variety is the spice of life . 
39 . No . The opportuni t y to get to knm, the different tutors was valuable 
si nce follow- up, if necessary , cou ld be conducted with the tutor 
you feel might empathise with your ideas/pr oblems in certain areas . 
40 . No . It s e ems the best soluti on. To elec t tutors might have been a 
problem. Perhaps surprise appearances by a tutor would keep atten-
dances up. Knowing who you ' ll meet doesnlt help sometimes. 
41 . No . I appreciated getting to know them all. Very easy to want to 
have a specific tutor for each - i.e. the one I enjoyed most but 
better to be exposed to 1;vider views . 
42 . No comrnent . 
43 . No . l liked ~eeting thew.. This was an excellent way of doing it. 
44. No . Although tutors do not have the same ability to lead a cis -
eussion group, I think it is essential to hear different views 
from all tutors . 
45. No. It was a good means of getting to meet the staff at the beginning 
of the year . 
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46. No. A very good arrangement since eaeh tutor has different pe~­
spectives and abilities which can only be of value to the student . 
47. No. I think it was good to meet most of the lecturers. 
48. No. Zlllm;ed the students the opportunity to be exposed to different 
experiences/attitudes . Must definitely continue this arrangement. 
49. No. Good to see different members of staff "ho have slightly 
different ideas. 
50. No. I think it's good to get around and meet the staff. It helps to 
improve general co~munication and relationships within the Education 
Dept. 
51. C~t to know members of the Department. 
52. No. Better to get a general idea of what all the tutors concepts 
are, and you get to know the tutors. 
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Please comment on any issues relating to the planning, design and 
implementation of your HDE course so far, emphasising, if possible, 
the part played by the 'About to Teach' component. 
1. I feel the emphasis should be to prepare you for your first T.P. I 
don't think this was achieved. I went in cold. 
2. The About to Teach course has been the most valuable section for 
me . This term I have enjoyed Psychology too. X' s Guidance 
lectures are fantastic too - he is a super person and means all he 
says and I feel I can say what I feel to him without feeling 
rejected or silly. 
3. GEM needed to be only one term. About to Teach facilitated a great 
deal of discussion on basic issues. 
4. I like About to Teach, among other things , because it is non -
examinable. 
5. No comment. 
6. I think your plan was good. It nursed certain important aspects in 
teaching, like T.P. Before we went all interesting and uninteresting 
aspects of Teaching had been raised. 
7. I am enjoying my HDE course, especially doing subjects I have never 
done before - Psychology, Sociology, Philosophy. 
8. T.P. tends to lead to too much segmentation. Rather have T.P. at 
beginning or end of term. 
9. I'm exhausted at this stage of the questionnaire so all! t..,ill say is 
'I'm enjoying the course so far'. 
10. Method content should be more related to the teaching situation i.e. 
in the class . Try and avoid 1st periods and afternoon lessons, 
otherwise good planning and design. 
11 . Suggestions for films for the About to Teach course next year 
'Educating Rita' J 'Apocalypse Now '. 
12. No comrnent. 
' Hair - , 
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13. The GEM course worried me a bit . The .~out to Teach course just 
made the whole course more interesting and informal. 
14 . I donlt really know. 'About to Teach I was a preparation for T.P. on 
a more idealistic, thought-provoking level . Simultaneously our 
methods and GEM were preparing us on a more practical level. There 
was a link, but this was never made explici t. (I don I t even know 
if that's necessary any\vay). 
15. Very lax - too much free time. t~ake assignments related to subjects. 
This would enhance knowledge of the topics invclved. 
16. No commen t. 
17 . No commen t. 
18 . The About to Teach course served as a good intrcduction for the HDE 
course. It was beneficial as it 'broke' the mould that B.Comm had 
built up. 
19. The course is far too condensed. Some of the less important sections 
could be dealt with in less detail or discarded. 
20. I find much of the HDE course irrelevant to actual teaching 
experience. However, the About to Teach was stimulating and helpful. 
21. No comment. 
22 . I could go on forever here. I'm thoroughly enjoying some of it and 
thoroughly hating some of it. About to Teach definitely gets a place 
in the top three. I automatically love anything that is not graded . 
I feel less threatened and get more out of it as a result. 
23. Perhaps the About to Teach prcgramme could give us an opportunity 
to implement our GEN through mic!"o-teaching etc. On teaching practice 
one cannot think about questioning techniques in the class situation -
perhaps they could be practised in the About to Teach sessions. 
24. About to Teach brought the different components together. 
25. The idea offered in 6 . 2.3. will help . 
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26. I ~ave enjoyed it so far as we are treated like adults. It has been 
well thought out, especially the About to Teach course. This was a 
section that covered a very broad outline about teachers. However, 
I personally do not like Psychology, Philosophy and Sociology with 
possibly Psychology the best of the three. 
27. About to Teach and GEM are the only two which I really thought 
about while on T.P. My method lectures did not help at all - and 
so far the core subjects are too theoretical and too apart from 
teaching itself that - I feel they do not playa leading role in HDE. 
28. In me thod courses would have liked more information of the syllabus 
and material available. 
29. \1e are not introduced into the teaching set-up early enough - why 
not ~ave a T .P. at the beginning of the year for three weeks - and 
then what is being talked about will make more sense. It is hard 
to conceptualise something that is so unlike anything we have done 
before. 
30. I enjoyed the About to Teach sessions but I do not think that they 
really prepared me for teaching as much as GDI and method courses. 
31. No comment. 
32. Some more discussions (especially re T . P. experience) in the tut 
groups in second term would be excellent - to relate all ideas/ 
issues from the course to actual experience. It would help to 
lighten the incredible anti-climax in coming back after T.P. 
33. No comment .. 
34. No comment. 
35. The course is fine but could be shorter and a little more compact . 
36. As I 've already stated, I didn't have teaching experience prior to 
the course (I didn 't know one should) and I feel this would have 
been beneficial. 
37. One of the most enjoyable parts of the course and valuable background 
to me thod courses as well as Sociology , Psychology and Phi~oso;:>hy . 
38. Very packed with extremely long days. A.T.T . was a pleasant ;:>art of 
these days though . 
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39. Diss ati sfaction generally with the method courses. Feel the need for 
syllabus knowledge and discussion very greatly since through the 
subject is the contact achieved and competent feelings about it can 
leave one adequate to handle the extras. About to Teach highlighted 
this hidden curricul~m) perhaps the most important part cf teaching. 
Education should bring something out of a person, , not stuff some-
thing in . 
40. Theory and practice wi ll always be the biggest problem, The more the 
class has to do for itself the better. That is in keeping with the 
theory we are taught. Videoing ourselves for fun and se lf-improvement 
","auld be helpful. Hicroteaching (no t just in our s ubjects) would 
help too. A.T.T , gave us a morale boost to cope with some less 
stimulating subjects. Co-ordinators looked like they enjoyed doing 
it (l eading the course) and shouldn't they share the responsibility 
and pleasure? 
41. I would appreciate a less 'full' timetable to be able to make greater 
use of resource centre. At the risk of being shot down by t he other 
students (!!) I think I 'd appreciate more assignments, ones which 
are practically ori ented . I would like to put the knowledge gained 
into practice (i.e . ' T.? was so fulfilling, satisfying and 
stimulating that it is a bit of a comedown to have lectures all day 
again) , 
42 . I f 'eel the discussion s were the type of discussions tha t would 
normally arise out of a meeting of a group of HDE students. Setting 
them up in this manner made the situation quite artificial and 
\vere therefore often tutor-dominated . Perhaps these periods could 
have been better used to present more stimulus material wi th a short 
discussion/question period to follow immediately t hereafter . 
43. An nDE course could be cut to s i x months - 4 months prac. teaching 
aiter two months basics. You could keep some sections down to a passing 
',.;ord J and introduce more valid exercises (collecting exa.:r.ples and 
problems - how to order and choose texts J s et ting trial examinations 
a nd getting expert opinions on everyday teaching experience ) . Ed. 
Tech. is a good idea - and to the point . 
Courses should be like this . 
' About to Teach' i.s another. 
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44. HDE in general is a scattered course (I am not being l azy). It is 
too full of bits and pieces and sometimes one forgets which is for 
which period - and assignments! We seem to be doing our junior 
degrees once more. About to Teach was practical and essential. 
Long live its planners! 
45. No comment. 
46. The HDE course is far too idealistic. A.T.T. component possibly 
helped to get away from thi s ideali sm since it faced the issues t.vhich 
frighten students most, but which method lecturers often gloss over . 
47. I have found the course far too airy fairy. I couldn't believe how 
much I learned on T.P. on what teaching was actually all about. 
48. Much of the HDE course seems to be merely filling in time for the 
sake of it - while this (ATT) is essentially a practical course. The 
so-called theoretical input (e.g . GEM) needs to be drastically 
revamped - This i .s South Africa - 1984! About to Teach fits into 
the design nicely. 
49 . Sociology, why? The matters discussed in these courses just indicate 
a lot of problems that have no answers. Personal l y, I believe that 
Philosophy and Sociology are important, but some of the content 
(e.g. The Credo) does not help anyone. 
50. I think it was · good to do the 'About to Teach' course at the beginning 
of the year, before the first teaching practice, just to get students 
into the basics of teaching. 
51. No comment. 
52. I think the HDE course should be more closely tied to schools and 
teaching i.e. theory tied to practice as often this is not the case. 
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Using ~ 2 to test 'goodness' of fit between the responses of (a) Scienc e 
and Art students and (bl Hal e and Female students to the aims of the 
course4 
a) 
SClence 
Art 
Science 
Art 
z. 2 (51 _52 . 50)2 (79_77.50)2 
52.50 + 77.50 
. 04 + . 03 + .21 
Observed Responses (fa) 
Posi tive Negati ve Total 
51. 
79 
130 
52,50 
77 , 50 
130 
2 
;%. : 
12 63 
14 93 
26 15G 
Expec ted ResDonses (fe ) 
10,50 
15,50 
26 
( C c)2 l.O- ..Le 
fc 
63 
93 
156 
(12_10.50)2 (l4 _ 15 .50)2 
c- 10 . 50 + 1 5 , 50 
+ . 15 . 43 
r::egrees of Freedom :;; (r - l) (c - l) = (2 - 1) (2- 1) 1 
c/c 
clc 
c/c 
c/c 
c/c 
clc 
2 h'ith deg~ees of freedom of I , a value of X. of .43 is not significant 
and thus the hypothesis (that there are no significant differences 
between the responses of Scier.ce and Art students) stands . 
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POSl ti ve Negative Total 
72,50 14 ,50 87 c / c 
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= fe 
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57.50 + 14 . 50 + 12..50 
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(r - l) (C-l) ( 2- 1) ( 2- 1) 1 
2 \'ij;th degrees of freedom of 1, a vlaue of .x. of . 04 is not significant 
and thus the hypothesis (that there are no significant differences 
tetween the responses of male and female students) stands . 
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CO!7',ment on the intentions or ai ;ns of the course . 
1 . 7.2. If you ai-or. ' t !;ecome cri ti cally aware th::-ough t:-te cau::-se i CU!" 
f3.l!l ts \vere shotvT. up 30 you jus t ha.d to . 
2 . ':'he course 1 i!":. my opinion J ~"as a great s uccess a~d pro-"idec e. l ot 
of insight for rr:e and has helped:TIe in my pat:" to self- discover y . 
I stil l have no t reached the end - I ortan 'Nonda!" i.E : ever will 
i s t~ere a n end - ¥."ha t d o you thi nk? 
love to teach it in the end . 
I hope so ::'ecausa I ' ..... oula 
3 . ~;o cOIT .. -nen t . 
4 . ':'he· terribly 10\'; pass rate in our sc!1001 s 'vas ~ot lccked into in 
detai l. I did ho',.,ever get :-lew ge::-specti ves -;:),1 r.:any thir:.gs -
tahavi our J expectations , discipline , etc . ;.5 I ha'/e pain ted out .:L 
t·.:ould have li:<eQ a lo t :nore con troversi=.l ma'Ce::-ial provide:: e.g . 
the ::cucation Cha~t8r of the .AHE , Azc.so etc . 
5 . :n general I fo;;nd thi.s course very inte!:"8sti:-.g and helpfu l . I fe-el 
it .:; hould be continued fo!: ~any years to eoce . If it 'i,·ere no:: far 
the gsnu":'na ":'nterest 5hown !:;y all tutors this course :·lould ~ave 
failed to achieve its aims . 
S. EonestlY J this is a good plan. As suggested ~efore J add nor3 sti:7',ul:..!s 
:::.aterial i f possibl"e . Don ' t ':o r get that :'Fa'll need it too . 
7. Things to look out :or e.g. idolising by pupils and. h o \.., to ha ndle 
it ilas extre:r.ely use.f;jl. ~c·,.., t.o t!""eat pupi ~s ~nd not to hu:::-t t!1e 
s ensi ti ve ones. 
3 . 0:1 t he whole t~e ribout to ':'eac~ course ~·;cs e x t::-err:e1.y sti:r;ulati:1<;" and 
successful in its ai~s. 
9 . ~ :o CC!1lmen t. 
~ o . I'::e a ims were achi aveC. yet :10 t enf orced (" .. ':1i ch I Ii ked) si nee ~ t 
gi ves the s t~c.ent the op~o.:'tuni ty to evalue.te the air:s aeco:::--::'i:i] to 
hi 3/:-.2r o~vn ai:':ls and s ta:i.da~~ds . 
11 . T 9njoy·=d t~lE: course 3.:-::::: :o"',jnd ~ ~ '....:sef\!~ . 
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12 . It did give me more information about what I should do during T.P. 
and even for my future as a teacher at school. I think it should be 
done each year. 
13. No comment. 
14. 7.1. It made me aware of and think about issues I hadn't considered 
before. The awareness, especially, was important. 7.2. I was made 
aware of how I could possibly behave in the classroom, to the 
detrJ.ment of the pupils without realising it. I _ . given grounds for 
considering the alternatives and why. 7.3. Sarne as 7 .2. , in a way. 
It says a lot if you consider that I read all the material for the 
interest inherent in the material. But I think also that my own 
interest in such matters contributed because I know some people were 
bored. It was an enjoyable course and even if it just served to 
broaden a few outlooks and stimulate a few questions, I think it 
was succcessful . 
15 . Relate course to teaching practice and more towards problems that would 
be involved or could arise during this time i.e. what happens \"hen a 
teacher falls for a matric pupil - give examples and what evolved etc. 
16. The last aim (7.3 . ) was achieved primarily through the two assignments. 
17. The course as a whole ·...,as very stimulating, interesting and always 
captivated one's attention. It made me aware of peoples' ideas and 
taught me some things I did not know about before. The whole 
structure did not place any pressure on us and thus the i nterest 
level was maintained. 
18. I feel that these aims were achieved. IVhy? Because I began to focus 
my attention on schooling as a whole . I developed quite a few critical 
views on our schooling system. 
19. ~·i.ost of these aims \"ere achieved. Found the course very interesting 
as a whole and reco~~end it highly . 
20 . Generally, it was interesting, stimulating and helpful . 
21. Overall the course is most appropriately suited for students to enter 
their fi~-st year of teaching . ?hrough meeting various staff members 
and hearing their experiences one is almost fully equipped to enter 
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school as a 'teacher' when the first teaching practice came round . 
By this time most of the 'mysteries' of school had been cleared up 
and it became a challenge to enter the school situation to see how 
one would cope given certain problems. 
22. 7.1.; (4) It really did. 
23. The course achieved 7.1. very well. However, the monotony of ·reading 
and discussing articles was too much. If micro-teaching sessions gave 
a practical relief from ideals and abstract approaches, I feel that 
the course would have been more beneficial. Video recordings of 5-10 
minute micro-teaching lessons would give a bettey sense of self-
awareness and self-evaluation - because there is a context to apply 
it to. 7.3. This can be better achieved by the micro-teaching, as 
mentioned above. 
24. Maybe too much attention was paid to discipline although this was a 
real fear for me at the time, but it also increased that fear 
unnecessarily. The course brought up ideas which I would never other-
wise have considered and made me aware of certain aspects of importance. 
25 . No comment. 
26. The above three (aims) are very broad and the course covered them 
, 
well. It al lowed one to ask questions about oneself and about one's 
future profession. It gave one the opportunity to see if one still 
wanted to teach. 
27 . No comment. 
28. One had to look at how we would react in certain situations. \ve had 
to evaluate ourselves in comparison with other teachers (especially 
from trip to school). \'Ie were able to see others'mistakes and were 
hopefully able to avoid them. 
29. 7.1 . Did this quite well - good. 7.2. Did not achieve this, and why 
emphasise that before T.P.? 7.3. Sure it did this on occasions but 
they tended to be negative articulations. 
30. Course did ~rovide a basis for critical awareness but did not really 
give pupils the chance to discuss how they could cor~ect their own 
faults or shortcomings. 
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31. The nature of schooling and that which underlies actions and practice 
was realistically brought to life. It achieved the aim of making us 
aware of underlying principles that need to be considered. 
32. No comment. 
33. I gained most out of the course in the areas of self-awareness and 
self-evaluation - what I would look for in a good teacher, what my 
aims as a teacher are going to be. I found the course in general 
stimulating and interesting but not much help in T.P. 
34. No comment. 
35. The About to Teach course was a good idea . It served as a good 
introduction and got us thinking in the right directions. 
36. No comment. 
37. They made me aware of pitfalls - particularly Jean Brodie as I have a 
strong personality but would not like to dominate people. Various 
aspects made me aware of my potential or shortcomings and I trust 
I may act on these to my own improvement. 
38. I can't quite say if this course always reached the aims stated. 
Perhaps it did, perhaps it didn't, but I feel that more often than 
not, the aim was achieved. However, I evaluated the above question 
in terms of the class as a whole. In terms of myself I would 
certainly say that 7 . 2. I would rate as a 4. I certainly had to 
look at myself very carefully. 
39. The course is, as it must be, inconclusive. There are no real answers 
but at least one had the opportunity to begin to feel a greater con-
viction for onels own ideas/values etc. It opened up the ideas of 
Psychology and Sociology and was quite Philosophical in itself -
a search for finding meaning in the situations encountered. 
40. It was left to us to attend and participate and, as with all groups, 
some failed to play the game. OVerall, the course made it possible to 
achieve these aims for ourselves but the aims weren't stressed . It 
was, for me, a course in self-exploration and social awareness. 
41. No co~~ent. 
42. No comment~ 
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43. If these are the sale aims, the course failed. It succeeded though 
less because of the above (aims ) than because it genera lly gave us 
a bi t of experience of the major problems and pi tfalls to avoid. 
It gave 'experience' and the resultant confidence is difficult to 
evaluate but undeniably invaluable. It is a good course. 
44. It was an essential course and, on the whole, it did achieve its aims. 
Most of the students enjoyed it, and were prepared to lose some 
essential sleep - just to attend the lectures - because it was not 
just facts and theory, but something that was aimed at helping them 
and preparing them for teaching. 
45. The objectives of the course were well set out and were a clearly 
defined means of achieving the above aims. 
46. No comment. 
47. No comment. 
48. No comment. 
49. The course was enjoyable and it did provoke one to do some ~eal 
thinking. I db not believe that one can write down what was learned, 
but it is probably the best part of the course, with Psychology and 
Philosophy next followed by Sociology and the method courses, and then 
R.E. (Department not to blame, doing i t in best possible way -
refering to R.E.) 
50. Because of the nature of this course, I think all these aims were 
achieved. 
51. No comment. 
52 . No comment . 
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SUMMARY OF RATINGS AIMS OF THE COURSE 
Rating 
Aims 1 2 3 4 Total 
7 . l. 1 3 29 19 52 
'. 7.2. 2 6 23 21 52 
7.3. 1 13 18 20 52 
4 22 70 60 156 cl c 
--
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INTERVIEW WITH CLYDE 
In general most people enjoyed it a tremendous amount. Personally I thought 
it was very, very valuable. I think, though, that if I have a criticism to 
make about the whole thing, and I think it generally has to do with the 
whole HDE course, it is that it's all gearing you towards your first TP. 
Even in the questionnaire it was all geared towards our first TP. Now, to 
me, the About to Teach course, even the name itself, implies it's preparing 
you to teach, but I don't think it should always be preparing you to teach 
for TP because personally I think the whole TP system is very, very false. 
I think the biggest value of the About to Teach course is that it prepares 
5 
you, in a sense, to teach. Not simply on TP. I think for that reason, if I 10 
am to criticise the course, I'd say that it should be spread throughout the 
year. It shouldn't just lead up to TP. That would be my biggest criticism. 
I feel that with the theory courses after TP, you're getting so much theory. 
In a sense the About to Teach course broke the monotony that some of us are 
feeling with the theory. Now look, I'm enjoying the theory and I think that 15 
the lecturers themselves are trying to make it interesting, but I think that 
an About to Teach approach on one of those days, would make things really 
great, because I really enjoyed the About to Teach course. I thought it had 
some very good aspects to it. That would be my one criticism .. . that it was 
possibly too short. It should have been spread out over a longer time. 
Possibly another criticism is that some of the tutors took the questions 
which you had in the handbook itself, which I thought were good in that they 
got you thinking along the direction which you wanted us to think. I think 
some of the tutors, though, tried to have each of those questions answered. 
Another thing which they sometimes did, which I disliked, was that they 
went back to articles which we had in the handbook. As far as I'm concerned 
we're post-graduate students. It should be assumed by the tutors that the 
students have read those articles and that they're enhancing your under-
standing and appreciation of the subject, . and that you shouldn't have to 
20 
25 
corne back and start analysing articles or notes that you havs put in, because 30 
I think some of your ... a lot of your stuff is very valid and valuable ... a 
lot of the things which you had put in there - articles, short stories or 
whatever it was ... a number of chapters which you had taken out of books and 
things like that. 
Thinking of one . .. that letter to the editor . . . you know up at school A ... you 35 
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know, stooging ... was helluva interesting. I took this letter and I actually 
read it out to the kids and we got a full-scale discussion going. It was 
tremendous. The first couple of minutes the kids were really tense and for 
me it was an achievement because not only was the About to Teach course what 
we were doing here, but I could actually relate it and I got a whole lot of 5 
feedback from the kids . I read that out and we started talking about school . 
It got on to what they want from a teacher. Their perceptions of the ideal 
teacher. I learnt a lot from it, so I t hink in that respect then the course 
is achieving what it aims to do. For me that was a tremendous challenge ... 
to have these kids a little bit tense i n the beginning ... thinking, 'what's 10 
this guy up to?', and suddenly have them arguing and saying, 'no, look we 
are all for conformity'. Like I said to~, ' say I walked in now with long, 
long hair, dressed like a hippy and in my jeans and everything else ... you 
know . . . I'm the teacher. How would you react?' This sort of thing. 'How 
do you feel about drugs ? ' 'How do you feel about wearing uniforms to 
school?' - going more to the whole school side now . I asked them all sorts 
of different questions. Some of them were possibly a little bit personal, 
but all related to this whole business of conformity and whether it ' s good 
or whether it's bad, and what shocked me, actually, is the number of kids 
15 
who said they actually want to wear uniforms . And they want to ccnform, and 20 
I said, 'now listen, I hate being called "Sir" '. In the house I go to my 
guys and I say ... look" I don't care if they're standard 6 or standard 10 ... 
'my name is Clyde, my name isn't "Sir"'. I don't like it, even if I'm going 
against what the school' s like. I'd hate to be called "Sir" the rest of my 
life because that's not my name and the kids, they wouldn't ... they said 
that's fine, but they don't know if they could get into the habit of calling 
me that, because they're into the habit of calling everybody "Sir". I said 
to them, 'would you lose any respect for me if you called me by my first 
name? I mean, after all J that is my name?' 
great. 
This sort of thing. And it was 
I mean that's not the only thing . .. I've used other aspects of it as well. 
Little t hings ... like seeing that Seven Up Series . It was so nice . . . like over 
breakfast for instance .. . over breakfast duty ... I told ... it was just the head 
of house and a couple of prefects . . . I told them about the movie we had just 
seen and to have these guys coming to me at the next breakfast duty and 
saying, 'Sir, how did they change?', you know. 'What actually had happened 
to these guys?' ... and this and that. And asking me questions about .. . 
especially the guy that I really enjoyed was the little jockey and how these 
25 
30 
35 
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guys wanted to know all about the little jockey. And they haven't even seen 
the movie. That to me .. . I'd love to show it to them. Going off the topic 
slightly . . . not only was it amongst the boys too, but also with Gary being 
up there, you know, stooging together . . . and so nice, for me anyway_ 
Another thing proving to me that it was such a great course was to have 
Mark J ... two years ago he was here ... saying 'How did you enjoy . .. ? ' You 
know, we'd say, 'We saw Jean Brodie today', or something like this and 
Mark would climb in and it was · full-scale discussions over supper. It was 
so nice, the night before a tutorial, it was actually a pleasure to say to 
Gary, 'look, can we meet for half-an-hour or three-quarters-of-an-hour to 
actually talk about what we're going to be dealing with tomorrow?' It was 
great to be able to exchange ideas and that. And I mean Gary has got some 
very good ideas and often very different to mine. It was really nice in that 
respect. In my opinion the more open the discussion, the better. Very much so. 
5 
10 
I think we're dealing with big issues here. I think to be specific and in a 15 
sense to analyse those articles and, you know, I think the more general 
topics related to education ... and let's face it they don't all relate just 
to education. I mean there are broad things which relate to life and I think 
it's important in that sense , not just to specifically stick to the course 
and that ' s why the course meant so much to me, because I was analysing myself. 20 
Through that course in particular, not only did I see ... or did I challenge 
the fact that I'm going to teach, but I was saying to myself, 'now what is 
the . ideal teacher?' 
put things. across? I 
'How are you going to teach?' 
'What is it that kids want?' 
'How are you going to 
'What happens if a child 
in my class misbehaves?' 'Is it really a solution to send him to the head-
master ... isn't it proof that I'm failing?' 'Am I going to have those disci-
pline problems when I'm teaching? ' I was fortunate enough, , I didn't have 
any major problems in TP and I think sometimes it's actually the teacher who 
is at fault. If they can't handle the situation themselves and if in the 
25 
first place ... to me it's a case of them being so uninterested. You know, the 30 
pupils are sort of falling asleep and this is where you· are going to get 
problems. That's what I believe personally, but I certainly didn't have any 
major hassles on TP and all t he time I was aware that I was trying to keep 
the kids interested while at the same time teaching them something. It was 
really nice in that sense, in that I felt, 'look I really want to share this 35 
course'. That to me ... the tutorials were valuable and I really enjoyed the 
tutorials but it was the informal discussion ... to actually have these boys 
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talking about it and asking what was happening next without even seeing 
the movie. To be able to talk about that sort of thing was really important 
to me. 
And this isn't only to do with the About to Teach course ... it sort of ... a 
number of other things in the Department too have really got me going. I 
might mention that during the About to Teach term I got through a number of 
books as well ... reading . .. which straight away . . . I mean I got through 
"SummerhiJ 1" by A 5 Neill. I got through a couple of the HoI t books and I 
think that in itself means that the course has sort of ... almost like a pin 
prick ... itls been jabbing at me and Ilve wanted to know a bit more . I've 
wanted to see how other schools are - how things go on in other schools. 
You know it actually really infuriates me that people can turn around and 
make out that HDE is such an easy course and that it's no work. It really 
infuriates me because I'm working harder now than I've ever worked in any 
5 
10 
of my under-graduate years. It doesn't say much for my under-graduate years, 1 5 
but I'm really interested in what I'm doing now. And not only that, but I 
also find I'm able to get to know myself better. To know my weaknesses and 
my strengths. 
I'm faced with a very, very tough issue at the moment, and that's to do with 
Phys Ed - whether I really want to teach Phys Ed for one. And I've got to be 20 
honest with myself - I'm not a Phys Ed teacher. I'm useless. It's as simple 
as that and I keep on saying to myself 'Clyde, do you want to be one of 
those teachers of whom kids are going to say J 'B, hell, he's a shi t teacher' . 
And I don't. Whereas in Geography I can actually feel it in the classroom 
situation. I could actually feel that these guys are interested and little 25 
things like the response to me. I've still got boys coming to me now, asking 
me questions relating to Geography. As far as I'm concerned, it means I've 
achieved something. And so that these issues that we do in the course ... in 
the About to Teach, together with the other theory course and everything, 
t h ey all relate to teaching as a whole and let's face it, teaching i s a 
helluva ... it's not an easy skill. It's a really difficult skill and so I 
think that again I would say that my big criticism that I mentioned earlier, 
that I'd like the About to Teach course lengthened ... to see it during the 
whole year ... I ' m criticising actually the whole HDE set-up now. 
30 
The whole critting system as far as I'm concerned, stinks. Because every- 35 
thing's geared towards TP and it's such a false situation. I mean, I had a 
huge argument with a guy who critted me for Phys Ed . I had my soccer lesson 
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out in the middle of the field and he sat on the stand there, dressed i n a 
s uit, and he wanted me to come and have the lesson i n front of the stand. 
And I said, you know, without mentioning any names or anything ... because he 
then criticised me . But not only that, he was so unprofessional that he 
went to the other students and said to them, 'look, I hope you're not going 5 
to do what Clyde did and teach, you know, in the middle instead of in front 
of met. And I said, you know, ' as far as I'm concerned you're making the 
whole TP thing so false because you are ~ it like a stage production. 
You want me to do it in front of the stand for you while you are dressed up 
in your suit and everything else'. He said to me, 'well, I was dressed in a 10 
suit, that ' s why I couldn't walk ' ... Because I said to him, 'why didn't you 
walk around? '. He said, 'No', ... he was dressed in a suit and he cou ldn't 
walk around because th€re was dew on the grass. So I accepted that but I 
said, 'since when, when you are taking a Phys Ed lesson, do you not dress 
in a tracksuit?' And I said, 'second, if you want to see a stage production, 15 
you must go to the Rhodes Theatre to see it, because I'm not prepared to put 
i t on. Those kids are used to being taught in the middle and that's how I ' m 
going to teach'. What I'm getting at is that the whole TP system stinks, in 
my opinion, because it's so false . And I go back to the About to Teach course, 
it's gearing you to TP. Zapp!! I've got it on the questionnaire. I crossed 20 
that out ... preparing us to teach. We're going to be teachers and those are 
issues which are not going to be related just to TP. 
An issue like punishment or like the aims of a school - these are essential, 
vital issues . These are things which we're going to be living with the rest 
of our lives. I know about punishment . I tell you right now. I grew up i n a 25 
hostel where I used to eat dinner when my dad was jacking boys and I know 
what it's like. I've got my own ideas about punishment but how nice it is 
to read and actually see and hear other peopl e . Gary . . . you mention the word 
punishment or corporal punishment or caning and he really gets his back up . 
I don ' t blame him because I've lived through it. I know what it's like. I 30 
know there's a time for punishment and there is not a time for punishment. 
Taking those headmaster's talks ... not a very professional thing to do, but 
one of the guy s who spoke over here happened to hav e taught at our school. 
I phoned up my dad who teaches there and I said what was he like there. 
Straight away I was so interes t ed in what he had to say and how he runs his 35 
school that I wanted to know a bit more abcut him. I wanted to know what he 
was like there . The f act that he was in a boys' school there and he ' s now 
running a girls' school. I wanted to know if he was a failure in the boys' 
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school ... meaning that he had gone to a girls' school ... which I think shows 
that things were working well ... that there was so much interest in it that 
it was important for me to know about this guy and know why he's got these 
aims in his school and why he'd gone from a boys' school and suddenly 
landed up in a girls' school. Wasn't there a reason behind that? As I say, 
I shouldn't really be doing that sort of thing but I did. It was discreet . 
It's not s omething I would go running around mentioning or publish the thing. 
But that was interesting. 
I really believe that teaching is an inbred or it's an inborn ability or a 
skill . I can't believe that you can actually teach a person how to teach. 
That's why I go back to that point ... I tell you right now, I'm not a Phys 
Ed··.teacher . I haven't got that spark ... that IT ... to be a Phys Ed teacher . 
Whereas I have in Geography. I know it . The kids know it . I'm that confident 
that I can actually say that I'm a good Geography teacher. Whereas I'm a 
pathetic Phys Ed teacher. And I actually know that. It goes back to the 
whole course. Not just the About to Teach, but the whole course in general. 
I think you're getting to know yourself better as a person, you're analysing 
yourself. I'm in the fortunate position again with the stooging where I can 
ask kids what do they want or what do they see as the ideal teacher. I can 
5 
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get a lot of feedback from them and I suppose I'm in a better position than 20 
a number of these students are, you know, with the stooging, because in a 
sense I'm on the outside but I'm a lot closer than any of them. 
Let me say something about the handbook. I've got a boy in my house whose 
actually coming to get the handbook tonight . He wants to send home that 
letter to his dad - 'Letter to the Editor'. He's a little bit unhappy with 
the ~l and I don't think things are going the way he wants them to. 
He's probably bashing against the whole conformity but he actually wants to 
send that l etter home. He actually wants to get a copy of it. Just sort of 
a sideline, but quite interesting. The book itself - the handbook - very 
well laid out I think. I actually found it very difficult answering that 
questionnaire because I felt that I had to put comments, but in many places 
I didn't really need a comment. There were one or two things which were not 
as . good as others ... towards the end ... the D H Lawrence articles . .. I think ... 
one or two there ... a little bit old but they had a couple of good ideas. 
25 
30 
The "Marigolds" one to me was one of the weaker aspects of the About to Teach 35 
course .. . the film and the discussion afterwards. It didn't stir me up as much 
as t he others if I could put it that way . 
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The "Seven Up Series" I thought was brilliant ... really superb. Very inter -
esting. I couldn't wait to see the next one. If I could have seen it in one 
session I would have been a lot happier. It was like a radio serial where 
you can't wait to hear the next one. I really enjoyed that. Was it John, or 
one of them, said he didn't know why they were doing this programme. He 5 
actually criticised it. He said he couldn't understand the value of it. It's 
difficult ... the whole thing ... people say to me, 'how can you become a 
teacher?' I get this especially a lot from the boys. But I don't know ... 
there 's just something there. You feel, 'I've got something to offer'. 
That's why I go back to the Phys Ed - I really feel if I can't offer some-
thing which is good, I ' d rather not be one of those ... and let's face it 
there are lots of them out there who just are not up to scratch. I'd rather 
not be one of those, and rather digress and find something else which! can 
offer them. It's a hang of a difficult thing at the moment. The whole course 
10 
has actually brought this about. I've really had to analyse myself and say 15 
to myself, 'am I good at this or am I poor at it'. And it's just, you 
know, I'm not suited to it in that sense. 
Going back to the About to Teach course - the interest amongst the class out-
side ... I can show you a note. from a very conservative person ... a Rhodesian in 
the class ... l said to her ... 1 remember sitting outside under the tree here 
and we'd just started the About to Teach course and I was saying to myself, 
'right, time you read a bit about education systems'. And I'd got hold of 
"Summerhill" and I thought, 'here we go boy!' And I got into it and r 
couldn't put the book down. And I got talking to this girl and we were talking 
and you know when you start getting onto touchy subjects like swearing and 
masturbation and sex and abortion ... within "Summerhill" which is very 
liberal ... ta a very conservative person, is actually radical ... terribly 
\ 
radical. And you start talking to her freely and you get into the A S Neill 
mould and you start talking about it openly and her eyes were just about 
20 
25 
popping out and you say, 'read it'. And you get back a note saying, 'r really 30 
appreciate the enthusiasm you're showing about the book and I can understand 
now why you actually felt that way. I can't agree with everything that is 
said'. But in a sense I've achieved something as well, because I've got her 
to read it. Even if it changes her one little iota it helps. For me it meant 
a lot. There again we started living in our own little world again. Gary 
turned around to me and said, 'Ja, why don't we start a school like that in 
Grahamstown. We could call it "Winter Valley" or something'. It was just all 
like dreams, and we were saying to a whole lot of students, 'we want you to 
come and join our school - lIWinter Valleyll. We're going to mould it on the 
35 
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"Summerhill II style - we 're going to start something new here'. It really 
lacks in South Africa ... something like that ... completely multi-racial, and 
you know we're just going to break all the laws which are around us and 
which make our society stink and which make our schools stink. We're going 
to go against all of those and we're going to produce something really new. 5 
Great fun ... r don't think it would ever work . .. 
I was really delighted, again during the About to Teach course, that term, 
Gary was actually looking after the Headmaster of School A's house. Gary 
came to me one night absolutely delighted. He said to me, 'Clyde, you're not 
going to believe it, I've got a book here from Mr C. It's on "Summerhi ll 
but it's all in pictures!' I mean I j ust about flipped . I 'd read "Summer-
hill" and now here it was in pictures. That's all I needed because here you 
could actually see A S Neillwalking around with the kids and what the kids 
were doing ... the entrance to the school .• . pictures of their rooms and it was 
fascinating. It sort of came alive and I was so delighted to see it. 
If I could make a suggestion too, two other films for future courses - tlHair" 
and "Educating Rita". I can get hold of a film which doesn't really have 
anything to do with teaching, but it's . .. I think . .. a worthwhile film ... and 
that's "Apocalypse Now". I think it's got some very strong moral issues which 
10 
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don't really relate to teaching in any way at all, but in the end, to our 20 
life experience. But "Hairl! in particular, I love that movie. I ' ve seen it 
twice. Gary and I have both chatted about it and we think it's very good. 
You know, IIMarigolds" was a very interesting movie, but I actually put in my 
criticism of it that I felt it was the sort of movie you had to see twice. 
Very powerful message, but you had to, in a sense, analyse it. I felt ... I'm 25 
at a loss really, I've got to see that again to really appreciate it .. . 
that's how I felt. Lots of movies are like that. I think "Hair" would go down 
very well with the students ... especially for a person like myself. And I 
think a lot o f the guys in the Department are like that . .. we're off to army 
next year and not only are we worried about our teaching careers ... our 
futures • .. but we've got this whole army issue at stake as well and this is 
bugging us . "Hairll~ it's all about Vietnam . .. superb . .. and it brings in the 
drugs and the flower power and the fact that ... "Apocalypse Now" is the 
same story. I can get "Apocalypse Now" if you'd like it. .. I've got it on 
Video. 
I think in your matric year the big issue is what next - army, varsity, tech, 
go out and work ... whatever . That's the big issue . Whatever you then do . . • 
30 
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especially for us ... OK, we've been to varsity. We get into varsity ... the 
thing that ' s on our brain at that stage is, 'I've got to get through 
these exams, and I've got to get a degree '. Now suddenly the pressure's 
off us ... we're doing post-grad . studies. We're doing an HDE. We've decided 
we want to become teachers . .. here's the first problem .. . going into the 
course and using these different courses like About to Teach. One of the big 
benefits of About to Teach is that it actually ... you start questioning 
yourself. 'Do I really want to teach?' 'Do I want to be faced with these 
issues?' 'Are these the sort of aims I'd like in my school?' 'What sort of 
5 
teacher do I want to be?' 'What sort of teacher do the pupils want me to 10 
be?' You start questioning yourself and you start saying to yourselfJ 'Can 
I be that sort of person?' 'Have I got those abilities and do I have that 
sort of enthusiasm?' I tell you, if a teacher hasn't got that enthusiasm, 
he might as well give it up. If by now he is feeling he doesn't really want 
to teach ... OK he could stick out the course and get his HDE, but he must 15 
really strongly decide whether he wants to teach or doesn't want to teach ... 
so that very definitely you're analysing yourself. At no stage have I ever 
analysed myself more than I am now. I believe that I still want to teach. 
There are a number of things that are worrying me ... whether I want to go 
into a private school or government school. I've seen the hassles you get 20 
in staff rooms ... right from the inside. I've seen those problems which you 
get. I've seen the teachers '; social circle which these people get involved 
in. I've seen all these problems. I've grown up with them as well ... both my 
parents are teachers. It's actually quite an interesting background ... dad 
a teacher in a private school. I live in a private school . I've been in a 25 
private school all my life. I've been through a hostel, I'm back in a hostel. 
I still want to teach. In a sense I'm the last sort of person you'd expect 
would want to teach. I should have really been thrown out of the system 
completely and should have really been put off, but I'm not. I even had my 
dad teaching me, that's how bad it got! 
• 
30 
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INTERVIEW WITH JONATHAN 
I think I 'll start off with the booklet, the general outline of the course 
asc taken up in the About to Teach booklet. I found most of the stuff very 
interesting and stimulating. I found that, initially, when I went through 
the booklet most of the stuff was from books that I had actually read at 
school which pleased me in the sense that I found that maybe people shared 5 
my ideas on education, ideas which I came to the Department with initially. 
In general I found that the direction of the course in terms of its edu-
cational direction, was the one in which I was interested in in the first 
place, but I found too, throughout the course, I learnt that in the six 
months that I had been teaching I had actually not been such a good teacher. 10 
I . fbund that I had made a lot of mistakes in terms of what I learnt later 
on~ when I was busy doing the course, but I found that without the knowledge 
that I gained during the course I think I did quite a good job of the 
teaching. The movies, the "Seven Up Series'! J I found interesting - as were 
the others - all stimulating in terms of getting you to think about what 15 
you are actually going out to do. 
The day in the school I found terribly useful in that it forced me to actually 
go back to my pupil days and re-live the world through the eyes of a school 
student. I found that not all schools were the way that my school was. The 
school I went to was totally different from the one I had gone to. It 20 
actually made me realise that students don't all experience school in the 
same manner. People have different experiences of what high school is all 
about, especially after I had gone to that school and gone to another school 
for my teaching practice, where the experience once again was totally 
different. One wonders whether it's a~tually fair to expect all these people 25 
to write the same exams when they go for their matric at the end of their 
final year, because the experiences throughout are totally different. And 
they're not really prepared in the same manner for the exam. So that some 
people are disadvantaged. The interview with the pupils I found terribly 
interesting as well, especially the younger ones where one doesn ' t always 30 
think of them as actually having all these ideas about their teachers. Quite 
surprising to hear Standard 6 pupils who actually had these well-defined 
ideas about what they actually want in a teacher. Discussion groups were al-
ways useful to get the views of the other people in the class. Most of the 
time you tended to agree with what the group said but sometimes you thought 35 
you were a bit out in the cold because you didn't share their ideas, but 
what then was useful was to get them to know your point of view, and to 
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listen to theirs. The tutors I think, in general, handled the discussions 
quite well. And they tended to encourage people to talk and not push down 
their views. Sometimes they did, but I suppose it's natural for people to 
try and do that. 
Teaching practice was enjoyable . I think the About to Teach course went a 
long way in preparing us for actually going out into teaching practice. 
Though I feel that perhaps if the About to Teach course had been placed after 
the theoretical courses it would have been a bit more useful in that we would 
have had the theoretical background for actually understanding what we were 
doing in About to Teach. 
Still, I think that the About to Teach course is perhaps an easier way of 
getting into the course before you actually go into the theory, but now when 
you are actually busy with the theory you feel you would have liked to have 
known some of the theoretical stuff before. 
Having taught for six months I still found that I learnt a lot during my 
teaching practice in that when I went out to teaching practice I'd actually 
had some theoretical grounding in education. I could more or less try and 
reason out why I was doing certain things, whereas before I just thought 
this a good thing to do and I did it. The teachers in general were quite use-
5 
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ful, helpful, and they tried to make it easy on us. I found it easier to get 20 
started than guys who went with me because they hadn't taught before and 
they found it a problem' to actually get started, but after the first few 
days they actually got into it and by then I was well on my way too, like 
building up relationships with classes and things. 
I found my main problem was actually getting the students to be interested 25 
in what I was trying to do. Normally when a new teacher comes along or a 
visiting teacher, people are interested, at least, in a new person, but it 
seemed that the pupils weren't even interested in new teachers or whatever 
and they were just going along there and we had to actually fight to get 
them interested in what we were trying to do. I tried to go with new methods 30 
and some of the things I'd learnt here. Some of them worked, some didn't 
and I found it was hard work actually getting people i nterested. That's the 
main. problem that I'm going to face going out as a teacher: to get people 
interested. I think in general people are interested in completing their 
school career ... they want to pass matric. They are interested in school as 35 
such, but the academic side - getting down to the work - the actual syllabus, 
people find it terribly hard to reach them. I don't know what the causes are. 
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You know, you actually have to work hard to get them to be interested . I 
think if you didn't go out on teaching practice .. . it would be terrible to 
start teaching next year without doing a spell in a school. I find it's 
essential for you to' actually go and practice before you actually go and 
start . 
Most of the people seemed to enjoy the course . There are the cynics in the 
class. There are people who just aren ' t interested in what is going on ... 
people thought it was a waste of time ... not very many, but in general people 
seemed to find it interesting and helpful. People were interested in what 
was going on. In terms of discussions with other people, most of the dis -
cussion actually came out in tutorial discussion classes and there people 
actually spoke out so that one could say that people did prepare for tutorial 
discussions, which in a sense means that they were interested in what was 
going on. I think it's one of the courses in the HDE curriculum people most 
enjoyed. I know people aren ' t as enthusiastic about the theory course for 
example. as they were about the About to Teach. The work wasn't so demanding 
in the first place. 
Int: May I ask you something? If it were possible for the staff to agree 
to try and run the theory courses along the same basis as the About 
to Teach course, do you think that would be a better approach? 
I think it certainly would, but I think it would be difficult to actually 
structure the course in that way. Maybe you would be able to do that . I 
think the idea of separating the three disciplines causes problems, but I 
suppose you have to. But I think if there was closer co-operation between 
the three maybe it would be a bit better. Now we tend to be swamped with 
work because I don't think the other people are quite aware of what the 
other people are expecting - the sociology people aren't aware of what the 
psychology and philosophy people are expecting so that we are burdened with ' 
a lot of work and it tends to get you down sometimes. I think the essay we 
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were set the other day - the topic assignment - was quite an interesting one . 30 
I think it ' s a good move in that you have to combine the three disci plines . 
It's a good one. The first essay we had to do was quite interesting . I 
enjoyed doing it and at that .time it was easy for me to actually put down my 
i deas, but after going through the course, and after going through T.P. I 
found it terribly difficult to actually sit down and sort out my ideas 
about what teaching really was. And it took me quite a long time to actually 
work it out . My essay was late. I didn't hand it in on time. Some of the 
35 . 
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views I held earlier had changed as a result of the course. Some I still 
wanted to hold on to. So it was a bit difficult actually working through 
... 1 think it's a good exercise to actually get people thinking about what 
they actually believe. 
During my high school years where it was possible, in discussions in class, 5 
in which we used to have debates and stuff ... one felt free to actually bare 
oneself and give one's opinion. As far as my under-graduate years go, I 
always felt that I couldn 't really be honest in terms of my ideas. I found 
that in most cases my ideas differed so radically from the rest of the 
groups and from lecturers that in most cases I found it better to go along 10 
with the group instead of upsetting the apple cart. Especially in contro-
versial subjects - in sociology for example J I found it much easier to go 
along, but in the history classes for example, I had terrible problems. 
And I had actually grown used to floating along with the group and not saying 
what I think. I found it was best afterwards because in the beginning, in my 15 
first year, I used to be a nuisance in class and I found that actually people 
were getting upset with me and I felt I was wasting their time and trying to 
be difficult, so that I eventually got used to floating along and just 
accepting things as they were. Earlier on , in school, I don't think so. One 
doesn't really discuss your personal views in school. It's only now really 20 
in the HDE course where you actually are given the opportunity time and time 
again to actually sit down and give your personal feelings in a class and I 
find it, in a sense, a new experience. During my under-graduate year s I'd 
gone- through a lot of reading and stuff , so that now I've amassed a mass of 
knowledge which enables me to sort out my own ideas better. When I was at 
school I don't think I was able to think as concisely or as clearly as I am 
able now. In a sense my discussions during high school years were a bit on 
the sloppy side. I feel now that it's quite useful for me and in most cases 
I am free to actually say what I think. 
Int: Do you have any reservations? Do you feel a bit apprehensive about 
saying what you really think on occasion? 
It depends on the group I'm with. It depends on my peers mostly and not on 
the- tutor. Sometimes one feels that it's better to let things pass . In most 
cases I feel free to say what I actually feel. 
Int: Can you think of anything else you would like to say? 
25 
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I think one of the main criticisms I have against the HDE course, and this 
is against the course as a wholea I don't know if there's very much that 
people presenting the course can do about it, but it seems that we are 
trying to turn our attention to a specific teaching situation . We are 
looking at British and American education, and the teacher we are interested 5 
in is basically the one who is going to teach in a western bourgeios society . 
' We aren't really looking at a third world education at all in terms of what 
the problems are there. And I think these are some of the problems which we 
are going to face when we actually go out to teach. The problems of mass 
education, etc. How to compensate for people who are socially deprived, etc., 10 
at school. I think that's one of the main problems I have with the course. 
Even the course in comparative education in terms of looking at communist 
education in China or Russia ... that I think would be quite useful. It would 
help. But I feel that we have to actually look at education in the third 
world and see what people are doing there . 15 
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INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD 
I found the About to Teach course more helpful in some ways than a lot of the 
things we're doing now. While I was doing my under-graduate course, thinking 
about this year and what it was going to be like, I was just under the im-
pression, people gave me the impression, that it would be a fairly sort of 
straightforward, easy course . You just learn a few things here and there . But 5 
actually I found it to be most helpful . . . 1 found it to be most helpful from 
the point of view that I had certain pre-conceived ideas about teaching. I 
thought teaching was just sort of like - how can I put it - was just sort of 
say a thing like a job that you had to do without realising the deeper things 
that underlay t eaching . A sort of a Teachers' College thing ... type situation. 10 
And I found the About to Teach course brought out all sorts of i ssues . . . raised 
all sorts of issues that I hadn ' t actually considered. Like when we did the 
first essay, what was it, what was that first essay? 
Int: What teaching means to me? 
Ja, What teaching means to me. I just laid out the basics of what I thought 1 5 
teaching meant to me and then at the end of that time, when I actually did the 
other essay, What teaching means t o me now, it was quite interesting to see 
the c hanges that had occurred. So from the point of view of the structure of 
• the course, I think it raised a lot of very good issues that I hadn't really 
considered before. So from that point of view it was very helpful. I' v e got 20 
to think about this. I enjoyed the fact that we were moved from different. .. 
we had different tutors each week . I thought that was quite good because it 
means we got to know ... as students, we got to know who our sort of, like staff:" 
was, and I think it was good because it ki nd of establ ished relationships. Like 
sometimes if I had a problem, like say my sister for instance, and I may not be 25 
able to go to my method lecturers - I may not feel that they're the right 
people, but I could come to you, although there are other factors involved 
there as well. But I felt I could come to you say and j ust s a y , 'This is the 
situation'. So from that ' point of view I felt it was good as well. Course 
wise, the actual. structure of the thing, I actually missed one of them, I 30 
missed the one on discipline because I was ill. That was ri ght at the end; I 
was quite s orry t o miss that actually . . . I think it would hav e been useful. 
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Int: Even though you missed it, would the handbook have been of any use? 
Did you have a look at the readings? 
Mrran, that's right there were three articles I think ... which were quite helpful. 
But I mean it would have needed some kind of backup _ . some kind of discussion -
to kind of reinforce perhaps what I was thinki ng and I think as well from the 5 
group point of view it gave you a chance to like express your own opinions . I 
don't think any tutors dominated too much. Well, most of them ... well the group 
that I was in - we were fairly relaxed and fairly open and even though we might 
have differed with somebody els·e ' s opinion it was good in that respect as well. 
I wouldn't know how, actually, it could be improved. I don't know because I 10 
felt ... well, I . think that the actual way the course was structured was just 
right f ·or perhaps· my particular viewpoint or feelings at the time. I felt it 
brDught out issues that I personally hadn't really considered in any great 
depth. So from the actual point of view of improvement, I don't know, I 
wouldn't know what you could do there. 
The stimulus input sessions were very helpful. It kind of gave that added depth 
if you like, when we were actually discussing ... raising all sorts of problems. 
You can refer back to, like the day in the school for instance, and you could 
identify with pupils in some way because once you get out of the school situa-
15 
tion you tend to forget what it was like as a pupil and to try and feel what 20 
they're feeling and pick up their attitudes towards their eeachers and towards 
their schools and things like that. So from that point of view it was very 
helpful. So from that point of view perhaps you actually might be able to 
introduc e more things like that. You know, sort of, a practical thing . 
I think you could do the same thing ... I don't know whether you could do the 25 
same with psychology or sociology or philosophy, but I don't know. Personally 
I just haven't been as happy doing those three than say doing the About to 
Teach course which was more informal. We all got together as one big group . . . 
you have your stimulus input then you go away and talk and discuss about it 
and raise issues . 
For sociology, we were going to have tutorial groups . Now theylve made it 
just a straight, like, lecture time, which in a way I think is a bit sad, 
know) because ... it would be good say for sociology if they had a lecture 
some kind of stimulus input for that particular thing and then as groups 
away and discuss it ... you know it's sort of issues ... that kind of sort of 
format. 
i nto 
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Having never done psychology, sociology or philosophy I'm really struggling 
in some of these, and the fact that I've missed a few, because of problems 
at home hasn't made it any easier. So perhaps if they had that kind of more 
informal thing ... Because I found it really worked for the About to Teach 
course. We had a super group, we really did. You know all sorts of issues 
were raised from say like a >.day in the school ... all kinds of issues were 
brought forward and it was great to hear different people's opinions of 
them and what they actually thought as well as expressing your own opinion, 
which I think is a very constructive kind of thing. I mean j ust on a ... well 
this is just an example, one of the reasons I actually left New Zealand 
was because of the anti-White South African opinion there, and because I 
had been to South Africa and had lived here for a couple o f years and I ' d 
finished my matric here. I wasn't an authority on South Africa, but I could 
actually speak more in South Africa ' s favour in some ways. And of course all 
t he radicals, you know , they were just of the opinion that ... and their 
opinion mattered and in a lot of cases when we had discussions and things 
with different people ... they would just like shout you down and it actually 
sort of stunted you in a way. And that's one of the reasons why I left ... I 
just couldn't stand some of the hypocrisy that was going on. I mean apartheid 
is not j ust confined to South Africa, you've got it everywhere. 
I'm not saying I support apartheid but, you know, I think there are changes ... 
even if they are slow changes. It's a fact that I think some people have to 
r .ecognise without just hitting specifically at White South Africa. Because 
I'm, White and I'm proud of it, you know. That's my heritage .. You know what I 
mean.?-
I think the About to Teach course actually helped me during my teaching 
practice, I 'd actually done two weeks before coming to this course ... there 
I was just about thrown right into the deep end, but it was a good experience. 
In some ways I was prepared in a small way for my teaching prac. but the 
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About to Teach course just gave it that little bit more depth. And sometimes 30 
during T.P. I found some guys came to me with all sorts of problems ... it was 
qui.te interesting. Whether they were related to work or something they felt 
they could perhaps relate to me better than they could with their normal 
teacher, perhaps. Because I was younger or something. I don't know. But I 
had a lot of cases where guys came to me and I could just sit and chat to 35 
them and just find out things about them - how they felt about the school, 
some of their problems and things like that, it was actually a very good 
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experience for me - I enjoyed teachtng at School W. 
l' think one of the main things that gave me that little bit more confidence -
because I'm not a very confident person ... and even at School W I still wasn't 
very confident, but I had that kind of extra sort of impetus if you like, to 
carry it through . I enjoyed School W, it was very good . And I found that the 5 
About to Teach course actually did help me in that area - very definitely. 
I thought the handbook was quite good actually. I think the articles that were 
chosen for the handbook were more related to the input thing - I can't think 
of any offhand actually, but I remember I enjoyed it. I thought it was very 
good actually. Like home background . This was something again, like, if you're 10 
thinking about teaching .•. that I hadn't personally considered when I first 
arrived~ Like the classroom situation. Sometimes kids who are very keen on 
learning may come to you and perhaps they're stifled by some kind of environment, 
perhaps their home environment or their social environment . It's important to 
take, sort of, cognisance of ... you know, their actual outside activities as well 15 
as their internal. Teaching a couple of subjects is a fraction of what you 
should be doing . 
Just talking on a general basis, just with other students, I know a lot of them 
, 
are not happy with the three disciplines at the moment. I think they find them 
sort of ... they're not as motivating as the About to Teach course you know. You 20 
just go to your lecture and take down your notes and you do your assignment ... 
and then you go away, and for people who haven't actually done that kind of 
thing, I mean it means ... in some ways it might mean nothing to them .. . you know, 
it's just .•. OK, this is philosophy and I have to pass it at the end of the 
year, you know . Perhaps, if, I don't know, if the HDE course or whatever, UED, 25 
~ spread over two years then you might be able to perhaps work something out 
like that ... I don't know. 
Obviously you've got problems there, I don't know. I get the feeling like this 
year, this cramming, that's what we're doing, we're just like cramming every-
thing in, you know. At the end it's all got to be kind of regurgitated . But 30 
then you know, like if you're not interested in sociology or you've never done 
it, I mean, what are you going to do when you pass it? You think 'Oh well, 
I've passed it and that's it'. Finished, you know. I don't have to think about 
that anymore, you kno~ Without my changing the teaching situation, but a lot 
of people that I've talked to about it are not that happy with it. I think 
they find it ... I think it's not that they're not happy ... I think they find it 
35 
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unmotivating in some ways. There needs to be some kind of input or like a 
day in the schools or a film or a tape or something to get their interest 
aroused and then to go away and discuss it and then bring out all the, say, 
sociological issues, philosophical issues, or something like that. 
I think most students that I've talked to in the HDE class actually enjoyed 5 
the About to Teach course. I haven't really heard anything negative so . . . 
and I think they enjoyed it because they found it stimulating. You had your 
stimulus, you had the material and you'd go away and read and you come back 
and, you know, you1ve got time to think about it, you've got time to sort of 
sort out your own opinions and weight up over issues you wanted to decide 
upon . Whereas here, you know, you just come and go away, come and go away and 
there's no kind of ... I don't know. Perhaps it's a communication thing as well -
I don't know. 
People are just not self-motivated. Everything is instant now, in this day 
and age, you know. I suppose, especially young people, just expect to be 
turned on . They do, you know. Everything, you just turn on, or video games 
or whatever it is, you know. They expect to be entertained almost .. . if I can 
use that word in inverted commas, you know. And there's sort of no self-
motivation - which is very sad actually in some ways. 
For all the About to Teach tutorials groups that I had, we had virtually 
100% attendance, you know. I think people were so interested in all the 
different issues that were being raised that they j ust came along and they 
were keen, you know. So I think that was the general impression. Unless they 
were ill or sometfuing. 
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INTERVIEW WITH PENNY 
The beginning part I thought was very good. That "Seven Up Series" . . . I 
loved that. I mean that was very, sort of, appropriate to teaching as 
well. To see the different kinds of schools . I enjoyed the movies as 
well as the readings in the handbook. I thought they were excellent, I 
really did. I found that book very useful. I used to read it before I 
went to sleep at night . In my other courses - my sociology and that -
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I find it quite a strain to read all what Tutor 5 wants us to read. But 
in that . .. it was so easy and it was really interesting . So I just used to 
. .. bedtime reading ... it was lovely. The part I least enjoyed was probably 
the Headmasters' talk which I found was incredibly false because having 
been a pupil at School K and having Mr T, I've got to admit that I never 
ever picked up those values in the four years that I was there, that's for 
sure . I just never found them very convincing, you know . To me it seemed 
like sales talk more than anything. They weren't being genuine .. . I'm sure 
5 
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they weren't. I mean there must be an ideal that anybody wants, you know, 15 
and anybody can stand up there and express these amazing ideas but to 
actually live up to them •.. I don't think ... well, Mr T doesn't, that's for 
sure! I'm not criticising him at all - I think he's a very good Headmaster, 
but I still don't think it's even possible for him to live up to those 
ideals that he was expressing. The same with Mr L. 
I think it was a good thing to have, in that you know, you could see the two 
sides of a Headmaster - how he actually operated and how he'd like to oper-
ate, but because it was so false, it just annoyed me so much and when I 
went out of there I was really angry, you know, because I'd known him so 
20 
well . .. and there he was .. . and he knew I was sitting there ... and there he was 25 
expressing all these amazing things that he just never did . I was actually 
at School Vas well, so I had Mr L too and he was even worse than Mr T. I 
mean, I hated that school . .. I really hated it. It was dreadful. I couldn't 
bear it . 
I spoke to Tutor 5 afterwards, but I don't know ... somehow I don't seem to 30 
find it very easy to talk to Tutor s. So I just said what I thought, and 
that, and Tutor 5 was quite interested in it. 
Int: Tutor 5 is actually terribl y fond of the school, because she was 
under Mr Lts predecessor, Miss R. 
Yes, I had her as well and I was also fond of her. She was nice, but a very 35 
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spinster type ... she was ... I mean, I had one year with Mr L. I don ' t know 
if it's right to have an all-girl school and a male Headmaster. I don't 
know if that's right ... I really don't know. I just don't agree with all-
girl schools maybe. I'm for co-ed. I mean, why are there only all-girl 
schools anyway - it's totally unnatural. 
I found the course helped quite a lot in TP . Especially the things like the 
"Seven Up Series" and the "Jean Brodie ll movie and the talk by the kids 
themselves. I missed, unfortunately, the teachers' one - I left then - a 
week early. My sister had a baby and I stayed in Pretoria with her, so I 
didn't see that one . But it was really good for TP you know ... to get an 
idea. You forget after you haven't been at school for five years and you 
forget what it 's actually like to be a pupil and what you think the teacher 
should be, you know . . . if you are going to be the teacher now ... so it's a 
totally different s i tuation and that was very interesting and it helped me 
in Teaching Practice. 
After the day in the school I was exhausted. Half past seven at night I was 
fast asleep and I don't kn ow why, because at school I never got tired, so 
what do you think the reason for that must be? 
Int: It's difficult to say. I suppose much younger people just have so 
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much more energy and they get into it. It's an every day reality 20 
and they have to survive. But that's a very interesting point, 
because when you think about it - eight periods a day . . . these 
children have to sit desk-bound. It must be exhausting. I don't 
remember it being exhausting . I can remember at school ... like after 
lunch, dozing off or something in class. 25 
I remember the last periods of the day .. . I used to hate them, whatever 
they were. 
Int: As a pupil yourself? 
Ja. 
Int: What about discussions outside of the official tutorials? 
As. I said in that questionnaire - a lot depended on who the tutor was. I 
found the ones with you, Tutors C and D, fine. I didn't enjoy the one with 
Tutor F - that was the "Jean Brodie" one and I think Tutor E didn't like 
me because he gave us pieces of paper to write our names on and I wrote 
something funny, and he just didn't impress me and I don't know ... I just 
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didn't enjoy that discussion . With Tutor F, we joined up with Tutor D and 
because the group was too big to begin with ... and I don't like Tutor F 
all that much. So that one I didn't en joy so much. The rest I loved. I 
really enjoyed them and I was sorry to miss that last one - that was the 
one that we repeated with you at the end . 
Int: The one on discipline, I think it was 
That's right. 
Int: And outside of the tutorial situation? 
Do you mean with the other students? 
Int: Yes, exactly, right out of the official kind of . .. 
Well, Kim and I used to have a lot . .. because Kim and I live together . . . and 
we used to have a lot to say about it because as far as I'm concerned it 
was probably the best part of the HDE course . .. followed by Lecturer G's 
course now, which I'm finding incredibly useful as well as psycho. which 
I'm enjoying, but I can't stand philosophy and sociology. 
Int: Have you had any experience in those two areas before? 
I've had a year of psychology and so I know, sort of, the basis of Erikson 
and I know Piaget and all those, but I know nothing about Ivan Illich or 
whatever his name is, and all sorts of things, I really don't know anything 
about ... 
rnt: It's an interesting problem. It's something that's come up in these 
interviews as well and I've picked it up in interactions with other 
students. The group as such is such a disparate group. You get people 
that come in with accountancy and commerce as their majors and 
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others come in wich science subjects, or history and geography and 25 
Phys Ed, or whatever. And other people will come in with psycho III 
or psycho honours or sociology II or III ... 
Don't you think maybe a solution to that is to rather stick to things like 
that story about Amala and Kamala - things that we can relate to ... sort of 
that are more on our level as teachers Rather than into some huge big 
. theorist's story? I'm sure that would be better. 
30 
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Int: That's what I try and do . .. start off with a very simple and extreme 
example and then talk about what's inherited and what's learnt. 
That's really interesting and I'm sure most people would agree with me, 
you know, knowing about Piaget, knowing about Erikson, even if you've never 
known about them before. I mean it's easy to read through that pamphlet you 5 
gave ... which is very simple. But if you have ... like in my first tut with 
Tutor E, we had a big thick thing to read through and readings in books and 
readings everywhere and we'd never been introduced to these people before ... 
it was just slap bang in the middle of somebody's theory. I mean let's try 
and like comprehend this and then sit in the tut and like talk about it. 
Luckily Nick had done sociology so he knew something about it, but otherwise 
you . .. after about 20 minutes, you ran out of anything to say and since then 
what Kim and L have been doing for sociology - instead of going to our tuts -
we do our readings at horne and we sit at horne in that time and talk and 
10 
that's far more beneficial to me and to her, she says . And philosophy ... r 15 
don't know ... I've just written philosophy off . I do have two methods a week 
with Lecturer H who takes me for philosophy as well. It's heavy going ... it 
really is. 
Int: What would you recommend? 
Why not try to incorporate those courses in a similar course to an About to 20 
Teach course.? ' Is that not possible? I mean things like showing a movie and 
discussing it the next time ... things like that. And then include, sort of, 
philosophical thoughts or sociological matters, or whatever, you know , and 
do' it that way instead of just plying people with group discussions in class 
which never work, because you're never with the same group. I mean, some 
people just don't arrive or other people, you know, if you don't know the 
people at all and they're enormous groups . .. to try and sit in philosophy 
there are something like 30 of us ... and you must all sit around a table led 
by Lecturer H and have a meaningful discussion. It just doesn't work, you 
know. People just don't discuss like that. 
I think it also depends on the person as well. I mean, the majority of HDE 
students are willing to si t in a lecture and listen to you ... and I mean, 
they are willing to listen to Lecturer G ... look how many people come to his 
classes. And they are totally, sort of, voluntary things . I mean, nobody's 
25 
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forced to come to them and yet if Lecturer H had to do the same method as 35 
you .. . as what you're doing ... still nobody would go because people just can't 
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bear to sit and listen to him. I like Lecturer H as a person very much. He's 
a super man ... but he's just got something about him that he just cannot 
lecture. I can't sort of grasp what he's trying to ·say at all. He's very 
repetitive and he's ... I honestly don't know how to explain it. But I have 
method G with him twice a week, and that's more than enough. And quite 
honestly, until now I've learnt nothing in method G - absolutely nothing. 
except for what I learnt on TP and that amounts to far more than what I've 
learnt now with him in terms of method. You know, things like setting of 
tests and marking tests we'll do for three weeks in a row and then he's got 
no ... you know, like, when you talk to Tutor C, he's got such good ideas 
about helping kids •.. like letter writing, you know .. . good ideas about how 
to go about teaching letter writing to children, instead of the boring, old-
fashioned method, but Lecturer H doesn't do that at all ... he doesn't give you 
any ideas. Has he taught before in a school? He just never imparts any of his 
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good ideas about teaching. which I'm sure he must have. I mean, any teacher 15 
must have them. So that's j ust the difference. 
Int: So what do you actually do in method G then ... if you're not doing 
method? If you know what I mean. 
Well, we sit there and we go through an exam paper. We've never been through 
the syllabus at all and eventually we just said to him, 'could we possibly 20 
go through that?' So we went through that, which was nice. That was probabl y 
the best part of the course. We went in pairs and each took a section of the 
syllabus and discussed it, and that was fine. But other things like the 
marking of the paper - he brings philosophy into it a hang of a lot as well. 
You know, nothing to do with classroom discipline, nothing to do with the 
practical side of teaching - it ' s all theoretical - everything is theoretical . 
You know ... and what should a good exam paper have and what are good questioning 
techniques on a certain subject? It's no practical advice at all. 
Int: Although, when you come to setting subject G papers •.. 
25 
Oh, we'll probably set them perfectly. I 've got a handout about that thick on 30 
setting papers but nothing else . 
The whole HDE course could be similar to the About to Teach course. I mean, 
all the practical things that came out of the About to Teach course were of 
real value. You know, the theoretical things we do in philosophy. I mean, c 
whoever's theory we study in philosophy or sociology . .. I mean, it's of no use 35 
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really. I mean when we finish this course I'll f?rget those ... I won't 
remember them. And I don't care two hoots what some guy - two centuries 
ago - said about children or something. It doesn't worry me. I want to 
know ideas, what we must do, how to handle children in certain situations 
and how I handle people in the staff room and all that - that's what 
matters to me, you know, to be a good teacher in tha~ say . I don't want 
that theoretical knowledge. 
Int: I n o ther words, it's bread and butter issues that are of a major 
concern to you? 
5 
Ja. Maybe I ' m wrong. Maybe I should have a more, sort of, academic outlook 10 
on · it, but to me teaching isn ' t a purely academic thing at all. It's more 
knowing how to deal with children and by learning a theory, like Erikson's 
theory, I mean, then you know something at least about children. But by 
learning some obscure theory on philosophy about some thought of some guy 
years back, I mean, it's not going to help you about children, is it? Well, 15 
to me it's not - so that's the difference. 
Built into all those films, all those readings, you gave us, are all three 
of those disciplines - sociology, psychology and philosophy . . . to a cer~ain 
extent. And rather than doing what we're doing now, rather extend that a bi t 
so that we've got a core of films that we've seen and you know, certain 
things ... interviews that we've done and heard and then build it from that 
and say J 10K, let's have a tutorial on "Jean Brodie" - the sociological 
aspect of what caused her to do what she did and then ... ' you know ... we'll 
be bringing sociology into the course and then relate theor ies to it if they 
20 
must relate theories to it. And in that ... "Marigolds" ... that one. I mean, 25 
then there's t he parents eff ect on the child and that's also something to 
do with one of these three disciplines, I mean, there's something in all of 
those . .. rather than just discuss obscure things that don't happen to any-
body. At least things some people can relate to ... 
Int: That's very interesting. I think, you're talking integration of 
these disciplines? 
Definitely. They can't be seen as three separate things and they very much 
are three separate things at the moment. I mean, I understand at the be-
ginning when you said how difficult it was to integrate them and then I 
30 
realised ... but I 'm sure by trying to extend the About to Teach and relating 35 
them in that way, it would work. Work better than it is now. 
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fit: OK, anything else about the course from a personal point of view? 
Well, I think it's helped me develop quite a lot as a person and being in 
tutorial groups - especially being in the same one throughout the About to 
Teach, it helped me get to know people, you know, quite well . And also to 
accept other people's points of view . That's another thing I never did very 5 
often before, and to realise that people have different values and have 
different opinions on certain .things and that mine aren't always the right 
ones, and I think that definitely did teach me a lot in that way. 
I realise now . .. I don't know if the HDE course has entirely helped me to 
overcome my selfishness, but I know I used to be terribly selfish and what 10 
r said went and other people's opinions didn't really matter to me at all. 
Int: Maybe that's just more inflexibility than selfishness? 
Could be, but I see it as a kind of selfishness and maybe being spoilt as a 
child as well - being the last one of the family and being quite spoilt ... 
because often as a little girl, things I wanted to do, you know, the whole 15 
family often did, which is a fault on my parents side, I suppose, but that I 
know . . . I've learned to overcome and this has possibly helped quite a lot, 
because being in tutorial discussions and interacting with other people and 
learning to live and to acc ept other people's ideas ... it has helped me in 
that way. And I don't think I'm as selfish as I used to be. 
Int: I can't imagine you being selfish ... 
No, I was. I was a terrible little girl . . . terrible and spoilt. I think also 
added to that is living with other people - living in digs. Getting out of 
res. and living in digs . It's helped a hang of a lot . 
I nt: Yes, you have to reall y consider other people's likes, disl ikes, 
situations. I did exactly t he same thing i n my HDE year . I l i v ed 
in a house wi t h four other people - Phew! - i t can be heavy . 
I know. It is heavy. But luckily it's worked very well and been a very good 
experience. 
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INTERVIEW WITH JILL 
Generally, I really did enjoy the course immensely, although I must admit 
that I was a bit lazy about doing the reading. Not every time, but I'd 
leave it too late and then realise there was more than I had anticipated 
and didn't get through it all. But, on the whole, I found the discussions 
very interesting , subsequent to the movie or whatever the programme e n-
tailed. I found that it was sort of the first taste of our course and of 
teaching and having had four years getting to this point, I was getting 
to the stage where I thought, 'I can't wait to teach'. 
There's been so much preparation time behind the actual teaching. Now I 
want to get out and get into it. And so this course ... I was fascinated to 
see what sort of things would come up~ I don't know if it was a conscious 
thing of trying to see how it would relate to actual teaching when I was in 
the situation, but I think subconsciously you must be thinking all the time 
here's a panel of Headmasters or pupil s ... you know, just as you would 
corne across in a school situation. I think the one which I missed , and I 
was very sorry to have missed . . . I don' t know, I think I forgot to mention 
it when I wTote it down in the form .. . was the kids in the little interviews 
.. . 1 didn't see that one, which I believe was very interesting, and I saw it 
on video but I didn't see the ... I think I saw the 9's , but I didn't see the 
6's, which I would love to have seen . 
On, T'.P. the kids who I enjoyed most were the 'littlies' and the 7's on the 
whol.e. I had a 7C class and the school I was at. .. these kids were the weak 
English-speaking . .. it was a dual medium school . . . so there were three 
English classes and two Afrikaans and the children were ... they knew that 
they had been labeled as weak English pupils and I found it immensely 
challenging wanting to just get them to destroy that label and to realise 
that they were OK as people, you know. Just to affirm them and the one 
lesson which I ... I know this is digressing ... but I took a lesson on dialogue -
Colleen and myself .. . we shared it . We had our lesson so we could, you know, 
it was time enough to make use of. We used a tape and I transcribed it and 
we handed it out to them. It was that one that Lecturer D used on ... it ' s 
called "Rawlings" and it's a pupil going to a Headmaster. These kids 
obviously could relate to it absolutely completely, you know, and they were 
hosing themselves. They were so relaxed and I got them to then set up their 
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own dialogue situations and write a little dialogue thing in the special 
way that ... I'd shown them the rules how to do it and that, and then come 
to the front if they wanted to . .. and to read it out or enact it in front 
of the class. They were completely relaxed, because Colleen and I ... well 
the fact that we were so relaxed that at one stage we were calling each 
other 'Colleen' or 'Jill', and you'd say, I I mean Mi ss L', you know. But 
something we had to work through. And anyway, at the end of the lesson 
I was just bursting. I was just so thrilled with how it had gone and I 
couldn't contain myself. They have two lessons, break, two lessons, break 
5 
and then two and then that's it and it was just before break, and I said 10 
to them ... I just felt . .. I just said, '7C you have been the most fantastic 
class and I have just loved teaching you'. It was the last time I was 
going to take them and I was just, thanking them that they'd let me come in, 
you know. And I said, 'You've been so well-behaved and co-operative' ... 
and all the rest of it . And this one little girl's face just lit up and 
she looked at me in absolute amazement .. oshe said, 'Gee, Miss, nobody's 
ever said that to us'. 
And if I can draw it back to the About to Teach I think that I was excited 
about the course in wanting to see how . .. what issues would be raised that 
I could see would possibly be reflected later on in the T.P. or in real 
life ... in a permanent post. The parts of the course I enjoyed most were 
where we had a panel of people to come and chat . . • with the staff ... or the 
Headmasters. The Headmasters' one was s uch an eye-opener and I felt two 
extremes . I think a couple of them couldn't pitch up or something. But the 
ones who came ... you found yourself comparing them the whole time ... 
imagining yourself in that situation under a Headmaster like that and I 
was thinking which one I would be more willing to want to work under and 
automatically decided to myself that I definitely would not work under 
so-and-so. 
The one part of the course which I didn't enjoy that much was the "Miss 
Jean Brodie" movie . I think only because for me it just seemed such an 
unrealistic situation - this woman . .. this crazy woman. To my mind she was 
warped, but that was my personal opinion. Still it was interesting ' to see 
how great an impact she had and I think it's really possible that that can 
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happen. I had one teacher at school ... an English teacher ... and she was a 35 
divorcee and she was obviously very cynical about a lot of things and 
bitter about her divorce and that sort of thing, and yet she was an out-
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standing teacher. She just drew on personal experience so much and made 
the classes so much more relaxed and she was very frank and open and 
shared a lot about herself which just brought so much life into the 
actual lesson. 
It was interesting, too, listening to the teachers who came and the one 
teacher who came I'd actually observed at School G when we had that 'Day 
in a School '. He was the Science teacher there. That was interesting too. 
I'm almost ashamed to say it, but the one thing which also ... I think I 
would need lots of time to think over, or possibly even see the movie 
5 
again ... I think I mentioned to you , I would like to see it again ... was the 10 
IIMarigolds" movie. Because there just seemed so much in it and after the 
discussion people brought out all sorts of things which I hadn't picked up 
and I kind of found myself thinking, 'why didn't I, you know . .. I should 
have'. And yet other issues which were raised ... and yet ... a lot of the time 
I thought to myself, 'I'm getting muddled'. But when I was thinking in re- 15 
lation to the core-courses maybe because I've got no background in it I'm 
finding it difficult, but I keep thinking how realistic . . . or not necessarily 
realistic ... but how relevant is it? Because I can't see myself going to my 
notes and saying, 'Well, Piaget says this, that or the next thing'. These 
kids aren't in the right grouping or stage ... according to Piaget ... how does 20 
one relate to them, you know. I just feel very much ... I think Mick mentioned 
it today in fact . .. that it's so much a personal thing that ... and you 're re-
lating it to the kids ... that no theorist or body of theory can aid you in 
that ... it's very much how you ... in a ... just a day-to-day lesson-to-Iesson 
situation . And as situations arise, if you just respond instinctively in one 25 
way or the other according to your personality, I think. Although I possibly 
find that if I was to sort of have a look at all the theorists and then 
apply my ideas and see what correlations there are ... there would probably be 
quite a lot that I would agree on ... possibly . .. I don't know. 
I found the 'discussions very interesting because I love hearing people ' s 30 
views and yet it's a bit selfish o n my part because I've found that I ' m 
hesitant to give my opinion, and I wish in one way that I was more relaxed 
to just chat about how I feel personally about different things. But I 
find that it's very interesting ... when you have seen ... know someone on a 
certain level and then getting to know them through, you know, various 35 
moral issues that are raised and why so-and-so thinks that. For me the 
biggest thing has been wanting to see what my view is, my standpoint as a 
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Christian and see how I should ... if I am to call myself a Christian ... how 
I would respond to the various situations. It's quite difficult, sort of, 
coming to a point of s .aying ... now just abortion for example ... how one 
would ... what should r say and to make sure that I've worked it through 
and that my view is consistent with a Christian point of view. 
You know, you come up against a lot of, not necessarily criticism, but 
people who don't think like I think, you know ... and can't understand why 
I respond in a certain way. I think that that is a lot of the reason why 
I am possibly hesitant to talk because I find that I possibly have a very . .. 
5 
I won't say childish Christianity, but I tend to see Christianity as a simple 10 
thing and I don't feel that it's something that's complex and I feel some-
times that if I give my view it seems so ... not shallow . . . but uncomplicated, 
you know. Why don't you say this if you're just saying you are wanting to 
obey how God leads you to act, you know. But don't just say it nai vely, 
you know .. . you can't, you know .. . there are sort of responses that people 15 
make when you say things like that ... then I'd rather not say them, you know, 
and protect myself. 
Int: Did you speak at all during the tutorials? Did you feel it got better 
as it went along? 
I did feel that I was feeling more relaxed to contribute as the tutorials 20 
went on. And I felt in a way I would have been silly not to have spoken up 
more beforehand, but· I' ve always been like this. In fact the specific English 
teacher that I mentioned to you . . . when she arrived at our school she wanted 
us to help her get to know us. She wanted us to give a little sketch of our-
selves and the things that were important to us and I remember writing there 25 
that I was far more a listener than a speaker and that I'd rathe~ not chat. 
I want people to ... maybe it's almost ... it should be more giving from my side, 
but I love to hear people's views ... just to see why they think in such and 
such a way. I have opened up more lately too ... and I feel that I've become 
far more relaxed about giving my views . And I think too i t's having had the 30 
T.P . thing where the four of us were together at that school. All very differ-
ent and spending a lot of time chatting and we were always getting on to t he 
heated things about: politics and religion and sex and whatever. And all coming 
with our very contrasting views. But that helped I think, you know, far more 
in an informal situation. 35 
I think the course has raised a lot of important things. In fact some of the 
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time it's been almost too challenging. I sor t of thought, 'Oh no, I don't 
want to make a decision on that' . You know yQu~ve got to sit down and 
really work through things . .. and evaluate why you think that or the other 
thing , and to really be honest with oneself and to see what your stand is. 
The Tutors were very accepting, I think. And approachable. I don't think 
anyone felt ... I don't remember any situation where someone's view was just 
disregarded as totally meaningless or valueless. And I think .. . just a more 
practical thing, and they tended to lead the discussion well on' the whole, 
you know ... j ust to draw us out and not to give too much of themselves, but 
when they were open and gave examples from themselves it made us more at 
ease to share from personal experience, w.hich I think ... like Tutor C's been 
stressing . . . ju·st encouraging poeple to disclose themselves ... to be open and 
frank. Like wi.th my 7C class - I was doing that . I was so glad that I had. 
By then I'd seen them . .. not that many times, because they have a funny system 
5 
10 
at School P, but I must have seen them at least five or six times and I just 15 
thought, ' I ' m going to enjoy this lesson', and I was just completely relaxed 
with them and I couldn't help saying it. I thought, I couldn't walk out of 
this room without saying to them how much I've enjoyed them. 
A lot of people have said they have found it very difficult to identify and I 
was very hesitant about going there, I must be honest, because it's always 20 
been labeled in Port Elizabeth, you know ... not the very best of schools ... 
and my brother said, ' Oh, you're crazy. You're going to come across all these 
big heavies and the kids that are 20 when they should be finished school and 
sitting in Standard 6 and 7'. I thought . . . in a temporary situation ... I just 
blocked out the whole system business and being under, you know, an 
oppressive thing .. . I thought, ' They can't shout at us when we are here for 
such a short time if we ' re going to do things t hat they wouldn't agree with 
otherwise. They are not going to know about it in any case ... they're not 
really following what we're up to'. They were so into their exams and that, 
25 
and I just felt ... the one thing that was very important to me was to just see 30 
that I was really going to enjoy teaching and not to get to the end of my 
fifth year here and realise, 'Sherbert, I hate it. I don't want to teach. 
It's just not for me'. And I just thought I want to teach as much as I can, 
and I love children. And I'm the eldest in my family ... I've got three younger 
brothers ... there is quite a big gap between me and the young ones, and I 
think it's j ust my nature to be motherly and maternal. Those are the instincts. 
I just loved the children. I couldn't get enough of them. I just wanted to be 
able to love them and care for them and say, I You're all right'. 
35 
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Int: How, in general, did they respond to that? To that caring and love? 
They were amazing. This one little boy, X, he's been put right at the front 
of the class under the teacher's nose because hels such a t!ouble-maker) 
and I know that I was conscious of him all the time, but I ' d say, 'Hey, 
X, how are doing? How's it going with you. Are you getting your work 5 
done?' .. . when I'd given them stuff to do, and they were very ·co-operative 
and I felt pleased that it had gone as it had. With that class where I ex-
pected there to be discipline problems, there weren't. I ' was very pleased 
about it. 
If': I was to. give it more thought I could maybe think of things that could 10 
be . added' tor the, course. But it was a fantastic course and I'd love it to 
have gone on, bQt I know . . . I said as well ... I wrote it down ... that possibly 
had there been more it might have killed it a bit, because being finished 
before we went out on T. P . I think we all were so stimulated by i t that it 
left us on a high rather than had it dragged on we may have felt discouraged 15 
or j ust that it wasn't so exciting after all. That it had lost it's, sort of, 
i ni t i al impact. .. because being th', first par,; of the course we were all 
wondering what it was going to entail and I know for my self , I ploughed my 
way through Honours and thought, 'I can't wait for HDE . It's going to be 
such a ... I I felt far less pressurised here J and it seems that it's far 
more geared to get us to think about relationships. It's not that it's a 
vocatian ... whereas it's far less academically orientated and so it was the 
first part of the c ourse that we ' d all been waiting to see what it was going 
to be about. And we'd heard so much and you sort of think - 'I wonder what 
it~ s going to be like when we actually do it ourselves'. 
20 
25 
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INTERVIEW WITH MARION 
I can't octually tell you how much I've learnt at this stage, because I 
enjoyed the About to Teach course the most out of all my courses. It was 
at my level of understanding of certain aspects. I've found certain things, 
like philosophy, going right over my head at this stage. I'm very commerce 
minded. I went to a commercial school. I struggle to grasp that sort of ab- 5 
stract thinking. But just watching the films and talking about basic 
teaching skills and problems we're going to encounter ... I found it extremely 
useful because it answered a lot of questions that I was worried about per-
sonally. So until I am actually in my own classroom, I don't know how much 
that learning will come out. I've got a lot of ideas. I found the talks very 10 
interesting. The talks on discipline in the classroom. It's a problem that 
always worries me. I realise its importance but I don't want to go too far 
with it. I found the talks extremely interesting and how they coped with 
discipline in the classroom, but I didn't get a chance to put it into 
practice as such, as a teacher in teaching practice. Personally, I think 15 
I've learnt a helluva lot . . . growth-wise, in myself. It's something that I 
think is a very personal thing that we were taught. You were given things, 
ideas, situations and you had to make your own judgement about it . I don't 
know if I've done that. I hope I have. I find it very difficult to express 
myself. I always have. And in the groups I wanted to say so much, yet I 
couldn't say it" the way I wanted to say it, so I always used to hold it 
back. I realised I was not only perhaps stopping the group from progressing 
fUrther, but also" stopping myself. I find that difficult to overcome. With 
certain tutors, I just couldn't click at all. I prefer to listen ... which is 
20 
wrong. 25 
Int: Did you find any tutors attempting to bring you out. 
Yes. They addressed questions to me, although very few tutors actually did 
that . You did that once. Once somebody addresses me I'm committed. I'll do 
it. I feel that a lot of men could have done it. I'm not going to point 
fingers but some tutors do tend to just address questions generally and 
that's fine for those people who normally take the role anyway - of 
answering - but for me I think so-and-so is going to do it, so why should 
I worry anyway ... they'll say something. 
30 
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I enjoyed the groups because I liked listening to people. Il~ed a lot 
in listening, any way. So there was still some value for me there. I pre-
fer to listen, generally. I do realise I should have been more forthcoming 
with my ideas. 
Int: Do you feel it would have benefitted you more if you were more 
forthcoming? 
Yes. I think if you express yourself you're saying what you believe. Where-
as keeping it in, I 'm still in the dark and I ... is it really worth knowing 
about ? I'm not really scared of somebody attacking me . At one particular 
5 
instance I felt very strongly about something that I had witnessed in the 10 
day in the school and I was shocked by it and I stood by what I said and I . .. 
because I felt so strongly about it, I had a full-on discussion with one of 
the guys in the group and he was totally opposed to me. So I'm not scared of 
confrontations, but I rather avoid them if I can. 
I feel I haven't really been taught to express ... you see ... in my About to 15 
Teach questionnaire I did mention it ... it's the first time I've been allowed 
to go, not only straight up, but to go outwards too. It broadened my hori-
zons a little bit more. So I found the About to Teach very interesting. Half 
the time I didn 't even know what to look for. I was seeing the movie and I 
mean, that "Gamma Rays" totally got me. I didn't know what was going on. But 20 
after discussing it I saw the implications .. . what it actually meant. So it 
was very important to me because I saw how others saw it and I learnt . But 
towards the end I started picking up . 
r think I'll. always be more a listener. I can't change that. My method 
courses are, very small, so immediately I'm not so ... although the groups are .~ 25 
very small too, but I am correcting the way I feel now. That's why it's so 
nice to have that sort of course at the beginning of the year. Because you're 
thrown into that situation, which sort of develops for the rest of the year. 
So I think it's important to have it then. There are so many questions. First 
of all, 'Am I doing the right thing?' People talk to me about it and discuss 30 
it and I think maybe ! am . 
Int : How do you feel about that now? Is it the right thing to do? 
Yes. I was a bit doubtful but then I had an opportunity ... I was offered tre-
mendous opportunities and it was a case of saying) ' Oh, well, those are all 
material things .. . I'm not going to receive any job satisfaction ... I know I 35 
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won't, by doing it', but I was tempted, because of material benefits 
good salary for a start. But all sorts of advantages - like promotion 
perhaps, that I wouldn't get as a teacher. And the chance to get recog-
onition for a degree, I don't have. All those sort of things did bother 
me, but I made my decision. After I'd made that I thought, 'I'm not 
going to do it. I'm not even going to enjoy it'. I think, to me, enjoy-
ment is the important thing and I enjoyed accounts and I enjoy children. 
Int: Do you still feel that you're going to teach next year? 
Yes. I've had a commercial background from Standard 6 and right until 
Standard 9 I was going to work in the commercial world, but I just 
couldn't take it. I can't take a closed atmosphere. I like to go out and 
meet people even though I'm not very expressive, I ' d still like to meet 
people. And I enjoy children tremendously. 
I always thought my teachers were very good, but I only realise now they 
were good because I was interested in my work - so I was always very 
interested. I've always achieved quite well at school. I'm not saying it 
was entirely due to me. Some teachers must have had an impact on me, but 
when I look at their methods of teaohing I realise some kids must have 
got left behind . And I didn't realise it at the time. I was achieving well 
5 
10 
15 
because I was putting my all into it. I always thought they were my ideal 20 
teacher, but basically they didn't really do that. I can't remember ever 
doing group work and having talking sessions. We used to talk to the 
teacher and way-lay him when we didn't feel like doing work, but it was 
the teacher talking more about different things - we didn't have group 
discussions - how the gold price is going to affect the world, or things 25 
like that . .. totally stuck to the textbook syllabus. 
We had a very good teacher. He never used to prepare, but he knew his work 
well. He could stand there and make jokes about it and make it interesting 
but it was totally off - the-cuff. We knew it was off-the-cuff but we used to 
enjoy him because he used to make us laugh and we got there. I think my 30 
education perhaps would have been better had I had a chance to exchange 
ideas with people. Sometimes I think children need to be pushed into it. 
Say we're going to get into a group now ... talk about this and the teacher 
must prod you along. You need that. I would like to have done it - talking 
about certain things. 35 
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Int : Learning was basically a silent, passive exercise? 
That's right. There was nothing else. I mean, you know, better, and it was 
acceptable. But after watching them again with what I've learned in the 
About to Teach and what people say and should try, I realise that perhaps 
they weren't so good and it was just because I was more interested in my 5 
work that I got through it. That was my motivation . But what about the 
child who needed that sort of help . .. who couldn't do it any other way . I 
can sit down and learn something off-by-heart but some children don't have 
that ability. Perhaps discussing it they would ... feel better ... remernber it 
for a long time. That's how I managed to cope with the system. 
Int: In terms of the course - you've mentioned that you did contribute on 
occasion and you were very interested in others' points of view. How 
much of this kind of discussion actually spilt over into discussions 
outside of the classroom? 
10 
I used to bring it up with my friends ... I'm more relaxed with my friends. 15 
I'd say, 'That guy really bugged me'. And my friend would say, 'Why didn't 
you say something?' And I'd say, 'No, I was too shy to'. Then I'd get it 
all out with her. I did h ave a reaction to it you know, when I got horne. 
lId say, 'That really bugged me' J you know , . 'How can they say that?' - some-
thing like that. And she'd say, 'Oh, you're wrong', or something. She's more 20 
forceful. 
Int: You've got a sounding board, basically? 
Yes. I feel more comfortable with her. I say, 'What do you think - is this 
wrong?' I find that with a lot of things I hear . It's also interesting ... 
I'm so used to saying, 'Debit this, Credit that', that when I hear something 25 
that's totally different - like that IQ question - I j ust got it right out 
of the blue. I don't even know why I said ... this was my reasoning ... I wasn't 
going to say anything. I thought, 'They're all going to laugh at me' . And 
they actually did. But when •. . I thought, 'What the hell, I've never said 
anything like that'. And it was a big thing for me to say. I counted the 30 
vowels, you know, and it was right - according to them . And I did go back 
and say, 'Can you believe this question? I got it right'. I thought, 'Well, 
it's got to be something funny', and I just did something like that -
probably being mathematically minded. I knew there was something ... That one 
question about the rain ... another word for rain .. . And if you hadn't read 35 
the book your chances of corning across it were small . I like to see that 
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sort of thing. In fact if somebody told me, 'This is the right way', I'd 
.probably go and say, 'No, you can't say that'. I will immediately take the 
opposite view. Purely on principle. Whether I believe you're right or not. 
I'm that type of person. My mother says I'm a big stirrer, because you can't 
just make a judgement like that . If somebody says something to me I always 
think, 'No , but hang on. Do I agree with you?' Perhaps this is not right. 
I like this course, because we were always told this is the way it finished 
or that's the way it finished,. but .. . things like that. You go in there and 
you feel ... well, I don't know ... it's all intrinsic, you know . . . personal 
growth. That doesn't worry me. It's a practical course. I think it's just 
preparing you for next year. Itls not an assessment of are you going to be 
a good teacher or a bad teacher, really. It's to give you as much guidance 
as possible. It's a guidance course, basically. 
Int: What abcut the Handbook and the readings? Did you enjoy them? 
I did almost all my readings because to me it was a totally new field of 
study and I was very ... not inse?ure, but hesitant. But I felt I was ignorant 
and I used to go back and when I knew About to Teach was coming up I'd sit 
down and I'd read my reading and in my assessment of the course the other 
day I wrote that I did most of my reading. I think I skipped one - I didn't 
get the chance to read it. I probably would have read it had I had the 
opportunity. For some reason I was very busy and I didn't get a chance to 
do it. But I liked. all the readings - especially the story readings. You 
know the story of tlChristian F" and "Hard Times" and just putting it in 
that context, I could understand it at that level. I found "School days, 
5 
10 
15 
20 
School days" a little bit advanced for me at that particular stage. It was 25 
a formal type of a written statement that you'd made abcut "School days, 
Scho'ol days" and probably very valuable, but to me it hardly meant any-
thing. The story was more the level I was at. I enjoyed "Hard Times" and 
all the extracts and the poems, because to me that ' s what it's all abcut. 
Not that I don't like ... but that first one at the beginning, I didn ' t like. 30 
I mean, I read it, but what I remember of it ... I probably remember more 
about "Christian F" and the complications for her, and "Bard Times", than 
I'll e v er remember, you know ... Those made more impression on me than the 
hard-and-fast theory. 
Int: The only other formal ones were the articles on punishment. 35 
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That's right. That's one I left out - the article on punishment. I read all 
the ... but when I got to that one I ran out of time. But I'd left it to 
last. 
I think to a large extent your teacher plays a very important part, because 
you find if yeu have a bad teacher . . . unless it's a highly motivated child • . . 
will actually fall by the wayside. We had a terrible teacher once . He was 5 
really awful. We were teaching him basically and most of the girls just 
packed up but I still tried and a friend and I worked it out ourselves. But 
that was because we had each other as stimulus. And I've got a mother who 
does that and I went back and asked her, 'Is this right? Is that right?' I 
mean, I was in a different situation and I think a lot of girls just gave 10 
up. And a lot of girls didn't like the subject thereafter at all. That 
motivation comes from the teacher too . 
I felt the course could have been longer ... gone on the whole year, because 
I liked that sort of stimulus. I enjoyed the films. The talks were very 
interesting. Especially with teachers who are in the situation. They are on 1 5 
the job. And I liked that one with the children on the teacher they would 
like, although it was a bit hairy. 
I think I wrote in the assessment ... for people who are interested . . . I know 
I would find the time to do it. I'm sure there are a lot of people who are 
interested because I feel that a lot of people felt that was a very valuable 20 
course - for oneself personally . I don't think it was a compulsory thing, 
anyway. 
Int: cne of the rrost encouraging things for me about the whole course was the 
attendance - incredibly good. I mean it's voluntary . I was thinking if 
after T.P. we could take that course and just adapt it to a much more 25 
sophisticated exercise) you know. In other words r when you corne back 
from T.P. then you start your formal kind of theory course and it 
starts getting quite heavy ... it's an intellectual kind of input. But 
it obviously 'still has very important implications within the context 
of the real world . And I find a lot of students lose that connection 30 
and they get very annoyed about it. You get the normal problems, like, 
you know, 'Oh, this is all theory and has no ... ' 
Psychology, I think ... it's apparent. I think no student really questions 
the need for psychology. It's an essential part of teaching. Sociology and 
philosophy are further away from it and that's when the ... all the problems 35 
come in and you can just watch the attendance in lectures. 11m going, 
although I don't understand it ... half the time .. . what I 'm doing . .. because 
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it's totally above me at the moment. And I'm really trying. I'm reading my 
readings and I hope that I'm going to get them together at some stage. But 
it's more divorced from the actual teaching bit . The attendance is going 
straight down, which is an indication that people are getting frustrated. 
I don't see where we're going. If we were thrown into philosophy and 
sociology at the beginning I think we would last half the HDE course. If 
you started sociology and philosophy with .all those theories involved, 
people would have pulled out. I don't think anybody's pulled out of HDE at 
the moment. It's quite amazing, because people are pulling out everywhere. 
5 
It's a national j:henarenon that people leave. I think it's because we started 10 
very practically with the About to Teach course. I mean, the "Seven Up 
Series" was to me, nice ... because that was something that happened in our 
daily lives, sO, it wasn't something that I had to master. But the other 
subjects I do - I have to learn the terminology. I have to learn this way 
of thinking. I said to my friend, 'The Education Department has got quite 15 
a lot to answer for'. And she saiq, 'Why?' And I said, 'Because itls the 
first time I'm questioning everything I get presented with'. I was always 
accepting. This is the way things work ... fine, You will do this and that's 
the value of that. As a school child you're told there's someone who has a 
fantastic IQ, but they're under-achieving. And you think, 'Hang, who is it? 20 
Who is this bright person?' And then you're shown IQ's aren't so fantastic, 
They've got their flaws and they're not accepted at face value. So you think, 
ISO what if this personls got an IQ - it doesn't mean anything'. So I'm 
starting to question a lot. 
Int: That's super, because then it means that hopefully you won't fall into 25 
the trap that some people do fall into when they're teaching, to sort 
of write off children. And in the psychology group, for example, 
we're looking at something called self-fulfilling prophecy . . . where, 
if you interprete somebody as being II A" and he I s not J there's a very 
strong possibility that he will fulfil your prophecy and become "A" 30 
because that's how you are towards him. It's like if I meet somebody 
for the first time - I don't know if it' ·s e ver happened to you - and 
that person's just bloody rude to you and immediately you get your 
back up and you're rude back and the person may have approached you 
for the first time and you've thought, II don't like them', and 35 
therefore been rude and then you react rudel y back and he says to 
himself, 'Well, there you are, you see, I was right - she is rude'. 
But he's actually encouraged that response - so he's fulfilled your 
prophecy of him. 
Teachers lable kids a lot. They're terrible. On T.P. you think, ' I don't 40 
want to take this class - they're terrible'. And I walked in there and they 
were pretty awful but when you get them by themselves and have a chat to 
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them, they weren't so terrible. Because o.f their backgrounds and the way 
they'd been treated at home, it was their outlet. They had got the image 
that they must be clowns and they carried on with it. 
An interesting thing happened to me on T. P. and I am not taking any credit 
for anything . I got there and I found the matrics were doing the wrong 
syllabus . I said something to the teacher. I said, 'No, it can't be . I ' m 
sure they are'. I said, 'Please can't you check this out?' And I checked 
with the teacher that had taught me at School C. I wrote to him and I sent 
it via channels - my sister - and said, \ 'Please could you find out if they 
are, because I'm sure they're doing the wrong syllabus'. And I said to 
him" • . I felt terrible about telling this girl, because she ' s not qualified 
to · teach Business Economics, but they've got nobody else to do it. She's a 
hi'story and physical education teacher. And I mean it's not her fault . But 
in a way it's her fault because she should have sensed it in the sense that 
5 
10 
the syllabus is written in 1985 and, you know, I distrusted my own judgement 15 
of it and I found out before I actually told her, and this had repercussions 
and it's gone to the inspector and all sorts of things. And you know, those 
children sensed it. It was amazing. And I said to her, 'Are you going to 
tell them?' 'No, we can't do that'. I thought, 'Well, that's your opinion'. 
I would have told them - 'Now look, we're on the wrong syllabus .. . now don't 20 
panic, I'll get you through, but I need your help'. They were three-quarters 
of the way through the book. The syllabus is coming in next year and there 
were no old books to be printed on. It was the first time they had a 
Standard 10 Business Economics class, so they asked for a syllabus and they 
asked for the books and that was what was sent to them and they just 
accepted it. She's done a fantastic job. She's nearly finished her syllabus. 
Those kids know the work pretty well, but it's wrong and those girls know 
it. It was amazing. I would have told them . I would have said, 'Look, I'm 
sorry - you'll probably hate me for it, but let's just get through this 
now' . And they know, because the questions I was asked 'What would have 
happened if you hadn't come here?' I said, 'What do you mean?' ... They 're 
not supposed to know about it. And you know they resent their teacher now 
for not telling them more than anything else. They've got no respect for the 
teacher . She's stupid. I said, 'No, she's not. Don't blame her. If you _want 
25 
30 
to blame anybody, blame the school, blame the Headmistress - don't blame 35 
her . That's not going to help your situation at all'. 
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RHODES UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
'ABOUT TO TEACH' 
a one-term integrated course for HDE students. 
DURATION: 
This integrated course will take place throughout term one. S ix 
periods a week are allotted to it. 
PURPOSE: 
Tuesday - Periods 4, 5, 6 
Thursday- Periods 4, 5, 6 
Stimulus Input 
Tutorial Sessions 
(i) To help t~e student to concentrate his/her attention 
on the nature of schooling. 
( i i ) 
( iii ) 
To provide a conceptual basis for critical self-
awareness and self-evaluation. 
To help students who are about to to out on their first 
teaching practice to try to articulate that which under-
lies their actions and practice. 
RATIONALE: 
In this course theory and practice are seen as one) that any 
practice embodies 'theory ', that whenever anyone does s omething 
it is done in the light of some understanding of the context one 
is in and of what one is about or doing. 
In order to help each student to discover and consolidate those 
ways .in which he/she is best able to teach, emphasis is placed 
on issues surrounding and related to se~f.adequacy as reflected 
in the concern for his/her: 
effectiveness in class ,control; 
efficiency in handling teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil inter -
act ion; 
- adequacy of his/her mastery of subject matter; 
- understanding of the expectation of supervisors; 
- need for guidance in reconciling the perceived expectations 
of the supervisor, the school, the indi vidual pupils and 
the syllabus/textbooks. 
COURSE OUTLINE: 
Unit One. 
2 weeks 
Unit Two 
2 weeks 
The Pupil/The School/The Teacher. 
The focus will be on the background to learning J more 
especially the values and aims of the school as seen 
through its educational "aims and practices, the 
curriculum, the facilities and its context. 
Reading: As per Handbook. 
The School/The Teacher/The Pupil. 
The focus will be on the pupil's world and the social 
world .... /2 
2. 
world of the cl~ssroom. Mara especially, consideration 
will be given through the use of case stUdies to the 
f.orma·l and informal cul.ture, o£ schools, children in 
school, pupil learning and problems experienced. 
Reading' As per Handbook. 
Unit Three The Teacher/The Pupil/The School. 
2 weeks The focus ~il.l. be on the teacher's world, more especial l y 
the Uay in ' which 'teachers act and see their pupils, the 
values exhibi.ted and the nature of the teacher's authority . 
Reading: As' per Handbook. 
Unit Four Into Teaching: 
1 week The focus will be on issues of class control, more 
especiarly the nature of discipline in an educational 
context, the exercise- of discipl.ine. and the place of 
punishment. 
Reading: As per Handbook. .. 
RECOMMENDED READING 
ABOUT TO TEACH by? C Souper, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1976 
PRESCRIBED READING 
Those articles and extracts in your Handbook. 
ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Opening exercise designed. to encourage your to reflect upon 
yo.ur own valueg, an'd sc·haoling .• 
Write on the following: 
'~What matters eo me about teaching?" 
This should be concise. to the point and between 800 and 
1 000 words in length. 
To be submitted by 9.00 a m, Monday 27 February 1984. 
(Place in Box outside Departmental Library) 
2_ Semi ,nar Presentations 
You will. be expected to ma'ke and distribute to your group, 
seminar-type presentations throughtout the course. These 
shou l d be between 500 and 1000 words in length . Use should 
be made of the Gestetner machine in the resource centre . 
3 . Major Assignment 
Write on the following: 
'lfN'hat matters- to me ~ a,bout teaching?" 
This 2000 word assignment must be submitted by 5.00 P m, Friday 
15 June 1984. This is after teaching practice and the exercise 
is meant to enable you to reflect on the course and your 
teaching practice. 
(Place in Box outside Departmenta l Library) 
3. 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT TO TEACH 
1 : Class will be divided into seven groups. 
2. Groups wi ll consist of 7 to 9 students and attempts wi ll be 
made to ensure that there is a balance between the sexes 
and a range of teaching subjects represented. 
3. Keep a check on the Notic e Board to ensure that you kno w -
3.l. 
3 . 2 . 
To which group you hav& been allocated; 
The venue at which you are expected to meet with 
your Tutor . NOTE that each group will meet with 
a different Tutor each week. This will ensure 
that you meet as many of the staff as possible 
(a s soon as possible). It will al s o enab le the 
staff to have the opportunity of meeting all of 
you. 
(See point 7 below) 
4_ If you have a good reason for wishing to transfer from one 
group to another, please contact either Peter Glover or 
SI.n Coughlan. NOTE that group numbers shou ld remain 
constant - so you will be required to swap with s o me o ne 
else. 
5_ The following is a summary 
5 . l. Thursday 23 February 
5 . 2 . Thursday 24 February 
5 . 3 . Tuesday 28 February 
5 .4. Thursday 1 March 
5.5. Tuesday 6 . March 
5 .6. Thursday 8 March 
5 .7. Tuesday 13 March 
5 .8. Thursday 15 March 
5 .9 . Tuesday 20 March 
5.10. Thursday 22 March 
5.11. Tuesday 27 March 
5 .12 . Thursday 29 March 
of the seven week course: 
Film 
Film 
Film 
Seven Up 10.30 am MLT 
Seven Plus Seven 9.15 am MLT 
21 10.30 am MLT 
Tutorial Discussions 10.30 am MLT 
Film - The Effect of Gamma Rays 
on Man-in-the-Moon 
Marigolds 10 .3 0 am MLT 
Tutorial Discussions 10 . 30 am 
various venues 
Address by Headmasters 10 . 30 am MLT 
Tutorial Discussions 1 0.3 0 am -
various venues. 
A Day in a School various schools 
Tutorial Discussions - 1 0 .30 am -
various venues. 
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 
10.30 am MLT 
Tutorial Discussions 10.30 am 
various venues 
5.13 .... . . /2 
5.13. 
5 . 14. 
5 . 15. 
5.16. 
6. Essays. 
Tuesday 3 April . The' Teacher I'd Like (Interviews 
with pupils of local schools) 
10.30 am MLT' 
Thursday 5 April. : Tutorial Di5lcussions 10 . 30 am 
-
various' venues 
Tuesday, 10 ApriL : Panel Discussion on C,lassroom 
Management and Discipline (local 
teachers) 10.30 a~ MLT 
, . ' 
Thursday 12 Apr~l. Tutorial Discuss~ons 10.30 am 
various. venu&s a. 
Reminder that e'ssays are due- in· on 
6' . 1 _ 
6.2,. , 
Monday 27 Febr':l,ary' 
Friday 15 June 
Essays to be placed in the bQ~ outside the Depart~~8t 
Library . . 
7 . Tutorial • . ... ! 3 
Group 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
NOTE: 
Week 1 'Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 ·Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 
Tutor/Room No Tutor/Room No Tutor/Room No Tutor/Room No Tutor/Room No Tutor/Room No . Tutor/Room No 
K.Do 13 K.Du 7 P.G. 01 D. S . Media s.c. 02 A.S. 03 B.B. 
Centre 
K.Du 7 P.G . 13 D. s. Media s.c. 02 A.S. 03 B.B, MLT K.Do 
Cent.e 
P.G. 01 D.S. Media s . c. 13 A.S. 03 B.B. MLT I<;,Dq 11 K.Du 
Centre 
D.S. Media s.c. 02 A.S. 03 B.B. 13 K.Do 11 K.Du 7 P.G. 
Centre 
s.c. 02 A.S. 03 B.B. . MLT K.Do 11 K.Du 13 P.G. 01 D.S . 
. 
A.S. 03 B.B. MLT K.Do 11 K.Du 7 P,G. 01 D.S. 13 s . c. 
B. B . ... ,. 1:!LT K.Do 11 K.Du 7 P.G. 01 D.S. Media s.c. 02 A.S. 
Centre 
l. Tutors: K.Do Ken Dovey 
----- K.Du Ken Durham _ 
P.G. p",ter Glover 
D.S. Denis Scott 
S . c . Sean Coughlan 
A.S . Annette Stones 
B. B. Bill Blunt 
2. Roo~-..!.2: I,hen you are timetabled to meet in Room 13 p l ease note that the 
discusgion will be videoed . We hop e to produce an edited 
programme of the course. 
MLT 
11 
7 
01 
Media 
Centre 
02 
13 
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6. 
8. Reading Mater ial and Questians on Stimulus. 
Please· note t ·hat. although particular readings and questions 
have been linked with particular stimulus input, this does 
not ~ean th at they are mutually exclusive. Ideally, y6u 
should see the significance of the material across the 
board. In discussion periods, please feel free to make 
links between material read, for example, in connection 
with the Seven Up Series when you are discus si ng The Effect 
of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds. 
--------------------------
WEEK 1 
7. 
UNIT ONE 
STIMULUS INPUT FILMS SEVEN UP 
TUTORIAL DISCUSSION: 
SEVEN PLUS SEVEN 
21 
Please read for discussion: 
1. Poem by Student Teacher. 
2. Information on the films. 
3. Dramatis Personae and Twenty 
Questions . 
4. Comments on Class. 
5. Questions. 
6. Articles/Extracts 
6.l. 
6.2. 
"School Da y s, School Days " . 
"The World of Peers". 
8. 
POEM BY A STUDENT TEACHER AFTER THE FIRST TEACHING PRACTICE AT 
A:n EAST CAPE SCHOOL, TERM II, 1983. 
Oh I could give you all the cliched phrases that you so desired 
As quick as you wante d them 
I cquld be as humble as pie 
And bow with cliches to your tight prim dresses and your Oxford ties 
To your authori ty . 
But what part did you play in this discipline game 
What did you give to me 
And who we re we anyways - ,' replaying the games that society dictates. 
This is wrong, this is wrong 
Conform) conform to your 'school, your society, your well behaved 
peers 
n spends too much time looking out the window" 
" ______ ' s progress is dis appointing and due to th e lack of 
attention to the matter on hand" 
Oh my wi:1dows 
Didn't yo~ realize that they were more important 
That they took me further t han your confining hospital-green wal ls 
And it was the world that I saw. 
And Pet who was engaged to the manager of the Bay City Rollers 
at sixteen. 
Oh I could give you all the humility you wanted 
r could promi se the required improvement o f behaviour 
I could supply the oil for the cogs of your machine 
And you could dictate the position oi my eyes, my right h and .... 
Whatever you wanted 
Bu t you never g.ot me, you never go t ME 
in one of your boxes 
I refused to be squeezed into your r egular squares. 
But it was lonely 
and you knew it. 
SEVEN UP 
"( 1963) 
9. 
SEVEN PLUS SEVEN 
(1971) TWENTY ONE: 
(1978 ) 
"Give me a child until he is seven and I will give you the man. r• 
This series of films was made for British Television. It was 
intended that the development of a group of children representing 
a cross-sect.ion of British Society be traced over a period of 
fourtee~ years beginning at age seven. 
To help you in identifying the characters, very brief pen sketches 
follow. These are intentionally brief and colourless so as to 
leave you with a clear mind and no preconceptions or clues as to 
where these children end up. 
In milling over each .film retrospectively tr y to imagine how the 
children will develop. Then (as a small exercise in introspect ion 
and se lf -analysis) when you see the next film consider the reasons 
for any disparities between your hyoptheses and observations. 
A fuller Drarnatis Personae ~ill be issued after you h"ave seen 
TWENTY ONE so that any discussions which f o ll o w can be unambigu ou s. 
You will find, however, that by the time you have seen three film s 
on these young people you will kn0w them quite well. 
To"ny and girlfriend Michelle 
East End of London. Tony is the perennial " toughie ." 
be a j ockey · or taxi driver, 
Nicholas 
Yorkshire farmer1s son. 
Neil and Peter 
Wants to 
Friends from suburban Liverpool. Neil thinks he might be a coach-
driveri Peter an astronaut. 
Charles, John and Andrew 
Esclusive~dergarten school in Kensington, London. John plays 
the Piano. John has future mapped out. Andrew not sure what has 
been p lanned for him. 
Simon and Paul 
Two orphanage boys. Paul asks "what's a University?" 
Susie 
Exclusive g "i.rls' public school. 
Jackie . .... /2 
10. 
J.ckie, Susan and Lindsay 
Friends living on a London housing estate . Jackie wants to b~ 
"comfy . " Lindsa y (blonde) ~s quietest of the thre e . 
The fi r st group tutorials will deal with the' issues r a ised by 
and implicit i n the series. 
QUESTION S. 
1. Do you k now th e origin of the quotation on which the series 
ti t le is based? 
Z . Con sider who you think will b& "successful" and who will 
tldro~ out.lt 
11. 
SEVEN UP SERIES. 
DRAMATIS PERSONAE 
JACKIE: 
school. 
London Housi~g Estate. Wants to be "comfy". Comprehensive 
Marries at 20. Works for Australian Bank. Lives on a 
Housing Estate in Essex - just outside London . 
SUSAN: From same Housing Estate and school as Jackie. Works for 
a Travel Co. Unmarried at 21. 
LINDSAY: Same Housing Estate and primary school as Jackie and Susan. 
Quieter than the other two. Gets a place at Local Grammar School. 
At 21 has been married 1 year. School Librarian: mobile library 
in East End of London. Asst . . in Young People's Office 
NEIL: Middle class Liverpool home. 
are Christians and both teach. Got 4 
Comprehensive school. Parents 
A-levels and left Aberdeen 
University after one term. Now a casual labourer in London. Purple 
with red eyes and yellow feet. 
PETER: Neil's friend and schoolmate who wanted (at 7) to be an 
astronaut. Eventually took History at London University. 
TONY: From the East End of London. Wanted to be a jockey. At 
14 he said he would be a taxi-driver if he failed to make the 
grade as a jockey. At 21 he is "learning the routes." 
PAUL: At 7 he is in an orphanage. Then his father remarries 
and he moves to Australia. Becomes a bricklayer and a junior 
partner in a b.uilding contractor business. 
SIMON: With Paul at the orphanage. He is coloured and has a 
white mother. He knows that he was an illegitimate child. 
Identifies with Muhammed Ali and works as a storeman at "Walls." 
BRUCE: Starts off at a spartan private prep school. At 14 he 
thinks he will be a missionary. Ends up at University Coll eg e, 
Oxford, taking maths. Thinks he may go into Surveying or Map 
Making. 
SUSIE: A girl from a rich family. 
does ballet. ~ecretarial College in 
Hates seeing injured birds but shows 
"bags" a rabbit on the lawn 
Goes to exclusive sqhools, 
Paris at 16 (parents' choice). 
no emotion when the . labrador 
NICHOLAS: The farmer's son from Yorkshire who won't speak about 
girls at 7. Ends up at Merton College, Oxford doing Physics. 
May go into research. He questions the value of the film as a 
real study. 
JOHN : Very self-assured young boy : at a private prep school. 
Does a lot of the talking. His future seems mapped out and he 
pr·ogresse.s, on schedule, to Marlborough and Christchurch where he 
is in final year law. Considers (conservative) politics as a career. 
ANDREW: ..... /2 
12 • 
. ~NlJREW : From th.e same prep schoo 1 as John bu t goe s to 
Charterhouse. Also does law but at Trinity, Cambridge. 
skiing. 
Enjoys 
CHARLES: The th ird of the three public prep school boys. Also 
proceeds to Charterhouse but unlike John and Andrew h e doesn't 
make Qxbridge and goes to Durham instead. Does history ae Durham . 
There is almost unlimited material for discussion to be extracted 
from these films in respect of issues like -
Sexism 
Opportun i ·ty 
Background 
Prospects 
Political outlook 
Attitudes 
Materialism 
Parental. influence 
Ideology 
Pre·judice 
Flexibility 
Religion 
th~ list is endless. 
Any of these and other issues can be discussed at great length 
by you and your tutors·; man y wi 11. Here fc llow some more . 
specific points to ponder . They are not limited to ostensibly 
I'educational" issues for' if the- series convinces us of nothing 
else it shows that all social issues surrounding children and 
young adults have a degree of educational significance . 
TWENTY QUESTIONS: 
1. Who was/were the "dropout(s)"? What do you think the factors 
were which 60ntributed to the phenomenon? 
2 . Which · of the c,haracters were · well-ad jus ted (in your opinion) 
at 21?· 'o'Ihy? 
3 . Which children came from "discipl in ed" backgrounds? Define 
your terms and consider the ef fects of that ~iscipline . 
4. Contrast 
Charles. 
ment and 
th e development of the three bo ys john, Andrew and 
Do baCkground events play a ·part in this d evelop-
if so, how and to what extent? 
5. Neil ·feels that the series has broken down class barriers 
between the protagonists and has therefore "defeated it's 
own object" (h e is suspicious of th e film's motives). Comment . 
6. .How do their "horizons" (perceived and "actual" , geogra ph ical 
and mataphorical) derive from their backgrounds? 
7. The issue .... /3 
13 . 
7. The issue of Freedom vs Control is raised. Which children 
were free-est? Which were most conhrolled'? 
S. Corrsider the children's aspirations at various stages of 
their development. Whose aspirations? 
9. Consider the effect of divorce on Susie, Bruce, Andrew, 
Charles and Paul. 
10. Consider the effect of religion on Neil, John and Bruce 
11. Consider how definitions of "success'l changed from 7 to 14 
to 21. What is success in your view and which children do 
you consider "successful. It 
12. Which were the most confident children at 77 Were they 
still the most confident at 21? Suggest reasons for any 
shifts? 
13. What (if any) qualitative differences emerged in the 
childrens' views of useful knowledge. 
14. With whom did you identify, and why? 
15. Compare the various children's experiences with your own. 
Emphasise similarities and dissimilarities. 
16 . Which young people ( at 21) seemed always to "hold something 
in re~erve'l? What might be the reason for this? 
17 . Analyse the young people's different conceptions of happiness. 
Who were the happy ones and who of them would your consider 
unhappy? Why? . 
IS. Consider each individual in turn. Would you like to teach 
them? How would you handle each child? Could you teach a 
group like that in the same class? 
l~.. Is education political? 
20. Have you had any insights about your own points of view, 
ideologies, prejudices and preconceptions as a result of 
the group discussion of the series? 
14. 
CLASS. 
The series inevitably raises many issues on class. Although not 
e-ntirely appropriate to. the South African scene because of the 
artificial importation of skin colour in to no tion s of class here. 
there is nevertheless so~ethinq to 1ear~. 
1 . Consider the different attitudes to marriage and child-
bearing as a function of the chi1drens' class backgrounds. 
2. Are there different bases to racism and sexism in different 
class groups? 
3. Consider the means whereby class.-de·rived· mores and behaviour 
are· imprin ted. 
4 . Break the group into bands of UMe, MC, LHC, WC at th e age 
of 7 . Consider whether there has been any upward or down-
ward movement by any of the young peop~e at 21? Is there 
any likelihood of upward mobility for them in the future? 
Consider the- reasons for any movement noted or postulated. 
5 . Consider the e-f f ect of be~ng made redundant from their 
work in relation to the· young people's "class". 
6 . Are there- factors whic~ contribute to or determine one's 
"place in society?~ US& examples from the series to 
support your arguments . 
T Look at aspirations at 7. 
the child's clas s ? 
How do these aspirations fit 
8 . John felt that the film was unfair in that it indicated 
their progresa from 7 was ~a part of some indestruct i ble 
birthright." Wasn't it? Were any of the children boundl 
destined 00 "stick" in their position on "the social scale? 
9 .. Do "happy", "well-adjusted'·) l1confident" and other handy 
handles which we apply to chi l dren have a cl ass basis? 
10-:.. Did any "class" have an easier or more traumatic passage 
through adolescence. 
11. I s a child's view of I'useful knowledge" class based? 
12. Ha ving .. . . /2 
15. 
12. Having con'sidered these and other issues surrounding "class" 
would you say that 
(a) "class" exists; 
(b) "class" , is a sterile paradigm; 
(c) class barriers are strengthening/weakening/changing 
in Britain; , 
(d) "class" as depicted in the series exists in South Africa? 
13. What does race do to class classification in South Africa? 
14. 
. 15. 
16. 
Could a . class-less school work? (Your answer here wi l l lead 
you to the larger consideration of a class-less society ) . 
Whi ch children were most inflexible? What were the reasons 
for his inflexibility? (Consideration of the opposite 
condition may throw light on the matter ) . 
What were the different attitudes to money amongst the 
children? Did this have a class base? 
17. Were any children artificially removed fr om t heir class-
milieu? If so, what was the effect of this? 
18 . Was there any difference in the type of language used or 
the way in which language was used by representatives of 
the classes? (Not referring to accent). 
co llllAJF1rJEIIR £S) 
"SCHOOL DAYS, SCHOOL DAYS" 
~IOr<\: "~J!lff\.CUv £)~'!e1+nvJ " 
THE SCHOOL AS A 
SOCIAL INSTITUTION 
I~a. J ~Ofdof'-I 1'175. 
The school is second only 10 Ihe lamily in ils impacl upon Ihe sell 01 Ihe 
child. Up unWlhe lime 01 Ihe child 's enlry inlo school. Ihe lamily has con-
stiluled a buller Ihal is conslanlly al hand 10 inlerprel experience. When 
playing, walching TV, Or being read la, Ihe child hqs viflually immediale 
access 10 a parenl or parenl-surrogale lor explanalion, suppofl, and in-
lorma lion . Going 10 school changes all Ihis. He moves inlo a new sociely, 
wilh ils own way ollile-Ihe school cullure . l-ie musl come 10 grips wilh iI 
all alone, wilhoul Ihe' aid 01 parenls . Truly, he is Of) his own lor Ihe lirsl 
l ime. 01 course, in Ihe modern school Ihere are such inslilullons as the 
PTA and parenl-Ieacher conlerences, bullhe abilily ollhe parenllo inler-
cede direclly in Ihe experiences 01 Ihe child is limiled . To some parenls 
and 10 some children, Ihis is a dislressing Ihing; 10 olhers, il is a cheerlully 
accepled sign 01 growing up. 
We know Ihal schools leach nOI only Ihe "fundarnen lals" bul also 
values and behavior pallerns , concepls 01 1I1e world and self , and Ihe 
whole garnul 01 informalion, bolh lor mal and in lor mal, Ihal is deemed 
necessary 10 Ihe child in Ihe process 01 becoming an adu ll in conlempo -
rary soclely. In Ihis chapler we shall only allempl an overview of Ihe 
school; subsequenl chaplers will provide fuflher delails . 
Whal Schools Are versus Whal Schools 
Oughl To Be 
As with any social inslitulion in a changing, pluralistiC culture, thow is con-
siderable disagreemenl as 10 whal schooling should be. The mass media 
allen conlain oOlh allacl(s and praise (all hough lar more 01 Ihe lorroer) . 
labels' are pinned on poinls 01 view, such as "Iradilional" and "progres-
Sive," and parenls ask, "Why isn'l arithmelic laughllhe way I learned iI?" 
1!l2 ~MEAGENCf fAOM tlOf'.1E 
or " Why do Ihey hay~ I~lnily lile courses in high school?" Tr~nq~ pi con-
cern lor Ihe gilled dorninaie educa lional lileralure, lollowed by waves 01 
. 1 •• "I. . I . 
concern lor Ihe relarded. No one seems 10 be satisfied wilh Ihe school as 
iI is; everyone wanls 10 remake il in lerms 01 his own ideas.· 
The imporlanl lacllo Ihe child is Ihal alliludes loward school held by 
his parenls are communicaled 10 him. He knows school only as il is loday 
for him. He cannol comprehend, il he goes 10 a school with movable lurni -
lure, Ihal his lalher's school had nailed-down desks lined up in rows . He 
cannol comprehend Ihal Ilis parenls' reaclions loward school may slem 
Irom Iheir uncertainlies or Irom Iheir own unlortunale experiences wilh 
schoof as it was. Conlroversies over phonics, ungraded sch<;lOls, and 
grouping may rage around him; he only knows whal he experiences and 
whal his parenls communicale 10 him. 
Educational lileralure, lull 01 suggestions lor whal schools should 
be, oilers IilUe help in knowing whal schools ale. In order 10 undersland 
school as iI is experienced by Ihe child, we need III look al whal praclices 
currenlly exisl- whal schools are. 
Schools as Reflecting 
Ihe Community's Values 
Oy and large, whal is laughl in a school and how it is laughl is governed 
nol only by lhe educalional Iheoreticians and Ihe classroom leachers bul 
also by Ihe local communily and Ihe slale. School adminislralors are nOI 
independenl agenlS bul are inlluenced by Ihe power slruclure 01 Ihe 
community. Ollen Ihey have no lenure as adminislralors and musl con-
form 10 whal boards 01 educalion, composed 01 laymen, demand. Various 
groups wilhin Ihe communi ly allempl 10 inlluence a board. No school is 
Iree 01 Ihis, so no school is purely progressive or tradilional; it rcllecls 
Ihe lolal 01 all Ihe varying ideas and pressures placed upon iI and is 
usually an uninlegraled compromise. Aclually, lor Ihe child, il is a rare 
school Ihal possesses (and fo llows) an inlegraled philosophy 01 educa -
lion. Each leacher in lurn helps 10 shape Ihe image 01 school by his own 
inlerprelalion 01 Iile and his concep l 01 Ihe role Ihal schooling plays in 
fi ving . 
Changes in curriculum require Ihe mulual consenl 01 school and 
communily personnel. The school acls 10 leach and reinlorce Ihose values 
and skills perceived by the communily as desirable, or al feasl Ihose so 
perceived by Ihe power elemenls 01 Ihe community. Siudies 01 fhe power 
slruclure 01 Ihe community und Ihe schaal (Hines and Curran, 1955; 
Kimbrough, 1963) leveal 1I1al each communily, 10 a ceria in exlen\, has ilS 
own parlicular alignmenl bul Ihal, generally, newspapers and organiza -
lions bring pressure 10 ilear and Iha l Ihe lower class and elhnic minorilies 
have less Ulan proportional inlluence. School board members are usually 
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well-educa ted business or professiollill I ..lt.!uplu '{IIi lh childron ill ~chool. 
Tile conlrol of educalion Ihus resls in IIle Ilands 01' middle class, con-
servative people. Schools rellect their views. Not only hi~torical national 
forces bu l also currenl forces play roles. Mobilily pallerns are such thai 
p ~Henls al PTA meet ings in one Siale refer to what schools were doing 
in Ihe slale Ihey juslleft. 
Texlbook publishers, 100, help 10 shape whal happens in Ihe class-
room !tHough Iheir books, Iheir exira guides and olher pUblica lions, qnq 
Ihrough Ihe resource people Ihey furnish 10 school dislricls for in -service 
Icacher Iraining. In addilion, Ihe merger of "hardware" (IBM, RCA) and 
"sollware" book companies (SRA, Random House) 10 lorm large-sca le 
educalional corporations is anclrer force shaping Ihe school. 
The federal governmenl, Ihrough ils eslablishmenl of research and 
training pfOgrams, its regional laboratories. and its direct aid to school 
syslems under Ihe Elemenlary and Secondary Educalion Acl of 1965 
also influences Ihe curriculum. malerials. and organization patterns of 
Schools. One example of how !tle piclure is changing a lillie is 10 be 
found in a special re search and developmenl program, originally funded 
under Ihe Economic Opporlunity Acl (also Ihe source of Head Slarl), 
,called Ihe FoiloVi Through Program. In Ihis program a unique pallern of 
learning oulslanding early-childhood projecls wilh school sysler"s was 
employed 10 implemenl planned varia lions of programs Ihroughoul Ihe 
country. These programs have diverse philosophies and delivery systems, 
but those involved as .. program sponsors agree that the concept 01 an 
external, accountable agency working wilh school and parents is a suc-
cesslul device for change. In Ihe Florida Parenl Educalion Program 
(Gordon, 1972), for example, home visilS by paraprolessionals are func-
tiona l lor both poor and midd le income parents. Parents are able 10 
\'!ork eHeclive ly in a variety of fashions as decision makers reg arding 
stall and curriculum and as volunteer teachers in classrooms in ways tha t 
shape Ihe school 10 beller meel Ihe needs 01 Ihose formerly excluded 
I rom pO\'/er . 
The reintroduction 01 palenls inlo schools transcends Follow Through 
and the earlier parent -i nvolvemen t activities 01 Head Start. States such as 
Caldornia and Florida are moving toward mandat ed parent involvement by 
going so far as to have a parent advisory commiHee lor each school. In 
addi tion. the cou rt -ordered desegrpgation of schools has had a major 
impact. Emotions ran high in the 1972 primaries over bussing, and there 
t1JS been a degree of "while Ilight'· Irom desegregated schools. The issue 
of how besl 10 provide good and desegregaled educalion is far from 
re solved. (Weinberg, 1970) 
Generally. whallhe child will experience in school is a conglomerate 
of Ule American culture, with certain middle class . conserva tive vallJes 
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and behavior pallerns receiving more emphas is. No school teaches a 
culture alien 10 Ihe "American way." The child of middle class parenls 
wil l generally find Ihe school reinforcing Ihe values being taughl in Ihe 
horne while il also presenls him wilh Ihe 3 Rs . 
We menlioned above Ihal Ihe individual leacher in Ihe classroom 
lakes the generalized instilution of "school" and modifies iI in his own 
lerms. Today, Ihis may lead 10 Gonilici belween leacher and adminislralor 
as leachers push for Irue professionalizalion and a voice in Ihe decision-
making process Ihrough Ih'ei r organizalions. 
Studies of Ihe social origins of leachers show thai Ihey come from 
a wide variely of backgrounds despile Ihe stereotype of while collar, mid-
dle class background. Although Ihe slereolype has some validi ly for 
elemenlary leachers, il is nol Irue for high school leachers in urban areas, 
whose family backgrounds may be lower class. 
Cohen's (1967) review of social slalus led her to conclude Ihal leach-
ers are drawn from al l elemenls of the 'socie ly, wilh lower blue collar 
groups underrepresenled and professional and managerial groups con-
Iribuling more Ihan Iheir share. For Ihose from tow-slalus backgrounds, 
leaching is a palh for upward social mobilily. (Davis, 1965) 
Whal does Ihis mean in classroom praclice? Even Ihough we cannol 
and should nol slereolype class membership, leachers are usually eilher 
middle class or upwardly mobile. " In any evenl, however, no mailer 
whal Iheir inilial social slalus, almosl all leachers give allegiance 10 Ihe 
basic middle-class va lues in [he areas of personal ambition and morality. 
. : .Children from lamilies lowesl in 'Ihe socioeconomic scale lend 10 
lind school a place of alien slandards." (Wallenberg etal" 1957, p. 69) 
Teachers lend 10 encourage and favor Ihose children whom they 
"undersland"- those children whose homes are like Iheirs, whose dress 
and speech are li ke Iheirs, whose "manners" are "good," whose parenls 
value whal the leachers value. These biases show in their behavior. 
Among 01 her examples, Ihird -gra de leachers seemed 10 behave differenlly 
loward middle class and lower class children, having a more lavorable 
" menial heallh" relalionship wilh Ihe former. (Hoehn, 1954) 
In' addilion 10 socia l class, sex role has an inlluence. The elemenlary 
SChool, with some few exceptions in urban areas, is largely a feminine 
insti tution. Teachers tend 10 favor "good" behavior and to make similar 
demands upon boys and girls. Girls are more able to meet these demands. 
and all indices of difficulty in school show a significantly greater number 
01 bays than gids. Primary teachers in a suburban area, for example, 
favored achieving girls over actlieving boys, and pr,?!ferred dependent 
girls Ihe most. (Levilin and Chananie, 1972) II is generally known Ihal 
teac hers have more negative interact ions with boys than with girls. Even 
sex dillerences in language developm~nl may resl parlly on Ihis base. 
(Waeljen and Grambs, 1963) 
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A wouj 01 caul ion illUSI bo inscllolJ h"le, TIi~ ~ssulllfliion . lila I Iho 
social class 01 Ihe leacher relales 10 parl icular behaviors has nol been 
leSled. A leacher's behavior is Inlluenced by silualional classroorn lac lars, 
by his awn perceplions 01 sell and olhers , and by Ihe exlernal demands 01 
Ihe syslem (see Chapler 11 lor some specilic examples ollhis). Neverlhe-
less, he cannol overlook Ihe impaci 01 his own perlicular subculiure. 
SCHOOLS .HAVE A CULTURE 
Pcrhaps Ihe besl way 10 undersland Ihe role 01 Ihe school Is Ih,ough 
Iho adoplion of Ihe concepl Ihal Ihe school is a cullure, a way 01 lile, 
and Ihal il can be sludied as such. The school has values and ways 01 
comrnunicaling Ihese; iI has a series of expeclalions and q series 01 
roulines 01 cornrnunicaling Ihese; il has an inlerpersonal climale in which 
soclalizalion occurs; il opelales in i\ physical selling Ihal also conveys 
lis value syslem. 
Each schoof may be viewed as a subsociely possessing ils awn way 
of life. Siudenis enlering Ihis school musl learn ils cullum, which mayor 
may nol bf) in harmony wilh Ihe cullure learned al horne. Through Ihe 
sociallzalion process laking place in Ihe school cullure, "ach chilq 
broadens his sell-piclure and eilher modifies or slrenglhens it He learns. 
in add Ilion. Ihe cullurally approved pallerns of Ihoughl and eilher accepls, 
modifies. or rejecis Ihese, based upon Ihe sell wilh which he came 10 
school. As in any cullure. thore are mores and folkways, bolh wrillon and 
unwrillon. Ihal govern Ihe behavior of mosl ollhe members and syslems 01 
rules 10 discipline Ihose who do nol conform. The child leaving home and 
enlering Iile school Ihus has a whole range of new cullural expericnces 10 
IOlegralo inlo his growing sell. 
Grouping and Grading, 
School Organization 
In 1110 slree l on Ihe way 10 SCllOUI or in Ihe school bus or in Ihe neighbor-
hood. Itle child mixes IInth children 01 various a{]es. lie is consciolls 01 
hiS own age. utli il isn 'l unlll he sleps insille Ihe door 01 lile school build-
11)9 Ihal age becomes a CflJClal facl. If I)e is born a day 100 lale, he wail~ a 
v/hole year to enter. BeUl{] in the lirst orade. or second {]rade, or whatever 
wade becomes a dominanl faclor. What grade he is in governs his access 
to ce rl cHn Bgo-mates or peers; it IOlluences his status within the school; it 
even alleelS wllal lime he may cal luncl!! Tl1e concept oj grade leve:, 
alll)oU9il a number 01 school disiricis ara allempling 10 uso ungradod 
classes . is a major faClar in inlluencing expectations and idcntilicalions. 
Even the \Cacher ide:fl lll l!::s himscll by Il1e uradc he ICl.Iclies. 
Grade levels based on cillonological age crea le a lalse imprcssiofl 01 
hornogenelly BOlli parcnls and leacllCrs lend 10 "link 01 lhe "Iypical " or 
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"averago" second-\1raqer and lase sight 01 the wide rarige at in\1iyidual 
differences among Ihe childrprl. Tasling programs and olher adminis\falive 
devices all share in allempling 10 creale homogeneily where lillie exists. 
In spite 01 much research on promolion and grade-level standards. 
schools are slill basically grade-level orienled, and as much as one-Ihird 
01 a class ollirsl-graders may be repealers . 
The dala indicale Ihal nonpromolion is nOI an elleclive lechnique 
lor Ihe selling 01 slandards (Prescoll. 1957) and tilat achievemenl or 
abilily grouping per se does nol lead 10 dillerenlial acilievemenl. (Abram-
son, 1959; Goldberg & Passow_ 1966) 
Wilhin a class, leachers group for reading. with three groups being 
\he Iypical pallern. One wonders here, too, what impacl being in Ihe 
slow reading group has 4pofllhe sell -concepl 01 the child . Many leachers 
use syslems 01 indiyiQ~AIi~~<l reading or lIexible grouping, an<;l these 
would seem 10 be more desirable. 
II is nol only in Ihe olemenlary school \hal grouping and grading 
presenl the child wilh a sel of hurdles Ihal inlluence his sell-pic lure. The 
secondary school, in ils allempls 10 meet individual [leeds Ihrough sep-
arale "Iracks" lor academic, general , commercial, and vocalional Slu-
denis, ils acceleraled classes and ils general math courses, (lemonslrales 
a I)ierarchy pi values ' lo the adolescenl. He may pelceive Ihat the aca-
demic sludenl is wOrlh more Ihan the vocalional sludenl in Ihe eyes ollhe 
community. The sludenl who is shun led into general math or general 
science or denie.<! admission to acceleraled programs may see high 
school as a Ihrealening, delealing experience. Conversely, Ihe giUed 
youngsler may wonder whelher anyone is in!ereSled In him as a person 
ralher Ihan as a nalural resource. l'Ie may be counseled inlo advanced 
algebra in Ihe eighlh grade when he has lillie desire lor a scienlilic caroJer. 
New organizalionallorms, such as leam leaching. the middle school. 
and independenl sludy programs. are all presenled as ellorls to reach 
individuals; yel Ihere is no solid body 01 research al presenl 10 supporl 
Ihese changes. Aulomaled classro'oms_ wilh par lions 01 Ihe work on a 
cornpuler -assisled basis. presenl It,e child wilh new images 01 Ihe world 
in which he lives. 
. The very organizalion 01 Ihe school-ilS promolion poficies . Ihe 
rnclhods used by leachers 10 organize Iheir classes. class size. hard-
ware-- provides gUidepasls lor Ihe chi ld 's behavior. All 01 Ihesc show 
Ihe pupil wllOl and who is impollanl in Ihis new cullute. He soon learns 
Ihe ropes. I lc sees cues 10 his behavior in Ihe behavior 01 his leachers. 
The leacMr and Ihe school become new anchorage pain IS in his per -
cepilial lield . The school grounds can be placed upon Ihe child's pSYCllO-
logical map as well as on a physical map. The way ollila 01 Ihe school and 
ils cullure become incorporaled inlo his way oflile. 
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ThiS school r.u llurc mny be r:xnmi~r:o hy stU(!yiflf1. its slnlus arrnnfJc· 
menls, its physical environment, its daily pattern o! ~ct!vity. qnd its slated 
goals. Each 01 Ihese imparl informalion 10 Ihe child aboul how he should 
behave, whal he should learn, whal his sell. should become. 
Slatus Relationships 
Three kinds of status relationships exisl in a school cuHure-those be-
Iween adminislralor and facully, those wilhin Ihe facully, and Ihose 
wilhin Ihe sludenl body. Our concern is nol Ihe sial us relalionship per se 
bul ils ellecl upon children's development. 
The way in which Ihe principal plays his assigned slalus role has di-
recl bearing on Ihe behavior of Ihe sludenls. Two sludies may serve 10 
illuslrale Ihis point. 
The firsl sludy was in an elemenlary school described by its facully 
and by research observers as rigid and authoritarian. The teachers. ob-
servers recorded, "in a way, seemed 10 be afraid of her [the principal]. 
reporling like children on whal Ihey had done and how Ihey managed." 
(Taba, 1955, p. 63) The children's value pallerns were found 10 presen l a 
picture 01 social distance. immature interpersonal perceptions, and over-
emphasis on competi ti ve comparison. 
Second, as a pari of Ihe Kellogg sludies in educalional adminislra-
lion, il was found Ihal pupils' altitudes were inlluenced by Ihe principal', 
bel1avior. In an invesligalion of principal, leacher, and pupil behavior In 
Tampa , Florida, iI was found Ihal if Ihe principal were aulocralic, pupils 
expressed unfavorable altiludes loward sell, school, and 01 her sludenls. 
The more democralic Ihe principal, Ihe more favorable Ihe altilude of 
pupils. (Maynard , 1955) 
Sialus relalionships among facully members are inlluenced by lenglh 
01 service. degrees held. social origins, and the subject taugh !. Many 
school syslems now employ aides, who are paraprofessionals and alien 
drawn from the communi ty. This introduces a whole new status group 
Ihat is usually ranked below teachers . This slalus arrangement in a faculty 
allects ils morale and productivity. which. in turn, a llecl the learning 
climate for youngsters . 
School policies alien rellecl Ihe sla lus si lualion. For example , chil-
dren may be excused from certain classes for \rips or other extracurricular 
activities but are flat allowed to cut some other classes. The sludEnts soon 
learn what subjects arc considered really impor tant by the school. In one 
hiGh school, lor examrle, chemislry laboralory space was reduced so 
there could be more room lor privcr-educalion classes: in another. the 
core period (combined English and socia l sludies double period) was Ihe 
one always aliecled by exira band praclice, rehearsals for Ihe junior play, 
and Ihe like. Whal possible concepls could sludenls develop 01l1er Ihan 
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Ihal chemistry and core were less significant than driver education and 
band? 
Children are exposed to these status relationships because the 
leachers allen make Ihem explicit. 'In an inlermediale-grade classroom, 
Ihe following incidenl occurred: 
Mrs. Jones announced, "Today for physical educalion we will have 
a rhylhm lesson." Mark's hand wenl up. "Yes, Mark?" "C;;oach Harris laid 
us bays we could play foal ball loday." Mrs. Jones replied, "Coach Harris 
made a mislake. Each Friday al10 o'clock will be your rhylhm lesson." 
On Ihe olher hand, leachers have pushed Ihe nolion of equalily of 
pay and slalus in their dealings wilh Ihe public. They view Ihemselves as 
almosl interchangeable paris and do nol know how 10 plan, delegale re-
sponsibility, and differentiale funclion. Even in leam leaching, il was found 
Ihal 90 perce'nl oflhe work was planned by individual teachers. (Norwalk, 
1963) As Joyce indicales, leachers resisl a formal hierarchical slruclure 
wilhin Ihe leacher group. (Joyce, 1967) However, Ihey do have a highly 
developed, informal slruclure, and Ihe child gels Ihe message. 
The mosl significanl sial us relalion.ships, however, are nol Ihe ones 
among adulls bul Ihe ones among Ihe pupils Ihemselves-the peer slalus 
hierarchy. This is so vilal Ihal Chapler 9 is focused on the peer culture 
ilseff, and Ihe chaplers on 'adolescence will include malerial on peer rela-
lionships during Ihal period, 
Physical Plant 
In building new schools, Ihere is a definite relalionship belween Ihe phi-
losophy of educalion held and Ihe Iype of building erecled. 
The physical planl reveals Ihe culture of Ihe schOOl as much as sky-
scrapers reveal Ihe cullure of a cily. The relalionship is perhaps even 
more direcl wilh schools, because Ihe building occurs by design. The 
people pass bond issues 10 build school buildings, bul nol 10 build com-
mercial structures . Decisions are made 10 build gymnasiums before Ii · 
braries, audiloriums before kindergarlen rooms, leaching auditoriums 
ralher than individual classrooms, removable ralher Ihan fixed walls, 
adminislralive wings al a sacrifice 10 olher uses of space. All Ihese 
choices rellecl whal Ihe powers conlrolling school budgels believe 10 be 
imporlan!. They presen l in brick and sleel Ihe adults' nolions of whal 
schools ough l 10 be. The changes in Ihough l aboul Ihe nalure of Ihe 
learning process and Ihe increased knowledge aboul child and adolescenl 
developmenl have wroughl changes in school buildings. 
The analylical observer can deduce from his observalions of Ihe 
building ilsell somelhing aboul 1I1e adull world's beliefs aboul how 
child ren learn and wl1 al children should learn. Of course, old .buildings 
slill much in use may nol rellecl Ihe changes in altiludes loward children 
and learning . Many a leacher has been fruslraled in his altempls 10 
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provide a good, lIexible learning silualion in a room in which a/l Ihe chairs 
ill II nailed 10 Ihe "98[. ... . , 
The Hidden Agenda-Roulines 
and Procedures 
Allhough all Ihe above laclors inlluence Ihe child, Ihe aclual day·lo·day 
opera lions 01 his classroom- Ihe inlerpersonal (elalions, Ihe rules and 
regula lions, Ihe experiences Ihal are provided- are Ihe mas I crucial 
laclors, bul Ihey are ollen laken 101 granled by bolh leacher and pupil. 
The many roulines Ihal permeale Ihe daily aclivilies ale almosl a pari 01 
the scenery. 
Beginning wilh Ihe lirsl day in nursery school or kindergarlen and 
exlending Ihrough graduale school is Ihe unending concepl 01 clock 
lime: The sludenl is expecled 10 learn Ihal Ihere is a lime 10 play, a lime 
10 resl , a clean· up lime, a lime 10 lislen, elc. The older child or adolescenl 
in Ihe deparlmenlalized silualion is expecled 10 learn in 40- O( 50·minule 
inlerva ls, shill his locus, and learn some lh ing dillerenl in Ihe nexl period . 
The lesson 01 Ihe clock is perhaps essenlial in a modern, indusl(ial worlcj, 
Unlorlunalely, iI may mean Ihal young Children ale prevenled Irom staying 
wilh a highly inleresling lask and lorced 10 shill Iheir locus 10 Qlher ac-
tivities. 
II we realize Ihal mOlivalion is sell ·orienled, Ihen we mighl well 
queslion Ihe highly lime·orienled, comparl!Tlenlalized approach 10 edu· 
calion Ihal is so widespread. Children soon learn, iI is true, 10 adjusl 10 
lime pressures, bul Ihis does nOI mean Ihal such pressures are desirable. 
" \l lhere is any single issue on which Ihe school syslem has been mosl al 
odds wilh ils slums iI is on Ihe mailer 01 lime. II you can look lo(ward 10 
spending your whole lile unemployed and draped on a ' slreel corner, 
whal's Ihe rush? SCllOOls don'l see il Ihal way. They are obseS~ed willi 
lime." (Miller, 1966) NOlio"s 01 allenlion span being relaled 10 age mighl 
also be queslioned when we can observe children Ihoroughly engl ossed 
lor long periods 01 lime' in aclivilies Ihal are meaning lui 10 Ihem. Many 
good elernenlary classrooms provide lor variable scheduling 01 aclivilies 
wlillin Ihe classroom 10 allow children 10 express and meel Iheir individua l 
needs. The concepl 01 Ihe open school, which is based somewhal superli· 
cially on Ihe Orilish Inlanl School , is an example 01 ellorls 10 break Ihe 
lockslep. Concepls 0 1 modules are appearing in high schools . These 
allow lor lIexible scheduling and fcileci a mOle sophislica led approach 10 
learning. 
A slandard aClivily in virlually all schools is Ihe opening exercise. 
The following is an excerpt Irorn an obscrvalion in a primaty grade- Ihe 
Iirs.1 class meeling in January 1959. (One can see Ihe same aclivily in 
January 1975!) The observer, scaled in an observalion boolh, wrilcs : 
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The class was silting cfOsslegged on Ihe lioor and Mrs, Hal! \Vas 
colic cling nlon9y'@spruollling. Mrs. lIall said, "Mark owc~ ~ x ~O 
cenls and he has ~ H9~ar. IIOW much does he gel back in chang~?:' 
Jell raised his hand ~n,q yelled, "Ten cenls." Mrs. Hall said, "ThaI's 
very good, Jell." Anolller boy said, "Joe sai(i len cenls /Oo!" Mrs. 
Na il said, "Oh, I didn'l hear him." The class said, "Yes, I heard him, " . 
and "Joe said illoo." Joe said, "Yes, I knew Iflal answer." Tile class 
Ihen look lurns going 10 IIle Irani olllle room and lelling Ihe class 
whal Sanla gave IIlem lor Chrislrnas and IIleir experiences over Ihe 
holidays. (I didn'l see any sign 01 ending IIle malh lesson and 
beginning Ihe slory lelling.) Sally explained a cerlain game she had 
received lor Chrislmas. Joe sal crosslegged in Ihe Ilonllow and 
said, "Does IIle game Ilave beads on which 10 counl?" Sally said, ' 
"Yes, iI does." Joe said, "Oh, well, I've seen one like Ihal belole," 
Mrs. Hall said, "Class, leI's help Karen so she can ' , . [lake Ihe) 
roll." The giflS /l ll sloop up and cOllnled all, Ihen Ihey sal do\Vn and 
IIle boys did Ihe same IIling. Joe said, "Warlen isn'lllere loday." Mrs. 
Hall said, "Thank you, Joe; now, Karen, lake Ihe list 10 the oltice." The 
class then continued the s/Ory telling , Mrs: /lall said, "Ann will be the 
tasl one /0 share her experience over Christmas wilh the class." Joe 
sighed and said, "Oil, gosh." MIS. I-/all said, "We have to start 
somelhing else, Joe,:' Joe sighed again and put his lingers in his 
mouth, Mrs. Ilall said, "Everyone stand, " aller Ann had /inished her 
story. The class Slood and s/alled singing, "Th!' Gland Old Flag," 
"My CounllY 'Tis 01 Thee, " and "America." MIS, Hall said, "Sland 
stlaighl. " Joe straighlened up and put his hands behind him, Tile 
class Ihen said Ihe "aUf Fa lllef" and the "pledge 01 Allegiance" 
wilile lIal held Ihe /lag allhe lfont olllle fOam. The class sal down 
on Ihe /loaf aliel pledging Ihe /lag . 
An analysis 01 Ihis observalion reveals a number of values and can· 
cepls being presenled- the child 's image 01 Chrislmas, palriolisrn, lime, 
numbers, supporllor eact! olher, obedience 10 adult aulhorUy, Ihe sharing 
01 experiences. 01 course, some ol lhes.: are nol explicil. bul Ihey are slill 
presenl. frequenlly a leacher will pul. a more explicil slalemenl 01 values 
on Ihe chalkboard or bullelin board, allen one Ihal conlains Ihe slandards 
(or alleasllhe leacher's slandards) 01 conducl lor Ihe room. One such lisl, 
labeled "Good Cilizens in Ihe fourlh Grade," contained Ihese ilems: "A 
good cilizen lis lens, is responSible , pays allenlion , 'slicks 10 his job, is 
Ihoughllul 01 olhers, is hones\. is helplul, shares willl olhers. " 
Oulside Ihe classroom Ihe eXilacurricular lile 01 Ihe school also 
demonslrales values 10 Ihe child . Club membership, cliques, sludenl ac-
livilies, eleclions 01 ollicers all selve ei iller 10 spread Ihe school's cullum 
or 10 isolale cerlain segmenls 01 Ihe school populalion. This seems 10 be 
Irue in elemenlary schools as well as in high schools. 
(lased upon an analysis 01 class and ethnic sial us and the cullure 01 
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Sevel al schools. "I LlUil t,;utlcludll~i, "lI:iu:l1ly thol tI i:~ a r:nrrnt:1tinn holwocn 
the parenlal -economic status and school parlicipation: students whose 
famil ies have community status have status In school. Their chances of 
developing Iheir sell-expeclalions, bOlh in school and at home, are great, 
while olhers are deprived 01 such chances in both." (Taba, 1955, p. 67) 
Academic Expectations 
Nowhere in Ihe above discussion have we deall wilh Ihe queslion 01 
what, specilically and consciously, the school sets oul to leach Ihe child . 
Schools Iraditionally teach subject mailer and intellectual skills. These are 
certainly perceived by both leacher and pupil as 11)8 main job of the 
school. In the modern world, each child needs 10 know as much as he can 
aboul olher peoples, aboul science and lechnology, apout effective com-
municalion wilh olhers, about his cullural herilage, his syslem of govern-
menl, and the like. Bolh Ihe pupil and his teachers expect him to learn 
Ihese things at school. 
Allhough Ihe pupil may not use the leacher's words to describe his 
view of school, he does know thai Ihere are, and should be, certain aca-
demic expectalions. The child enlering first grade expecls 10 learn how 
10 read and wrile and may expect to learn Ihese the lirst day. The young-
sler enlering junior high expecls to move into a deparlmenlalized subject-
mailer syslem in which Engl ish is laughl sE~aralely from malh and even 
Ihe soci.1 sludies may be divided inlO hislory, geography, civics, eco-
nomics, elc, 
Bul subject mailer is a poor definition 01 academic expectalion. The 
curriculum relorms 01 Ihe 1960s were based on psychological nolions 01 
discovery, activity, and " learning to learn," on social notions of what was 
valuable and desirable lor all 10 know, on polilical nOlions 01 the cold war, 
on changing ideas aboul Ihe organizalion 01 Ihe subject mailer ilsell. 
Academic expectations, theref ore, include ways of thi"king and learning 
as wei! as the conlentle'arned. 
Just what, specilically, are schools expec ling Iheir pupils 10 learn? 
Again, no generalizabons can be made Ihal apply 10 all schools. Wilh 
1I1e American concepl of decenlralized, local school conlrol . two schools 
In the same city may have somewhat diflerenl curriculums. With this 
reservation in mind . we can gain some insights into what schools are 
leaching. 
Behavioral and Attitudinal Expectations 
We have already mentioned some 0 1 the behavioral expec tc.tt ions taught 
through rout ines and regulation s, but again, any list of expectalions 
would be .applicable only to a given school. One source 0 1 inlormation is 
Ihe lexlbooks, which provide some idea 01 wllal is being slressed. (We 
cannot know, of course, whether these materials are being used in any 
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given silualion; only a local sludy could eslablish lhat.) Texlbooks can be 
ulllllywd 10 rovoill tllOir bhIGo:,,: , I<uno':; (1070) raviow or sociol studios 
lexls revealed lheir sins 01 omission and commission in lhe lrealmenl 01 
Jews, blacks, Chicanos, Indians, Orienlals, and all who are nol white 
Anglo-Saxon Proteslant. The slale 01 Florida in 1973 dropped two 01 ils 
major texts on Florida hislory because 01 their di storted presentallons · 
about blacks. 
Although materials can reveal value expectation, the teach"r i~ the 
key. Pupil behavior is inlluenced in many ways by the behavior and per-
ceptions 01 Ihe leacher. Ollen Ihe leacher is unaware lhal he is inlluencing 
his pupils by his tone 01 voice, hi's choice of children lor activities, his 
seleclion 01 malerials to display, and the like. Hall's The Silent Language 
(1961) illuslrales how classroom cullure is conveyed. Kounin and his col-
leagues (1966, 1967) have shown how Ihe leacher's ciassroom manage-
menl procedures inlluence pupil conduct. Soar (1967) has indica led Ihal 
leacher behavior can be observed in al leasl two dimensions, hoslile-
nonhoslile and direci-indireci conlrol, and that these relate to pupil 
change in Vocabulary, reading, and crealivity. The indirect, nanhoslil'" 
classroom produced Ihe mas I growlh in vocabulary, but for reading, opti-
mum growlh occurred uoder eilher the indirecl, hostile or the direcl, 
nonhoslile teacher. Allhough these are academic outcomes, they are pre-
senled as examples of lhe subtle inlluence of teacher behavior. The Soars' 
(1972) analysis of leach"r-pupil behavior in Follow Through classrooms 
indicales furlher lhal pallerns 01 leacher behavior influence skill learning 
and concept learning in complex ways. Rosenshine and Fursl's (t973) 
review further amplifies the methodological issues involved in observing 
classrooms as well as the currenl findings. 
The hosl of researchers· working on Ihe school and its elfects on Ihe 
achievemenl, alliludes, sell-concepl, and behavior of ils pupils all reflecl 
the growing awareness (hat Ihe school as an institution communicates far 
more IMn a neulral knowledge of reading, wriling, and arilhmelic. There 
11ave been some elforls 10 allend Ihe nonacademic side of school by build -
ing units Ihal slress alliludes and values. Glaser (1969) has proposed 
ways in which teachers can move from stressing memory to emphasizing 
commilmenl, values, and responsibilily. 
The Ojemann work in Iowa is an excellenl example of leaching con-
sciously lor Ihe crealion of alliludes. The purpose 01 Ihis program is to 
help children to develop a causal orienlalion toward behavior, an orienta-
tion thai "recognizes that human behavior is produced by many factors 
and that one can distinguish between an approach to a given behavior 
incident which recognizes and lakes inlo account lhe variety of factors 
Ihal mpy have produc.ed il as compared wilh an approach Ihal considers 
mainly Ihe overl form of Ihe behavior." (Djemann el aI., 1955, p. 95) 
There have also been suggeslions about complelely revamping the 
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ociucalional syslem (Fanlini and YOllng. 1970) or even eliminaling il. 
(1IIICh, 1971) Neve,lIle'less, scllools seelll 10 oe prclly lI\uch liiu wuy Ihey 
were and will probably remain essenlially Ihe same for some lime 10 come. 
SUMMARY 
The school cullure demonstrates conslanlty 10 the child how it expecls 
him to behave and what values the adulls who mold Ihe culture believe 
to be imporlanl. This is done Ihrough Ihe organizalion and daily way of 
Ii Ie 01 the school. The school itself reflecls the altitudes and values 01 Ihe 
communily. slale, and nation Qr. at the leasl. Ihe altiludes 01 Ihe middle 
class segment 01 Ihe general population. The school. lar Jrom being radi-
cal and exlreme. is essenlially a conservalor 01 the cullural values ano 
serves as sociely's agent in passing Ihese values to Hie chitd. 
II Ille sell develops through transaclions with the environmenl, it 
would cellainly lollow thai most childten tearn to behave and to view 
Ihemselves in the way in which Iheif teachers expecl. Although each 
child petceives Ihe school in his own way, the school situation Ihal is pro-
Vided lor him plays a Irernendous and allen overlooked role in influencing 
Ihe sell -concepl of Ihe child. 
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. THJ: WORLD Of PEJ:R.S 
THE PEER SOCIETY 
In our ~florls 10 comprehend lhe various environmental forces !hat exerl 
Iheir inlluence upon Ihe developing self ollhe child, we have Invesligaled 
Ihe adull world-the family, Ihe mass media, 'lInd Ihe school. Tne child, 
1l0\Vever, lives in two worlds: an adull world and a child world. In Chapler 
5, we saw Ihal he begins 10 live in a world 01 peers before he goes 10 
school; bul if isn'l unlil he is in school Ihal Ihis world assumes a com-
manding position in his Iile. In lerms of his perceptions, peer$ move from 
being al fairly low levels of awareness and importance to a very high 
level of awareness and importance. His peers exerllremendous inlluence 
upon his behavior, his allitudes, and his view of self. If all Ihe world's 
Ihe slage Ihal Shakospeare claimed, children and adolescenls afe playing 
primarily 10 an audience ollheir peers. Their peers sit in Ihe fronl rows and 
Ihe box seals; parenls and teachers ate now relegaled 10 Ihe back rows 
and the balcony. 
Patlicularly in an urban, induslrial sociely, Ihe world of peers as-
sumes an imporlanl cullural iole. In order 10 undersland Ihe behavior 01 
Ihe child and adolescent. we need 10 gain some general knowledge of Ihe 
sociely in which he lives-Ihe peer society. 
This chapler will discuss Ihe concepl 01 Ihe peer sociely in general. 
Ii will also presenl informalion moslly aboul preadolescenl peer groups. 
Laler chaplers will include seclions on Ihe adolescent peer sociely as it 
telales 10 Ihe lolal sell-development 01 early and late adolescence. The 
preadolescent's perceplions 01 his peers will be included in Ihe next 
chapler. This will permil us 10 gel an overview 01 Ihe peer world and Ihen 
see Ihis peer world al work in Ihe Iile ollhe individual. 
Every sociely 'possesses language. shared values, slandards 01 bp-
havior, riluals, tasks Ihal need 10 be perlotmed lor survival, an organiza-
lionai Itamework. a sense 01 "we-ness." Every sociely possesses a cullure 
--a way ol lile. The peer sociely is a subsociely in Ihe general American 
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scene. In lurn. il is divided inlo subsocicl ies Ihal are essenlially develop-
1I1I.:Ilt ; ll -age - 9r~J(h:d . A peer ~ tJl n~ocicty lI1 iDII I l)C! dcfinr.d [1 5 r:nnlilinino all 
the children of ~ particular developmental age who !"lave communication 
with each other. although not necessarily in a face-to-face relationship. 
Within this peer ~ociety is the more intimate and more vital subgroup--
the peer group. Any peer society contains a number of peer groups. These 
are the lace-to- face. more organized and integrated. selective groups in 
which the peer cullure is carried and taughl. 
Reasons lor Formation 
Why do these groups form? Wha t pushes children to join? What do they 
gel from them? 
One reason can be seen in the ve ry name sociologists have given 
these groups. They are the peer groups. a society of people on a par 
"lith each other. Needs lor accep tance. for belonging, for experiencing 
are all proVided afler a fashion by the adults, bul it is on ly in the pec r 
society thai the child can meet lhese needs as an equal. " In the shadow 
01 superordinale aduHs he cannot gain recognition , play di/lerenlia led 
roles. practice social skills or interact wi th othe rs except as a dependent 
and subordina te figure." (Ausubel. 1958. p. 458) 
A second reason for the crea tion of these groups lies in the dis-
contin uity that exists in an industri al culture. Children are expected to be 
Children. they are presented with really few models for adu!\ economic 
bet1Jvior, and they have virtually no produclive role to play in the econ· 
amy. Parents expect trlem 10 become emancipa ted, to belong to orga niza· 
lions outside the home, and 10 grow up (which means to grow away). AI 
the same lime, the ch ildren are provided wi th no participation or status 
in the adult world. They turn to the society 01 their peers to gain this sense 
01 productivity and acllievemen t. 
The child is also still establishing his own personal identity. He needs 
CYi)(:ncnces with equal s, he needs try-oul time with new roles. he needs 
lhe \Varmth. support, and accE'ptance of a nonfamily group as he strives 
for sel f-expression and sell -understanding. 
The need lor identity leads to the strange paradox tha t Ihe child. in 
sr:cklng Independence from the adult. world , becomes dependent upon 
tll ~ peers . The peer soc iety becomes the security base from which Ihe 
ctlltel"s pnvatc wa r for independence can be loughl. Even though the 
glOup may dcmand , in early adolescence particularly. the utrnost con -
lormity 10 ilS Slanc.lar cls. Ille cilile! is willIng to pay th is price lor whtll 118 
gains-a sense 01 being on Ilis own. 
The push of th e adull world toward ioining certainly exists in Ihc 
American cu llure . In olher cultures as well, peer groups arc allocted in 
their developmen t by Ole adult pressures for group living and Woup ac-
tivity. In tho Israeli kiblw/l (cooperat ive larm). where children arc reared 
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in a "children's house" although they also have a family. peer group life 
begins earlier than in the genera t Ismeli culture, and "early .' (the 
group) becomes the most important praising figure. " (Rapaport. 1957. 
p. 593) The ellects are seen in stud ies of cooperative behavior such as 
that made by Shapira and Madsen (1972). which indicated that kibbutz-
reared children (ages 6 to 10) were more cooperative, even in a si tualion 
designed for competition. ti)an were city-raised Israelis. 
In France. where the family is the arbiter of social behavior and the 
school does not stress group living. peer groups such as we know them do 
not exis t. The preschool child is tied to the extended family. The p&er life 
in school is sub rosa, unknown to both teacher and parent. Its main func-
tion seems to be to provide "a clearing house for individual interests . ... 
The French peer group is. much more than Ihe American peer group. a 
source of relaxation and defense of the member's identity." (Pills. 1960. 
p. 277) Bronfenbrenner (1967. 1970) shows how the peer group is ma-
nipulated by the Soviet authori ties to influence character development. It 
acts as a part of the social sys tem, not an escape from il. 
In a rap idly changing world. the expe riences of the child are greatly 
diffe rent from the experiences his pa rents had as children . Communica-
tion between Ihe generations becomes more difficult. because comrnuni-
cation depends upon common perceptual experience. The chi ld needs to 
share his experiences. to ref lect upon them. to relive them. He can do this 
today only wi th his peers. The lament of the adolescent. although ancien t. 
was never more true or tragic than today; his parents really don" under· 
stand. 
Another factor in the formation of peer groups is the development of 
the child. He has reached the paint in neuromuscular development where 
high ly active group games requiring skill are not only possible but are 
tlighly satisfying experiences. He has reached the li me in his developmrnt 
of se l! where he has some comprehension of "other." He cou ld 11 01 en-
gage in group play before he real ized the interaction between his own 
behavior and that of 01 hers. before he had some concept of rules. before 
he could visualize how others might behave. By the time he enlers ti)e 
second or third grade. he has reached this poin t in his sell -development. 
He will continue. Ih rough his peer group activity, to grow in Ihese con· 
cepls: thus , mcmbership nol only requires the rudimentary development of 
concepts of olher but also provides the oppor lunily for their further devel -
opment. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A PEER GROUP 
A peer group is Cl1.lfClc terized by being an int imate, selec tive group in 
which admission is by mu tua l choice , and status withinlhe group is a ILlnc -
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lion olille group's values and Ihe individuals' roles . There is a rapid orga -
OIzalion 01 lhe social slruclure 01 Ihe classroom, which, once lormed, 
possesses considerable slabilily lrom grade 10 gr"de. However, al) indi-
v.dual 's posilion in Ihe group can change wilt> lime. (Glidewell, 1966) 
Organizalion 
Faclors allecling individual acceplance lell us abolll Ihe parlicular value 
syslemS Ihese groups hold. Allhough all children 01 a given age are mem-
bers 01 Ille peer sociely, Ihey do nol all belong 10 grOups O( 10 Ihe group 
ollheir choice. Whal does a child nee(j 10 g"jn belonging in !h!' group 01 
his choice? Whal conlribules 10 slalus? 
Inle/ligence is a requiremenl in Ihe way we mighl Expect. Sells and 
Roll (1967) lound Ihal Ihere was a low bul reliable relalionship belween 
10 and popularily wilhin social lOiass groups. They sludied a large [lumber ' 
01 children in Minnesola and Texas, liorn grades 4 10 7, They also found, 
however, Ihal rejeclion was relaled 10 10 in almosl Ihe same degree. In 
lechnical lerms, Ihe amounl 01 prediclabilily from 10 10 peer opporlunily 
vias aboul 5 10 '10 percenl; Ihal is, Ihal percenlage 01 whalever inlluenced 
popularily was conlrilJuled by 10. The same findings held lor school 
achievernenl, and popularily and reieclion. Brigiliness may make a child 
Illore vis.ble in a classroom, and il may be Ihis Ihal produces bolh accep· 
lance and rejeclion. There is some evidence (Torrance, 1963; Long el aI., 
1967) Ihal highly crealive children are seen as oddballs and are less 
accepted. 
FiltHily background rn!luences peor slalus, allhough again ,)01 always 
III al} expected way. nesearch seems 10 indicate lhat Ille popularity 01 
children Irom broken hOllles is nol adversely allecled by Ihis, Ihal ordinal 
posilion means lillie, and Ihal only childr en do nOI lose oul in Ihe slruggle 
lor slalus. As an echo 01 Chapler 3, lI.e lamily, mlher Ihan any obiecllve , 
exlernal variable, seems 10 be Ihe conlribuling lac ier slalus and member -
ship . Feinberg lound Ihal paren lal inleresl and .parlicipalion in alllielic 
an(1 social aclivi l.es was relaled 10 high peer slalus . (Feinberg , 1053) The 
dOnllOancc -'suhmission pt.lllern in Ihe home, as it alfecls the seU-develop -
illenl 01 Ihe child , also inlluences peer accoplance. II 81 I.ollle Ihe ch;!d 
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t>o develops sell-concepls Itla\ arc rellecled cilher in aggrossive or \Vilh-
drawn behavior or in o\ile( ~~havior (SUCh as cryinp, whining: ~rid <)e· 
manding) Ihal creales Irouple lor him wilh his peers. We would expeci 10 
lind Ihe lamily inlluence ' exerled more in Ihis indireci lashion Ihrough Ihe 
child ralher Ihan in any d)reci one-la-one relalionship belVleen any s'ingle 
lamily variable and peer slalus. . 
The soci.1 class posi!ion ollhe lamily plays a role in Ihe peer cullure. 
II inlluences It>e circle 01 Iriends wilh whom Ihe child will associale . AI· 
Ihough age, school values, and Ihe nalure 01 Ihe larger communily are 
miligaling laclors, children ollhe same social class generally choose each 
olher on sociomelric lesls, and children Irom Ihe middle class are per· 
ceived as possessing more lavorable personalily Irails Ihan lower class 
children, Since Ihe peer cullure mirrors Ihe adull cullure, we would expeci 
Ihal Ihe degree 01 imparlance children allach 10 social class posilion, 
race, or elhnic background varies wilh Ihe degree 01 imparlance IIleir 
par~nls allach 10 Ihese variables , However, well-designed research is slili 
slim. 
Elhnicily is a key lac lor in acceplance. Harlup (1970) summarizes 
Ihe research by indica ling Ihal resulls depend upOI) whelher Ihe groups 
are segreg.led · or inlegraled, upon Ihe racial compos ilion 01 neighbor-
hoods, af1d upon Ihe degree 01 Ihe subjecls' elhnic idenlilicallon, In one 
sludy Ihal examined bOlh alhnic and social class cleava)e among 'young 
children, Siodoisky and Jensen (1969) reporl: 
While IherB are bOlh racial and social-Class correlales olli*ing and 
disliking Olher Children in Ihe program, we do nOllypically see nOf do 
our fesulls suggest Ihal children 01 eilher racial or social-class 
\ groups isolale Ihemselves inlo coheSive, exclusive groups even 
though occasional inslances ollhis sorl 01 behavior do OCCUl. A 
large proporlion 0111 .. social inleraclion in Ihe Ancona classrooms, 
and ollhe Iriendship choices olille children in Ihe program, occurs 
aoross racial and social-class lilles. (SIOdolsky and Jensen, 1969, 
p . 44J , 
Since elilnic awareness increases wilh ago, we would expecl Ihal Ihe 
piclure mig hi change. Siudies reviewed by Sowder (1972) indica Ie Ihal 
Ihis is whallends 10 happen bullhallhe resulls, as Harlup (1970) also in-
(licaled, are inconclusive. We need more work, beller lechniques, and a 
mixluro 01 anlhropoiGgical and sociopsychological insighls II we are 10 
undersland Ihe complexily 01 class and elhnic laclors in peer re lalionships . 
Appearance has preslige value , parlicularly lor girls, and it has fOpre 
in Ihe secondary schoollhan in Ihe elemenlary school. In Tryon's sludy 01 
adolescents, 10 be " good looking" was imporlanl lor preslige in bOlto 12-
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and 15-year-old girls, unrelaled for 12-year-old boys, bul very imporlanl 
for 15-year-old bqys: (Tryon, 1943, p. 565) A study 9" prcndoicsccn ts 
IUlIlid lila I Iho laCIOr 01 heig lll was flol relaleu 10 sociql slnll/5 , (I lober, 
1956) Youlh seems 10 mean by appearance Ihe whole person and nol a 
sing le laclor. . 
Skill, one 01 !he reasons for Ihe formalion 01 Ihese groups, plays a 
major role in delermining accepl~nce. Of cou rse, Ihe crileria for which 
skills are acceplable are funclions of Ihe age, sex, and socia l background 
01 Ihe group, bul Ihe child who fa ils Ihe skill lesl wi ll nol be admilfed. 
Again we have Ihe circle : II lakes skill 10 belong, and belonging provides 
Ihe experience for Ihe furlher developmenl of ski ll . Alhlelic prowess lor 
boys is Ihe sine qua non al all age leve ls for favorable ral ing by peers . 
Socia l ski lls, including dancing and the art of conversation, are important 
for adolescen l girls, whereas preadolescenl gi rl s resemble Ihe boys in 
Iheir in leresl in alhlelic abi li ly. Social power is more closely relaled 10 
emolional acceplance Ihan 10 compe lence. Bonney and Powell found Ihal 
10 lirsl-graders, being cooperalive and fallowing leacher's di reclion are Ihe 
s"ills Ihal bring acceplance. (Bonney and Powell, 1953, p. 492) We shall 
see Ihe role of skill more clearly in subsequenl chaplers when we locus 
again upon the self ollhe child. 
Age also seems 10 be a faclor in acceplance in classroom peer 
groups. The overage child in Ihe inlermediale grades is not accepled by 
his class males (Morrison and Perry, 1%6). allhough Ihe faclor of age in 
the junior high grades does not seem significant. We should remember 
that no single factor is the only causative ag ent. The viewpoint of teachers, 
Ihe sell-concepl and behavior of Ihe overage child. and parenla l alfi ludes 
are all involved. In the secondary school , a time when the relationship 
between chronological age and physical maturity is low, age is nol an 
Important factor. Physical maturity is important because of the change in 
heterosexual relations . 
Even Ihough we are discussing each of these variabtes somewhal in 
isola lion lrom one anal her, Ihey do nol funclion Ihis way. They are all medi-
ated by the sell -organization of the ch ild and the particular orgDniza tion of 
his peer and adull worlds. Inlelligence, family , elhnic , and social class 
background. Ihe development 01 Skill, appearance, and Iho degree of 
actllevemen l required to keep up with one's classma tes are all functions 
01 Ihe particular, unique se ll of Ihe child. This is why all corre lalions, al-
Ihough posi live and valid , are never near Ihe 1.00 mark. How Ihe chi ld 
fee ls abou l his inlelligence, his family, and so forth , delermines Ihe 
amounl of drive he has for peer group membersh ip, Ihe choice 01 group 
hI;! Vlill make, and the behavior he wi ll perceive as appropriate in at· 
lempling 10 gain acceplance. His peers will nol evaluale him so much on 
separate externa l cri teria as they will on his lo(al behavior. II hi s values 
ap'proxima te theirs, if they see Ih ,,- t his interests resemble thei rs, il he can 
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conlribute to the developmenl 01 Ihe group, Ihey will accepl him. Even 
though some 01 his beh~vio ( patterns are different, his peers will perceive 
him 10 be like Ihem. TI1ey wi'l dislorl Ihei r image of him 10 make him 
resemble Ihem more than he does. 
Whal behavior do peers consider important? Friendliness, expres-
siveness, ability to' show emotion, "outgoingness," cooperalion, daring 
and enthusiasm, emotional slabilily, and dependabilily are given by vari -
ous researchers as importa nt trails. On the other hand , in middle class 
groups, hostilily is relaled to rejeclion. 
Research on delinquency and delinquenl gangs shows Ihal Ihese 
groups have expeclalions for personal values Ihal tend to be similar to 
those of other peer groups. "Members of lower-class slreet-corner groups 
are allen Ihe mosl fil and Ihe mosl able youngslers in Iheir community, for 
Ihis is a laugh league in which to make the grade. One musl possess bolh 
slamina and perseverance, as well as Ihe capacily to inleracl and to sub-
ordinale self to Ihe overall needs 01 the group." (Kvaraceus, 1959, p. 16) 
They differ from Ihe midd le class boy on ly in valuing belligerence and 
dominance. (Glidewell, 1966) 
Sex Cleavage. Peer group organizalion is generally characlerized by 
sex cleavage. Beginning in preadolescence, the groups are split on sex 
lines. Sociomelric sludies show Ihal boys and girls rarely pick each olher 
for activilies. Observalions of classroom behavior reveal thai children, 
when given the choice, segregale Ihemselves on sex lines. When chil-
dren's responses are el ici led by means of Ihe incomplete-sentences ap-
proach, in which they finish a slem such as "mosl boys ---," Ihey are 
always more favorable 10 Iheir own sex. (Harri s and Tseng, 1957) Teach -
ers' atlempls in Ihe fourth grade, for example, to have children dance wilh 
each olher are mel wilh horseplay and subversion by Ihe boys along wi lh 
Ihe mild compliance Ihal musl be shown in school. An unpublished sludy 
by Gordon and Spears 01 more than 150 chi ldren's sell-reporls from 
grades 3 Ihroug h 12 in one school shows thai wanling 10 be liked by Ihe 
opposi le sex is raled lower Ihan wanling to be liked by Ihe same sex in 
preadolescence. Adolescenl boys say Ihey wan l girls to like Ihem more 
Ihan boys, and Ihe girls favor bolh sexes equally. Same-sex choice 
reaches ils high poinl in grades 5 and 6 and declines somewhal alter Ihal. 
We know lar m.ore <boul Ihe peer Iile 01 boys Ihan of girls. "Our 
knowledge 01 peer inlluences and group behavior among girls is appall-
ingly weak." (Harlup, 1970, p. 437) Wilh Ihe emergence of women's lib-
eral ion, we may beg in 10 gel some needed solid research. 
If we see Ihe peer group as a place where ch ildren can safely work 
on appropriale sex- role behavior, in which they can lalk over experiences 
sa lely wilh Ihei r peers, lilen we can unders land Ihis cleavage. When we 
sludy adolescence in more delail, we can 'see how youlh belongs 10 severa l 
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groups, some helerosexual and some conlinuing 10 rellecl Iho preado-
h':~ CCIlI clcavage. 
Membership f/o/e~. Any organizalion musl have cellain members per-
lorm corlain dulies il il wishes 10 survive . Formal organizalions have presi-
denls. secrelaries, and the like; informal organizations such as peer 
groups have similar roles . A role is an organizeQ pallem 01 behavior in an 
inlerpersonal selling. (For an inleresling discussion 01 role in relalion 10 
behavior selling, see R. Barker and Ii. Wrighl. Midwesl and I/s Children, 
pp. 50 II .) When one plays a role, it enables others, to some degree, to 
predicl behavior and 10 pallem their own behavior. As we observe children 
in groups, we can see Ihese behavior pallerns in operalion . They are 
essenllal lor group process. In a ball game, a pas ilion on Ihe learn may 
be considered a role: pitcher, ou llielder, shorlslop, cen ler, elld, hallback. 
Oilier roles are cheerleader, coach, and umpire or releree . 
The more pervasive roles in lerms 01 sell -struclure are playeQ Ihrough 
lime and in a variely 01 silualions. In any group, thore is always an oper-
alor, an ide~ man, an argumcna se iller, a diplomat, an auangcr . a spark 
plug who aclually gels Ihe group moving, a daredevil, and so on. There 
are always Ihose who supply inlormalion or materials, who set Ihe ~tyle, 
who acl oul in bohavior Ihe way olhers leo I bul don'l quile dare to do_ The 
group is organized so that dillerenl roles are Lccorded varying degrees 01 
slalus. In Ihe delinquenl gang 01 boys, Ihe learless delier 01 aduli authority 
may have high slalus; in Ihe middle class suburban group, the slyle seller, 
Ihe lashion leader, may be Ihe high stalus role in Ihe adole~cent girl 
group. Individual behavior in a peor group se lling is lunclionallor both. 
Cerlain roles need 10 be perlarmed lor group survival ; membership 
in Ihe group provides experiences lor learning these roles; role perform-
alice brings status; and status provides new opporlqnilies (or individual 
anti gloup enhancement. The individua l 18arns in Ihe group selling, but 
hiS bellavior also molds Ihe group cullure. 
All external observer can comprehend much about Ihe self-struclure 
01 Ihe group members by analyZing Ihe roles being played and by evalu-
"ling Ihe slalus allached 10 each role . fie will see IIlat some youngslers 
afC ilble 10 perlorrn a wide range of roles, wherens others have a limited 
reperloire . Sialus posilion in Ille group shilts as one adapls himsell to Ihe 
Uroup demands, as he conlarms 10 group pressures. Roles Ihal /nay have 
had high slalus lose value as Ihe gloup malUles; new roles become 
Illlporlanl . 
It should nol be canstlued Ihal adaplabilily 01 an "olher -direcled" 
nature. in which the youngster loses his ulliqu£:ncss and conforms 101 the 
sake 01 belonginu, is desirable. Highly acceplable yaungslers wilh an 
Ideal sell are children wilh strenglh. values , and sell-regard. II is the in-
secure youngster wi lli Icelings 01 inadequacy who is willing 10 sac/ili"e 
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nimsell to gain idenlity. To pe ~ure, all group members gain sam~ s~n~~ 
01 iQentity Ihrough alli!iati~n , pUI nol in Iho same way or to Ihe ~arn~ 
degree as \lle youngsler 10 Y'h0!11 Ihe group is Ihe center 01 his existence. 
tn summa/y, Ihe roles played in the group are an aulgrowlh 01 in<Ji-
vidual and group needs. Tiley rellecl Ihe ~niqu'e organizatio'n 01 rotes thai 
membe/s perceive Ihemselves as capable 01 lullilling and the group as a 
whole perceives as desirable for uroup exislence_ 
Corles and Cusloms 
The cullule 01 Ihe peer group is carried on and conveyed Ihrough its lan-
guage, rituals, aclivilie~, anq lools, Just as Ihe archeologist can learn 
aboul ancient civilizalion frof(l examinalion 01 its object~ 01 "rt, ils writings, 
its ulensils lor both produclion and leisure, and just as the cultural anthro-
pologisl can do Ihe same in his sludy 01 primitive cultures, so tne sociato-
gisl and social psychologist can study the culture 01 the peer group bY 
examining its means lor accomplishing its culturall)bjectives. 
The language 01 the peer society changes to some degree wilh ea.~Jl 
generalion_ Because a primary purpose lor "formation 01 peer groups is 
establishmenl 01 an Identity apart Irom the adult world, youngsters need 10 
creale a language their paren!s can't quite undersland. A second purpose 
01 peer language is 10 create a bond, a "we-Ieeling," Ihrough being able 
10 communicate thoughts and leelings 10 ~ach other in a special way_ 
We'v~ had "slang," "jive" talk, "bop" lalk, "rock '0 roll" talk, talk Ihat's 
"way out there, man," and "l1ippie" talk. We've had the stylized language; 
such as pig Lalin in its various lorms, lhal each generation learns Irom the 
one preceding it as it begins its tile as a group, The language 01 any soci-
ety enables its membels 10 Ihink in cerlain ways; Ihere is a relationship 
belween language structure and Ihaught. " also allows lor cerlain leelings 
to be expressed that &re shared by members. Whal can be more eloquenl 
than hie own language 10 describe Ihe ullimale in ecstasy to the leenager? 
Myslics, Iheologians, and some psychologisls talk 01 "cosmic experi-
ence." Does Ihi. convey Ihe same inlensily as the peer jargon? Peer lan -
guage has a richness, a lIavor all ils own, and its power is indicated by Ihe 
many allempls 01 adulls 10 copy it and comprehend it. 
Activilies 
"Slanding on Ihe Corner, Walching Alilhe Girl~ Go By," a song lille circa 
1955, describes one 01 the ri luals 01 adolescent boy groups, parlicularly 
ollhe upper -lower and lower-middle classes . To show Ihatlile does, aller 
all, have some slabilily, a t967 lavorite was "Music 10 Watch Girts By." 
niluals might be said 10 be Ihe slylized, repelitive group activities thai 
serve to cement relationships among members, increase the leetings 01 
identity and belonging, and provide experience in new ways 01 behaving 
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dislincl from adull-supervised pallerns. Groups develop slylized greelings 
Ilna leave-Iakings, lIsually not 100 different from the fwlcrnily handclasp 
or Ihe drinker's loasl. The group meeling place, whelher il be slreel' 
corner, pool hall, pizza parlor, ieenage nighl club wilh psychedelic music, 
or somebody's back porch, is a pari of Ihe ritual group life. Sireel-corner 
gangs have their "pad" or home ground, their bit of territory on which out~ 
siders can set foot only through permission or warfare; more socially 
acceplable groups have similar home bases. The word goes out along the 
peer grapevine, and the clan gathers at its meeting place to transact its 
aflairs. Huge clusters of many groups may meet, almost in convention. 
Another type of ritual is the initiation ceremony. Crane identified fiw 
Iypes in preadolescenl gangs in Australia, all of which can be seen in the 
Uniled Siaies as well. They are: 
1. Phallic-genilal ralher Ihan sexual. 
2. Ordeal- endurance 01 pain, lear, indignity. 
3. Demonstraeion of skiJJ. 
4. Signing a document and taking an oath. 
5. Socialaggression. (Crane, 1952, p. liS) 
Why such ceremonies? They serve to impress the newcomer with the 
power of the group, to demonslrale group values, and 10 increase feelings 
of idenlily. They leach Ihe new member Ihe group's rules, his lory, and 
symbol syslem. 
Group riluals shade all inlo aclivities Ihal are alien repelilive bul are 
nol slylized or loaded wilh Ihe emolional overlones of riluals. Crane's 
sludy, using Ihe reminiscences of sludenls at leachers colleges in Aus-
Iralia, divided Ihe aClivilies of boy gangs (age 9to 13) and girl gangs (age 
1110 13) inlo Ihe following calegories: 
a. Predalory aclivilies. Amongsl boys, 10r/y-four percenl 01 all gang 
occupations were o/this type, e.g. , arranging figllts, raiding 
orchards or melon-pa tches, Ihfo\'l.'ing slones, birds' nesting and 
bush-roaming. pulling down fences. fighling bush lires. The girls' 
pred"a!ory aClivilies were mainf}' confined to teasing olhers nol in 
Ihe gang, and Irying 10 upsel olher gangs. 
b. Social activities . Th ese ma}, be divided into the socially 
disapproved and Ihe socially approved. 
(1) Disapproved. Nere boys' gangs exclusively were represenled 
in sucll a behavior as smoking, telling sex yarns ("smut 
sessions") and swearing. 
(2) Approved . Only one boys' gang could be Included here, bUI 
seven ollhe girls' gangs spenllheir lime in such ways as 
practicing hobbies, discussing poems or bool<s, writing secret 
. reporls, and lalking aboul rival gangs. 
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C. SporL About (110 samo proportion 01 both boys' and girls' gangs 
wenl hiking, fishing, rabbiling or playing compelitive games. 
~wimming, always in Ihe nude, was a very common activily 01 
boys' gangs, bul was nol menlioned by Ihe girls. 
d. Social service. This calegory is represenled by lour girls' gangs 
only. II included hefping each olher wilh school homework, 
spreading inlormation aboul Heallh and Temperance, and 
helping disabled or disliked people. (Crane, 1952, p. 117) 
As we would expecl, aclivilies vary wilh age, sex, and other cultural 
inlluences. For instance, lower class children do nol belong 10 Cub Scouts, 
Brownies, or Scouls as do Iheir middle class age-males. . 
Many activities center around combinations of competitive-coopera-
live endeavors. Team sports can lain both elemenls. In some groups, joy 
riding and drag racing are predominanl activities. Motion-whether run-
ning, chasing, bike riding, ball playing, or aUlomotive-seems 10 be a 
basic aclivity of many peer groups. 
In recenl years the adull cullure seems increasingly to have imposed 
ils organizational pallern upon boys' aclivities. Before World War II Ihe 
peer group was away from adult supervision in alhlelics and other activi-
lies, but Babe Rulh Leagues, lillie Leagues, Boys' Clubs, and olher orga-
nized recrealion programs a,e now widespread, Many of these recrealion 
programs were initialed to curb delinquency, bul 1hey serve 10 put Ihe 
slamp of adull cullural values more firmly upon the child and 10 cut down 
Ihe really free lime he needs 10 explore on his own with his peers. The 
father could wrile such a book as Where Did You Go? Out. Whal Did You 
Do? Nothing., bul Ihe son's aclivilies are more c;on1rolled. Middle class 
young siers, especially in suburbia, are deluged with planned and super-
vised activities- organized athletics, music lessons, dancing class. Par-
enls force heterosexual aclivilies al a lime when children really wanl 
Experiences with their own sex. Six-graders in some middle class schools 
have formal proms parlfy because Iheir parenls think il is "cule ." In Ihe 
middle and late 1960s, Ihe eleclric guilar has helped Ihe leenager reeslab -
!ish some control over his own activities""":"'whal is noise to the adult is 
music 10 him. 
Some older adolescenls have counlerallacked by developing crash-
pad syslems. moving oul of Ihe home, cruising as slreel people, and gel -
ting involved in the drug scene. There seems to be a reduction in the 
status of school-related organizations; this may be another symptom of 
resistance to aduJt control of peer life. 
Cullural arlifacls can lead 10 addilional underslanding 01 Ihe peer 
sociely. In archeology, an arlifacl is anylhing manulaclured and used by 
a sociely. Peer groups dO nol manu lac lure (excepl zip guns, perhaps, in 
cerlain anlisocial gangs). bul Ihey use the manulaclured objecls of Ihe 
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adul/ SOCiely as means anq symbols, and Ihey Plli Ihe peer slamp upon lI~m. " . ., 
Perhaps clOlhinn is Iho 0051 OXilfilpie 01 a cuI/ural aqUacl, pocausc il 
begins 10 be used 10, '{leor {llUpO"CS ill Ihc prirnary orades. Each peer 
SOciely develops ils OW,! uniform. 1/ may be jeans (lighHi!ling anQ low-
waiSled), lee -shirls, nondescripi shoes, Or Plack lealher jackels sludded 
wilh brass. Youngslers begin 10 dress lOr each olher and 10 accenluale in 
IIlerr Slyles Ihe curren.1 lad Or lashion. In many ways, clOllling manulac_ 
lurers 101l0w Ihe peer lead, ralher Ihan creale Ihe slyle. Mod Clolhes, mini-
s"irls, Work clolhes, braless hailers are recenl examples. 
Olher arlilacls are records. parlicularly in leenage groups, and, lor 
older groups, Ihe uliimale in lools- Iho aulomObile. In laler ch~Plers on 
adolescence We will discuss Ihese lasl Iwo in more delail. The POinl !Q "e 
made here is Ihal Ihe peer Sociely, like all socielies, creales Or borrows 
arlilacls. These reveallhe values, asp ira lions, and perceplions ollhe soci-
ely in ways lI,al are appropriale 10 il. In analyzing ' any peer group, Ihe 
exlernal Observer can gain insighls by seeing how Ihese artilacls are used. 
Values 
Value Syslems can be inlerred il We examine Ihe laClors Ihal allect 
indiVIdual acceplance, Ihe lolal organizalional pallern, Ihe Codes and 
Cusloms. Analysis 01 pal/erns 01 Cer,aio lOwer class delinquenl groups showed: 
For many youngslers Ihe bases 01 preSlige are 10 be found in 
loughness, physical prowess, Skill, fearlessness, bravery, abilily 10 
can people, gaining money by wils, sluewdness, adroilness, smarl 
reparlee, Seeking and finding Ihrills, risk, danger, freedom Irom 
eXlernal cOnstrainl, and freedom from Superordinate aUlhorily. 
These are tile explicil values of Ihe mOSI importanl and essenlial 
relerence group 01 many definquenl youngsters. These are Ihe Ihings 
llley respect and SIrive 10 allain. The lower-class youngsler wllo 
engages in a long and recUffenl sefles of delinquenl behaviors Illal 
are sanctioned by Ilis peer group is Irying 10 aCllieve prestige Within 
this relerence syslem. {Kvaraceus, 1959, p. 16} 
Inlermediale and junior high school youngslers in Denver ranked as 
I/'elf high goals inlerpersonal relalionships and experiences, and devel-
oping Ihose personal alliludes 1I1al Conlribule 10 group acceplance. (Cun-
ningham. 1951, p. 71) Belonging, ilself, was Ihe chiet value. II may be 
because 01 Ihis value Ihal Ihe values 01 Ihe children in a School seem 10 
be Sci by Ihe social class in lI,e majorily, whelher il be middle Or lOwer. (Wilson, 1950) 
Olher values lllal can be inlerred Irom Observalion 01 Ihe group are 
aclc'luacy. as exemplilied in alilielics and SOCial skills, and COniOrOlily, as 
excmplilie(1 in dress, common aClivilies. language, and riluals. Indeed, 
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conlormity has been seen by .ome as Ihe major problem 01 Ihe peer cul-
lute. Aiesrnan slales: ':lhci' <illor I is 10 cui everyone dowo 10 size )'Iho 
slands up or oul in any di;eclicin.. . The peer group becomes Ihe 'mea-
sure 01 all !hings; Ihe individual has no de lenses Ihe group cannol bailer 
down." (Riesman, 1950, pp. 71 - 83) The reason lor Ihis mighl be relaled 
10 Ihe reasons lor Ihe lormalion 01 Ihe group and 10 ils functions. II is Ihe 
place in which slalus can be won, in which adulls can be resisled. In 
order 10 be able 10 accomplish Ihese lunctions, Ihe group needs s.lrenglh, 
and slrenglh comes Ihrough order and Ihe achievemeO\ 01 dislincl peer 
pallerns. Conlormily, 10 some degree, is Ihe resull. The recognilion of Ihe 
righls 01 olhers is also a value learned in Ihe group. Of course , "olhers" 
may be delined narrowly 10 include only group members, and Ihis is allen 
Ihe case . 'New experiences, idenlilicalion wilh "heroes," and becoming 
aduli are olher peer values. 
All peer values are e~hDes 01 adull values . They may be conveyed in 
ways Ihe adull world finds uncomlotlable or inappropriale, bul Ihe value 
syslem of Ihe peer world resembles Ihe adull value syslem. Tile delinquenl 
gang values Igughne';s, lOyally, and bravery-the adull world awatds 
medals 10 soldiers who dislinguish Ihemselves in combal ano has "loyally 
oalhs" for many governm~nl employees; Ihe peer group values good looks 
and social skilis-lile TV ads are full 01 such appeals 10 adulls; Ihe peer 
group values idenlilication with slalus figures-Ihe adull keeps up wi:h Ihe 
Joneses. The'adull world expetiences aliena lion ~nd @ !>reakdown in com-
municallon-Ihe preadull world (jevelops "counlercullure. " The differ-
ence lies nol in Ihe value bul in Ihe acliyilies useq 10 achieve Ihese values . 
DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES 
The peer age begins in childhood and lasls Ihrough adolescence. Since 
so many prolound physiological and olher developllienlal changes occur 
dUling Ihesa years, Ihe peer cullure changes 100. Behavior Ihal gainecJ 
approval in lirsl grade loses approval in Ihe seve.nlh grade. Alliludes 10-
ward Ihe opposile sex change from preadolescence to adolescence. 
We again suller Irorn a lack 01 dala aboul developmenlal changes in 
group norms and aclivilies. While il is clear Ihal notms change and lI,ere 
are changes in organizalion, in 1I1e direclion of increasing complexily, 
SIZe, Ireedom Irom adulls, and slabilily of slruclure, our research lech-
niques are slim lor delecling Ihese al olher Ihan a gross level. There has 
been work on conlormily and moral developmenl Ihal indicales an in-
creasing degree 01 conformily wilh age and Ihen a decrease in ado-
lescence. However, since one 01 Ihe purposes of a peer group is 10 have 
ils own secrels. we have obviously nol penelraled Ihese. Some limes one 
feels he knows as lillie 01 Ihe real workings 01 real groups 01 children as 
he does 01 yel undiscovered lribes in rernole areas 01 Ihe globe! 
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'Play activities also show the same trend toward complexity of orga-
nizalion. They "involve increasingly grealer division of labor, differentia-
tion 01 roles and status. teamwork, loyally to a larger group, and breadth 
alleadership." (Ausubel. 1958. p. 468) 
The principle of organizalions moving toward grealer complexity and. 
al Ihe same lime. higher levels 01 integralion is thus seen 10 apply nol only 
10 Ihe individual child bul also 10 his groups. The group operales as a 
lunclioning wllole. allhough each member~like each cell in the body~is 
individual. Although membership may change. the group as a whole sur-
vives. "nd Ihe members become mulually dependen!. In effect, the group 
develops a "self." We can find in group lile Ihe processes we found in Ihe 
development of sell in Chaplers 5 and 6. The group h'ls vii'll re"sons for 
ils exislence and serves many valuable funclions in Ihe seff-development 
01 children. Groups cannol be deslroyed; they musl be lived with, under-
slood. and aided 10 achieve socially acceptable goals. 
FUNCTIONS OF THE PEER GROUP 
We have staled many of Ihe functions of peer groups. Here they are re-
slated with a few additions. First, the reasons for the creation of such 
groups describe their functions- they provide for individual acceptance 
and belonging. They provide experiences wilh equals and give numerous 
opporlunities to experiment wilh both objects and people. They provide a 
silualion in which achievement needs can be me!. They offer a safe haven 
from Ihe pressures of Ihe adult world, a home base Irom which the child 
cal) Iry to gain his independence from adults. They provide experiences 
for learning the skills and roles that will be needed in the adult society. 
They teach the child the appropriate sex-role behavior; no high schoot 
class would ever make the error of electing a male queen except as a 
deliberate pul·down of homecoming or student activities. 
Second. peer groups have become agents of Ihe culture and teach 
Ihe cu lture to the Child. They rellect the adult cultural values, although in 
their own fash ion. They are inlormation centers for behavior, values . and 
skills. 
What are the primary teaching procedures used by the group? We 
saw Ihat rituals and aclivilies are teaching methods in th e school. They are 
also means used by Ihe group. Campbell (1964) indicales Ihal phySica l 
setting. activity, reward structure. group size. and clarity 01 the peer lask 
all inlluence child behavior. 
The group uses the needs 01 its members to motivate them~a highly 
success lui educalionat practice. If these motives are not sufficiently slrong. 
then exlernal pressures are applied to keep a member in line. Peer groups 
do nol operale on an acceplance of causality basis. They render punish-
ment in keeping with the seriousness 01 the crime as they perceive it. Pun-
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ishment may be simply ridicule, or it may be physical, or it may be Ihe 
silent trealment, or expulsion. Punishmenls are often crude and sometimes 
cruel, but Ihese groups are al Ihe point in their devetopmenl where group 
survival is perceived as all - important. If we again compare them to adult 
societies and view the laller;s punishment for treason, we find the differ-
ences small indeed. 
Rewards are used to reinforce acceptable group behavior. Since the 
individual joins Ihe group 10 receive status, recognition, and belonging, 
the rewards offered are group symbols of these. It is no wonder Ihal Ihe 
group is often more effective Ihan the school; it uses sound learning laws. 
such as a recognilion that rewards must be perceived as valuable by the 
learner. The peer group always operales in terms of the self and personal 
meanings or its members; it provides the experiences its members seek, it 
leaches the facls (allhough often wilh misinformation) its members wjsh to 
know, it provides visible rewards by meeting the needs its members have. 
Altogether, it is a highly efficient educational institution. 
Relations with Adults 
The peer group is in constant transaction with the adult world. Like all 
such transactions between groups. the relationship can be peaceful coex-
islence, cold war, open warfare, or cooperation (either dominant-submis-
sive or egalitarian). The relationship between peers and parents ialls into 
all categories at different times. 
Since one of the causes of peer-group formation is the indepen-
dence-from-parenls motive of the members, peer-parenl transactions are 
sometrmes struggles along Ihe dominant-submissive axis. However, it is 
nol always the parents who are dominant. Although we have seen that the 
peer groups' values are reflections of Ihe adult values, it is sometimes the 
peer sociely that takes the lead. Peers teach adults. set expectations for 
adult condlJct. and lead the way. We pointed out earlier in the chapter that 
Ihe sociely is in such a state of flyx that communication between genera-
tions is now more diflicult. In such a situation, the peer group keeps par-
ents up to date. TV advertisers of len exploit this situalion by telling the 
child to ask mOlher to buy super-duper. sugar-crusted wheat cereal. 
In many other situations. it is the adult who is dominant. attempting to 
impose his will upon the child. The child reacts. depending upon his per-
ceptions of the situation, either as submissive or aggressive. If he feels his 
peer values are in jeopardy. he will usually rejeci the parenlal message. A 
sludy 01 Jewish adolescenls showed that they are more inlluenced by 
peers than parents in following certain dietary laws. (Rosen, 1955) Warner 
lound that "an adOlescent member of a boys' or girls' clique will some-
times defy his or her family to mainlain the respect of clique-males. should 
the interesls of the two groups run counter to each other." (Warner and 
Lunt, 1941, p. 351) 
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Generally. each group allempls 10 learn aboul Ihe R\h~r, 10 PPPY , . 
whal II deems desirable, and 10 change Ille olher 10 conform \0 lis norms. 
Since Ille peer groups are subordinale in age, experience, ~nd economic 
power, Ihey adopl' more guerrilla-like laclics. They have" lremendous 
power on Iheir side. however, in Ihe lorm 01 Ihe drives Ihal crealed Ihe 
group and Ihe lunclions Ihe group perlorms lor ils members. They also 
have on Iheir side Ihe uneasiness 01 Ihe adull, who is nol quite sure how 10 
bell ave loward Ihem and who ollen gives in 10 Illem because it is Ihe easy 
way out. For example, on Ihe collegia Ie level, adminislrations declare fool-
ball IIolidays and lenglhened vacalions 10 appease Ihe sludenls . Home-
cOlOing becomes more imporlanl Ihan homework, and leachers are evalu-
aled by whal Iheir sludenls say ahoullhem. In 1966- 1969, sludenl power, 
based upon lactics learned in civil righls aclivilies and, 10 some degree, 
modeled aller Ihe sit·down. slrikes 01 Ihe 1930s, led 10 direcl conlronla-
lions belween sludenls and university 'lnd governmenl adminislralors 
Illroughoullhe world. 
Knowledge 01 Ihe needs, lunctions, and organizalion 01 peer groups 
has somelimes lJeen misinlerpreted 10 mean Ihal the adull sociely should 
jusl lei Ihe group be. The Sludies 01 modilicalion of delinquenl gang be-
havior show Ihal these groups , with underslanding and wisdom on lhe 
pari ollhe adull, can change Iheir behavior. Underslanding behaviol does 
nol and sh(luld nol imply condoning behaviol. The adull still needs 10 come 
10 lerms wilh Ihe group, bul Ihese lerms nee<l nol be unconditional SUI-
render. 
SUMMARY 
As we have indica led in previous chaplers as well as here, Ihere ale many 
unanswered questions aboul human development. Harlup (1970) indi-
cales, lor example, .lhal in Ihe peer area , we lack a comprehensive !heoIY, 
have used lew melhods (see laler peel sections). and have nol inleglaled 
dala on peers inlo gen'eral developmenlal Iheory. This chaplel has al-
lernpled, al leasl, 10 dO ' lhe lallel in one Irame 01 relerence. The peel 
group, crealed oul 01 a combina l ion 01 physical, social, and psychological 
pressures, becomes a powellul agenl in Ihe socialization 01 Ihe Child. The 
group develops ils own cullure , modeled upon Ihe adull cullure, and 
leaches Ihis 10 il s members. In Ihe process 01 Ihe developmenl 01 Ihe 
group, cella in roles become dille renlialed Ihal accold valying degrees 01 
sialus. aod cellain codes and cusloms are adopled Ihal give Ihe group an 
inlegrily all its own. When it becomes such a lorce in its own righi, il en-
gages in Iran sac lions with Ihe adull sociely. These Iransaclions are pari 
01 Ihe way in whicll Ihe group helps ils mernbers meel Iheil needs 101 
independence, achievemenl, and Slalus. Conflicl belween adull and peer 
soc iely, even Ihough 1I1e laller's values slem 110m Ille lormer, is plobably 
.uJ~ fMEnGEI'ICE fROM II0ME 
inevilaple. Each particulal adull and peer gloup works out ils own resolu-
lion of!ilis 'slru9gle; bOI~ ~d u'lIs and children learn much from e~~11 piller 
and acllo mo<lily each oltler's behavior. 
The IUrlher developmenl 01 sell lakes place In a lransaclional fiel<l in 
which Ihe family, Ihe school, Ihe genelal cullure, and peer cullure are 
each presenting expeclalions and allempting 10 show Ihe child how he 
should behave and whal he should become. These agencies are some-
limes cooperating and sometimes competing wilh each olher in Ihis silua-
lional field Ihal surrounds Ihe Child. In the nexl chaplers we shall see how 
Ihe individual inlernalizes IheSe exlernal forces; how, in conjunclion wilh 
Ihe developmenlal processes within him and his already develope<l sell, 
he continues 10 use Ihese Iransaclions 10 furlher develop his self. 
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UNIT ONE 
WEEK 2 STIMULUS INPUT FILM 
TUTORIAL DISCUSSION 
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON 
MAN -IN-THE-MOO N MARIGOLDS 
Please read for discussion: 
1. Poem on Teaching. 
2. Poem on Childrerr. 
3 . Questiop Sheet. 
4. Extract. 
32 . 
.. Then said a t eacher, Speak to us of Teaching. _ 
Ahd he said : 
No man can reveal to you aught but that which 
alr~ady li e s h a lf asleap in the- dawninq of your 
knowledge. 
The t eacher who walks in the shado~ of the 
t emple, among his followers, gives not of his 
wi sdom but r ather of. his faith and his lovingness. 
If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter 
the housa o f his wisdom, but rather leads you to 
the thresho ld of your own mind. 
The astronomer may speak. to you of his under-
standing of space, but he cannot give you his under-
standing . 
The musician may sing to you of the rhythm 
which i s in all space, but he cannot give you the 
ear which ar r ests the rhythm, nor the voice. that 
e choes it. 
And he who i s versed in the sc i ence o f numbers 
can tell of th e · regions of weight and measure J but 
he canno t conduct you thither. 
For the visio n o f one man lends not i ts wings 
to another man. 
And even as each one of you s t ands alone in. 
God's kn owledge, so must each one of you be 
a l one in his knowledge of God and in his under-
s t and ing of the e.arth." 
(Th e Prophet. Kahlil Gibran, 1923) 
33. 
"And a woman who held a babe against her bosom said, 
Speak to us of Children. 
And he said: 
Your children are not your children. 
They are the sons and daughters of LIfe's longing for itself. 
They corne through you but not from yo u, 
And though they are with you yet they belong not to you. 
You may gi v e them yo ur love but not your thoughts, 
Far they have their own thoughts. 
You may house their bodies but not their SQuls, 
For their souls dwell in the house of to-morrow, 
which y ou cannot v isit, not even in you r dreams. 
You may strive to be like them, but seek not 
to make them like you. 
For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday. 
You a re the bows from which y our chi l dren as living 
arrows are sent forth. 
The archer sees th~ mark upon the path of the 
infinite, an d He bends you with His might tha t 
His arrows ma y go swift and far. 
Let your bending in the Archer's hand be for 
crladnessi 
For even as He loves the arrow that flies, so He 
loves also the bow that is stable'~ 
(The Prophe t. Kahlil Gibran, 1923) 
34 . 
RHODES UNI VERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Fi l m The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man in the Moon Marigolds 
1 . What is t h e signi fi cance o f th e tit le ? 
2. Examine t h e mo t he r 's alienat i on and the extent to which i t 
influenced her daughers' possible alienation. 
3. How significant were tha mother's school experiences as 
contributory factors to her present total situation? 
4. Try and account for the youngest daugher's winning of the 
prize. 
5.:. .. The' film takes place in a' context . We are always interested 
in the context in which thing s happen. What i ssues in the 
1960's whic,h co n t ribut ed t o man's al i ena t ion are st ill with 
us today? E:xp l ain 0 ' 
6. Can you recognise the seeds of the present day ' youth culture' 
being sown in the society represented in the 1960's as 
depicted i n the movie? e.g. drug scene in schools (U SA ) , gang 
v i olence (GB), 'dro.p-out' problem's) Skinheads etc .. 
7. How are sch oo l ma tters when r aised J responded to in the 
home? 
8 . What part did the teacher play in the y'oungest daugh ter' s 
life? 
9 . What wo uld you predic t may happen to t he c hildren i n th e ir 
fu ture lives? Wny ? 
1.0 • . ~he school and th& home.. Dis c uss th e signif i cance o f these 
two institutions in the lives of the mother and her 
daugh ters. 
59. 
LETTER TO THE EDI~OR. 
The following le-tter a~peared in a leading South African ~aily 
newspaperJ 
Sir, High School, we are informed, produces more leaders 
of white South African society than any other English-medium 
school. How does the school manage this? As one of those 
fortunate enough to have emerged from this school for elitists, 
I am privileged to be able to disclose how it is done. 
First 1 ;take a l3-year-old boy, curio~s and eager J awkward and 
noisy, dress him in a dark blazer and tie, in tropical grey 
trousers and a turn-of-the-century hat w Ensure he wears this 
uniform at every conceivable - oppo~tunitYI out of school as well 
as in, during the evenings as well as daytime, at weekends as 
well as during the week. Cut his hair skull-short, so that his 
ears protrude from the side of his cranium. Impose on him every 
authoritarian vestige imaginable - rules and regulations, do's 
and dont"s - which embody the whole archaic and glorious 
"tradition of the English public school system, the British Empire 
and the , school's own IOO-plus years. 
Select for him, at 13, the wide , range of six or seven subjects 
on which he will concentrate for four years, paying much 
atte,ntion in History to t-he study of South Africa's own heritage, 
including the crops cultivated by the Dutch East India Company. 
the reasons for the Great Trek, the aftermath of the Great Trek 
and the defeat of the Zulus at Blood River. Attention is also 
to be paid to Afrikaans, as efficiency in both official languages 
is a prerequisite for a leader. 
The teacher-studen~ relationship is fostered by use of the 
address "Sir", by a healthy respect for the Master's authority 
and by threat of punishment. Dialogue is encouraged in this 
healthy learning environment by adhering rigidl~ to the syllabus 
and by paying subservience to the examination system. 
To ensure the boy knows tha meaning of the word "competitiveness", 
regular monthly · order tests are held and the boy graded. So much 
for the boy's mind . But what of his body? 
Make . . . /2 
60. 
Make a god of sport. Force the boy to play cricket and rugby, 
to run or swim, to play hockey or tennis. At weekends make the 
boy observe the antics of the Matrics, who bat and kick and 
tackle and hurd le and breaststroke their wa y to prominence . 
Dress these spor t smen up like Christmas trees, with piping and 
striping and half colours and full colours and honours f or ex-
celling at various sports, so that all may see and glorify. 
Let the bo y spend happy hours learning by heart the names of 
those giants of the sports field who heve made the First xv 
or th e First XI. If he should falter, give him lines to write 
or f l og him till sense prevails. Let the bold sportsmen take 
extra honour and promote them to school Prefect; let them ac t 
as overlords to our sensitive boy, bullying and shouting, 
terrorising a,nd c ajoling .. 
Can e the boy a~ random, for leanihq on a fence, for venturing 
into a forbidden area of the library, for not wearing his 
school basher in town. Finally, dous& t he boy's physical 
education with a pinch of militarism: dress him up in khakhi, 
march him up and down, left wheel, right ~heelJ in the hot sun. 
Four years later, the boy, his malleabi lity beaten into shape, 
his vi tali t:y an.d · curiosi ty compressed, his values en trenched 
and his conform'i ty ens ured, is now fit to become a leader of 
W·hite men in Afr·ica's South. 
PLIGTE: 
BESONDERE 
TAKE: 
( a) 
61. 
PLIGTE VAN KLASSKAKELS 
Om Leiding to geeJ die voorbeeld te stel en 
inisiatief aan die dag te le waar nodig. 
(b) Te waak teen onwelvoeglike optredes en taal-
gebruik van studente. 
(e) Die skakel te wees met die klas met die oog op 
belangrike aankondigings, die insameling van 
geld, ens. 
( a ) Klaslokale moet netjies gehou ward.: 
1. Skryfborde moet gereeld skoongemaak word. 
2. Bordkryt "en uitwissers moet byderhand weese 
3. Studente moet nie op banke krap nie -
Rapporteer onmiddellik aan die Rektor of 
die betrokke dosent. 
(b) Werkstukke moet ingelewer word. Hy/sy moet 
hier self die voorbeeld stel van stiptheid. 
(e) Die aankoop van boeke hanteer - Let op die 
datums bepaal. 
( d) Gereeld die biblioteeklys van onder-hoofstudent 
verkry en studente daaraan te herinner. 
(e) Byeenkomste se reelings moet stip nagekom word 
soos deur onderhoofstudentvereis 
(f) In betrokke skakel se klas moet iemand verant-
woordelik gestel word om die . tydskrifte te 
distribueer. 
(g) Bymekaarkomtye van skakels word bepaal en aan-
gepas by die kinderttiinklasskakels. 
(h) Enige klagtes of navrae moet direk aan onder-
hoofstudent gerig word. 
(i) Tydens vergaderings gedurende pouses moet 
elke klasskakel in besit wees van 'n potlo~d en 
papier om die nodige afkondigings af te neern. 
( j) Wanneer ~ besluit in 'n klas beneem word, word 
dit in samewerking met klasskakel en klas uit-
gevoe~i by. nommer vir Lentegesell i gheid . 
(k) Verjaardagkaarte en koeverte moet aan begin van 
week by onderhoofstudent afgehaal word en uit-
gedeel word wanneer stude.nte verjaar. 
(lJ .... /2 
6 2. 
(1) Afkondigings moet liefs direk na vergadertyd. 
indi~n moontlik, geskied. Vra in hierdie 
verband oak die- samewerking van betrokk e dosent. 
Sorg dat hele klas b.yme k aar is wanneer 
afkondigings gedoen word. 
(m)Geen Studenteraadslid mag ook klasskakel wees nie . 
(n) Dosente moet gedurende elke· .lesuur op hoogte 
gehou word van studente wat nie die lesings bywoon 
nie weens siek~eJ verlaf of .musiek . Hul name 
moet op skryfbord aangebring word. 
(01 Geld moet altyd in ~ verse~ ld e koevert. v ergesel 
van ~ klaslys inge~ewer word. Dui aan watte r 
klas en vir watter doel die insameling was. 
( pI Studente wat die vorige jaar gedruip het. mag 
nie as klasskakals optraa nie. 
(ql Die dissipline in die klas word deur die klas-
skakel bepaal. 
Rapporteer by u klasdosent of direk by die rektor 
indi&n ~ student steurnisse veroorsaak J nie saam-
werk of die roL van ~ nar wil speel tydens of 
tu ssen 1e5ing5. 
REKTOR. 
...... 
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Af'VA SON\~ "t\-,a... 
Fron "~: by l:larry Hines. 
r'\\-voJs fcA~l ~~ro..'c~ 
" "\ ,,' , . . Wrrtcu UM '. . . . .. 
+0 hld.e.. 
"Dymn m.1.ni.\.J:.!l: ona··sevzn-five, Ifj:~Z\·' eVDr:y ~:)!'ni.ng is the love" .. I 
The n.l:,ry blue covers of the. nJ"llln bco!-::s, 1nc~nspicuous against 
the dark !ih.:ld~s of tlH.'! boys I clothin:j I bloQl;.ee. \o/hita ~C!:O!;3 ~'!c 
hall as th2Y H<!"C0. o:t'onec1 nnd the p~ges flicJ~c.-u t~ll:ough.. 'l'he scuf~ 
and tick of the turning pn/';~s W.:lS slowly c:!~o\"'ncu under a rising 
chorus of cocghin<; and hm.kine;; ur.til !.!r, Gryce. r:.!:.:ious !Jchil'lU ·the 
lectern, :"':;cool,Jc:..l up his stick und bC<J~n to smuck it vcrticZllly ,-lown 
thQ fo:ce. 
I STOP T!l!lT IiJFERHAt COUGHING I .. 
t No ann mu.i:feJ .. Not ,3,. foot SCral)OO. Nat a p.J.ga stirred. The t€:.:lch.::rs 
look"'" 5c1:iol:sl,' in'"o the ranks of boys, The boys stooo lool,in<; up 
at Gryc~, each one convincad that Gryce was loo1;ing (it hie. 
'l'he s.tlu:lce t..'1ickened; the boys began to s" .. allc\<{ their f\~ .. ~m· s 
a~plcs, their cycs . skittc'Cint] about in still hG:!ads. The tG3chcrs 
b"gan to glance at each other am1- glance sideliays up at tllG platfor:n. 
Then il boy cough~. 
· 'Hho. did that?' 
· Everbo:ly looking around. 
'I sai" 1'1110 DID THi,T?' 
The te"chers rr.oved in closer, alert like a rio~ squad. 
'Mr. <;:rollslcy: SOClewhere near you! Di:ln't you saa the DOY?' 
Crossley flushed. and rushed amongst ~hem, thrusting 
. . them 'aside in panic. 
"l'hm:E-!. Crossley! That's whE=ra it calila from! i"'..round th~re! I 
Cros-E:l<,y grabbed a boy by the ilrIll and began to. ycnk him into 
· the. op.,n. 
· 'It Hasn't me, Sir,! I 
" I of. cOllr$a, it 'ViaS ycu. f 
• I I .t . \'I'a!.1n't,. Sir, hone5t! I 
· Don't ar()ue lad." I sa\'1 you. t 
GryCCl t:hrm:t his jUl~ over the j:rcnt of the li!ctern, the air 
whi.stlincJ dC'Nn his ' nostrils. ' 
. , I~CDOW\LL: I bight have kllO>tn it! G",t to rr:'j rOOD! lad:' 
W~~~ 
From'Kipns' by H.G.Wells. · 
\~ sc.r..co{? 
. . ..... . . .. 
. "Cavendish r,cademy", the school that had won the. limited choice of 'K1Pl?s' , 
j, .vani.she::l. mother, was est.:l.blished. in a battered private ·house 1n the part of 
, ' Bastings remotest fro::n the: sea. It' S" "princillallt was a le:an, long creaturG l. of; il'~fferent: ._ <ligcstion and t""'per, who proclilillled himself' on II gilt-lettered. 
board in his front area, George Gard'an I\'oOdrO>1, F . S.Sc., let<;:ers i ndiclleing tl1i!),t 
he had paid certain guineas for a bogus <lipJ.=. A bleak, >lhitawashed outhouse 
constituted his ' schoolroom, and- the sCh,?last:!.c '!U"lit.y of its C1ll:VOO and l'lorn 
desks and fo:cns w"s enhanced by a . slll?l>er¥ blackbo<lrci "I!d tliO large, yello,"" 
i out-of-date rops ~ one of' ;)frica and thl! other . .of l'Iiltshire- th"t he ha:j pickGd 
u:;t ch",,!? at a sllle·. . ThCU:1! "ere' other mnps and 'globes in his stUlly, where 
he interviewad inquirin" parents, but these )lis l?upils never sal<. And in a 
glass cupboard in the p"ssage were several. shillingsworeh of test-tubes Ilnd 
chemicals, a tripod, a glass :etort, end a d~~2d Dunsan bur~er, mwlifesting 
that the nScientific labora.toryll mentioned in the I?rosI?t!ctu!J \'las no idle boast. 
This prospectus, which lias in diCJnifi ll'.l . but il)correct English, l~id particular 
str ess on ~~e sound prepurntion for a co~ercial career given in ~~e Acadomy, 
but, the urmy, navy, and ci.vi~ service were glanced. nt in an ambiguous sentencc. 
~;. ~~ , There was . sOtnething vaqu~ in tho I?rosI?e~tus. about "examinutional successes" -
~ tllcl.!qh vloodrow, of ccurse, disapl?rova.:1 or ~c:::am" - ar--'l. " declaration thilt the 
curriculum' inclut!~ if art" I "modern fOl:oiC;::' lan..'lUilges"', ant!, •• a soun1 technical 
urAl scientific training". At other: timos tho. P.S.St:., rou~ing h.i=1s~lf to action, 
would. stand up a wavering class and taach it, goading it wii:.h bitter mockery 
and blows through a chal?~Clr of film's Firs·t; French Course; or Frllnc.:. and ehe 
French" I or a. dialoque about a t:aveller. l s t'.'ashiny cr the p:!.rts of c.n operU. 
house. His own knowledge of French had been obtained yaars ~qv in another 
ZnC;lish private .school, and he had ref::eshsd it by occasional I'I<leks of loafing 
and moan adventu:e in Diep~e~ He would. SOQe~es in their la~son~ hit upon 
some reminiscence of t.'>ose brighter dll7s, 'md. th"n he ",ould l augh explicably 
aod repeat . French phrases . or an unfamili ar' type. Among the cc~ner eA~rcisa~ 
he prescribed the. l&a:ning of long ~\lss.::qes of ~t--y frora u. ltpot::y ' I!cok" y,11ich 
hI! "ould. delegate an elder !.Joy to "hear" an~ there was re<lding "loud fro::> the 
Soly Dible .. I ver3Q by verse - it \'Ias none of your It goclles3 u schools! _. so tnat 
you counted tl1e. \·arses up to your t urn i\Ild than gave yourself to conversation; 
and sorno~es on~ read f:o~ a che"p History of ~~is lllnd • . ~~ey did, as Kipps 
r cportC".l t "loads cf. c~tochismlr. r1150 there was. much leilrnin9 of C]Qographical 
names and lists., <lila somct.ir.les \,Joodrmo/, in an outbrc~k o~ t:!ncryy", '-Ijould SQa 
i .:::h.'O;S;2· names were .:~ctuillly fou ..... 1d in a rom,;? Ancl oncc, juzt: once, thGre wl15 a .,.;. chemistry 1€;s30n- a lasson of i:lc.iescril.:cl.Jlc (:':.:cit cr.!~nt-<jL's~ things cf th~ stt.::ngcs t: snnrJ13, a Sr.lcll lik~ bnd eggs t !:v"Qathing bul:lbli!lg in something r a 
t 'smusr: ~r.d st.:l!l!ch, atY'J t·'ir. t':ocdrow S~yi:l(j quit'a cli~ti.:1ctly - th . .:::y thrcshc:d it 
r cut:. in the l.k)l.i:rit.~.:y t1ftm:-\ ... .::lrds- IID~I!UlII! E-'ollo\'lcrl by th~ \·JhI,.Jl c. school b~il1g 
ke;t. in, ~:/ith. cxt.r~ord1.nury severities for un !;our., .. 
~ W~ 'was MOre ir<"\\,?rTa.C"\t here.. -t\-,Q. sub,ect-~. 
or ~ ~!s pzr.s-o'rol~?The. hi~ c..urrl·~l~ t;-'f\icit ~'" 
=rot:1 'The Prir:l0 of l·liss Jean Orodic" by M!lricl Sif.:!rk. th'!- \~a..c.:b:o,,- beb,NIIU\. 
These girls fcr:ned t.'>.e 13r::die set. Th<lt WiJ.$ '"ll"t they had !.Jecm c"lled ~I 
. even before t..'1.c hC:1cl~istrr.:ss had given th(':I: the n'lIna, in scurn, ",,'hen "they hu~ o..rcl 
: ooved fro:n th~ Junior to t..'1G Senior school at tha age of t;·,.:!lve . At thil t timCl. ~ they had been i:mncd.iately rGCCt1niZelblG a~ t·1iss ur:x1in I s pupils, be:ing vastly S~~ t· 
, informed on a lot of subj~c.ts· L7clevant to the. a.uthoriz~ curriculum, as the 
ReadI!liscess s.:lid, and us:e:lass to the school as a school. These girls '-IJere 
discov"r"d to have heard of the Buch=nites and:: Hussolini, ~~e It.ali"n Renaissance 
;?1lintcrs, ~~.e <l.:lvant"g"s to the skin of cleansillg cr",,"'" ar-..l ilL tcll-h"zel over 
honest sOup and \'I.:.ter, und t&i.a wcrd ' ::nm,w.rche', the interior <lecoration of the 
Lon~an hous~ of ~'1e author of Winnie the Pcoh had buen dc~cribcu to them, as 
had the love lives of Churlottc Oront'! an.:! of ~1iss Drocie hcr!:iclf. They \-lcrc 
a"n~re of the existence of Einstein and the arCJu~cnts c;f tho:::c ..... ho considered 
the Ciblc to be unt.::'uo... 11'0), knm'l the ru:limcnt s of ast.rolc)t;Y cu i: net the dAtc 
of thCl Oclt~lc of Floddcn ('r tha cur>it~l of Fir.l~n'.;'. [lll of the Br::xlie set, 
sava one, counted on i ~s. fingers, as hac! f~iss !!ro:Jie, \'Ii th accu.:;J.te results 
:oxJr.a.. or. less •. 
~~"~&~ ~cz.. o~oes \}.(.t\uf QCCOO"t 
Of OJ\ ~~\)~ 
ct.ewv.- .. ~ ~ 1"~) ,w. 
.~ \W.:.rhes. . 
b:H::.tl.t~ \(~S ~ 0......0. 
"(J----, , It I 
K.es J ~ ~~ ~ J<x.~ 
~\-,(t ~ c~h~ .. w.: 1:fN.40 
Io.ew-..I::b ~ i~ i~~ AM.. ~o.... - ~ (..,!,rncvlJJ"' ....... 
Southbridge was a rcpdll:nt suburb tcn or a dozen miles from 
London. Drough Road lay somewhere at the heart of it, amid 
bbyrinths of meanly decent streets, all so indistinguisliably 
alike, with their ranks of semi-detached houses, their prive t 
and laurel hedges. and pItts of ailing shrubs at the cross· 
roads, that you could lose yoursclfthcre almost as easily as in 
a Brazilian forest. Not ani), the houses themselves, but even ' 
their names WCfe the same over and over "gain. Reading the 
names on the gates as you came lAp Brough Road, you wcrc 
conscious of being haunted by some half-remembered pas-
sage of poetry; and when you paused to ·identify it, you 
realized that it was the first two lines ofLrcidas. 
Ringwood House was a dark-looking, semi-detached 
. howe of yellow brick, three storeys high, and its lo\\'cr win-
dows were hidden from the road by ragged and dusty laurels. 
Above the laurels, on the front of the housc, was a board 
inscribed in faded gold letters: 
RINOWOOD 1I0USE ACADEMY fon CtnLs 
AS(:s 5 10.10 
Music and Dancing Taught 
Apply withi.n for Prospectus 
Edge' to edge with. this board, on the other half of the house, 
was a110thet board which·read: 
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nuslllNCTON .OR.ANCE IIlOH SCHOOL FOR. ~OYS 
Ages 6 to 16 
Book-keeping :I.Jld Commerical Arithmetic a Speciality 
Apply within for Prospectus 
The district pUllulated with small private schoobj there 
were four of them in Brough Road alone. ?vlrs Crecvy, the 
principal of Ringwood House, ilnd Ivlr Doulger, the principi\l 
ofRushington Grange, were in a state of warfare, though their 
interests in no way clashed with one another. Nobod)" knew 
what the feud was about, not even wIn Creevy or Mr Boulger 
themselves; it was a feud that they had inherited from earHer 
proprietors of the twosehools. In the mornings after breakfast 
they would stalk up and down their respective back gardens, 
beside the very low wall t~at separated them, pretending no~ 
to see one another and grinning with hatred. . 
Dorothy's heart sank at the sight ofRinS'"r'ood House. She 
h!\d not been expe:cting anything very magnificent or atlrac~ 
tive, but she had expected something a little better than this 
roe:an, gloomy house, not one of whose windows was lighted, 
though it was after 8 o'clock in the eve:ning. She knocked at 
the door, and it was opened by a woman, tall and gaunt-
looking: in the dark hallwa}'~ whom DoroLhy took for a ser~ 
vant, but who was actually !vlrs Creevy herself. Without a 
''lord, except to inquire Dorothy'S name, the woman led the 
way up some dark stairs to a twHit, ftreless drawing-mom, 
where she turne:d up a pinpoint of gas, revealing a black 
piano, stuffed horsehair chairs, and a few yellowed, ghostly 
photos on the walls. 
ivIes Creevy was a 'woman somewhere in her forties, Ie:an, 
hard, and angular. with abrupt decided movements ulat 
indicated a strong will and probably a viciQUS tempcr. 
Though she was not in the least dirty or untidy the re was 
somet~ing discoloured about her whole appe .. rance, as 
though she lived aU her life in n bad lightj nnd the e~pression 
of her mouth, sullen and ill-shaped with the lower lip turned 
down, recalled that of a toad. She spoke in a sharp, COln-
Innnding voice, wi th a bad accent and occasional vulgar 
turns of speech. You could tell her at a glance for a person 
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who knew e:mctly what she: wanted, nnd would g-r;ur it as 
ruthlessly as any nlnchine i not a bully e:xnct!r - you could 
somehow infer from her appearance tha t she would not take 
enough intercst in you to want to bully you - but i\ person who I 
would make usc of you and then throw you aside with no I 
more compunction Iii an if you had been a WOl."n-vut sc:ru].>o- I 
bing-brush. ~ 
:Mn. Crce\')' did not waste any wouh on grc::tin~~. ! 
She mot ioned Dorothy to a chairl with Ihe air rather (.I. ' 
commanding than of inviting her to sit do\\·n, i'.tH.l llu.:iI ' 
sat dO"'n hcrself, .with her hands claspcd on hcr skinny' 
forearms. 
• I hope rOll and me nrc going to get on well to~cthcr, ?-.I:ss ; 
l-.1illborough,' she began in her penetrating, subhcctorin;; m 
voice. (On the m.lvice of Sir Thomas's e"cndsc solicitor, 111 
Dorothy had stuck to the name of Ellen r-.Iillborougli .) 'AILd I 
I hope I'm not going to have the same nast}' business with' 
you as I had with my last two assistants. You s.."\)' you h~vcn't . 
h .. d any experience of teaching before this?' , 
'Not in a school,' said Dorothy - there h:\(1 heen il t;)l"- ~ 
raruddle in her letter. of introduction, to the cerec:t tiL =~ t she 
had hnd experience of'private teaching'. 
r-.Jrs Crcevy looked Dorothy over as though wondering 
whether to induct her into the inner secrcts of school-tc;"lcll-
ing, and th tn appeared to decide ilgaiost it. 
I Well, we shall sec,' she said. I} must say/ she ncldcd COIll-
plainillgly, lit's not easy to get hold of good h~rd\\"orki n~' 
assislnnlS now'ldays. You give them good W;\gcs nnd good . 
treatment, and you gel no thanks for it. The last one I 11;)d -: 
the one I'vejwt had toget rid of- :Miss Strong, \,·:lsn't so b:ld. 
so far as the teaching part wenti in filet, she W<lsa B.A., ilnd I 
don't know what you could have bctter lh;"lll ;"L D.;\., unlc :'S 
it's an JvLA. You don't happen to be 01. D.A. or;"ln ?\f.:\., de.. 
you, l\·Iiss MiJlborough?' 
' No, I'm afraid not, ' said Dorothy. 
I \-Vcll, that's a pity. I dooks so much better on t~e prospec-
tus if you 've got a few letters after your name. \Vel l! Pcrh :lps 
it doesn't matter. I don't suppose m:u\y of Oll( parcJlu'd know 
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what n.A. stands for; and they aren't $0 keen on show-
jng thei r ignorance. I suppose you can lolk )i'r~nch, of 
course?' · - ." . 
' \Vell": J've learn t Fi-enci}.' · 
'Oh, cha t's all right, then. Just SQ as we can put it on the 
prospec tus . \Vell, now/ '0 come back to what I was saying, 
hliss S trong was a ll right as a leacher, hUlshc didn't come up 
(0 Ol),'idcas on what I cal'l the moral sj~\~Ve'n: very scrong on 
lhe moral side at Ringwood H ouse. I t', what counts most 
with lilt: parents, you'll find. And the one before Ivliss Strong, 
:Miss Drewer - well, she had what I call a weak nature. You 
don', gel on wilh girls ifyou'vc got a weak nature. Th e: eodor 
it all was that one nloi-oing one linle gid crept up to the desk 
wilh a box of matches Polld set lire to Miss Drewcc's skirt. Of 
'course I wasn' t going to keep he r aflcr ,hal. 10 fact I had hcr 
out of the house the same afternoon - +LOU l didn' ~ give hCf 
any refs dther, J can leU you I' 
' You mean you expelled the girl who ~id it?~ said 
Dorothy, mY.llified. • 
"Vhal? Thc,girl? Not lik"'dyl You don'tliuppOSC I'd go and 
turn fees away from my door, do you? l mean I got rid of 
lvli ss Drewer, not the ,if I. h's no good having: teachers whQ ' 
Jet the. girh sc.lliaucy with thcm. Wc've ~ot twenty-one in the 
class just at present, and you' ll find they need a lil rong hand to 
kec·p them dawn.' 
' You don't teach yourself? ' sa id Dprolhy. 
' Oh dear, nol' suid Mrs Creevy a lmost contemptuously. 
• J'vc got a lo t lOa much on my h.Ulds to waste my time lead.w 
il11' T here's the house to look nf,er, and seven of lhe chi ldren 
Slay to dinne.l"- I've only a daily woman at presenL Desides, it 
, .. kcs me all my lime gelling the fees out of plifents . j\flCf all, 
the fees are what mauer, aren't they?' 
' Ycs. I suppose so,' said Dorothy. 
• Well, we'd beller settle: abou t your wages ,' continued 
~,(rs Crcc:vy_ 'IH term lime PU give you your uoard ilnd lodg-
ing: and len shillings a weeki in the hol idays it'Jljust ue your 
board and lodging. Vou can hiwe the usc of the copper inchc 
k.ilCh~n. fOf your hluudering, and I light the geyser for hot 
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bath~ every Saturday night; or nlle:\st mOJI Sat\lrday nighlS. 
You can', have the usc of this room we'r e in now, uccausci t's 
~ly rc:ceptio~-room. and I ':lo~'t want you to go waslillS the . 
gas in your bedroom. Dut you cal) have the usc of the morn-
jng-roorn whenever yO'J want h.' 
'Thank you: said D '>1'othy. 
f\YeU. I should think lhat'U be tlbout aU. I expecl you 're 
feeling ready for be~l. You'll have tlil~ your slipper long- ago. 
gf cQutse~' 
. This was clearly hllemlcd to mean thOl t Dorothy was no L 
going to get any food ton ight. so :the answered Yes. 1Illtrulh-
fully, and lhe conversation was at an end. That was alwflYs 
Mrs Creevy's way - she never kept you Hdking a ll instant 
longer ttlan was necessary. Her convd'satiofl \Vas so vay 
definite, so exactly to the point, lha t it was not r eally eonVcf-
JtHion at all. Rn.ther, it wi\s the skeleton of conversa tion; like 
.tlie dialogue in a badly wrilte~ Ilovd when; everyone talks a 
little too Pluch in character. Dut indeed, fn ,he proper scnse 
of the wor4 she did not lulk; ~ hc merely laid, ill her bdef 
sl~re\\'ish \vay, whatever il was ncecssa·ry to say. al1d then got 
rid of you n~ llfomptly as possiLle. She now showed Dorothy 
, along the passage 10 her bedroom, nnq ligl ~ ted a gaswjel no 
higger than an ncorn, revealing a gaunt bedroom whh a 
nan·ow whhe-quilted beu. a rickety wardrobe, p"e chai r iIInd 
a wnsh-hand-uall;u wi lh a frigid white china basin and e\\fer. 
It was very like the ucdrooms in $cuside 10dUing houses, bu ~ 
it lacked the: one thing that gl.ves $;ueh l·ooms &heir air of 
homeliness and decency - the text over the Lcd, 
• I This is your room,' 1 ... 1rs Cfeevy saiu; 'and J just hope 
you'll keep·it a ~it lidil!r than what NIiss Strong used to. And 
don't So burning the gas half the nigh I , plcase, b ecause I can 
tell what lime you lJ.un it offby 'he. crack unde,' the door.' 
With this parling saluta tion she left Doruthy to hcrself. 
The room was disillillly cold i indeed, the whole h ouse had a 
damp, chilly fedillg, as though fires were rarely lighted in it. 
Dorolhy gal inlo Lcd as quicUy ns possible, feding bed to vc 
'he warmest place_ On tOP of the \vardrobe, when she W a$ 
putting her d Olhes away, :ilic found a cardboard Lox 
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con t;tining no less than n ine cmpty whi1~y bOllles - 'relics, 
presumaul)· , on"liss Strong's ~\'ealness on lhe moral Ji.!.:. 
At eight in the morning Dorothy wcnt dO\','1lS1:\ ir.i and 
found lvlrs Crcev)" already at brellkfast in w11:\\ she called the 
'lOorningw !'oom ',' This was a smallish room adjC'lining Ilu; 
kitchen, and it h.ld started lifc as the scullerr i but ~(I'S 
Cr~c .... 'Y had cOlwel'tcd it jnto the' mocolngwl'oolll ' uy Ihe 
simple process of remo .... ing the sink and copper into lh..: 
~i~chen, The urcakfau lable, covered wilh a clolh of harsh 
texlu re. \\'as vcry ia.rge and forbiddingly bare . Up ,.\1 ~11':i 
Crec .... 'Y·s Clld WCl'e a tray with a very smalileapol alllll\\'O 
cups. a pla'c on which were two leathery fried Cg;:; i, ;\lul a di5h 
of f1!armaladei in the pliddlc, juit within Dorotl:y'~ rl'ach if 
she Sh"clChed, was a p late of bread and buqer i and h-:s id r her 
plate - as though it were the only thi.,S she could be U \til ed 
",.ith - a cruct Sland with som~ dric4 w up, cloued stuO' huid..: 
the bottles. 
• Goou morning, l ... liss lvlillborough,' said n.Jrs Crec,,"),. 'I' 
doesn't matter this moming. as th4 i! ~he tiqc day, Imt just 
r emember anothcr time lilat 1 wapt )·oIJ down hc.:rl! in time to 
help me: gel brcakfflst rcally.' 
' I'm so sorry,' said Dorothy. 
'I hope you'r~ fond offrlid egg, for rour breflkfa.it? I \~'en' 
on Mrs C reevy. 
Doro!hy hastcne9 to ilSSu.r~ her that ,he W:1S \'crr fund of 
fried cggs, , . 
'\-Yell, that's a good thin$, because you'll alw>l.rs h:we to 
have che same as what I have. So I hope: you're Hal going 10 
llc \\·h:l.t I c;u1 Ja;/I !>' about your food. I ah\';'\~'s Ihink,' 'she 
added, picking up her knife and forJ.:, • ,ha t ;\ Crieq egg t ;U lCS 
a lot oetter jf you cut it wdlup before you ca t i~.' 
She sliccd the two eggs into thin $trips, ilnct ,hen served 
Ihem in Stlc.h a way th il t Dorothy recdved auou c I\\'o- thirds 
of an egg. \Vilh some difficulty Dorothy spun out her frac tion 
of egg so as to make half n dOlen mouthfuls of it, and then, 
whcn she 11 01 0 taken a slice ofuread and butler, she could no t 
help gl.:UlcilLg hopefully in the dirc:cdon of the t!ish ofmannaw 
lade, But !vIrs Creevy was silting with her lean left ann - ,lot 
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exactly round the mann~bde, but in a prot~ctivc position on 
its left fl<mk, as though sh~ suspected that Dorothy was going 
to make an attack upon it. Dorothy's nerve failed her, and 
she had no mannaladc that morning - nor, in·dced, for many' 
mornings to come. 
l-.Irs Creevy did not speak again during breakfast, but 
prescnt.1y the sound of feet on the gravel oULSid~, and of 
squeaky voices in the schoolroom, annpunced UUlt the girls 
were beginning to aniye. They came in by a~ide-door that 
was left open for them.NIrs Crcevy got up from the tuble and 
banged the breakfast ulings toge ther on the tray. She was onc 
of those women who can never move anything without bang-
ing it nboutj she was as full of thumps and raps as a poltcr-
g-cist. Dorothy carried the tray into Ulet kitchen, and when she 
rctwned J..1rs Creevy produced a penny notebook [rom a 
drawer in the"dresser and laid it open on the tab\e. 
'Just take a look at this,' she said. 'Here's a llit of the girls' 
names that I've got ready for you. I shall want you td know 
the whole lot of them by this evening.' She wetted her thumb 
nnd turned over three pages: 'Now, do you see these three 
lists here?' 
'Yes,' snid Dorothy. 
'lVell, you'll just hnve ~o Jearn those three lists by heart, 
nnd make sure you kno,,; what girls are on which. Becawe I 
don't want you to go thinking that all the girls are to be 
treated alike. They aren't - not by a long way, they aren't. 
Different girls. differen~ treaunent - that's my system. Now, 
do you see this lot on the first page?' 
'Yes,' said Dorothy again. 
'\ Vell, the parents of that 100t are what I call the good payers. 
You know what I mean by that? They're the one's tha t pay 
cash on the nail and no jibbing at an extra half-guinea or so 
now and again. You're not to smack any of that lo't, not on (Iny 
account. This lot ovtr here aIe the medium payers. Their par-
ents do pay up sooner or later, but you don't get the money 
out of them without you worry thein fori t night and day. You 
can smack that lot if they get saucy, but don't go and leave a 
mark their parents can see. Ifyou'll tuke my advice" the best 
IBI 
thing with ehildren is to twist their e:ll's. Have you ever tried 
that? ' 
.'No,' said Dorothy. 
'\Vell, 1 find it answers belter th:lll anything. It doesn't 
leave a mark, and the children can't bear it. Now these three 
over here are the bad payers: Their fathers are two terms be-
hind already, and I'm thinking of a ·solicitor's letter. I don't 
~~re lll/ml you do to that lot -;,,,,ell, short ofa police-court case, 
naturally. Now, shall I take you in and start you with t1)e 
girls? You'd better bring that book along with you, <1ndjust 
keep your eye on it all the: time so as therc'll be no mistakes.' 
They went into the schoolroom. It was a largish room, with 
grey-papered walls that were made yet greycr by the dull-
ness of the light, for the heavy laurel bushes outside choked 
the windows, and no direct ray of the sun ever penetrated in-
to the room. There was a teacher's desk by the empty fire-
place, and there were a dozen small double desks, a light 
blackboard, and, on the m.u .te1piece, a black clock that 
looked like a miniature mausolwm; bu~ there were no maps, 
no pictures, nor even, as far as Dorothy could s.ee, any books. 
The sale objects in the room that could be called prnamental 
were two sheets of black paper pinned to the walls, with 
writing on them in chalk in beautiful copperplate. On one 
..... as 'Speech is Silver. Silence is Golden', and on the other 
'Punctuality is the Politeness of Princes '. 
TIle girls, twenty-one of them, were already sitting at tlle ir 
desks. They had grown very silent when they heard foots teps 
appro;\ehing, and as Mrs Creevy came in they seemed to 
sh~ink down in their plaecs like partridge chicks when a hawk 
is soaring. For the most part they were dull-looking, lethargic 
children with bad comp!exions, and adenoids seemed to be 
remarkably common among them. The eldest ofthem might 
have been fifteen years old, the youngest was hardly more 
than n ba.hy. The school had no uniform, and one or two of 
the children were verging on raggedness. 
. 'Stand up, girls,' said. Mrs Creevy as she reached the 
teacher's desk .• We'll start off with the morning prayer.' 
Thegirls stood up, clasped their himds in front of them, and 
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shut their e>·es. They repeated the prayer in UniSOJ1, in wc:\k 
piping voices, NIl'S Creevy leading them, he1' sharp eft:s dart-
ing over them all the while to sec that they wcre nttcndilll,;". 
'Almighty and everlasting Fnthcr,'thcy piped,' we beseech 
Thee that our studics this day may be graced by Thy diville 
guidance. I\·!akc us to conduct ourselves quietlr am\ obedi-
entlYi look do\vu·upon our school nnd make it to l)l·o~per, l'O 
that it mny STOW in numbers and be 01. good eX:llnplc to the 
neighbourhood and not a. disgrnee like some schools of,dlieh 
Thall knowcst, 0 Lord. I\·Iake us, we beseech Thel!, 0 Lord, 
industrious, punctual and lad)'like, :lnd worthr in all possible· 
respects to \\·alk in Thy Wi\yS: for Jesus Christ's sake, our 
Lord, Amen.' 
This prayer was of1\o1rs Crecvy's own compO$ition. Whcn 
they had nnished it, the girls repeated the Lord's Pcarer, ;\n(\ 
then Sal down. 
'Now, girls,' said NIrs Creevy, 'this is rour ncw tc:\cha, 
lvIiss :r ... Iillborough. As you know, Miss Strong had to ic.wc us 
all ofasudden after she was taken so bad in the middk orlile CJ"I 
arithmctic Icsson; a.nd I can t(:11 you I've had a h:\l"d \\·crk of ... J 
it looking for a new teacher. I had seventy-three applicalil)lls 
before I took on Miss f..'Iillborough, and I had to refuse; them 
all because thdr qualifications weren't high enough. JUH 
you rcmember and tell your parents thM, all ofyoll - se;\'cnt r-
three applicntionsl \Vel~, f..·11ss l\'IiJlborough is going to take 
you in Latin, French, history, geography, mathematics, 
English literature a.'1d composition, spelling, grammar, 
handwriting, and freehil,nd dra·wing; ;:lI1diMr Booth will t:lke 
you in chemistry as usual on Thursday ' afternoons. i':"ow, 
what's the first lesson on your time-t:lble thls morning?' 
'History,1vIa'am,' piped one or two voices. " 
'Very wel l. I e.'l:pcc t lvIissl .... lillborough·Jl start offby a~king 
you a few C]ucstions about the history you'\"e been Ic:trnin::;:. 
So just you do your best, an of you, and let her sec th:tt all t hc 
trouble we've taken o ... er yOll hasn't been wasted. You'll fi nd 
they can be quite 'a sharp lot of girls when they trr, ).liss 
Millborough.' . 
'I'm sure they are," said Dorothy. 
I B3 
'\Vc:lI, [ 'U be: leaving you, then. Andjust you behave )'OUI"-
sclve~, girls l Don'I you get trying h on with NIiss lvHllborough 
like you ~id with :Miss Drewer, because I warn you she won't 
nand it. If I hear any noise coming from 'his room, there'll 
' bc liouLle for somebody.' ' 
She gave a glante mund which indudeQ Dorothy and 
indeed sug!;csted that Dorolhy ' would probably he ' Ihe 
Isomehody' referred to. and departed. 
DOl'olhy fjl'f:c::d Ihe class. She was nor afraid of them - she 
Wil.S too used 10 dealing with children ever to be afraid of them 
- but she did fed a momentary qualm. The scnse ofbdng an 
impostor (what teacher has not fclt it at times?) was heavy 
upon her. It suddenly occurred to her, ,yhat she had oolf 
hcen dimly aware ofbdore, that she hnd taken this teaching 
job under flagrantly false pretences, without having any kind 
of qualific.1lionfor it. The £ubjectshe was now supposed to be 
te ;.u;lIing waS histOl'YJ and, like most 'edueated' people, she 
knew virtually no 11 is lOry. How awful. she ~hou~ht, if i~ 
turned out that Ihe~e girls knew more bistory than she didl 
She: s:lid tentath .. cly: . 
'''Vhat pcliod exacdy WCl"C: you doing with &iiss Strong?,' 
No~ody annvercd. Dorotliy law the: older girh e:tehang. 
ing glances, aJ though asking one another whelhq i~ was , 
safe 10 say anything, and finally deciding not ,~ commit 
themselves. 
I Well. \vhertabouu had you got to l' she ,aid, wondering 
whether perhap.$ the word I period I waS too much for them. 
Aga.in no answer. , 
I \Vdl, now, surdy you remember somdhiJjg about it? Tell 
mc the names of some of the people you were learning Olbout 
in your last histolY lessou:' 
rvfore glances were exchanged. and a very plain liule girl 
in the fronl row, in a brow~ jumper and .skirt, \vith hcr hair 
screwed into two light pigtails; remarked cloudily, 'It was 
uhoul the Ancient Britons.) At this two other girls look cour~ 
age" and ... nswcred simuJtilllcously. One. of them said, 
• Columbus " imd the other 'Nupoleon'. 
Somehow, 'a.fter that, Dorothy Ic~rned to see hcr way more 
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clearly. It Win obvious thaI imtead of being uncomfortably 
knowledgeable as she had feared, the class knew as nearly.loS 
possible no hi:aory at aU. ''Vilh this discovery I~cr slagc-friglu 
,vanish.<:d.,Shc gusped thaI pcf.ore she could do anything else 
with thern it was ~cccssary to find out what, if anything, thcse: 
chiidreJl kn~w. So, instead of following Ihe ,timc-taIJlc, she 
'pen.~ the res, of the: morning in. qucslionillg the cn~ire cla~s on 
each supjecI in turni when she had finished with hislOry (and 
it .Iook abou~ tiv~ min~tes to get to the l>otto,n of their hiuOl i-
cal knowledge) she tried ~hem with geogl'aph)'. with Engliloh 
gTa.mrnar, with French, with arhhillctic-with evcl'ything, in 
fact ... hat they were supposed to have learned. Dy twelvc 
o·cJock she bad plumbed, though not actually explored, the 
liighlful abysses of their ignorance. ' 
For they knew nothing, absolutely nothing- nothing. noth-
ing, nothing, like the Dada!SlS. Ie wa~ appalling that even 
children could be so ignorant. There were only two girls in 
the class who knew whetller tile earth \vent round the sun or 
the run roun4 the earth,' and not a single one of ~hcm could 
lell Dorothy who was ,he last killg before Geoa-ge ", or who 
wrote I/amld, or what was meant uy a vulgar fraction, or 
which ocean you crossed tQ g:I to Ame~~ca, the Atla.ntlc or 
'he Pacific. And the Lig girls of fiftee:n were not rnuch better 
ahan the tiny infp,-nt:s of eight, Cl.':CCpt that thc former could al 
lca~t rea~ consecutively and write ncat copperplate. That 
was the one thing that nearly all of the older girls could do -
they could w.rite neatly. Mu CreeV}' Jlad Scen to that. And of 
coW"Se, tlcre: and there in the mids t 'of their ignorance, there 
were mllul, 4isconncctcd islcu of ~no\Vledgei for example, 
'.Jme odd stanzas from I pieces OfpoctlY' that they had Jearn-
cd by heart" and 'a few OJleudorfil ::lIl Fa-enc1\ sentenccs such 
as IPa.ruL-~noi II b,urr' l s'ilvous ptatt' and ' IA jiLs dujardim'er 
apcrdu SOtl dUlpeau ', which they appeared (0 have leamed as a 
parrot learns I Pretty PoU'. A.s Cor their arithmelic, it was a 
lillie oeltcr than the other subjects. Most ofthcm knew how to 
add and suutract, about haffofthenl had some notion of how 
to multiply, and there were even three or fOllr who had 
nruggl<:d as far as long division. Dut that \vas 'he utmost Hmit 
1°5 
oflhei .. knowledge; and be)'ond. in cvery direction. Jar uller. 
impenetl'able Ilight . 
~{on:over. not only did they know nOlhius, but 'they were 
so unused to beins: questioned thaI it wa~ often difficult LO £el 
ans\\'er~ Pll~ of them at all. It was obvious IhOlt whale\'t:r Iher 
knew thcy hndlc:arned in an entirely mech;mical tn:H1llcr, 
and 'hn could only gapejl) a sort ordull uewildel:Hll'jll \\"11l:11 
ashe! to think fOl' thelliseives. HO\yeverl ,the)' did ntll ~el' lIl 
unwilling, nnd co.:idcntJy Ihey h~d made up their minds 10 ile 
'good' -children MC alwa)'s 'good6 with a ne\~' tc:\ch\,'r i alll! 
DOl'oth)' persisted, anti by degrees the cliihJl'en s.r..:\';, (oj' 
,cemcd 10 grow, a shade less lumpish. She: uegan to pid; "1'1 
from .he answers they gave hel", a faid), ~ccur;:.tc IIOli(11i lIf 
whal l\'!iss Strong's regime had been like. 
It appea red Ihal. though Ihcoreticall\' Ihe)' h:ld IC:lrllnl illl , 
the usual school ~uhjects; the only ones th.u had bun .11 :III 
scriously taught wen: ' handwl'itjug ;Uld Olrhhmelic. ?\IIS 
Creevy was pal'lieulariy keen on hilOdwI'hin;;. ,\mJ ! )e~itlc~ 
Illis Ihey had spent great qua.nlities of lime -:m hOllr ( . 1' \\\'0 
out of cvery day, it seemed - in drudging ,'u'ough a til l' .,d CII I 
rOlltine called ' copies' . • Copies I mcant coprilrg IIlinp "1:1 1'1' 
te>.:tbooks or offille blackbo:lrd. ~{iu S1mns woukl \ '; j itt: "l', 
for example, somc scntenlious lililc ~e$Sa)" (Iheft: \ ';;:~ ; : :1 
essay entided ' Sprillg' wJlich rccurred in .. 11 the old!'r ~id ~ ' 
books, and which began, t Now, when girlish April is I ripl ,.ill~ 
through the land, whe!l the birds Olrc chauling- gailr ( I n ahe 
boughs Clnd the dninly Uo\\'creu bursting [rom 111l:ir blld~ \ 
c:tc., 'CIC.), u,mllhe girls would make f.tir copies of it ill tla,j .. 
COp)'poobi .u)I .. hhe p~renls, to whoni ahe cop}'hoola \\"(:rc 
1I1O\\'n from 'lilllC 10 time. were no doubt sui,,,bl), iIllPfUh:d. 
Dorothy began 10 grasp Lhat c\o'c&")',hing Ihat 'he ~ids h:lll 
Leen laught was in rCilolity aimed a t the parelill. lll'uce 'he 
'copies'. the jnsist~nce on handu'ritinc-. ;md Ihc p;"lIT"tjl~S of 
rcad}'-Il1:lde F,'cHch phrases; the)' were cheap and cas)' \\',1rS 
!>f cn;aling O1n :mpression. ~ic.mwhileJ the UlIlc Sil Is il,t the 
Lot(orn o[lile cJassliccmed barely able to nad and \\'ril", :.Ill<1 
one of them - Jlel' !lame was Mavb \ViHiams. :lIld she \\':15 a 
rather sinister-Iooki&lg child of cleven, with erC$ too (ill' aJl;)rt 
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_ could not even count. This child seemed to have done 
nothing at all during the past term and a half except to write 
pothooks. She had quite a pile of books filled with pothooks-
poge aner page of pothooks, looping on and on like the man-
. grove roots in some tropical swamp. . 
Dorothy tried not to hurt the children's feelings by exclaim-
ing at their ignorance, but in her heart she was amazed and 
horrified. She had not known that schools o[lhis description 
. still existed in the civilized world. The whole atmosphere of 
the place was so curiously antiquated.:... so reminiscent of those 
dt-eary little private; ~~h901s that you read about in Victorian 
novels. As for the few text-books that the class possessed, you 
could hardly look at them without feeling as though you liad 
stepped back into the mid nineteenth century. There were 
only three text-books of which each child had a copy. One 
was a shilling arithmetic, pre Great Vlac but fairly service-
able, and another was a horrid little book called TIll Hlllldred 
.Pagt. Hillory of Britain - a nasty little duodecimo book with a 
grilly-:I)rown cover, and, for frontispiece, a por'trait of 
Boadiec:a with a Un ion Ja£k draped over the front of her 
chariot. Dorothy opened this book at random, came to page 
9 I ,andread: . 
Aflcr the French Revolution was over, the self-styled Emperor 
Napolcon DUOii3parte at~~.mpted to set up h is sway, but tbough he 
WOI\ a few victories against continental troops, he ,soon found that 
in the 'thin red line' he had more than met his match. Conclusions 
wcrc tried upon the field onVatcrloo, where 50,000 Dritons put to 
night 70,000 Frenchmen-for the Prussians, our allies, arrivcd lao 
laIC for the battle. With a ringing British cheer our men charged' 
down the slope and the enem)' broke and ned. VYe now come on 
to the grcOlt Reform Bill of 1832, the first of-thosc beneficcnt reforms 
which have made British liberty \vhat it is and marked us oITfrom 
the less fortunate nations [etc ., etc,] .... 
The date of the book was t88i!. Dorothy, who had never 
seen a history book of this description before, examined it 
with a feeling approaching horror. There was also an extra-
ordinary lillIe 'reader', dateCl 1863. It consisted mostl}' of bits 
out of Fenimore Cooper, Dr Watts, and Lord Tennyson, :lnd 
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at the end there were' the queerest little 'Nature Notes· with 
woodcut illustrations. -There would be a woodcut of an 
elephant, ard underneath in small print:. 'The c1j;phant is a. 
sagacious beast. He rejoices in the shade of the Palm Trees, 
and though stronger than su:' horses he will allow a little child ' 
to lead him. HisTood is Bananas.· Andso on to the \-Ylla1e. the 
Zebra, the Porcupine, and the Spotted Camelopard. There 
were also, in the teacher's desk, a copy of Bealltiful Joe, a for~ 
Jorn book called Pups at Distant Lallds. and a Fl'cnch phrase-
book dated J 8gl. It was called AU)'OIt"1villllud on)'Oltr Pori.Jioll 
Tpp. and the first phrase given was 'Lace my stays. b\lt nO! 
. ~oo · dghtly'. In the whole room there was not such a thing as 
an alias or asetofgeome~rical instruments. 
At eleven there was a break often minutes, and some of the 
girls played dull little games at noughts and crosses or quar~ 
re:lled over penci1-cases, and a few who had goe over their 
first shyness clwtered round Dqrothy's desk and talked to her. 
They told her some more about Miss Strong and he:r methods 
of teaching, and how she wed to twist their ears when they 
made blots on their copybooks. It appeared that Miss Strong 
had been a very strict teach~ except when she was I taken 
bad', which happened about twice a week. And when she 
was taken bad she used to drink some medicine out of:i lilll~ 
brown botUe. and aner drinking it she would grow quitejolly 
for a while and talk to them about her brother in Canada. 
But on her last day - the time when she was taken so bad dur-
ing the arithmetic lesson - the medicine seemed to make her 
worse than ever, becawe she had no sooner drunk it than she 
began singing and fell ncross a ~esk, and Mrs Cree\')' had to 
carry her out of the room. 
After llle break there was another period of Ulree quarters 
of an hour, and then school ended for the morning. Dorothy 
fell stiff and. tired after three hoW'S in the chilly but stuffy 
room, and. she would have Fked to go out of doors for a 
breath of fresh air. butlv1rs Creevy hod told her beforehand 
that she must come and help get dinner ready. The: girls who 
lived ncar the school mostly went home for dirUler, but there 
were seven who had dinner in the " morning-room' at ten~ 
,8a 
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pence a time. It was an uncomfortable meal, nnd passed in . 
almost complete silence, for the girls were fi·ightened lO .. talk 
under Mrs Creevy's eye. The dinilf was stewed scrag end of 
mutton, and 10frs Crecvy showed qxtraordihary dexterit), in 
serving the pieces oflean to the' good payers I and the pieces 
offat to the I medium payers'. & for the three I bad p.lyel:s', 
they ate a shamefaced lunch out of paper bags in the school~ 
room . 
School began ago.in at two o'clock. Alread)", afleronlr olle 
morning's teaching,' Dorothy went back to her work with 
secret shrinking and dread. She .was. beginning to rea.lize 
what 1Ie:1' life ;l'Iould be like, day after day and .w~ck .nfter 
week, in tha t sunless room, tr)'ing to drive the rudimen ts of 
knowledge into unwilling brats. But when she hold assembled 
. the girls and called their names over, one of them, a link 
peaky child witli mouse-coloured hair, called Laura Firth, 
came up to her desk and presented her with a pOlhetie buocll 
of browny-ydlo\,! chrysanthemunu, f from aU of us'. The 
girls had taken a liking to Dorothy, and had mbscribcd four- a-. 
pence among thenuelves, to bol' he:r a bunch offiowcrs. 1.0 
Something stirred in Dorothy's heart as she took the ugly 
flowers. She looked with more seeing eyes than befo!"e at the 
anaemic faces and shabby clothes of the children, and W:l.S all 
ofa sudden horribl)· ashamed to think that in the morning: she 
had looked at them with indifference, almost wilh dislike. 
Now, a ptofo~d pity took possession of her. The poor chil-
dren, the poor l children! How they had been stuntcd and 
maltreated! And widl i~ aU they had rel<lined the chiJdi!ih 
gentleness that could make them squander their few peonies 
on (lowers for tlld \" teacher. 
She felt quite differently towards her job Crom Ih" 1 mOlllent 
onwards. A feeling ofloyalty and affection had sprung llJl in 
her hc:\rt. This ~ehool was her schoolj she would work for it 
::l.Od be proud of it, and make eve!)' effort to turn i~ from;l. 
pla.ce of bondage into a place human and decent. Probably it 
was very little that she could do. She was so inexperienced and 
unfitted f01· her job that she must educo.te hcrsdf bc.:fofe ~he 
could even begin to educate anybody clse. Still, she \\·(J~I.ld d~ 
her best; she would do whatever wiUingncss and e~lel"CY 
could do to rescue these children from the hon:ible dar"k,!less 
in which they had been kept. 
{tOw..: "A C\~'1 ~~ ~8~' 
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WEEK 2 
70. 
UNTl' T'I'IO 
STIMULUS INPUT: A day in a school. 
TUTORIAL DISCUSSIONS: Plaase read the interview 
~i th a 16 year o ld standard · 
a pup i l at a White boys' 
s·choo·l. 
77. 
THE TEACHER IN ACTION. 
"The Prime of Mis s Jean Brodie". 
Consider the following for discussion purposes. 
1. "If an inexperienced and unprepared observer were asked 
what he hoped to witness in a classroom his probable reply 
would be, a good teacher in action." Souper (p.92 ) . 
(a) Was Jean Brodie a " 'good ' teacher? 
(b) Would you have liked to be taught by her? If so/not, why? 
2. In the execution of her duties, did Jean Brodie work with 
children, ~ children, for children,/and through children? 
against children 
3. Souper writes (p .9S) 'iAccording to reported findings, when 
teacher contr...acts with pupils are p-redominantly dominative 
the pupils are more easily distracted from school work and 
s~ow either greater compliance to or rejection of teacher 
domination." (Anderson 1939). 
To what extent does this quotation apply in the film. 
4. Examine the teacher-pupil relationship and "look to see whether 
teacher dominance incites resistance, frustration or 
aggression and whether any aggression aroused is directed 
towards teacher ." (p .99 ) . 
5. Discuss Souper's claim that," .... children require different 
kinds of control at different stages of their devel o pment" 
(p .l 03) in relation to Brodie's claim that, "everyone will 
recogn.ise you as Brodie girls." 
6". One of the chief concerns of Jean Brodie was that of deciding 
where each particular child could make her unique contribution 
to life. 
Discuss the implications of this practice as seen in the film. 
7. "The teacher who insists upon hogging the stage, whatever 
methods of class-teaching he may employ and no matter how he 
may ring changes upon his limited repetoire J is acting 
defensively ; supporting himself first , the problem under 
consideration second, and his pupils third; a procedure that 
is guaranteed to create interpersonal anxieties in his pupils 
and to reduce their efficiency." (p . 107 _) 
Discuss this statement in the light of the role played by 
Jean Brodie in and out of the classroom. 
8 . Discuss the following quotations in the light of the film. 
(a) "Pride goeth before destruction and a haughty spirit 
a fall." (Bible) 
To what extent does the above quotation apply to the 
situation in the film . 
8. (b ) .... / 2 
s . 
( b ) 
78. 
"You may give them (children) your 10 ve but not your 
though ts, For they have their own t 'hough ts. 
You may hous~ th~ir bodies but not their souls, 
For their sou ls dwell in th e house of to-morrow, 
which you cannot visit~ not even in your dreams . 
You may strive to b~ like them, bu t seek not to ma ke them 
like you . " (Gibran .•. The Prophet) 
Discuss the above quotation in relation to the involve-
ment of Jean Brodie in the lives of the children she 
teaches. 
(e) IIIf he (the teacher} is indeed wise he does not bid you 
enter tha house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to 
th~ threshold of your own mind." 
Using the abov~ quotation as a point of departure 
discuss .lean Brodi~'· ., leadership and the influ en ce it 
had on her girl&. 
Souper writes (p.10S). 
the fostering of' learnin.g .. 
r'sol~ justifi~ation of teaching is 
To teach., in contrast to 
indoctrinating, is to s·tim·u.la·te· and nourish the autonomous 
powers·. of the learner. w.ith.o,ut. which. he. could not learn 
to do anything." 
To what exten t does Je·an Brodi& tea.ch and /or indoctrin a te. 
OTHER MORE GENERAL QUESTIONS ONE MIGHT CONSIDER ARE: 
1. Discuss the intellectual and emotional pressures Jean Brodie 
place. up on her girls. 
~ . What message does the film carry abou t the handli ng of current 
affairs. in the classroom"? 
3.:. __ A.t what time: should d.I teac:he·r's ou.c-of-schooL behaviour become 
a.n issue of concern for the~ schoC?l authorities? 
¢. To what extent do the male counterparts of Jean Brod ie e xi st 
in today's schooling? 
s. Hew would you react to the- likes· of a· M:i.:ss Brodie were she t.o 
be a member of staff viewed. from th~ paint of view of a 
princ ipal, parent,. fellow colleague· or pupil? 
fr. To what extent is Jean Brodi~ on her homefront s i milar to the ' 
totalitarian leaders she admires abroad? 
Reference: About to Teach by Patrick C Sou per (197 6 ) 
Characters of Marci~ Blaine School 
Jean' Brodie (class teacher 
Mrs McKay (Headmistress) 
Mr Louther (Music teacher) 
Hr Lloyd (Art teacher) 
for Girls 
Miss G .... (Secretaryl 
Miss Lockhard (Ch emistry Teacher ) 
Brodie· Girls 
Sandy Jenny Monica Mary. 
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HARD TIMES. 
BOOK THE FIRST. SOWING. 
CHAPTER r. 
TilE ONE Tm~G NEEDFUL 
"NOIv. what I want is, Facts. 'Teach these boys and girl. 
nothing but Facts. Facts alone are wanted in life. Plant 
nothing else, and root out c"'crything c1se. You cp.n only 
form the minds of reasoning animals upon Facts: notl~ing else 
will ever be of flny service to them. This is the principle on 
which I bring up my own children, and this is the principle 
on which I bring up these children. Stick to l'acls, sir! n 
The scene WllS n plain, barc, monotonous vault of n school· 
room, and the · speaker's square forefinger emphasized his· 
ouservations by underscoring every sentence with a line on 
the schoolmaster's sIee\'e. The emphnsi. WflS helped by the 
speaker's squa.re wnll of Il forehead, which had his eyebrows 
for its bascJ while his eyes found commodious ccl.Jarngc in two 
dark caves, overshadowed by the wall. The cmphasis wus 
helped by the speaker" voice, which WAS wide, thin, and hard 
BCt. Thc cmphnsi.s was helped by tht! spcakcr's voicc, which 
wns inflexiblc, dry, nnd dictatoriaL The cmphasis was helped 
by the speaker;, hoiI', which bristlcd on Lhe skirts of hi, bald 
" 
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head, ~ {'Iautnliou of lin. to kccp the wind from its shining 
surface, all covcre'! wilh knobs, like the crust of a IlIum pic, 
... if the hen.! hnd scarcely warehouse·room for the hnr.! facls 
atared inside. 'I'he fipcnkcr's obstinnle enning-c) squaro cont, 
squnre legs, "Iunre ,boul.!crs,-nay, hi. ycry neckcloth. trnincd 
to take him by the throat with nn uunccommodnting grnsp, 
like a . tubbo .... fact, ... it was,- ull helpe.! lhe emphnsis . 
.. In lhis life, we wnnt nolhing but Fucts, sir; nOlhing but 
J!'ncts tn 
'1'he spenker, lind the schoolmnster, uml the lhi ... ! grown 
person J'~esent, "II bucked 1\ lilllc, nn.! swcpt wilh their eyes 
lhe inclined plune of lillie vcssch thcn and there annnged in 
ord.,', rendy to h.,e imperial gullon. of fuels poured into lhelll 
uolil they were full to the brim. " 
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CHAPTER U. 
lWUDEUING 'I'lIE INNOCENTS. 
rl'UOltAS QnADGUIND, sir. A man of realities. A man' of 
ructs and calculations. 1\. mno who proceeds upou the prin-
ciple that two and two are four, an.! nothing over, am\ who 
is ,lot to be talked iolo nllowing for an~lhing over. 'fhomas 
Gradgrilld, sir-peremptorily 'l'hamns-Thomll8 Gradgrind. 
With II TIlle p.nd " pair of .cules, and the m"ltiplico.liOil tnble 
AlwllYs ill hi, pocket, sir, ready to weigh and me...ure lilly 
parcel of humnl\ lllltur~. nnd tell you exactly wha~ it comes 
tp. H i. a 1I1ere (lue~tion of ligure., II cnsc of .imple arith-
metic. You might bope to get some other nonsepsienl belief 
into the bend of George Grndgrind, or Augustus Gradgrind, 
Or John Grlldgrind, or" Joseph Gmdl,'l'!Jl.! (nil luppositilious, 
nOli-existent persO\lS), bul into the hend of'l'homll8 Grudg";nd 
-no .. &ir 1 . 
In such terms 11k Grndgrind allYny. mentally introduced 
himself, whelher to hi. privllte circle of IIcquninlnnce, or to 
the publie in genel'ill. In such terms, no doubt, substituting 
the words" hoys aud girls,u fol' "sir,ll Thomas Gradgriud now 
presented Thomas Gl'ildgrillli to the little pitchers before him, 
who were to he filled so full of fucls, 
Indeed, 118 he eagerly spnrkled lit them from the ceUurnge 
before mentioned, he seemed 1\ kiud of ,:auoon landed to the 
Iluu;zlc with fuels, nnd prcpnrctl to Llmv lhclU clean out of 
the region. of childhood lit one dischnrge, lie seeme.! II gal-
HlIliziug nppl\~'nlus, tooj dU\rHcd with 1\ grim mcciul!ticaJ 
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substitute for the tender young imngino.tions thAt were to he 
stormed away. 
" Girl number ~wenty,~ said Mr. Grndgrind, squarely point-
ing with his sqU{\l"C forcHngcr, '( I don't know that girl. ''Vho 
is that girl ? ~ 
"Sissy Jupc~ sil'," .explained nmuber tWCilty, blushing, sland~ 
ing up, and curtseying. 
"Sissy is not 0. no.tn.,~ snid Mr. Grndgrind. "Don't call 
yourself Sissy. Call yourself Cecilia. ~ 
.. " It'. father as 00.11. ma Sissy, sirt returned the young girl 
in a trembling voice, and with another curtsey. 
"Then he has no business to do it," said Mr. Grndgrind. 
"Tell him he mustn't. Cecilia Jupe. I..ct me see. What is 
your father? ~ 
" HI< belongs to the horse.l·iding, if you please, sir.~ 
Mr. Grndgrind frowned, and waved off the objectionable 
co.lling with his hand. 
"We don't want to know anything about that, here. You 
mustn't tell us about that, here. Your father breaks horses, 
don't he?~ 
,j If you please, sir, when they CAn get '&lny to brellk, they 
do break horses in the ring, 6ir." 
"You mustn't tell us about the ring, here. 
then. Describe your father as 11 horsebrellker. 
sick horses, I dare say ? ~ 
Very well, 
He doctors 
" Oh yes, sir." 
"Very well, then. He is 0. veterinary surgeon, a farrier, 
and hOI:Scbreaker. Give me your definition of 0. horse.~ 
(Sissy Jupe thrown into the g>.·elltest alarm by this demand.) 
U Girl number twenty unable to define a llOfse! n said Mr. 
Grndgrind, for the general behoof of all the little pitchers. 
"Girl number twenty possessed. of no fncls, in reference to 
one of the commonest of nnimnls l Some bois definition of 
a horse. Bitzer, yours.u 
The square finger, moving here nnd there, lighted suddenly 
on j3itzer, perhaps becnu,e he ch.nced to .it ill the samc 
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DEFINITION OF A HORSE. 5 
my of sunlight which, darting in at one of the bare windows 
of t.he intensely whiLcwashed room, irradiated Sissy. 1"01', 
the boys Ilnd girls sat on the fnce of the inclined plane in 
two compact bodies, divided lip the centre by. a narrow 
interval t nnd SiSRY, being at the corner of n row on the 
sunny side, came ill for the beginning of a sunbeam, 9f which 
Bitzer, being fit the ·corner of n row on the other side, n few 
I'OWS in advance, caught the end. Dut, wllereas the girl _ 
was so dark-eye" nn" "atk-haired, that she seemed to receive 
n deeper and morc lustrous colour from the sun, when it 
.hone upon hel·, the boy was so Jight-eyed and light-haired 
that the self-same mys appeal'ed to draw out of him what 
little colour he ever possessed. His cold eyes would hardly 
have been eyes, but for the short ends of lashes which, by 
bringing them into immediate contrast with something paler 
than themselves, expressed their form. His short-cropped 
hair might have been a mere continuation of the sandy freckles 
on his forehead nnd face. His skin was so unwholesomely 
deficient in the natural tinge, that he looked liS though, if he 
were cut, he would bleed white. 
"Ditzer,~ said Thomas Gmdgrind. "Your definition of 
a horse.u 
"Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, namely twenty-
four grinders, four eye-teeth, and twelve incisive. Sheds 
coat in the spring; in marshy countries, sheds hoofs, too. 
Hoof. hard, but requiring to be shod with iron. Age known 
by marks in mouth." Thus (and much more) Ditzer. 
"Now girl number twenty," .aid Mr. Gmdgrind. "You 
know what n horse is." 
She curtseyed again, nnd would have blushed "ceper, if 
she could have blushed deeper than she had blushed all this 
lime. Ditzer, after rapidly blinking at Thomas Grndgrind 
with bolh eyes at once, and so catching the light upon his 
quivcring ends of lashes thot they looked like the antennro 
of busy insects, put his knuckles to his freckled f9rehead, 
nnd sal down ngain. 
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'I'be 'thirJ genlleman 1I00V ,topped fortb. A mighty mnn 
at cutting nnd drying, lIe \VIIS; " government officer; in hi. 
wny, (u;ld in most olller people'~ too), !l p .. of~se4 pugilist; 
ahv~y. in training, I\lwny. with" syotenl tQ force down the ' 
general throat like" bolus, .. hrays to La heard of at 1Ile bal' 
of Ilis Iiltle I'uLlie·office, relldy to light "ll England. '1'0 
continue in listie phraseology, b. bad a genius for coming 
up to tho 8cratch~ whel'cv~r And W]U1teVCl' it was, ,.u~d proving 
Ilim,elf an IIgly customer. He would go in and damage 
any subject whatever with I,is right, follpw up with his left, 
stop. exchange, counter, bore his opponent (he always fought 
AU England) to tbe ropes. and fall upon "im neatly. lIe 
was certain to knock the willd out of commoll sense, and 
render that unlucky ad"'fsary deaf to tb. !'All Ilf time. And 
h. !lad it in elull'ge fronl ' high authority tl) bring Ilbout tho 
great public·pffice MilIenniUln. when C0.ll1missi91\el1! ,"ould 
reign upon eartl,. ' 
.. Very well," .aid this gentleman. briskly smiling, and 
folding 'Ilis arm.. .. '1'hot'. a bors.. Now, let me IISk you 
,girl. and boy •• WouM you paper" room with repr ... ntntion. 
OfllO ..... ?n . 
After a pause, one half of lhe c1.Hdren cl'ied in choru" 
.. Y ca. sid" Upon which the other hnlf. seeing ill the 
genUcman'lJ fnce that Yes was wrong, cried out in chorus, 
" No, sir ! "-LUI the cnstom is, in tbesQ eXAm.in6tiop~. 
"Of course, No. Why 1Vouldn'~ you r" 
A I,ouse. One corpulent ~Iow boy, with" wheezy luoune.· 
of breathing. ventured lh. ,nnswer, Deenuse h. wouldn't popel' 
a room at all, but would paint it. 
"You mU31 paper it." said the genllemnn. rather warmly. 
"You must p.pOf it, n s.id '!'homns Grndgriud. "whether 
you like it 01' not. ))on't tell U' YOI, wouldn't p.per it. 
\Vh.t do you mean, hoy r" ' 
.. I'll explain to you. thell," .aid the genUeman. nfter 
another uml a. dismal pause, "why you wouldn't paper n 
)'oom with represelltation. of hor.es. ])0 you ever sec ho.-.eo 
4. Nl'!W PRINCIPLE. 
'( 
walking up null down the sid .. of !'Ooms in reality-in rac~' 
Do you?" , 
"Y .. , sir I" from one half. "No sir I" from the other. " . . . .. 
I' Of cOurse 110," ~id Ihe gentleman. with "n indignant IQok 
nt tho wrong holf. "\Vhy, then. YOIl ai-c not to sco any. 
where. )ybat you don't see in fact i you ~rc not to IU1\'e 
nnywhere, what you don't have ill fact. What is called 
'fMtc, is only nllothcl' name for Ji'act." 
'l'hom/lS G.'ndgrind nodded /li. approbation. 
!' 'fhi~ i. a ne,. principle. " discovery, " great discovery," 
~id the gentleman. U Now, I'll Iry you again. Suppose 
you were going to carpet a room. Would you use a ca'rpet 
Ilaving II rel'resentntio., of nOlVer. upon it r" 
There boi"g a general cOllvictiOll by this time th.t "Nu. 
.ir I" WIIS "lIvAn tho right an~lVer to this gentlemon. the 
'chorus of No was "~ry .h·ong. Only" felY feeble .tragglel'll 
•• id Yos : "mong the,," Sissy J uPe. 
I' Girl number twenty," ... id the genU.lllan, .miling in the 
calm .trength of Imowledge. ' 
Sissy blushed, Ilnd stood "p. 
"So YOli would carpe~ your 1'00m-<>t your husbond'. 
room, it you were " grown womnn. Ilnd I.ad " husband-
with representations of nowers, \yould )'QI, 1" aaid the gentle-
man. "Why would you r" ' 
"If you I,lease, -ir, I nm ,'elY fon4 of 1I0we .... • returnc!) UIO girl. ' ' 
.. And is th.t why you would !'"t tAbles "nd chairs UpOIl 
them. and have people walking over them with hellvy bootH" 
"It , wouldn't hurt them. sir. They wouldn't crush Rnd'-
wilher, if you 111c1\5C •• il·. They would be the pictures of 
what WIIS very pretty and pleasant. Rnd I would fancy-_" 
"Ay, AY, Ay I Ilut you musln't funey,n cried Ihe genUe-
mGII. 'Illite dated by cOlnillg so happily to llis J1oint. urrlmt'a 
itl You Me never to fancy ." 
"You Are not. CcciliLl Jupc/' Thomos Gra.dgrind solemnly 
repellled, "to do "!lylhing of lhot kind." 
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"Fact, fact, fact!" said the gen l1eman. And" Fact. 
fuet, fact!" repented Thomos Gradgrind. 
"You arc to be in aU things regulated nnd go\'e111oo, .... 
said the gentleman, "by fact . \Ve hope to have, before 
long, a bonrd of fact, composed of commissioners of fnet, 
wbo will force the people to be a people of fact, and of 
notbing but fact . . You must discard the word Fancy alto-
gether. You have nothing to do wilh it. You nrc not to 
have. in auy object of usc or ornament, what would be a 
contradiction in fact. You don't walk upon flowers in fnct; 
you cannot be allowed to walk upon flowers in carpets. You 
don't find that foreign birds nnd bntterflies come nnd perch 
upon your crockery, you cannot be permitted to po.int fOl'eign 
birds and butterflies upon your crockery. You nel·cr mcet with 
quadrupeds going up and down walls; you must not have 
quadrupeds represented upon walls. You must usc," said 
the gentleman, "for all these purposes, combinations and 
modifiCations (in primary colours) of mathematical figures 
which are 8usceptible of proof and demonstration. 1.'his is 
the new discovery. 'l'his is Iact. 'I'his is taste." 
The girl curtseyed, nnd fiflt down. She was very young, 
and sbe looked as if sbe were frightened by the matter-of-
fact prospect the world afforded. 
"Now, if l\!r. l\1 cChoakumchild,u sllid the gentlemnn, cc will 
proceed to give his first lesson bere, 11k Gradgrind, I shall 
be happy, nt your request, to observe his moue of procedure." 
Mr. Gradgrind IVOS much obliged. "Mr. 1l1'ChonkumchiJd, 
~c only wait for you." 
So, Mr. M'ChoakumchiJd began in his best munner. lIe 
and some one Imlldrcd and forty other schoolm(l.slers, had 
been lately turned at the snme lime, in the sallle fuctory, on 
the same principles, like so mnny pinnoforte legs. IIe had 
been put through a!l immense variety of paces, and had 
answered volumes of hend-brenking questions. Orthogro.phy, 
etymology, syntElX, nnd prosody, biogrnphy, astronomy, geo-
graphy, and general cOSlHogrnphy, the sciences of compoullll 
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proportion, algebra, lnnd-survcying nnd lcve1ling, vocal music, . 
and drawing from models, were all at the ends of his ten cbilled 
fingers. He had worked his stOlly way into Her Majesty's 
Illost Honourable 1'dvy Council's Schedule D. and bad taken 
the bloom off thc highcr branches of mathcmatics and physical 
science, Fl'ench) German, Latin~ llnd Grcek. He knew aU 
about .all the \Valer Sheds of all the world (whatever they 
nrc), and all the histories of all the peoples, and all the names 
of all the rivers and mountains, and aU the productions, 
manners, and customs of nIl the countrics, nnd all their 
boundaries and bearings 011 the two and thirty points of the 
compnss. Ah, rather overdone, 1I1'Choakumchild. If he had 
only learnt a little less, how infillitely better he might have 
taught much more! 
He went to work in this preparatory lesson, not unlike 
Morgiana in the I10rty Thieves: looking into all the vessels 
ranged before him, one after another, to see what they con-
tained. Say, good 1l-l'Chonkumchild. ''Vhen from thy boiling 
store, thou shalt fill each jar brim full by-and-by, dost thou 
think that thou wilt ahvays kill outright the robber I·'al1ey . 
lurking within-or sometimes only mo.im him and distort 
him! 
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it I TIley wanted to repeattllcir victory over Ibck!Tlan. Fine, 
we'd ' ~~fr ~had done everything I c0'114"IQ meet them Qhapter 9 
halfway., Fven more than halfway, but now 1 would !~\<e a 
very different line with them, even at the ri*!,f contravening 
the Headmaster's carefully expressed views. I was now no 
longer angry, hut determined to take fi rm action to set my 
class in order. FrOOl now on the classroom would he kept 
clean, in every way ; I would not be asking it~f them, but, 
demanding it. No more 'blopdy' or 'l.tleeding or anything 
clse of that nalure. And quiet. we'd have that tOO. Ng more 
banging desks. They had pu.hed me about as fa, as I was 
willing to go; from now on I would do a little pllshing on my 
own account. 
When I entered the classroom at the end of recess, the fire-
place was washed clean, the windows were open, and the 
children were sitting quietly in their places. The girls 
«emed sheepish and refused to meet my glance, and J 
realised with something of a shock Ihat tlley (at least most 
of them) were ashamc4 i , ... h~ boya, on the other hand, wer~ 
watching me expectantly, a~ if waiting for me to say or do 
.omething. I made no reference to the incident. As far a~ J 
was concerned the party was OVH; but I WOlll<l n!,ed a little 
time to think up .ome effective way of l:>rjnging Ihat fact 
llOme to them. , ' 
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NUT morning I had an idea. It was nothing dear cut, 
merely specu lative, but I considered it aU the way 10 school. 
Then, after assembly, as soon as they were quitt I waded in. 
This might be a bit rough, I thought, but here goes. 
'1 am your tc~~hcrt and I think it right and proper that 
I should let you know something of my plans for tllis class.' 
I tried to pitch my voice into its most informally pleasant 
register. 'We're ' going to talk, you and I, but we'll be 
reasonable with each other. I would like you to listen to me 
without interrupting in ~ny way, 'and when I'm through 
anyone of you may say your piece without interruption 
from me.' I was making it up as I went along and watching 
them; at the least sign that it wouldn't work I'd drop it, 
fast. ' 
They were interested, in spite of Ihemstlves; even the 
husk)" blast pellham was leaning forward on hi. desk Watch-
ing me. ' 
'My l:>usiness here is to teach you, and I shaU do my best 
to make my leaching as. interesting as possible. If at any time 
J say anything which you do 1I0t understand or with which 
you do not agree, I would be pleased if you would let me . 
Imow. Mas! of you will be leavUlI: school within aix month. 
or so; that means that in a short while you will be embarked 
on the very adult business of earning ~ Jiving. Bearing that 
ill mind, , have decided Ihat from now on you will be treated, 
not as children, but as young men and women, by me and by 
each other. When we ' move out of the state of childhood ._ 
certain higher standards of conduct are expected of u ..... 
At this moment the door was /lung open 'and Pamela Darc 
rushed in, somewhat brealhlessly, to take her seat. She was 
very late. 
'For instance,' I continued, 'there arc really two ways in 
which a person may e/lter a room; ope i. in a controlled, 
dignified manner, Ihe other is as if sorn~one bad just planted 
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a heavy foot in your back~ide. Miss Dare has just shown us 
the second waYi I'm quite sure she will now give us a 
demonstration of the first . .' 
To this day I do not know what made me say it, but there 
it was. I was annoyed with the way in which she had just 
barged her way in, insolently carelessly late. 
All eyes were on her as she had probably planned, but 
instead of supporting her entrance they were watching her, 
waiting to see th·e result of my challenge. She blushed. 
'Well, Miss Dare/' 
Her eyes were black with anger and humiliation, but she 
stood up and walked out, closing the door quietly behind her; 
then to my surprise, and I must confess, my relief, she 
opened it as quietly, and with a grace and dignity that would 
have befitted a queen, she walked to her seat. 
'Thank you. As from today there are certain courtesies 
which will be observed at all times in this classroom. Myself 
you will address as IIMr. Braithwaite" or IISirtJ_the 
choice is yours; the young ladies will be addressed as 
"Miss" and the young men will be addressed by their 
surnames.' 
I hadn't planned any of this, but it was unfolding all by 
itself, and, I hoped, fitting into place. There was a general 
gasp at tbis, from boys and girls alike. 
Potter was the first to protest. 
'Why should we call 'em "Miss'" we know 'em: 
IWhat is your namd' 
·Potter.' 
'I beg your pardon/' 
IPotter, Sir.' The 'Sir' was somewhat delayed. 
'Thank you, Potter. Now, is there any young lady present 
whom you consider unworthy of your courtesies?' 
'Sir/' 
'Is there anyone of these young ladies, who you think 
docs not deserve to be addressed as Miss?' 
With one accord the girls turned to look at Potter, as if 
daring him; he quailed visibly before their concerted eyes 
and said, INo, Sir.' 
'You should remember, Potter, that in a little wbile all of 
H 
yo~ may be expected to express these courtesies as part of 
your jobs; it would he helpful to you to become accustomed 
to giving and receiving them.' 
I walked around my desk and sat in my chair. For the 
time being at least they were listening, really listenine to me; 
maybe they would not understand every word, but they'd 
get the general import of my remarks. 
'The next point concerns the general deportment and 
conduct of the dass. First, the young ladies. They must 
understand that in future they must show themselves both 
worthy and appreciative of the courtesies we men will show 
them. As Potter said, we know you. We shall want to feel 
proud to know you, and just how proud we shall feel will 
depend entirely on you. There are certain things which need 
attention, and I have asked Mrs. Dale-Evans to discuss them 
with you in your Domestic Science period today.' This last 
bit was right off the cuff; I'd have to see Grace about it 
during recess, but I felt silfe she'd help . . 
'Now the boys. I have seen stevedores and longshoremen 
who looked a lot cleaner and tidier. There is nothing weak 
and unmanly about clean hands and faces and sboes that are 
brushed. A man who is strong and tough never needs to 
show it in his dress or the way he cuts his· hair. Toughness i. 
a quality of the mind, like bravery or honesty or ambition; 
it has nothing whatever to do with muscles. I suppose that 
in about a year or so some of you will be thinking of girl-
friends; believe me, they will think you much more attractive 
with clean teeth, hands and faces than without.' 
I gave them a moment to digest that. 
'You are the top class; the operative word is "top". That 
means you must set the standard in all things for the rest of 
the school, for, whether you wish it or no, the younger ones,_ 
will ape everything you do or say. They will try to walk like 
you and use the words you use, and dress like you) and so, 
for as long as you're here, much of their conduct will be 
your responsibility. As the top class you must be top in 
cleanliness, deportment, courtesy and work. I shall help you 
in every way I can, both by example and encouragement. 
I believe that you have it in you to be a fine class, the best 
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Chapter l I 
PI'! Thursd'r /llQrning Ihe class seemed to be in the $ril' of 
some fxcilemellt ~{1d expect.ncy. During recess 'I>.y 8toO<l 
about tpe classroom illliule whisperinggroupswhichfeUailent 
as f apr.roached. b\Jt I could read no specialsignincance into 
,hi •. T Ie lessons proceeded more or less normaUy, bul heavily. , 
In the a£tornoon, we went down 10 the gym (or the usual 
P. T. period. Th~ ~quipment was neatly arranged around 
the cleared dining hall i vaulting horse, bucl<, jumping 
~Iandards, medicine baits, board., .everal pair. of boxing 
glove •• hlng by their lace. across the vaulting hor.e. The 
boya were, with aile exception, barefoot and wearing only 
blue ahorts. Sapiano .. I' on a low form, hi. right al'!Il 
bandaged from elbow to wrist. 
'Line !II' in \I)e cei\!r., wilt you: , begal!. 
They eagerly o\>eyed, forming two neatly gr~ded Iille~. 
llut the II pen hal!) ~teppe<l fO","3rd. , -
'Please, Sir.' . 
'Ye" Denham/' 
'Call't w~ have boxi!lg first today, plea~e, sir/' 
'Why, Denham/' ' 
'Oh, nothing, Sir, j"st feel we'd like tQ have a bit of ~ 
change, Sir.' . 
'Oh, very well,' J replied. 'Get your.elves int'! paira 
according to size.' . . 
The pairing was completed ill a moment a. if by pre-
arrangement i only Denham remained unpaired. 
'My partner's crippled, Sir.' lIe illdicated the bandag~,!I 
Sapiano. 'Will you pave a go with mel' 
At this the others, a. if all cue, moved quietly toward. U', 
watchful, li.tening. ' 
'You can wait and have a bout with Potter or aile of the 
others.' . . 
The pieces were falling into place, the pellny had /illally 
ancj fatefully dropped. ' 
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this school has ever known, but I could be wrong; it al 
depends on you. Now, any questionsl' " 
A hand shot up. 
'Yes, Miss Josephl' 
'Wl]at about Mr. Weston, he'. never tidy, and his shoes 
are never clean, Sir.' 
' I Things were looking up already; the 'Sir' came easily. 
'Mr. Weston is a teacher, Miss Joseph, and we shall not 
discuss him.' 
There was a murmur of dissent at this. 
'I am your teacher, and I'm the one YOll .hpu!d criticis ~ 
if I fail to maintain the standards I demand of you.' 
There was an absence of the silent hostility of yesterday. 
I felt that I had somehow won for myself a breathing space 
at least. There were no further questions, so I told them 
they could spend the remaining minutes of that period 
considering and discussing the things I had said, providing 
they did so quietly. I sat back and, observed them. 
At recess I went to t he staffroom and told Grace how I 
had impulsively committed her to a talk with the girls; .be 
was quite pleased about it and promised to 'lay it on 
thick'. 
That day passed pleasantly enough. I felt more at ease 
with them and applied myself enthusiastically to each subject, 
blending informality with. correctness of expression which 
I hoped would in turn help them to improve their own 
speech. I never spoke down to them; if they did not quite 
understand every word I used, the meaning was sufficiently 
clear in context, and I encouraged them to ask for an 
explanation any time they felt unsure. Meanwhile I was 
careful to discover the centres of leadership among them. 
Denham had quite a following among the boys; Potter, big 
and beefy, seemed to tag along with Denham through sheer 
laziness in asserting bimself; Fernman and Seales were some-
what solitary characters, although they worked extremely 
well in class and played as boisterously in the playground as 
' anyone else. I had expected that Pamela Dare would be a 
leader among the girls, but this did not prove to be so; she 
had one or two familiars, but kept very much to herself with 
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a certain sullenness which I found both strange and in-
triguing. She was easily the brightest pupil, and her written 
work was neat and precise, in keeping with her personal 
appearance. Moira Joseph was the girl around whom the 
others circulated. She was tall, slim and vivacious, with a 
certain natural inclination tq ~nd aptitude for innocent 
seductiveness; most of the boys were ready to eat out of her 
hand. If I could get these king-pins to co-operate the others 
would probably fall in line. 
On my way home that evening I walked to the bus with 
Miss Dlanchard, ancj ~o!cj her ~I:!out what I had done. She 
waij' dubious about the wisdom of imposing unfamiliar, social 
codes on the ~hildrcn, yet, ~s I had already committed 
myself, she hoped it would work. I was secretly pleased at 
the concern in her large eyes and felt more than ever 
determined to make a success of the class. 
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' They'll ~e done in, Sir, I dOll' t mind haviftg ~ ~nock 
with you! . • .r, 
·Go 00, Sir, take him on.~ 
This chorus of cncouragem~nt was definitely nol in illY 
best interest. . . . 
'No, Denham, I think you'll have to skip it for today.' 
Denham looked at me pityingly, slipped the gloves olf 
hiS large hands and casually droppcci theM at fIlY feet. He ha<j 
made his point. Looking quickly at the others I coul<\ ,cad 
the disappointment and disgust in their faces. They thought 
I was afraid, scared of the hulking, loutish fellow. 
'Okay, let', go.' 
. I took a pair of gloves from Ihe horse. falter stepped 
over and expenly secured Ille 'aces for Ille while Saptano. 
strangely unhampered by his mysterious injury, lIi<\ the 
.ame for Denham. The others meanwhile ranged themselves 
along the wall, ailent and expectant. . 
As we began to box it became d~ar that Pellham', 
reputation a. a boxer was thoroughly justified; he was fast 
and scored easily, though "is hlow. Were 1I0t delivered with 
hi. full weight. I tried ·to dodge and parry .s hest I could, 
heing ouly concerned witl) riding this out for a little while 
until I could reasonably stop it. I ha"stupidly allowed myself 
to be lured into this one, an" it 'lVaS up to fIle t9 exlrlCate 
myself with a. little damage to either dignity o~ persall ~s 
I could. . 
'Corne on, Sir, go after him.' J recogllised PatriCk fern-
oun's voice. Disappointment was poignant in i~i they must 
.11 be somewhat su rprised at my lame elforts. 
Suddenly Denham moved in and hit me in the face ; the 
hlow stung me and I could feel my eyes filling up with 
tears; Il,e salt blood in my moulh signalled other damage. J 
was angry now, Ihis was no longer a pleasant liUle affair-
Ihe fellow meant business. It may I,ave been the sight of 
blood on my face, or the insistent urging of his cronies to 
~Go artcr ·i~n' i whatever it was, it spelled Denham's undoing. 
Guard open, he rushed in and I hit him j my gloved fist sank 
deep inlo his solar-plexus, and the air sighed out of him as 
he douLlcd up and collapsed on the lIoor. 
8 .. '. 
There · was a moment of stunned silellee, thcll Potter and 
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tome' others rushed 10 help 111m. 
'lloid it. Leave bim ' wil~te he is and line up quickly for 
vaulting. Clarke, collect tllc gloves and stack Ihelll by Ihe 
door.' . 
To my amazement they obeyed wilhout demur, while I 
hurried to Qcnham and helped him over to a low form 
against the wall j he was 9"ly winded and would soon be 
ri/lht •• rain. When he was comfortable I continued with 
the P.T. lesson, which went without a hitch; the boys were 
eager (a do their best, and went Ihrough Ihe various move-
ments without recourse to my prompting or direction j they 
(lOW looked at me as if I had suddenly all<\ satisfactorily 
grown up hefore tiJeir very ~yes . . 
At the end of Ihe lesson I dismissed dass and went over 
to Denham; he still looked a bit green. 
'That was just a lucky punch, old man; 110 harm meant. 
Why dOll'! you pop up 10 Ihe washroom and soak your head 
in aome cold waterl You'll feel a lot better.', . 
. 'Yes, Sir.' llis voice was shaky, but there was no hesitalioo 
or mimicry about tiJe 'Sir'. I .helped him 10 his feet and he 
aignalled to fatter, who went off with him Iowa rd. the. 
w33hroom. 
That incident marked a turning r oint in my reladonship 
with the class. Gradually Denham . aUitude changed, and 
like it that of hi. cronies. He could still pc depended on to 
fIlakc a wisecrack or comment whenever the opening 
presente" itself, hut no\" these 'lVere more acceptable 10 all 
of us, for they were 110 longer made in a spirit 9£ rebellion 
and viciousness. lie appeared clean an<! inorc and more 
helpful and courteous, and with this important area of resis-
lance dispelled Ihe class began to move into !>igh gea r. 
Moreover, I suddenly became awar~ of an important ·change 
in my ow'! rela tionship 10 them. I was experiencing more 
than ~ mere satisfaclion in receiving their attention, obedience 
and respect with their acceptance of my position as their 
teacher. I foun<\ myself liking them, really liking them, 
colleclively and singly. At first I had approached each school 
day a little worried, a li'lle fri~hlened, but mostly determined 
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to make good for the job's sake; now there had occurred in 
me a new attitud~ , a concern to teach them for their own 
eakes, and a deep pl cnsure at every sign thnt I had succeeded. 
It was a delight to be with them, and more .n<l more I had 
occasion to wonder at their generally adult view-point. 1 
was learning a little more of ihem each day. Some of them 
would remain in the classroom during recess f'nd we'd talk 
about many things, 
They were mostly from large families and understood the 
need and importance of money; they even felt that they 
ohould already be at work to help ease the financial strain 
on their parents, and to meet their own increasing demands 
for clothing, cosmetics, entertainment, etc. They spoke of 
overcrowding, marriage and children with casual familiarity; 
one. girl had helped with the unexpected birth of her baby 
brother and spoke of it with matronly concern. 
The lessons were taking hold. I tried to relate everything 
academic to familiar things in their daily lives. Weights 
were related to foodstuffs and fuel, measurements to dress-
lengths, linoleum and carpets; in this way they could see the 
point of it all, and were more prepared to pursue the more 
abstract concepts. In Geography and History we talked and 
re.ad, and here I was in the very fortunate position of being 
able to illustrate from personal experiences. They eagerly 
participated, asking me questions with a keenness I had not 
suspected in them, and often the bell for recess, lunch or 
the end of the day would find us in the heat of some 
discussion, disinclined to leave off. 
The Headmaster would occasionally drop in unexpectedly, 
and would sometimes find himself drawn into discussions 
on some ·point or other; he was pleased, and expressed his 
satisfaction with my efforts. On one such occasion I men-
tioned the idea of the visit to the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
'I wouldn't advise it,' he replied. 'You have settled in very 
nicely with them here, but taking theIl! across London would 
be another matter entirely! 
'I think they'll be okay, Sir.' 
'There's always a tendency for the best of children to show 
off when out of the closed supervision of the school confines, 
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and these are no exception, they're probably worse: than 
most. After all, you cannot hope to supervise forty-six 
children by yourself.' . 
'I'd like to try, Sir.' 
'Out of the question, Draithwaite, but I'll say this. If you 
can persuade another teacher to go with you, you may. It'. 
entirely against the Council's n~les for one teacher to have 
charge of so many chfldre!! outside the school.' 
'I'll see if I can get someone to go with me.' 
'Fine, if she's agreeable let me know and I'll arrange for 
a travel warrant.' 
He was smiling slyly and I wondered who it was he had 
in mind. 
'Dut what about that teacher's own class, Sir?' 
'Don't worry, I'll supervise it for the occasion.' 
At lunch I mentioned the plan to Miss Blanchard. 
'Would you like to help me with them,. Miss Blanchard?' 
'Gillian.' . 
'Ricky.' She smiled. 'Well, will youl' 
'I'd love to. When do you plan to go?' 
'As soon as lhe Head can arrange for the travel warrant.' 
This was fine. 
'Why didn't you ask Miss Clintridge?' 
'Just.didn't think of it, I suppose.' 
'Oh.' There was playful mockery in those eyes. 
When the rest of the staff returned from the dining hall 
I mentioned the idea of the trip, and that Miss Dlanchard 
had agreed to accompany me. They were, to oay the least, 
very dubious about it. While I sat there listening to them 
there was a knock on the door. Weston opened it to Patrick 
Fernrnan. who asked: 
'Plcase, Sir, Miss Dare would like to know if anyone has 
fixed the girls' netball.' 
'Miss Who?' Weston's voice was shrill with astonishment. 
'Miss Dare, Sir.' Fernman looked at the puzzled face 
and supplied: 'Pamela Dare, Sir.' 
Without replying Weston walked away from the door to 
lean against the fireplace, his face a study in exaggerated 
amazement. I meanwhile took a netball from the sporls 
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cupboard and save it to Fcmman, who quickly disappeared, 
nOisily slamming tbe door in bi. haste. . 
tWcll, I'U he< d~\lnncd" WcsJon was smiling. but there wu 
a sneer ncar the surface of hi. smile. 'Fancy that. "Miss 
Dare would like the netuall."· He pointe<\ his pipe at me 
with a theatrical gcsh~re. tJ say, whatever's going on in that 
classroom of yours, old manl I mean this suu,uban formality 
and all. nit foreign in this neck of the wood., ·don't you 
think I' 
'Is i\ reallyl' I enquired. It had not occurred 10 me that I 
would need to defend any illlfrovement io the children'. 
conduct or deportment, and was not quite 54re what 
Weston was gelling at. 
'What's it .11 in aid of, old manl' he continued; his hairy 
arm stuck out from the seedy, !eMher trimmed sleeves like 
that of a scarecrow; the Wurzel Gummidge of Ihe sta!f-
room. 'Some sort of experiment in culture for the fIlillions?' 
'Not quite that: I replied. 'Just an exercise in elementary 
courtesy. Docs it bother youl' I was becoming ~ bit irritated 
by the smile and the unnatural patronising good humour. 
'Bother mel Not at all 01<1 man. But tell me, do you also 
,ddrcss them as "Miss" f or s:ce you exempt btcau~~ of YOlJf, 
ah, privileged position I' . 
The rest of Ihe stalI were watching us and J Celt very 
uncomfortable. 
'I too address the girls as "Miss".' 
'Thoroughly democratic and commendable: he replied, 
the forced smile becoming even sweeter. 'But leU me, are 
the rest of us uncoulh critlers expected to follow suitl' 
'Not necessarily ; ii's merely that my c1as. ~nc:l I haye 
reached an agreement on certain courtc~ie9.' 
'Thank God for that I 1 don't somehow see myself 
addressing those snotty little tarts as "Miss" along with 
Denham and Co.' 
'Is it that you object to being taught a lesson in courtesy 
by those boys, Mr. Westonl' 
1 could hardly believe my cars. That was Mis. Dawes; I 
would never have thought of her as coming \0 anybody's 
defence, unless it was II-liss Phillips'. 
B8 
'I 110 not need lessons in manners from those morons...., 
nor from professiRIl~rvirgins either, for that mailer.' 
Miss Dawes blu5he<l, hut continued bravely ; 
'A. long as you learn, it doesn't matter who teaches, docs 
itl' 
'Good for you Josy,' Clinty interjected. 
'Ah, well,' Weston r~sumed, 'I suppose it comes natural 
to SOfl]C people to say. uYes, Ma'am i yes, Jlos~uo' 
!-lis caricature of a subservient negro was so grQte~quc 
that 1 coul<l almost srpile. But the intention behind the 
words was not f,lI1ny, an<1 I was rather relieved when Gr~ce, 
with her Ilsual tact, broke into the conversation. . 
'fly Ihe way, Ricky,' sh.e called to me, 'what have you been 
~aying to Droopyl' 
'Droopyl Who or what is Droopyl' 
'Oh, come off it. I'm talking ~liout Jane Purcell in your 
class. YOIl know . , .' and sh.e quoted; 'Uncorsetc<1, her 
friendly bust give. promise, etc., etc.' . 
'Oh, 14ee .• h~ven't beell saying anything tQ "er .peci~lIy. 
Why,' . 
' .... 11 of ~ .\ldden she's become yery conseioua of \ier, Cr, 
mammary gland • .' Grace'~ lau(;hter ran roull<llh. rOOm \lntil 
it found rellection in each face there. 
'No\,; she wanis advice 01\ the right type of braasitre--I 
never liked Ihat word, it always .ound. like. receptacle for 
hot coals.' 
'Could be. ' Clinty would never be OUt<lone, 
'Looks like she chose Ihe right person to advise her. 
Weston's owlish eyes were on Grace's attractive bust; 1 was 
sure the' untidy fringe around his mouth hid the leer which 
his voice so clearly revealed. 
'A little good advice wouldn't be wasted all you either, my, _ 
lad .' 
Grace's voice was very frosty now, and Weston .hut up. 
~ feit slightly disturbed by the tension. generated within 
the staffroom. 1 had thought that my presence was the red 
rag to Weston's bull,lmt now 1 discovered that his attitude to 
me w.a. only part of a general .ituation which had existed for 
S\)(l1e lime before my arrival. Most of ~le women teache" 
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were obviously red up at being saddled with a male colleague 
who never joined in any conversation except to be sarcastic or 
critical. Gillian, I noticed, remained cool and untroubled by 
·it. She seemed to be able to play the part of observer, letting 
any discord pass over her, confident in the assurance of her 
own poise and breeding to keep her inviolate. Miss Phillips 
seemed unaffected by it for different reasons; she spent her 
stafi"room leisure in some strange world of fancy which was 
irrevocably closed to all except Miss Dawes, who also, until 
today's brave gesture, had never allowed anything which 
transpired to invade their tight, secret conclave. 
But the clash of personalities in the staffroom was, after 
all, of no great importance, so long as its repercussions did 
not enter the classrooms. It was the children, not the teacbers, 
wbo mattered. 
1)0 
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2.6 Learnino ~o teach 
D. !I. LawTeilce 
The firs! week paned in a blind ""cqnfusioo. She: did no& ~now how to 
(tach, and she fclt she never would know. Mr Jlarby came down every 
now and ,hen 10 lice class, to sec whal $he WJU doiflg. She fdl so incompe-
leru as he lli!ood by, bullying and Ihre~lening. 50 uurcal •• hal shcwavc:nd. 
became ncuual and uC:>Il-CXiSlent. Jiul he stood there watching with thaI 
listening-genial smil~ of the eyes. d!al was really lhru.tuing; he aai4 
notbing, he made ber go on leaching, she feh she had no soul in her body. 
Then he went aw~y. and !\U; going w~s like. a derision. Tht: d"Si Wil$ his 
class. She was a wavering subilituiC. lie thrashed and bullied. he was 
haled. BUI hi w .. ~ JJlaslcr.·TIlough she was genllc and always cousidenuc 
orhcr clan, yet lhc=y belonged to Me Harby. and they did not belong 1O 
her. Uke ' ~me inviucible $Ource of ~hc rnecJlanism he kef' all power to 
himsdf. And llie d~ owned his power. And ill sch.ool iI was ~wer, and 
power alone lbal mattered. 
Soon Ursula came to dre.ad "i~. and al the bol1om oOu:r dread was a 
seed ~f hale. for Jile dc;5pi,scd .b.im. yet be ~a.s m~Slce of bu~ ·Tile .. she 
bega.n 10 g~t on. All ~c: other uacllen haled ~iI'-:I, and fan~ed tbeir hatred 
among themselves. for I,c was m~slcr <?f ,heIR and the chUdren, -..C ~tood 
like a wJltei to male absolute his aud,onty over ,he b~("d. Tha~ seemcci II) 
be hu one rea.w~ in life. to hol4 blind audloo1Y over tbe .choo!. lib 
tcachen wen: h~ lU-"jects:u much AI the ~cllola". Only. ~cau,c' they h~ 
sonie: a~tbority, .,is t.llstiau;:4 waa LO 4~~~t them. . . .' 
Ursula ~uld nOl make: herself a 'filvourl(e 'whh Itim. From the: 6rs~ 
mOJUent 'ibe: ~c( hard ag~lI.st him.. She Ict ~p'in:a Viol~I Uarhr also. Me 
}Iax-by wu, howevu, too much foc her, b:e Will IWQlelhing sbe co~ld not 
~mc 10 grips with, something too sllong for Iter. Sh~ (ried to approach 
"jl~l as a young, b~ght girl u!iually approaches" maJ), expecting a litlle 
chivalrous courlcsy. But 'he fact Iha& ahe wu a girl, a woman, was ignored 
or used as a mailer for wntcmpt against her. Slle did nol know wh"'l .he 
was, nor what sbe must ~. She wanled to remain bcr own responsive, 
per:;onal self. 
So she \augl'l ou. She made friends wilh the: Standard Thrtt Icadler, 
Maggie Schofield. Miss S ct~ofid4 was aboul twcnly ye:anl old, a suWucd 
girl who held aloof from thc other l~chets. She was rather beautiful, 
meditalive. and seemed to live in another, lovelicr world. 
Ursula (ook her qiflilcr W lchool. and during lile second week ate il in 
Mis:.; Schoficld'~ room. Standard Three clouSfoom stood by ilSc~r "'U.1 had 
windows on IWO sido, looking ou 10 ~he playgrouml. h was a passiomlle 
I"Clicf to find such a retrcOlI in the ~an'ing school. for therc were polli of 
Source: I.AW61U'C£, O. u. ( 1 9'~) 11u Raiul;"w. ~..onJ.un : JlcinclH~nn . 
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chrys_nthemou~s "nd colou rt'{llt:a\'c~ , {t l \{~ ~ big jar ofLerries: Ihere were 
preuy I:ule pictu res on ahe wall , nholOguvure reproduclions from 
Cfeu~c, and Reynolds's At, of Imu)(mrl, gidhg a.n "ir orintimaC)'i SO Ihat 
the 1'001" , with il! window spact, its sma.ller, lidier desks, it$ lOl!ch of 
pi~lures and flowers,. made Ursula at once glad. litre at la~' was a little: 
p,:rtlO,)al touch, to which she oouM respond. 
It was Mond"y. She had bee:n at school a week and was gelling used \0 
lite: surrouuJings, though slLe waS slill an cmire foreiguer in lIerself. She 
looked forward to havi'ng dinner with Maggie. Thai was the LJrighl spot in 
die: day. Maggie was so strong and remole, walking with slow, sure steps 
down it. hard road, cafTying the dream within her. Ursula went th rough 
lhe class lc~ chjng ... s through ~ meaningless dJ;l.C. 
Iler d ilss lumbl.ed out at mid·day il\ hal?hnard (ashion, She did 1101 ),C! 
realize whal host. she was gathering against hersdfby her superior lOln· 
ancc, her kimJnes, and herlaiHlf·a/la. Thc~' were gQne, and she was rid of 
.. hem, and Ihat was aU. She hurried away to the teachers' roo'!'. 
Mr Brun.I was crouching al the small stove, puuing it. lillie rice·pudding 
lnlo the i,lVef). lie rose then, and altenlively poked in a small ~auCcpan oil 
the hob wi~h a for~ . Then he n:pla~ed the saucepiln lid , . 
• 'Aren't lbey done?' ~!kcd Ursula gal~Y~ )Jrcaking in o". hi~ l C;l~se ~~$Orp-­
lIoo. 
· ~ht ~Iways ,,"ep, a bri~b t , tl~ilhe manner, an4 WM picasap.t ·to . .alllbe 
~eachc.n. for ,she feh like ,he swan ~mong Ihe gee~, or iUperior beriu.ge 
and belonging. t'\n" her pride al being lhc .. wan in Ihis ugl)' :u;hool waa not 
yel.baled. . ... . 
'Nol y~'" rev.licd .... r Brune. laconic. . ~. wond~r if my dish is hot,' she said, ~~diug '.Iown ~l lheo\'c;n. Slie ha~r 
cX~lc4 him to look for a,u, but ' le look no notice. She was I)ungry",qd 
she pokc~ her fi~ger eagerly in liit pol 10 .~e; if her t>russc.&, 'proul. 'tn.4 
po~a,oes and meal were ready. They were nOI. ' . 
, 'Do"c, you Ihink it"' "'lherjolly b"ingiog dinner?' she lOli.d to M( Bruni. 
'a clou'l know as I do: he said, spreading,," sen'ieue on a corner of,lle 
,atJle, and not looking; al hef, 
'. suppose it is too (ar for you to go home?' 
'Yes.' lie u.id. Then he rose :tntllooled at htr . lie had lhe Llucs., 
fiercest , mosl poinlcd eyes lhat shc had (:\"cr mCI. Itt" slared at her ~'ilh 
growing fic(cencss. . 
' In were you, Miss Draugw.en,' he said, JlH~ I,adf}gl)', •• should gel a bil 
lightc .. hand ove .. my dass! 
· Ursu la shrauk. 
'Would you?' she asked, sweedy, yel in tcnor. 'Anu', llitricl enough?' 
,' Uecausc, ' llc repeatcd, lilkinJ.{ no notice of her, " hey'll gel you down if 
),ou aou'ltacklc 'ew pn~uy quid.. Thc)"lIpuU you duwn, aHa won)' ) '011, 
tilllJ arhy gelS you :;hihed - th;u's how it'U be. You won'll>e . Iere anolhe.· 
six wt:d.:s' _ iiud he filled his lUuluh with food- 'if)'ou dOIl"lad.le 'C Ol alill 
1:lddc 'CIIl quid;..' 
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'Oh, hut -' Ursula said, resentfully, ruefully. The terror was deep in 
her. . 
'lb.rby'U nOI hdp you. This is what he'll do- he'fllet you go on, getting 
worse ~od worsc, till either you clear out or he clears you out. It doesn't 
mailer to me, except that yt>u'lJ lea\'c a class behind you as I hope I shan't 
have to cope with.' 
She heard the accusation in the ma,,'s voice, and1elr condemned. But 
sfiU, .school had not yet become a ddinite reality to her. She W~ shirking 
il. ·1t was reality. bue j( wa5 all out.side her. And she fought against Mr 
Brunt's representafion. She did not want to realize. 
'Win it be so terribJe?' she said, quivering, ralher beautiful, bUI with a 
slight touch of condC5cc::rmOP, because she would not betray lu:r own 
trepidation. _ 
'Tcrribler said tlie man, turning to his potatoes again. '. dunnoaboul 
terrible.' 
') u fed frightened,' said Unula. 'The children seem $0-' 
'What?' said Miss Huby. entering at that moment. 
'Why: Said Ursula, 'Mt Btunt sa)'31 ougbt to taclle my class;' aDd she 
~ laughed uneasity~ , . .; . ' . 
'Oh, you have to k«p order if you want to leach: said Miss Darby, 
hard, superior, trite. ' 
, Ursula did not answer. She relt non..qJid bd"0I'e them. 
'If you ·~nt to be letlb~, you havt;' said Mr Brunt. 
'Well. if you can't k.eep ordcrj 'what good GTe.' you?' said Miss lIarby. 
'An' you've got 10 do it by y.,unelf" ~hi.S voice roJc like 'the binercry fI 
the prophets'. 'You'D get no "tlp rrom anybodya' 
'Oh inila:d!' said Miss H_roy. 'Some peopl~ .. cao·, be hdpal.' And she 
depart<d [ ... ] . .. . ... .. . 
Ursula felt her heart faint inside her. Why must she-grasp aU thi~, why 
must she force leaming on fifty-five reluctanfchildren, baving.aJllhe time 
an ugly, rude jealousy behind her, ready to throw her to the mercy orlbe 
he~d of children, who would like to f"Cfld hcras !I ,we:aker repre:senlalive of 
aUlhority. A great dread or ber task possessed her. She saw Mr Brunt, 
Miss Huby, Miss Schofield, aU lbe,.sclroolteachers, drudging unwillingly 
at the graceless ink of compelling many childn:n into one disciplined, 
mechanical set, reducing the whole set to an automatic state of obedience 
and attention, and then of rommanding thdraettptana: of VaTious pieces 
of knowledge. The fint great task was to reduce sixty chi1dren toone state 
of mind, or being. This state must be produced automaticaUy, through the 
will of the teacher, and the will of the whole school authority, im~ 
upon the will of the children, The point was that the headm~ter and the 
teachers should have one will in authority, which should bring the will of 
the children into accord. But the headmaster was narrow and exclusive. 
The wiU of,the teachers could nOl agree with his, Iheir separate wills 
refused to br so subordinated, So there was a state of anarchy, leaving the 
final judgmenl to the childrt:n themselves, which authority should elcist. 
UMJ1inl io (,4th '4' 
So there existed a se t of separalc wil1~ , each sirainirog itself to 'he utmost 
to exert its own authority. Child .. en will neve .. naturally acquiesce 10 
sitting in a da.'iS and submitting to knowlcdge. They must be compelled by 
a stronge .. , wiser will , Against which willibey mUSI always stri\'e to r~'o1t:: 
So tbat the fintgreat dT"ort of every teachcrofa farge class must be to bring 
the will of the children intoacco .. dance with hi.!'l own win, And this hecan 
only do by an abnt"gation of his Vtt"SOnal sdf, and an application of a 
system oflaws. for the purpose of achieving a cenain calculable result, the 
imparting of certain knowledge. Whereas ursula thought she was going (0 
become the first wise teacher by making the: whole business personal. and 
using no compulsion. She believed cntlTdy in her own personality. 
So that she wa.s in a verydttp mess. In tile first platt she was offering to 
a dass a I"datiooship Which ooly one or two ofthc <;hildren ,.'ere sensitiv~ 
enough to appreciate, So thai tbe ~ were Jdl outsiders, therdOre 
against her. SeoondIy. she was placing hcrsdfin passive antagonism .o.the 
ooe fix..! authority of M. Harby. so that the schob.<s could /I10I"O safely 
hany h .... She did not mow, bu. her instinct sndual1y wam<d b .... She 
wa.s torturm by the voice ofMr DrooL On it wmt,jarT"in& barsh. fun of 
bate. but so moootonous, it neady drove heT mad: always die. saine set. 
harsh monotony. The man was btootnc a me.daa.oism working 00 and on 
and on. Bul the pcrsoo\l roan was instibdued friaioo all the time. It was 
horrible - all Ita",! Mus. she be: liie this? She could fed the ghas'lY 
nea:uity. She must become the same-put away the personal KIf, bcoome 
an instrument, an abstraction, working UPOl). certain. mat~l. the d~ 
to acbicv<: a set purposcofmaung!h..n mow.., much cado.day. And.sbe 
"",Id no. ""bmiL Y e. gradually ~ fe' •• be invincible iron closing upon 
her. The .un was being blodted.oUL onen when she went out at playtime 
utd saw • lumioous blue ay with d:tangin& douds, 'it seemed jmt a 
fantasy • like a pitte. of painled scenery. Her heart was so blaclr. and tangled 
in the teaching, ber personaJ Idr was shul in prison. abolished. shc was 
subjugatt: to a bad, des(ructive will . . How then could d;e sky be shining? 
Theft was- no sky, there was no luminous atmosphere or out-of-doors~ , 
Only lbc inside of the school was reaJ- hard, roncn:tc, real and vicious, 
She would not yet, however, lei school quite overcome her, She always 
said, 'It is not a permanency. it wiD co~c to an end: Sheoould always see 
hersdf beyond the placc. see the time when .s~e ha4 lere it. On Sundays 
and on holidays, when she was away at COssetbay or in the woods where: 
the beech-leaves were faUen, she could thinlr. orSt Philip's Church School. 
and by an effort ofwil1 put it ,in the picture as a dirty titde low-squatting 
"building that made a very tiny mound under the sky, while the great 
beech-woods spread immense about her, and. the afternoon was .spacious 
and wonderful. MoreOver the children, the schobts. they were 
insignificant little objects rar away, oh, far away" And what power had 
they over her frre .soul! A fleeting thought orth~ as she kicked her way 
through the beech-leaves, and they were gone. But her will was tense 
against them 3:11 the time. 
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AU the while, fhe)' pursl4cd her. She had nc\'~r bau ~uch it ~~!isionil,l~ 
Jove of Ihe hca.u(ifu]i.hings abOUI her. Sitting on lOp of lhe train.car, at 
evc:ning, sometimes school was swept away as she saw a ~ag~ificent sk.r 
sculing down. And her Lrca'I, her very hauds. clamoured for the: lovely 
Hare: of sunsel. It was poignanl almas; to agony, her n:aching for il. She 
alillosl crieo aloud seeiug 'he sU!ldown so lovely. 
For she wa$ held away. II was no maller how she said 10 herself that 
schoul existed no more once she had left it. h existed. ft was within her like: 
a uark weighl, controlling 'Ief movcmc:nl. h \Vas in vain ahe higl\-spirilcli, 
proud young gill fiung' olf Illc school and ils association with her. Slit wu 
Miss Ura,'gwc:n. she: was Standard five: teacher. slae had her most impon· 
ant IJcilig i,l hcr work now. . , 
Consta,;tly haunting her. like a dar~ncss llavering over her tlcan anq 
threatening Lo swoop down olle:r il .t every moment, Wi$ Ihe sensc lhat 
somehow, somehow she wa4 brougtll qown. Diuerly she eJ,cuic'd unlo 
Ilcl"Sdf lhal she: was really a llicboolteacher. ~i1VC lhal to Ihc ViolCl 
Harhys. She hersclfwould slan£t clear of'he accusation. It was il) vain she 
denied it. . 
Within herself some recording hand s~cme4 10 point mechan~cally to a 
negation. She was incapal,)le of fuUilHng her lask. She: coul" nev'cr for a 
moment escape from Ih~ falal weight or 'he knowledge, 
And so she felt infcrlor 10 Viold tI~r~y. Miss lIarby w~:&: * 'plenQ~d 
leacl)(:r. She could kt:cp order antt inmc, "qowledge Qn a ~lass whh 
remarkable dficieucy. h was flO gooq Ursula's proles'cillg to hersdfd .. ,\ 
she was infinilely, infinitely the sUJlerior of Violet liar by. She ~ne:w dlat 
Violet ~1arby iucceeded where she failed, and ,hi¥ ill a tl\sk ""ILieh was 
almOlil a Ics( of her. She fclt sorru;lhing all Ihe l!lIlt wearing upo~ heft 
wearing Iler down, She went about in ,htse fint weeks 'f)'in~ ~o deny it, to 
say she: Wi.tS free a:l ever. She tried uo, 1~(Cei al a disadvaotage befQl'c Miss 
Barby. lried to keep up the effecl of her own superiority. Bu. ~ &f.eal 
weight wa:i on h,er, which ViolclliarLy could Lear, anJ she herself could 
nOI . 
Though she did nOI givc in, die (le~,cr succeed,cd. J ler class was gClling 
in worse conditioll, she knew herself less and less secure in ,eachin~ it. 
Oughl shc 10 wilhdraw anl1 go home again? Ought she (0 say she haq 
COlile 10 Ihe wrong place, and so retire? ~lcr v!!ry life was at test. 
She \Yent 00 duggedly, blindly. wailiog for a crisis . Mr Barby hal! now 
begun 10 persecute Iter. )lei" dread al\d balfC~d or him grew anq loomed 
larger and larger. She was afraid he was going LO buUy her aoddestroy Iler. 
He began 10 persecute: her because she could nOl kc:cp her class in pruper 
condition, because her clas~ was the weilk I~nlt ill tlte chain which made UI) 
lhe school. 
Oue of tht: oOcOC(;S was ,hal her class was noisy and dislurbed Mr 
llarLy, as lie: look StaOliard Seven al the Oilier end of Ihe room, She:·was 
laking composition all a cen ... ill morning, walking ill among Ihe sdlOlacs. 
SOllie of the Loys hal! di r! ), cal'S and lIecks, Iheir dodling smdle« 
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unpleas.uut)', Lut she cOllld ignore iI. Sh~ corrected the wriling ~s she 
WCIl(. 
'When }'uu sa)' "lIu:ir illt is hrowu'" Ilow dQ )'0\.1 \'Irile "their"?' she 
;.sked. ' " " . 
There \Vas it liule pausej ,he bo)'s wcre al'!'l'ays j(:eringl~' bad,w~rd ia 
~oswcring. They had begun 10 jeer at htr aUlhorit)· altogether. 
'Please, l-oliss, HI-e+r,' spelled a lad, lou'dl}', with a note of mockery. 
At lhat looment ~lr Hardy was passing . 
'Stantl up. Hili!' he ca.lled, in a big \'oiee, 
Everybody started. Ursula \\'alched 'he PO)', Ite was c\'idcI\11r ponr, 
and ralher cunlling. A stiff bit of hair stood straight olT his forehead, tll~ 
rest fiucd .close; to his ,meagre hc:a-;l. He was pale and coloudc5s. 
'Who wid )'OU 10 caU ou,?' Ihundcrc:d Mr Hartl}'. 
The bo)' JO'?kcJ up and down, wilh", guihy air, and a cunning, c}'nieal 
r~ser ... c. :' 
IPlease. Sir, 1 WiU answering,' ~)e replied, \Vid~ .hc same 'Iumble insul· ' 
euce. 
'Go 10 my desk.' 
The bo)' sct ofT do~ •• l~le rooln, lhe big black jadc' hanging in dcjcc(c4 
rpids abol" hilll. hi$ thin !cgs, ralher lmod,ed ~l lhe knees, going alread)' 
with the r.OIuper's cr4wl,tlis feel in 'heir big Poou scarcely lifted. Ur~ul!l 
~atchcd lim in his ~rawling s1in~ing progrcssdown the room.lfc wa$ QI)~ 
oflur boy.s! When he: l$o,,~ lhedesk,I.c:: looked round, h~lffunivc1y, wil~ a. 
sort of cunning grin and a padle(;C leer al !he big Loys of Slandar4 V II . 
The", pitiaulc, pale. in hill dejectcd garlllC'lUs, he: lounged Ltnder Ih~ 
fJlcnacc of 'he ~le·adm'asler's desk, with 'one ' thin leg croO~cq 0\4 ,be "nee 
and the:: fOOL ,lUck oUlliide:ways. ,lis hands in 'he: law·hauging POC"CII Qf 
his ~al\'$ jacket. 
Ursula tricd to gel her allention bad 10 'he class. 'The ,ooy ga\'( her ill. 
,illic horro r, and she was ailhe same time hot wilh pity for him, She fell 
s!le wanacu (0 scream. She: was responsiLle for lhe boy'. punishrqeot. ~'r 
UarlJy was loolti~g a\ her handwriling on the boa~d. lie turned 10 Ihe 
class. ' 
'PCIIS down.' 
The children pUI down ,heir ptUS and 'ook~d ull.: 
't'old arms.' 
They pus.he:d back their books and foldc:d arn15. 
Ursula, stuck among the Lack furms, could no, e)o;uicile her:idf. 
'What is your composilion aboul?, 'asked ,he: headmaster, ~\'el)"ha'id 
':i!lot up. 'The: -' sluHc:rt:d some , 'oice in its eagerness (0 ans~er. 
'I wouldn', advise ~'ou to call OU1,' said Mr Barb)'. He would ha\'e a 
(JlcasiuH voicc, full and musical, bUl for the deleslable mel~acc Ihal a.lwa)'s 
Iflikd in it. He slcod unmovcd, his c:ye.s ,winkling under his bushy black 
brows, watching the class. There was somelhing fasciniuing in him, as he 
SlooJ . ami again she wanted 10 scream. She was all jarred, she did 1101 
know Wllill slit rdl. ' 
'" I> 
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'Well, Alice?' he said. 
'The rabhir; piped a girl's voice. 
I A very easy subject for Standard Fivt: .' 
Ursula felt a slight shame of incompetence. She was exposed before the 
class. And she was tormented by tfie contradic toriness of everything. Me 
Harby .ifood so strong, and so male, with his black brows and clear 
forehead, (he heavy jaw, the big, overl;anging moustache: !::uch a man, 
with strength and male power, and 3 cerra in blind, native be3uty. She 
might have liked him as a man. And here he stood in some other capacity. 
bullying over such a trifle as a boy's speaking out without permission. Yet 
he was not a little, fussy m~n . l:Je seemed 10 have some crud, stubborn, 
evil spirit, he was imprisoned in a task too smal1 and petty for him, which 
yet, in a servile acquiescence, he would fulfil, because he had to earn his 
living. Be had no finer control over himself, only this blind, dogged, 
wholesale will. He would keep the job going, since he must. And his job 
was to make the children spell the word 'caution' correctly, and put a 
capitalletter aner a full-stop. So at this he hammered with his suppressed 
hatred, always suppressing himself, till he was kside himself. Ursula 
suffered bitterly as he stood, short and handsome and powerful, teaching 
her class. It seemed such a miserable thing f9r him to be doing. He had a 
decent, powerful, rude soul. What did he care about the composition on 
'The Rabbit'? Yet his will kept him there before the class, threshing the 
triv~al subject. It was habit with him now. to be so little and vulgar, _out of 
place. She saw the shamefulness of his position, felt the fettered wicked-
ness in him which ~uld blaze out into evil rage in the long run, so that he 
WOUi like a ~rsistent, strong creature tethered. II was really intolerable. 
The jarring was .torture to her .. She looked ovet (he silent, attentive class 
that seemed to ha .... e crystallized into order and rigid, neutral form .. This he 
had it in his power to do, to crystallize (h.e children into hard, mute 
fragments, fixed under his will: his brute will, which fixed ·tlieo, by sheer 
force. She too must leam to subdue them to her will: she must. For it was 
her duty, since the school was such. ~Je had crystallized the class into 
order. Dut (osee him, a strong, powerful man, using all his power for such 
a purpose, seemed almost horrible. There was something hid~~us about it. 
The strange, genial light in his eye: was really vi.cious, a,:",d ugly, his smile 
was one of torture. He could not be impers6hal. He coiJld not havc a clear, 
pure purpose, he could only exercise his own brute will. He did not ~elieve 
in the least in the education he kept inflicting year after year upon the 
children. So he must bully • .only bully, even while it tortured his strong, 
wholesome nature with shame like a sp~r always galling. 'He was so blind 
and ugly and out ofpbce. Ursula could not bear it as he stood there. The 
whole: situation was wrong and ugly. 
The lesson was finished , Mr Harby wen t awa)'. At the far end of the 
room she heard the whistle and the thud of the cane. Har heart stood stiU 
within her. Sh(' could not bear it, no, she could not bear it when the boy 
was beaten. It mo.de her sick. She felt that she mU'lt go out of this school, 
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this tO ltu re-pl;\ce:. And she hated the 5choolmasler, thvrough1r and 
finallv. The brute, had he no shame? He should nc\"Ct he allowed 10 
cOlHi ~ue the atroc ity of this hullying Cflll:lty. Then Hill came !::t:1wling 
back, blubbe ring piteously. There was sUnlc lhinK desobte aholLt his 
blubbering that nea rly broke ber heart. For after all , irshe h::td kept hrr 
class in proper discipline, this would ne\"(~r han happened, l1ill would 
never have called cuI ;!.nrl been caned. 
She began the arilhmetic leSSOIl . But she \ .. ·as distracted . Tht' boy Hill 
sa t away on the back desk, huddled lip. blubbering and sucking hi s h;tnd. 
It wa'i a long time. She dared not go ncar, nor speak to him. She fdl 
ashamed before him: And sht:Jdt she cou ld not forgiH the bor ror being: 
the Imddled, blubbering object, all wet and snivelled, which he wu. 
She went on correcting the sums. But there were too many children. She 
could not get round tlu: class. And Hill was on her conscience . .-\1 last he 
had stopped crying, and sat bunched over his hands, playing quietly. 
'nlen he looked up at her. His race was dirty with (eMS, his eyes had a 
curious ",ashed look, like the sky after rain, a sort of wanness . lIe bore no 
malice. He had already forgotten, and was waiting to be restored to the . 
. normal position. 
'Go on with your work, Hill,' she said. 
The children were playing O\:er their arithmetic. and, she knew, che~t-·· 
ing thoroughly. She wrote another sum on the blackboard. She could not 
gel round the class. She w(:nt again to the front t6 walch. $orne were ready. 
Some wer(: not. 'Yhat was she to do? . 
At last it was time for recrntion. She ga,·e the order 10 cease wo·rking, 
and in someway or other got her class out of the room. Then she faced th(: 
disorderly litter 0, ';Jotled; uncorncted books, of broken rulers and 
thewed pens. And her heart sank in sickne~s. The misery was getting 
deeper. 
The trouble went on and on, day after day. She had always piles of 
books to marfc., myriads of errors to correct, a heartwearying lask that she 
loathed . And the work got worse and worse. \Vhc:n she tried to nalter 
hcrsclfthat the composition grew more ali,·c, more interesting, she had 10 
scc that the handwriting grew more and more sloyenly, the books were 
filthy and disgracerul. She: tried what she could, but it was of no use. But 
she was nbt gOIng to take it. seriously. Why should she? Why should she say 
to hersel f, that it mattered.}f she failed to teach a class to write perit-clly 
neatly? Why should she take the blame unto herself? 
Pay day came, and she receiHd four pounds· t""o sh illings ilOd one 
• penn)'. She was \'(:ry proud that day . Shr had neHr had so much money 
before. And she had euned it all herst'lf: She sat on the wp ofthe tram-ca r 
fingering the gold and fraring she miglll lose il . She fcll so c:s tabli shed and 
strong, brcause or it. And when she got horne she said to her mot her: 
'II is P"Y day la-day; rrlol.i.lc r: 
' A)'.' said Ii.er mother cciolly. 
Theil Ursula put down fi fty sh illings on the table. 
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'n ... l is my boarJ ,' she said. 
'Ay.' said her l"flolher, Jcuin8' ie lie. . 
Ursula wu Ilun. V tl she had ()a.d " cr sco,. Silt WilS fret. She raid (or 
whal silt had. There rcmaineq morcov~( thirty-two sllillings of her OWl}. 
She would not spend allY. she who ~as flaturaUy ~ sptt1~lhrin. hc:!==aus:~ 
she c.ould not bear 10 damag~ her fine gold. . 
She had a ,tanding ground now "apart from he; parcou. She wa~ 
$omething dse besides lhe mere daugh(Cr of WHiiam ilnd Anna ~rang­
wen. She was in~ercl1dcDl. She ~tnc:l,I her owo. I~vin~. She VIas an 
imponanl member of 'he working c.:ommunity. Sbe was ,ur~ lhal tifly 
shillings it month quite paid for h~r keep. If her mother fccciv~d fifly 
shillings a mOllth for ~ach of .h~ ~hildrcn, .he would receive .wcnty 
pounds a OIonlil ami PO clothes to pr()vjd~. Very well thefl . . . 
' Ursula was ;ndependcnr officr par~nts. Sh~ now adhen:d elsewllere. 
Now. the 'Do .. rd of Education· w~~ a phrase lh~( ,ang significant to her, 
and she fclt Whhchall fa.r beyond . her as 11er uhhnatc: ~~me. In 4he 
governmenl, she knew whidl minister Jlad ~~prcm~ CQnJrol qvcr Edu~­
cion, and it seemed '0 her ahat. jn $Orne Yfa,(. he ~a, cunnecle4 ~,,~ Iter, ~ 
her father WiU connected wiu\ her. . . . 
She had ~nother self. anolh~i rtspo!u~ibili'y. She w~. nq J~m,er Un:ul~ 
Dfangwc:n, 4aughter of William Qr~ngwcu. She W~i also .&tand~f4 f'jv~ 
Icadler in S, rhilip's SchOflI. ,,"~d Jt w". a. ca.sc npw of~jfl& S~p'~~rd Fjv~ . 
leadlC: .... ~pd pOliting d~e. for s'le ~u'.4 ,lot ~.scape. . . 
Nehher could she succeed. lliat wa, hc;r horror. 4\! ~t,te wech r~sc4 
on. Ihc.n;.,w;iU po UNu)a. Pr:.ngwen. free andjoUy. There was only a gi~' Q( 
thai name o~sessed by tnc facl thai ahe coul4- JU)1 manage lief cI~. Q( 
childrc~. At week-c: ilds lh~re ~~4=. dan of pas:PQnate r'cae'lion, whe~l ~l~e 
. went l~ud with Ihe la~,e oflibcriY. when. merely 10 be free ii, 'be morQin" 
Co sic down at he r enlbroidery and sthch tilt; coloured .si'u wi!h a pas~ion 
of delight. For the prison house was alway, awai~ing herl TJais wu only" 
res pile, as her chained heart knew w~ll. SO ·lhat she seized hQld of 'h.e swif, 
hours oCthe week-end. and wrung ahe last dt'Op ofswee,ness oul of.tu:m, in 
~ lillie. cruel frenzy. 
She did not leU anylwdy 'lOW Illis :ilate was a lorlure to hef. Sfle did no' 
confide, either (0 Gudrun or I~ her paunlS. ho\'( horrible she round i l 10 be 
a scllool-I<:aclier. BUI whe" Sunday night camc, and she fcl~ th~ Monday 
morning at Iland, site was $Irung up l il{hJ \vilh dreadrul 3qlicipalion. 
because lhe urain and the lor ture was pear a.gain. 
She did 110( believe liIat she wuld ever leach Ihat grcal prulish class, in 
thai brutal schooli ever, ever. And yel, if shc failed. she must in some: way 
go under. She mu.s, admit ,hal Ihe: m~"'1i world wa.s 100 strong for her. she 
could not take her place in iti sbe musl go dOWfl before Mr Barby. And "II 
ber life henceforth, Ihe mus l go on, never having free:d hers~lf oflbe man', 
world. nc:vcr having a.chieved tile freedom of'he: gre:al world of rt:sponsiLle 
work. Maggie Ilad lakcn her plliee there. she had even stood level Wilh Mr 
lIarhy and gOI free ,,(J, im : and her lOoul was always wandering in far-otr 
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valleys and glades rupoelrY. Maggie \ 'I' il$ frcc. Yel ,here was 5Omcthlng . 
lile slthjeclion in tdaggico' .s very freedom. Me: U .. rby, the man, d isliked die 
rcserVtd wonlan, Maggie. Mr Barby, the schoolmaster, fespccled ,li.s 
,eiu;her. Mil'~ Schoijeld. 
for lhe prcsent, however. Ursula only ~nvied alu" admired ~taggie.Sh~ 
tlersc:~ had still 10 get )Vhere Maggie had gOt . Shc had "ill lO ma~e hef ' 
fooling~ She had la~~n up a position on Mr Harby's ground. and.he muu 
~cep it. For he was now Leginning a regular a~tack on her. tp drive her 
~way out of his lOCPOOI. She coul~ I~oll<.eep orqer. llc:r class wai a turbuleOL 
crowd, and llu~ weak spot in lhe school's work. Ttlerefor~ she mu!t go. and 
~omconc mon: u~ful Jl~uSI con~e in her pl~cc. Ip,neo~e wllo cou~d keep 
discipline. . '. . 
Tpe ~\eadmuter ha4 worked himself huo a.o 9b.seulon of fury again$J 
her. lie only wanJe4 her gone. Sh~ hal1 c~me. ,he had got wOfse u lh~ 
weeks weOl oo"she wa~ aLsol~'c:ly n9 good." flis .system, wJU,cb wa~ hi~ 
yery li(c;: in $qtool! Jhe oulcom~ ofhis bodily UlovemCUI, w,u ~uacked iln4 
lhre~te:nq.l aJ tile point '¥(here V.rlliul" was included. Shc wal "ac danger' 
I~~' 11"<a.eoed h;' !>ody with ~. hlow, • f.lI. And "Ii"diy. !loora.ghlr •. . 
p"loving rrop) "fQP.-& iUSti~lC' Qf Op~silion, h~ ~. 19 · W9rk ~q expel . 
her. ',. . ' . . 
When t,e pUIl~$hc:d·one ofhef dli!4rcn as he h~d punished ,be: boy JiiU,.: 
for ilP o(fen~' agains, 4imul/. J'lc made ,pt: punislUllePl extra beavy whl • . 
,he signiflcart~ lha~ ,he,ex.t ra "roke ~JnC in because pfthe wca~ lcache, 
Wl~o ~nowe~ ~1' thue Ihings to ~. When be punidaed (O.f 'n pifence: j 
agajn$t ~trf · il~ p~n.lshed lighlly .• a,' if offencc ... gains' her ~efe: hQJ ' 
.ignificanl. Whic\l ." .he children ~new. and Ihcy beb"'e" aq:<>rdingly . . 
}:very now ~",h~,gain Mr' Ia.rhy would ,woop down toc:xarnine exercise ~ 
books. F~.r i" whot, hour •. he woul4 be: going round 'h~ class. taking boo~ j ,.f~er book. comparing page ~fler page. whilst Ursula stoo4 aside for all die: I 
~e,na.rks and fau,t-fiuding (0 be pointed at her ,!trough the ,cholan. "was' 
true. siucc: :;he had come, lhe coinposi lion booki had grown more: aQd 
more untiJy. disorderly, fihlly. Mr Barby poinled to .h~ pages done 
before ber rlgime. anq 10 "lose done: aftcr, :lud feU in to ~ passion ofragc. 
Many childrcn he sen~ ou~ to the front wilh Iheir ~ks. And after he had 
thoroughly gOlle ,hrough the silcm and quinring class he ca~ed 1~C wont 
offenders we:U. ill rront or Ihe olhers. Ihundering '* real passion of anger 
",119 chagrin. . . 
'Such a. condilion in a class, I COlA', belicve it! II is sin~pl)' disgracrful! j 
cau'L lhin" how you Jlilve been lei 10 get like it! Every Mond .. y morning j 
511all come down altd examine du::sc books. So don', think ,I,at because 
tlltre is nobody pa,·jUg all)' a liemion 10 rOll, lltal }·ou are free to unh:am 
everything } 'OU ever learned, and go back lill rou arc nOI hi for SlandanJ 
T hree. '1 shaH examine aU bools e\"Cr)" ~fondar-' 
Then iu a rage, he: ~enl awa)' Wilh his cane, lca\'i(lg Ursula loconfrom a 
pate. q uivering class. wi lOse childish faces wc,·e shu t in blanJi re:selUlnCnl, 
fear. and billcrnc:ss, who'sc souls were full of anger and cOlllemp' of },t( 
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rather than oflhe master, 'whose cyc5100ked at her with the cold, inhuman 
accusation of chi idrcn. And she could hardly make mcchi\niC21 words 10 
speak to them. When she gaye an order they obeyed with an insolent 
olf-handedness. as if to say: 'As for you, do you think we would obeyyou, 
b!:l (or the master?' She sent the blubbering, caned boys to their seals, 
knowing that they too jeered at her ?.nd her authority, holding her weak-
ness respons ible rO!- wh<ll puni .~hmenl had overtaken them . And she knew 
~he whole posi tior. , so Ihal even her horro r of physical beating and 
sll/Tering sank to a deeper pain, and hecame? rnoral judgmcnt upon her, 
worse than any hurl. 
She must, during the nat week, watch over her books. and punish any 
fault. Her soul d~cid~d it coldly. Her personal d~sire was dead for that day 
a t least. She must have nothing more of herself in school. She wa.'1 to be 
Standard Five teacher only. Thllt was her duty. ]n·school. she was nothing 
but Standard Five teacher. Ursula Brangwen must be excluded. 
So thal. pale. shut, at last distant and impersonal. she saw no longer'the 
child. how his eyes danced. or how he had a queer little sou l that muld not 
be botJlereel with shaping handwriting 50 long as he dashed down what he 
thought. She saw no children, only the task that Wa5 to ~ done:. And 
keeping her eyes there. on the task, and not on the child. she was imper-
sonal enough to punish where she could otherwise only have sympathized, 
understood, and condoned, to approve where she would have been menly 
uninterested before. Dut her interest had no place any more. 
I t was agony to the impulsive, bright girl ofscventcen to become distant 
and official, having no personal relationship with .the childrc;:n. For a 
few days, after the agony oflhe Monday, she Succeeded, and had some 
success with her class. But it was a state not natural to her, and she began 
to reJax. 
'Then came another infliction. There w~re not enough pens to go round 
the class. She sent to Mr Harby for morc. He came in person: 
'Not enough pens. Miss Brangwcn?' he said. with the smile and calm of 
exceeding rage against her. 
'No, we are six short: she said, quaking. 
"Oh, how is that?' he said, menacingly. Then, looking over 1he class, he 
asked: 
'How many are there here to·day?' 
'fifty-two,' said Ursula, but he did not tale any notice, counting for 
himscl( 
'Fifty-two.' he said. 'An.d how many pens are there, Staples?' 
Ursula was now silent. He would not he~ her if she answered, since he 
had addressed the monitor. 
'That's a very curious thing,' said Mr Harby, looking over the silent 
class with a slight grin offury. All the childish faces looked up at him blank 
and exposed. , " 
'A few days ago there were sixty pens for this class - now there are 
forty·eight. What is forty-eight from sixty, Williams?' There was a sinister 
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su~pc nse in the questi o!l. A ~il in, r!:"'J'e( · faced 1.>0)' in <l s<lilcr sui, SI<lrICO up 
exaggeratedly, 
'Please, Sir!' he said. Theil a siow, sir grin C';1me onf his face. J ledid not 
know. There was z tense si lenee. The boy dro pped hi s h~ad . T hen he 
loo~cd up again, a littk"'Cunning triumph in his ~y~& . 'Twelve,' h~ sa id: 
'I would ad\·;sc you (I) att ~ nrt: said the headmaster dangerously. The 
boy sat down. 
'Forty~cight from six \y is tv;ch e: so tl lcre afC tweke pt:IlS to account re f . 
IJa\'e you looked for them, St:tpks?' 
' Yes, Sir,' 
'Then look again.' 
The scene dragged au. Two pens were found: len ...... en:: missing. The!I 
the storm burst. 
'Am J to have you thie\'ing, besides your dirt and bad wo rk and bad 
behaviour?' (he headmaster began. ';'>l OI contcnt with being the worst -
behaved and dir.l.iest class in the school, you arc thincs into the bargain, 
are you? It is a \'Cry funny thing! Pens don't melt into the air: pens are lIot 
in the habit of mizzling away into nothing. What has become of them 
then? They must be somewhere. ''''hat has lx:comeoCthem? For they must 
be round, and found by Standard Fi\'e. They were lost by Siandard Fi\'e, 
and they must be foti'nd.' . 
Ur:sula stood and listened, her heart hard and cold. She was so much 
. upset, that she felt almost mad. Something in her Icmptcd her to tum on 
the headmaster and tell him to stop, about the miserable pens. But she did 
. not. She could not~ . . 
I\.ftcr every $asian, morning and e\'ening, she had lhe pens counted. 
Still they were' missing. And pencils and india-rubbers disappeared. She 
kept the class Slaying behind,tiU the things wen:: found, But as soon as Mr 
Harby had gon~ out of lhe room. the 00)'.5 began to jump about and shout, 
and a t last they bolted in :J body from the school. 
This was drawing ncar a crisis. She could not tell i\lr Harb), because, 
while he would punish the class. he would make her the cause or the 
punishment, and her class would pay her back with disobedience and 
derision. Already there was a deadly hostility grown up between her and 
the ch ildren. After keeping in the class, at c\'Cning, to finish 50mc work, 
she would find boys dodging behind her, calling after htl: 'Brangwen, 
Brangwcn - Proud·arce.' 
When she wen( into Ilkeston ofa Saturda), morning with Gudrun, she 
heard again the voices yelling after her: 
. 'DnlOgwen , 3rangwcn.' 
She pretended to take no notice, but she coloured with shame at being 
held up 10 derision in the public street . She, \"!rsula D.rangwen of 
Cl)s~clhay, could not -escape from the Siandard Fi\'c tcacher which she 
was . fn \·ain sht: w~ni obi jts bb~' ribbon fOf hrr hat. They called after her, 
the boys she tried to ie:lch. 
And ont: c\'(:ning. as she wen I rrom. (he edge oflh~ town in to the cOllntry; 
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stones came flying at her. Then 'he pas~ion or shame and anSer ~urJlasscd 
Ilcr. She w .. lked on unheeding, beside herself. Decitusc of IJ!F ~arkn(JS she 
co"ld nOI SCc WIlD were 'hose lila I Ihrew. But she did nOl wan, to know. 
Duly in her soul a change look pl"et. Never morc, and nevc:r moct: 
would she give herself as individual iO'her dass. Never would she, Ursu la 
Dra ngwcli. the girl she was, Ihe person she w.u . come into conlaCI with 
thuse bu),s. She wOl~ld he S(am.b.rd Five teacher, as' far away personally 
(j oJU Il cr class as irslle had never set foot in S, Philip's school. Slie would 
jLlst oLlilcr{i.(C dH:1Il a ll. and keep hcrsclf {i pan, lal.:c thcw as scholars 
Dulv. 
So lier face grew more aiHl morc: Shul, and over her flayed, exposed soul 
oh young girl wllo had goue 0PCII and warm 10 give hcrsdflo Ihe children, 
lhtre sci a IlanJ, iliseillienlillillg, lhal worked mefJ,anicaiJy according loa 
system impose:~. _. 
I(secmetl slle scarcely saw Ilercl~u Ibe next d ay. Shecoula oilly fed her 
will, and what shc \'Iould have of Ihis class which lIihc must grasp into 
subjeclion. It was no good, any morc, 10 apptal, lu play upon lile beuer 
ft:dings of the dOl:;s . ncr swiftwo.rking soul realizcd this. 
She, as tcadu;r, must bring ,hem aU, ",S scholus, iol.o subjcction. And 
this she was going' 10 do. AU else s.he would forsake. She had become hard 
and impersonal, almosl avengeful on her3dfas well as: on ahem, ~incc the 
stolle throwing. She did not wan~ to be a pct:oon, Co be hendfany morc, 
.. fter such hUlllilial ion. She would assert hustlf ror maslcry, Le oilly 
ludlCf. She. was set (lOW. ~he WiU going to fight and subdue. 
She knew by now her enemies ill the class. The one ~hc haled (IlO:U was 
Williarhs: lie w.u a son of defectivc:. not Lad enuugh to be so classed . He 
could read with flue!lcy, and had plenty of cunning inlelligence. pUI be 
could nOI keep slill . And he had a kind of sitkuess; very tcp!-Ilsivl: 40 a 
sensitive girl, something cunning and eliolaced and degenerale. Once be 
had thrown an ink·well 01.1 hee. in one of his mad little rages. Twicc he' had 
rUII horne ou t of class. IIc was a well· known character. 
And h.1! grilliled up his dceve at this girl· teacher, sometimes h .wging 
roulld her to fawn ou hef. DU I lilis made hcr dislike him more, lie had a 
kind of leecl. ·JiL:c power. 
f rOIll O~IC of Illc children she look a supple cane, am! Ihis sllc delcr. 
milled 10 usc whell real occasion came. Qlle mOl'lli.ug, at composition, sill! 
sa id 10 tile Loy Williams: 
. '\-'iby have you made Ih is l»I01?' 
'Ple,ut, Miss, it fell 011' my PCII,' he wbiilcd uut , in Iii;:: moding voice 
tllat he wa:-; so devcr ill IJsilig. TIle tioys IIcar snorted with laughter. t'ur 
Williams was .w actor, he could lid,le the fcelillgs of hili hearers suLtly. 
I)OI.rLiculariy he cuuld li ck le ' he children \Vilh him into ridiculing his 
teacher, or indeed , any authority of which he was 1101 afraid. lie had &110'1 
peculiar jail ill~tinct , 
''fllen you 1I1USI s tay in aud fin ish another p .. tgc of colllpolliitiun,' SOlid the 
teacher. 
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This waS a.gainst her usual s cn~~ of justice, and Ihe lao)' rrseUlt:d it 
dt:rbivcly, At ty.'dvt: o'clock silt: ca ugJI! him slinkill~ Ollt. 
·Williams, liil d own, ' slle said . 
And Ihere :.he sa r, :,\ild therr he: sal, "laue, opposile 10 her, au the: back 
desk, looldllg up :\!'J)e:r h'ith his furtin eyt"s e\'cry minute. 
'Please, Miss, l' .... e gal to go an errand,' Ilc called out insolclIll}'. 
'Bring me your uoo~ ,' said Ursula_ 
The boy came OU l , napping his Look along Ihe JtSks . itc had not 
wriuen a line. 
. 'Go Lack and do the writing: you have 10 do,' said LJ rs ula . And she sat ai 
herded., trying to correcl Looks. Slle WilS Ircml»ling and upsct . And for an 
~our 'he miserable boy writhed and Itfiqlled in hi.s scat. At the "IHi of aha! 
lime he tlad dope five Illies. . 
'As it is so lau: now,' said Unula, 'you will finish die «:st 'his e\'ening: 
The boy licked his way iusoi<:nlly down ahe passage. 
The afternoon came again. Williams was lhere, glanciug at her, and her 
IlcaH htiU thick, for she L:.new il was a fight ~e lween them. She wa.tchtd 
him. 
During the geogr-olphy Ic~son, as she was poinling 10 the 'flap with her 
cane, the lKly cOlltio,!ally ducked his whitish hc:ad under the des~ . ant! 
attracted ,lie aUeOl~on of oLher Lo}'s. . 
·Willia.ms: lihc £aid, gathering 'hcr courage, for it was critical now·.o 
speak '0 him, 'wh .. t ~rc you doing?' 
H e liftcd his face. the sore-rimmed eya haif smiling. There: wai some-
thing in trinsically indecent about him_ Ursula shrank awa)·. 
'Nothing,' ~e rcplie4. feding a. triumph. . 
. 'Wllat a.re you doing?' ahe rCI)Calell, her hean-bcallu(f~'ing fler. 
'NoLil ing: rep1iel:t 'he laoy, insolently, aggric\'Cd, comic. . 
'If. speak to you again, you musl go down (a M r ibrLy." she said. 
8uI 111 is boy was a match eyen for Mr lbrby. lie was so persis lent, SI) 
cringil lC. iUld OcxiLlc, he howled so when he was hUrl , ,hat ,he maSlcr 
hated more thc teacher who sen I h:m than he hated the boy himself: for of 
,he boy hs: w;,.s liick uftile sighl. Which Williams knew. lie grinned vis iLly. 
U r.$ula luroed lO the map again,logootl with the geography lesson. BUI 
there was a lillic faOl.:n , in the class_ William~' spirit infecled diem all_ 
She hC<li'tI a scuffie, anJ theu she Irembled inwardly. Iftbey aU IUllled 00 
tlcr ' his time, ~he was Leatcn. ' 
·l)lease Miss - ' called a voice ill distress . 
Slle .umed round. Oue ofdlc ooys she liked was ruefully holding ou t it. 
lurn celluluid collar. Slle Ilca ru the q.unplaim, feding futile. 
'Gu in frolll, \Vrigh t: she said, 
She WJ.S Iremhling ill cvel:y fibre. A big, !HllIen boy, nOI Lad Lut \'Cry 
tliflicuh, slouched out to lhe frout. She Wtnt 01\ wilh Ihe lessoH, aware til., 
Williams was making faces at Wri~hl. and lhal Wright was grinuing 
bdl lllli her. She was arr._id. She tumed to dlC; map a~;lin . And she was 
afra.it!. 
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' Pleas~ Miss, Will iams -' canle a sharp crt, <!.nd a boyan the back row 
was standing uP. with drawn, pained brows, half a mocking grin on his 
f.'lce, halfreal r('sentment agaim;t Williams- ' Please Miss, he's nipped me' 
- and he rubbed his leg ruefully. 
'Come in front, Wmiams,' she said. 
The rat-like boy sal with his pale smile and did not move. 
'Come in front,' she repeated, definite now. • 
' I ~hatl't,' he cried, snarling, ral·like, grinning. Something went click in 
Ursula's sou l. Her face and eyes set, she went through the class straight. 
The boy co ..... t:red before her glowering, fixed eyes. But she advanced on 
h im, seized him by the arm, and dragged him from his seat: He dung to 
the form . It was a battle between him ar.d he r. Her inslinct had suddenly 
become calm and quick. She jerked him from his grip, a nd dragged him, 
~truggling and kicking, 10 the front. lIe kicked her several limes, and dung 
to the forms as he passed, but she went on. The class was on its feet in 
excitement. She saw it, but made no move. 
She knew if she let go the boy he would dash to the door. Already he had 
run home once out of her class. So she snatched her cane from the desk, 
and brought it down on him. He W"!-S writhing and kicking. She saw hi, 
face beneath her. white, with eyes Uke the eyes ofa fish, stony, y~t futl of 
hale and horrible fcar. And she loathed him, the hideous writhing thing 
that was nearly too much for her. In horror fat he should overcome her, 
and yet at the heart quite calm, she brought down the cane again and 
again, whilst he s~ruggled making inarticulate noises, and hmging vicious 
k.!ds at her. With one hand she managed to hold him, and now and then 
the' cane came down on him. He writhed. like a mad thing. But the pain of 
the strokes cut through his writhing, vicious, coward's courage, bit 
deeper, till allast, with a long whimper that bec3.me a yell, he went limp. 
She let him go, and he 'rushed at her, his teeth and eyes glinting. There was 
a second of agonized terror in her heart: he was a beast thing. Then she 
caught him, and the cane came down on him. A few times, madly, in a 
fren t )', he lunged and writhed, to kick her. But again the C.'we broke him. 
he sank with a howling yell on the floor, and likt a beaten beast lay there 
yelling. . . . 
Mr Harby had rushed u'p towards the end of this performance. 
'What's Ihe -matter?' he roared. ' 
Ursula felt as if something were going to break in her. 
'I've thrashed him: she said. her breast heaving, forcing out the words 
on the last breath. The headmaste.r stood cholted with rage, helpless. She 
looked at the writhing, howling figure on the floor. ~ 
'Cet up,' she said. The thing wrilhed away from her. She took a step 
forward . She had realized the presence of the headmaster for one second, 
and then she. was oblivious of it again. 
'Get up: she said. And with a little dart the boy was on his ft:et. His 
yelling dropped to a mad blubber. He had bee'n in a frenzy. 
'Go and stand by the radiator,' she said. 
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As if I':lcch;llIic:tlly, bl llhh~ri n .~. he "'('Ill. 
The hcO:!:dm:"l 5le r sIood rohhed or mO\"fl1\ent a llc! spc(,eh . Ilis filce \\' :1 5 
yellow, h is hands Iwitched con\'ulsiH·ly . But L' rsula stood sti lf not I:" 
from him. Nothin!{ cou ld 10llCh ht"r 1l0\,': she was beyond ~tr ll a rby. ~hr 
W<lS as ir \' io latC'd 10 death. . 
The hc:tdmastrr mllttC'red SOIll( ... thin~. turnrd, :\no We-Ht down thr 
room, whence, from the far end, he was hC;'lrcl roaring in a m a d r;!~e at his 
own class. 
The boy hluhhcre-o wi ltl ly hy the Tlnli :n or. L'1"!Hd :1 looked at 11;(' c1 ;I:.s . 
. Therc were rirty pale. sti ll l":tcrs \\';II (h ifl~ hrl'.:\ hundr('d round e ~ ('5 lix t'd 
on her in an :l.lIenti \'c. ex pressio nlcss sta r('. 
'Gi\'e alii the hi story r('acl rcs.' she said 10 the monitou. 
Th~re was dead s ilcnct' . ;\ s she- stood Ih('re. she could hear a~aill .1I1t' 
ticking of the dock. and the- chock of pilrs or hooks taken out of Ih(' low 
cupboard . Then came the faint thp ofbooh on the dr-sks. The children 
passed in silence, Iheir hands working in unison. They were no I OI1~('r a 
pack. hut each one separaled into a silent; closed thing. 
'Take page 125. ~11~ read lh.u chapter.' said Ur:s~la. . 
There was a click of many books op<"ned. The childrt:1l found the page, 
and bent their heads obedienth- to ~ad .. :\nd lhe\' (('ad, mechanicalh'. 
Ursula, who was lr('mhlin~ ~'iolently, went and' sat in her high ('ha'ir: . 
The blubbering of the boy continued . The st rident "\'Oice of.:\lt Brunt. 'Iht ~ : 10-
roarofMr Harbr. came mulJled through the glass panition . And now and 
th!:n a pair of eyes rose from the rt"ading-book, reslcd on her a moment, 
watchful, as jf catcl,Ilating impersonall)', Jhen S3nk ag .. in. 
She-sat still without mo\·ing. hCf4:"Y" watching the class. uns('eil'~ . She 
was quilC: still, and weak. She felt Ihat she could nOl rais( her hand from 
the desk. Tfshe sal there for eycr, she felt she could nut mO\'e ;t~a·jn. nor 
utter a command. It W3S a quanei' past 1(lur. She almost dread~ Ihe 
closing of the school, when she would l?e alone. 
The class began to reco\'er its ease , the tension relaxed. Williams w:ts 
still crying. Mr Brunt was giving orders fo r the closing of the If'!\son. 
Ursula got down. 
'Take your place, Wi/li;tms,' shc said. 
He dragged his f«1 acro!\s tht'" room, wiping his I~("c 011 his S!cCH. As IIc 
sat down, he glanced at h('r 1i.lrtiHI~· , his eyt'"s st ill r("dd('"L :Xow he I\)()knl 
like some beaten rat. 
At last the childl'en wcre ~one. ~ir Harhy trod hy he3\'ily, withou t 
looking her way. or speakin~ . ~tr Brunt hesit.ltt'd;l,s slle was lockin~ he-r 
c;:upboatd. 
'If you se'ttle Cb.rke and Lf'lIs il1ll1e same w2o)\ ~liss Brangwcll, you 'll 
be all righ t,' he said, his hille cY<'"S glancin~ down in a slrange fello ..... ship. 
his long. no~ pointing al hr-r. . 
'Shall J?' she laughed lIernHtslr. $11(' did not wanl anybody to talk to 
her. 
As she wenl along the str('ct, cI;ltlering on the granite p:lH'menl , she 
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\vas aware or boys dodging behind her. Something slnu::l.: lit'" hand that 
..... as carrying her bag, bJ.uising her. As it rolled away she saw ,ha~ it was a 
POIaIO. tier hand was hUrl, bUI she gave no sign. Soon sht: would lake the 
tr.un. ' ' , 
She: was afraid. aud strange. h was 10 her quite s ... ange and ugly.li~e 
some dream where she was degraded. She would have died rather than 
admh il 10 anybody. She could not look al her swollen haud. Somct4ing 
had broken in hcr j she had pas~cd a crisis. Williams was bUICH. but a( ~ 
cast. 
feeling tOO much ~psCl to go home, she r:,odc Oil .Iiule farther iUlo Ihe 
lown, and gOl down from Ihe tram at a small lea-shop. There, in Ihe dark 
.Iillie place behind Ihe shop, she drank llcr lea and ale bread-aud-butler. 
She did nOl taste anything. The laking lea wa!i jus, a mecbanical action. ~o 
cov~r over h(r existence. Thue she sal in 'h~ dark. obscure liule place, 
without knowing. Only IJoconsdously she ~ursed Ihe back of her b'lUd, 
which was Lrubcd. . 
Wh(n finally she look hcr way hOOle, it was sunsctrcd ilCl'OU the weSL 
She did not know wily she W4.1$ going hon~e. Thcr~ wa.$ nothing for her 
&here. She had. Iruc, ollly &0 rrete~d to be nonnat T~eic: was nobody she:, 
c.ould spca.lIO. nowhere tog9 (Of c:.scapc. BUI .he must keep on, under l.bl$ 
red sunsel, alone, know~il~ (he .lorror in humanity, thai woull! dcstroy 
her. and with wbich ahe: was al war. Ye, it had JO be 5Q. 
In ule morning agoJu ,he ,ri~lIit g~' &0 &chool. She gOI up ilnd we)1t . 
willlou( munnuring-even. 10 "e('$~Ir. She was illihe I.ands o(some'biggu. 
5tronger, coafiCr will. · . 
Sch~l was (airlyquict. ~ut ahe oo~ld fecllhe cl~s wald~ing hu. ready 
10 IpriUg oil her. Iler instinct was aware oflbe clt"s ius'il)c~ tQ qllCh hcr if 
Ihe wcre weak, DUl she kept cold and waa glla.rd~. ' 
,"'illiams was jlbsen~ from school. In ~hc !!liddle o( tlu: mQrning Jher~ 
was a "nod. at ahe door. someone wanled lhc headma$lcr. Mr J-larby WC:nl 
oUI, heavily, angrily, nerv~usJy. lie was afraid orjralc parcnu. Afler ~ 
Ploment in the passage, be came again into school. 
'Slurgess,' '1(; called to one ofllis larger boys, ISland in fJOni of the das:l. ' 
and write down the- uame or-anyone who ~peaks, Will you come Ihis w~y, . 
Miss Drangwen." 
He seen,ed vindictively 10 seize upon her, , 
Un~ula followed him, and found in the lobby a thin womaQ wilh a 
wbilish skin, 1I0t iI1 -dres~ed in a 'grey COSHIlIlC and a purple hal. 
, 'I called aboul Vernon ," said lhe: woman, speaking in a rdined accent. 
'1'h<:l·e was at..oul lhe woman ahogelhr:r an appearance of refinement and 
of deanliness, curiously comradicled by her half·bc;-ggar's ueporunenl, 
and a sense of hn being unpleasanl to louch, like something going bad 
inside. She was nLillier a lady oor an ordin.uy working man 's wif~. LUI a 
creature separate fron, 10cielY. By her drc:ss she wa:s nOl poor, 
Ursula knew al once- Ihal she: was \VilJiams' rnolhu, arid thai he: was 
Vernon, She: remembered Ihal he was always clean. anQ wdl-Llressed. iu a 
l.,amin$ I~ 1<.(4 ,~~ 
$3.ilorsuil, And he had lhis Sil~n~ p~tH'i;lr, hillf(r~nsparc.Ol unwholesome-
ness, rather like a corpse. " : ' 
II waSil', ahle JO send him 10 ~chOQllOda)': continued the WOlniln, '¥'lith 
j. false gracc of manner. 'lie coll11e home last nighl JD ill - he was dolelll lr 
sic.l- I thought I should 1Ia\'c 10 send for Ihe docwr. - You know h~ 'las a 
weak hearl.' 
Tile woman looked al Ursula wilh her pa.le, dead t)'es, 
She stood still with repulsion and uu(;enaim)". ~lr lIaruy, large and 
male, with his ovcrh;.wging moustache, swod b)' with a sligh I, ugly smile 
0101 'h~ COOlcr of his eyes, The wOlnau WCll( on imidiolUlrl nOl 'lui Ie 
human: 
'Oh 'Its, he has had hearl disease e\'Cr since: he was a child. Tholl is wh)' 
he is,,', very regular 011 schooL .'\nd it is \'Cry .Lad LO beat Ilim. lie wa~ 
awfully ill ,Jlis Plorniog - I shall caU on Ihe docwr as I go Lack.' 
, ' Who is sta)'ing wiLh him now. Ihen~' pUi in die 4ccp \'Oicc of 'he 
~cJloolmasler, cunningly. . 
. ·Oh. I lefl hinl with a. womill, ~ho come~ in 10 'Ielp me: - ~nd W'IQ 
undcrs~ilOds him. BUll shall wU in the doclor on my way ~omc." , 
Ursula slOOd ,~ill. S}IC fell \'ague thrcals in all this, QUI 'he w~m~n W~I 
tr> ulIer'y sl,rang~ ~o ru:r, ,hal she did nOl uodersiaod. 
'Il~ lulJ ~c h~ 'l~d been beaten.! continued Ihe- woapan. 4ii04 wh~n'l 
undr~st;d. him to pul him 10 b~4, J,i~ ~y wa~ co\'~rcd wi~ mar~ - , 
. could ~how ahcm ·,o ' ~ny d~lo.r.' . 
Mr U;trby looked 011 Uniul"!o l~ ~nswcr. She began 10 under~l.an4. l1'~ 
WOUUln ~~s dlreal~oing 10 lOIoke ~UI a chargc of ~ssaul, on her $01' as:aif\sl 
. . ler. fc:rhaps dlc w~uue-d ~one)', , '. . ' . 
' ! unat ttim: .she said. 'Ue was w much 'fOuLle! 
."'m 'sorry iOIt: was "l'ou~lesoo-i~: laid Ihe- woman, 'bu l he nU~1i1 ha\"t: 
bccn.shanlcfuUy LUlcn, J c9uld show 'he- ma.-kllo an)' dOC'Qf. "Ill ~ure il 
iio', allowed, iCi. was known.' " 
'I Pln~d Jlhn while 114 ~Cpl k.iddng me,' said Unula, gCI,ing angl)' 
Lecausc.she W;tS hatr c)(cusing herself, Mr lfarl>y slanding ",ere wilh ahe 
twinkle al the sidc u"bis C)'tS, ('njuying Ihe dilemm~ ofthc 1~'O women. 
')'111 Slife I'm wny ifJlj: heha\'C'd badl)'; ~i411,e w4;)m~n, ·Bul. C41u', 
Ihillk he desen'cd Ifcallllg ali he had been, I caU'1 send him to school. and 
reaUy cau', allord 10 p;'IY Ihe doctCJr. - hi il ;lUo\"icd forche It";lcheno bcal 
·lhe children like Ihat , ~'r lIarhy?' . 
·l 'lle l.caumaSlef refu!ied 10 amwer. lJrsula loalhed herself, and 103111"-cJ 
Mr lIalhy ~i'~l hi~ IwinUiug cunni I)!;: and malice on lhe occasion. The 
other miserahlc woman watdlcd Ii(."r chaneL·. 
, ' IL f-s 011\ expense 10 mr, and I ha\'c a greilt slruggk If) keep Ill)' hoy 
dccenl .· ' 
Ursula still would nOI ;,\IIS\\'l'r, Slu: look"d ou~ al Ih,- asphalt yard, whefe 
a din)' rag of p"Jln was hlnwiug. 
• AwJ il im', allowt'd 10 IU'ill .. child ~il.:c Ihal , I am sure, clipC'cialir \vlu:1l 
IIC is dc1ic;II(': . 
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Ursula slared with a set face on the yard. as if she did not hear. She 
' loathed all this, and had ceased to feel or to exist. 
'Though I know he is troublesome sometimes - but I think it was too 
much. His body is covered with marks.' 
~T Harby stood sturdy and u~moyed. waiting now to have done, with 
Ihe twinkling. (jnY,wrinkles or an ironical smile at the corners orhis eyes. 
He felt himself mas ter of the situation. 
'And he was yiolenlly sick. I couldn~t possiblyscnd him to school today. 
He couldn't keep his head up: 
Yet she had no answer. 
" You will understand, Sir, why he i~. absent,' she said, lumiog to Mr 
lIarby. . 
·Oh. yes,' he said, rough and off·hand. Ursula detested him for his male 
triumph. And she loathed the woman. She loathed evt:rything. 
'You will try to have it remembered, Sir, that he has a weak heart. He is 
so sick aner these thing!:' ' 
'Yes,' !aid the: headmastu, 'I'JI see about it: 
'I know he ;! troublesome:.' the woman only addressed herself 10 the 
male: now - 'but if you could have him punished without bb.ting - he is 
really delicate.' , 
Ursula waS beginning to fed upset. Harby stood in rather $u~rb 
' mastery, tl;le woman cringing to him to tickle: hjm a5 one t~ckl~ 
trOllt. 
'I had come to explain why he W3! away thi! morning, Sir. You will 
undcrStand.' , ' 
She held out her hand. Harby took it and let it go, surprised and angry. 
'Good morning,' she !ai~. and she gave her gloved. seedy hand to 
Ursula.. She W3! not iIl-Joolc:i~g, and had a curious insinuating way, very 
distasteful yet effective. 
'Good morning. Mr Harby. and thank you: 
The figure in the grey costume and the purple hat was going aeTOSS the 
school yard with a curious 'Iingering walk. Ursula fdt a strange pity for 
her, and revulsion from her. She shuddered. She went into the school 
again. 
The next morning Williams turned up, looking paler than ever, very 
neat and nicely dressed in his sailor blouse. He glanced at Ursula. with a 
half-smile: cunning, subdued, ready (0 do as she told him. Thcre was 
something about him (hat ":lade her shiver. Shc loathed the idea of.having 
laid hands on him , His elder brother wa! standing outside the gate at 
play-timc, a youth of about fifteen, tall and. thin and pale. He raiscd his 
hat, alniost)ike a gentleman. But there was something subdued. insidious 
about him too. 
'Who is it?' said Ursula. . 
'It's th~ big Williams,' said Violet Harby roughi y. 'Sht was here ycster-
dar, wa;sn'l she?' 
. Yes. 
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' ll's no good hn coming - her char:lctcr's 11 0 1 good enough for her to 
make any trouble.' 
Ursula shrank from lhc bnHalit\" and the scandal. But it h:ld SOi1\e" 
vague. ,horrid fasc1n:ltion , How sordirl evcrything ·seemed! Sh~ felt sor~y 
for the queer woman \\" tll the lingering walk, and those ql1eer, insidiol1s 
boys. The 'Williams in her cbss was w1'"Ong somewhere . How nasty it W:1<; 
altogether. ' . 
So the battle ...... ent on till hcr heart was sick. She had se,·erallTlore hoys 
to subjuga te before she could ("s lablish hersdr. And :\lr Barby hated her 
almost as if she were a man. She kncw now that nothing but a thra ~ hil\g 
would settle somc orlhe hig lOUIS who wantcd to plar cat and mouse with 
her. Mr HaJby would not gin them the thrnshing ifhe could htlp it. ror 
he hated the teacher, lhe stuck·up. insolent high-school miss with .hcr 
independence. 
'Now, Wright, what ha\'C~ rou done this lime?' he Vt.'ould say genially IU 
the boy who was sent to him from Standard Fi\"cJor punishment .. -\nd he 
left the lad standing, lounging, wastillg his time. 
So that Ursula would aplXal no more to the headmastcr. but. ",:hen she. 
was driven wild. she seized her cane, and slashed the boy who was insolent 
to her, OVCl' head and ears and hands. And at kngth (he)" wer-e afraid of 
her, she had them in order. . 
But she had paid a great price out of her own soul, to do this. It sumro 
as if a great name had gone through her and hurnt herSCluiti\"e tissue. She 
who shrank from the thought ?f phpic;,1 sulTering in any form, had been 
forced to fight and beat with a cane and rouse aU her instincts to hurt. And 
afterwards !fie had been rorced to endure lh~ sound of their bluhlJering 
and desolation, when ~he had broken them to order. 
Oh, and sometimcsshe fdt as ifshe would go mad. \Vhat did it mauer. 
what did it matter if their books were dirty and ther did not obey? She 
would rather, in reality, that they disoheyed the whole rules of the school. · 
than that they should bc heatcn. broken, reduced to this crying. hopeless 
state. She would rathcr heat ;,11 their insults and insolenecs ~ thousand 
(imes lhall reduce herself and them to this. Bitterly she rc-ptnted h.,,·ing 
got beside herself, and ha" ing tackltd the bor she had bratcn. 
Yet it had to be so, She did not ,,,,,,nl to do it. Yet .she had to, Oh wl1\', 
why had she leagued hersclflo this edl system \\;here she must brutali ;'c 
herself 10 live? Whv had she berome a school tcaeher, wll\'; wh,,? 
The children had forced her to 'he heatings. :\0, she did ~ot pit'y thcm, 
She had tonic to them fuli of kindness and IOH, and the\" would ha\'e torn 
her .to piece~. 1lle), chose l\lr lIarby. Well then, they ;1\USI kno\\' her as 
well as Mr Barby, they must first be- suhjugate to her. for she was not 
going to be made Ilougili. no, ncither hy them, nor by :\tr llarhy, nor by 0111 
the system around hef". She W;lS; nOI goin~ (0 he putdOWlI, pre,'cllted from 
s tanding free. It was nut to h(" said ofhC"r, she could not take her placC" anti 
carry out her task .. She would fight and hold her place in this stale ;lbo, in 
the world of. work and I1b,n'~ com'cntion. 
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When will the bell rin" and end this wearin ... ? 
How long have they tugged the leash. and .trained.apart.. 
My pack of unruly hotmdsl I cannot.tart 
Them again on a. quarry of knowledge they· ha.teto hunt. . 
I can ha.u1 them a.nd urge them no more. 
No Iongot' now can I endure the brunt 
Of the booles .that lie out on the desles; .. full threescc~ 
Of sevenLinsults of blotted pages. and ..:rawl 
Of slovenlyworl: that they ha.ve offered me. 
I am sic:lc. a.nd what on eatth is the good of it ali? 
What good to them or me, I 0:&IIII01 seet 
So,shaUI~, 
My la.st deufuel of liCe to'heap on my soul 
And kindle my· will to & Hame' that shall consume 
Their dross of inditference; and take the taU 
Of their insults in pum.iunenl7 - I will not! -
I will not'waste my soul and my strength for this. 
What do I care for aU tha.t they do ami .. J 
What is the point of this teaching of mine. and of this . 
laming of theira? It ali goes down tho same abyss. 
What does it matter to me, if they can.write 
A descriptiol1of a dog; or i! theyean't? 
Wha.t i. the. point? Taus both. it isal! my aunt! 
And yet I'm supposed. to care, with all my might.. 
Ido not, a.nd wiU not; theywon'ta.nd they don't; 
, and tha.t', all! 
I &hall keep my strength for myself; they can keq>· 
, theirs as welL 
Wb) should we beat our heads against the .,;,..u 
Of eldl other? I shall sit and wait for the belL 
111. 
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Punishment: A New Look 
OBJECTIONS TO TliE 
USE OF PUNISHMENT 
Harvey Ciarizio . 
Punishment is as old as human history. It is an 
inevitable 'part of everyone's learning history. Indi-
~ations are that punishment is here to stay. And by 
'the usual standards of scientific merit-efficiency 
and effectiveness-the research findings on the 
use of punishment as a· means of modifying 
trouble.some behavior should evoke admiration 
(8aef, 1971). The use of negative consequences has 
been disavowed, however, on both moral and 
scientific grounds. 
MoralObjectrans 
From a moral viewpoint. the word punishment 
connotes ini"rumane treatment, negative a'ttitudes. 
and hostile acts. If successful, punishment forces 
the person to do something against his will. Baer 
suggests that much of our revulsion regarding 
punishment is based on our reactions against the 
snake-pitlike conditions found many years ago in 
our state hospitals and prisons. Advocating the use 
of punishment is, -in the minds of many people. 
tantamount to asking them to forego years of 
progress in human reform. However, it is actua lly 
probably much more humane to subject people to 
a small number of brief painful experiences in 
exchange for the interminable pain of a life long 
maladjustment. S.ociety must ask itself a basic 
question, namely, which punishment is tougher on 
the individual and which one lasts longer (Baer. 
1971). 
Reprinted with permission. 
Scientific Objections 
Traditionally, certain specific objections have 
been raised on scientific grounds against the use of 
punishment as a behavior modification technique. 
The cautions to be discussed suggest that if punish-
menUs to be used as a means of changing behav-
ior. its use should be judiciously applied. As 
Bandura (1969) notes, " Because of the varied and 
complex effects of punishment particulary when 
socially mediated. it must be employed with care 
and skill in programs .of behavioral change." Let us 
at this point consider five of the most common 
scientific criticism~ leveled against punishment. 
Short-Term Effects. laboratory studies that 
have been conducted on animals suggested that 
punishment does not eliminate the maladaptive 
response~ Instead, it merely slowed down the rate 
at which :the troublesome behaviors were emitted. 
How many times have you scolded a student, kept 
him in from recess, reta ined him after school. put 
him out in the hall, threatened to lower his grade, 
or sent bim to the principal's office. only to find 
. that he engages in the very same misbehavior after 
a short while? 
. lack of Direction. Punishment sim ply serves 
notice to stop inappropriate behaviors. It does not 
ind ica te to the student what behaviors are appro-
priate in the situation. How often do we catch our-
selves saying things such as. "George. stop that and 
do what you're supposed to be doing." "Sa lly, quit 
~ that fooling around and do it right." "Pete. do you 
have to do that? Settle down!" "Don. get with it !" 
Our verbal reprimands make it painfully clear to 
students what we want them to do. Consequently. 
the student may frequently not know exactly how 
to remedy the situat ion. 
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Escape and Avoidance Behaviors. Foremost 
among the unfavorable side effects of punishment 
is the- development of avoidance behaviors. W·e 
. have a itrong tendency to avoid contact with indi· · 
viduals and situations that we find unpleasan~ 
Often these resulting escape and avoidance behav .. 
iars (truancy. lying •. cheating, etc.) may be more 
unwholesome than the behavior that the original 
punishment was· designed to eliminate. Moreover, 
once these escape behaviors become estabiished~ 
they can be diffcult to eliminate. One especially 
unfortunate consequence af escape behaviors is an 
avoidance of teachers and/or other change agents. 
This can be a particularly serious hindrance. since 
it deprives the student of the opportunity· to learn' 
both attitudes and · behaviors normally -. acquired 
through unforced modeling. . . 
'Constricted "B'ehavioro There-are two other co~ 
sequences that can stem fronT. t;he. use of punish-
ment the inhibition of socially desirable behaviors 
and the development of pe"""al rigidity, The· 
effects of punishment are not always co'nti.ned to 
the behaviors that we want eliminated. Harsh-
punishments. especially those-applied over lengthy 
periods of time. can also lead to the inhibition of 
socially desirable behaviors and to. a loss of spcn-· 
taneily. · In other words. the punished student may 
come to suppress socially acceptable patterns. of 
behavior that are not in need of censor. As a conse--
quencft' of overgeneraJization; to other' aspects of 
behaVior; the student ma)' also. beccme less 
flexible in his adjustment. 
Setting a' Bad Example .. On many- occasions, 
the' teachers words: or direct teachings say one 
thing to the'student. while his actions or· indirect 
teachings say something contradictory~ Unwit-
tingly. parents and teachers provide a cJearooeut 
model of the very behavicr from which they want 
their children' or students to refrain. ' 
Despite the limitations .. associated with this 
technique. many psychologists now contend that 
certain negative sanctions. if properly· applied. can 
assist in· eliminating detrimental patterns of adjust-
ment. As· we- will see· shortly. the- undesirable by-
products are not· necessarily inherent in punish--
ment, but stem from the faulty fashion ill which 
they are· applied. Indeed. considerable human 
behavior is changed and maintained by natural 
avers&ve· consequences without any. ill ,effects. To. 
avoid painful consequences. we put on warm 
clothes to protect against the cold. we walk along 
the side of the road. we run from falling obiects. we 
try not to fall down. we drive properly so that we 
do not lose our drivers license. we guard ourselves 
in various ways so that we do not get jilted by girl 
friends, we try to be careful in oUf business trans-
actions so that we do not lose money, we· work 
industriously and get along with our superiors to 
avoid "the unpleasant consequences of losing our 
jobs. and so forth. We engage in a great. deal of 
behavior simply to avoid pain. and our personali-
ties do not become warped as a result Few would 
criticize the use of punishment in teaching young 
children to stay out of busy streets. to keep their 
hands off of hot stoves. or to refrain from inserting 
metal objects in electric wall sockets (Bandura • 
. 1969). 
The use of punishment as an intervention tech .. 
nique is nt:cessary because it is impossible to guide 
children eifectively through the use of only posi-
tive reinforcement and extjnction~ Ausubel (1961). 
among others, rejects the idea that only "positive" 
forms of diSCipline are beneficial. ·He points out 
that a child does not come to regard rudeness as an 
undesirable form of behavior simply by reinforcing 
respect fcr others, As Ausubel (1961) asserts. "_ . _ it 
is impossible for children to learn what is not 
approved and tolerated simply by· generalizing in 
- reverse from the approval they receive for the 
behavior that is acceptable," 
GUIDEUNES-TOWARD A MORE 
EffECTIVE USE OF PUNISHMENT 
Punishment should be use.d in a corrective way. 
It is designed to. help the student improve now and 
1n the future .. It is not to retaliate for wrongdoing in 
the. past. Punishment prompted by teacher mood 
has no place in the classroom. MoraJ indignation 
may make the teacher feel better. but it will not 
chang'! student !Jehavior. Punishment is to be used 
in a rational. systematic way. designed to improve 
student behavior. not to provide a cathartic effect 
for the punishment agent 
Ideally. punishment should be inherent in the 
situation instead of an expression of the power of . 
one person over another. ! n other words. punish-
ment should express the reality of the social or 
physical situation. ihe idea is to let children experi-
ence the unpleasant but natura! or logical result or 
their own actions. Used in this way, we can 
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minimize or avoid the dangers associated with one 
human being's delivering punishment to another. 
The role of the teacher is to be that of a 
friendly, interested. and objective bystander. Note 
that it is the tone of the teacher's yoie/!' that pro-
vides a true barometer of the teacher's attitudes 
toward the child. On the occasions that it is neces-
sary for one human being (e.g., a teacher, principal, 
or peer group) to punish another human being (e.g., 
a student), it should be done in an impersonal, 
matter-of·fact way. The punishing agent must 
guard against the tendency to yeil or scold, since 
this often reinforces unacceptable behavior and 
indicates that your attitude is one of revenge. The 
nature of the punishment and the manner of 
presenting it should avoid the arousal of strong 
emotional respons·es in the person punished. The 
use of a behavioral contract, in which the student 
has a choice in consequences (as well as goals), can 
prove helpful in this regard. 
Teachers must be consistent in their use of 
punishment. Ideally, the target behavior should be 
punished each time it occurs. Once the student has 
learned the habit of not responding in a particular 
way, intermittent punishment should be used. 
Once a good rule has been agreed on, the 
youngster who violates it should experience the 
unpleasant consequences of his misbehavior. 
Excuses and. promis.es are not accepted. There is to 
be no escape· from the unpleasant consequences of 
one's action~. Acceptance of rationalizations only 
serves to promote social and personal irresponsi-
bility. Insist on performance. A youngster. should 
be given only one warning or Signal before punish-
ment is delivered. The warning may eliminate the 
need for punishment. Even when the warning 
proves ineffective, it adds an element of fairness to 
what follows. On the occasions when the warning 
fails to deter unacceptable behavior. extended dis-
cussion or reasoning is contraindicated, since 
teacher attention tends to strengthen unacceptable · 
behavior. 
The severity of punishment is one factor known 
to influence ·its effectiveness. It is generally better 
to administer the punishment in ful! force. The 
greater the intensity, the greater the reduction in · 
misbehavior. Of course, some degree· of effective-
ness must be traded for a reasonable degree of 
moderation in intensity (Walters and Crusec. 1977). 
However, try to avoid extended periods of punish-
ment, p.articularly where low intens ity punishments 
are used. L.etting the youngster experience the 
maximum intensity of the punishment is more 
humane and effective than exposing him to a pro-
longed series of !esser punishments. · A firmly 
presented time-out period is more effective than 
several "no's" of increasing loudness. 
Severity or intensity is not the only,. nor the 
· most important, factor influencing the effective-
ness of punishment. For example, other facto rs 
such as the rationality. contingency, certainty, and 
immediacy of punishment are more important than 
severity. Even weak punishment, used thera· 
peutically ;n conjunction with positive reinforce-
ment of appropriate behaviors, can produce endur-
ing· changes where severe punishment alone fails 
(Bandura, 1973)_ 
One strategy designed to promote a durable; 
elimination involves the combined use of punish-
ment and rewarc;i; Various research studies indicate 
that this combination is much more effective and 
efficient than the use of punishment alone. Punish-
ment reminds the student what not to de;. The · 
reward of appropriate alternative behaviors tells 
the student what he or she should do. 
Timing plays an important role in determining 
the effectiveness af punishment. Available evi-
derKe indicates, rather consistently, that children 
who are punished early in a given sequence of mis-. 
behavior develop greater resistance to temptation 
than those.who ar~ punished only after completion 
· of the misdeed. Punishing a child after he has 
stolen something leaves the· initial phases of inter-
est, intention, and approach relatively unaffected. 
To guard against behavioral constriction we 
must reward acceptable behaviors that are related 
or similar in nature to the ones being punished. For 
instance. hitting others may be punished, but desir-
able assertiveness may be rewarded. This sort of 
selective reinforcement greatly assists the student 
to discriminate what.behaviors are acceptable for a 
given situation. 
Remove or reduce the magnitude and frequency 
of the rewards that are maintaining misbehavior. 
· Punishment works much more effectively and efti-
· cientty once the rewards "that maintain misbehavior 
are elimianted or decreased. Be certain that the 
delivery of punishment is not associated with the 
giving of reinforcement. For example, if removal 
from the group is a rewarding experience, then it 
will not be effective in modifying the target behav-
ior. 
Punishment should be used to foster se!f·direc-
tion. The use oi behavior contracts is helpful be-
cause it promotes self-direction by having the stu-
dent assume responsibility for his own behavior. 
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The basic rationale- is to provide opportunities for 
some degree af choice in determining one's Soals. 
. and to let the student experience the consequences: 
of his or her actions. Allowing the student to end 
the punishment whert behaviat improves also 
facilitates self-directiolT. 
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The Concept of Punishment 
PROFESSIONAL USE OF 
THE WORD "PUNISHMENT'" 
Fritz Redf' 
As educators or clinicians~ our behavior toward. 
children deserves the name lipunishment" only if it 
is done with. c/earcut goal to help th. child. Thus. 
it is always a.. means to an- enct and is always. 
employoo for the sake of the basic: wei far .. and 
growth n..ru at the individuals involvoo. Whether 
the· actual punishment administered' under this, 
policy was correct or helpful: or whether it was.. 
stupid •. mistaken. wrongly handfed; or whether it. 
backfiroo in its intendoo effect. is not the point 
here. as we" try to define our terms •. 
Original article presented at thl!" American Ortha--
psychiatri c: Association meeting. 1959. Reprinted. 
with permission at the author. 
It is. equally obvious that the use-of punishment 
implies an' attempt to produce an experience for 
the child which is unpleasant. It is based on the 
assumption', that sometimes the affliction of an 
unpleasant experience may mobilize "something" 
in a child that gets- him to think or' change his 
behavio~ a change which. without such it "boost" 
from without would not have occurred. Tying 
those two aspects of punishment as viewed in the 
total cabinet of the professional educator or dini·" 
cian- tog~ther. we might arrive at the following 
definition. which I think serves our purpose for the 
time being; 
1 refer by the tenn "punishmer.t'~ to: a planrul 
attempt by the adult to influence either the behav· 
ior or the long.range development of a child or a 
group of children, for their own benefitl by exposing 
them· to an unpJeasant experience. 
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The inclusion of the statement that.it has to be 
a IIplanful attempt, guided by the benefit of the 
children as a goal .... excludes all simple outcro~ 
ping of adult sadism; bad temper, or personal 
vengefulness. as well as the use of the. child as a 
prop to assuage one's own anxiety. The statement 
that-all punishment aims at using the production of 
an "unpleasant" experience in the child marks this 
intervention technique as different from others. It 
also raises the crucial questioo which underlies all 
speculations about the wisdom of punishment as a 
tool in a given case: Just what is there to the under-
lying assumption that producing an unpleasant 
experience in a child is going to help him rally 
better to reason and control than he was able to 
before? For this is obviously the only assumption on 
the basis of which any educational or clinical use 
of punishment makes any sense at all. 
ANALYSIS OF THE 
PUNISHMENT EXPERIENCE 
"You can lead a horse to water. but you can't 
make him drink." This age-old saying is rather trite. 
but many a punishment discussion I have been in 
would have· benefited if this had been written in 
bold· script on the blackboard before it started. For 
what counts most in punishment is not what we do 
to the child, but what the child does with the experi· 
ence to which we have exposed him. To . make a 
long story short. this is Ityhat must happen within the 
child if things go well: 
1. The child experiences the displeasure to which 
. we expose him. This "displeasure" can be the 
· Ioss of a privilege or pleasure he took for 
granted. or the exposure to something that is 
un~leasant or even "painful" in some way or 
other. Or both. For instilnce. I can take away his 
dessert. I can sock him one, or I can insist that 
he stay in his room while he hears the others 
playing outside. 
2. Whether the displeasure be in the form of 
frustration or pain on some level. ifis bound to 
produce an upsurge of anger in the child. This 
anger may not be conscious. nor does it have to 
be strong. But it is normal for the hu man to 
react to frustration or pain with an upsurge of 
fury. 
3. The child dearly perceives-at least after the 
first few moments. the difference between the 
source of his predicament and the real causes. 
The source of his predicament is obViously the 
adult who· inflicted the punishment. or the insti-
tution which made him do so. The cause for his 
predicament, however. is equ·ally obviously his 
own previous misbehavior, for without it the 
adult would not have imposed the punishment 
to .begin with. 
4. The child now directs the anger produced in 
him· by his predicament. not against the source 
of his trouble but at its cause: he gets mad at 
himself and realizes he would have avoided all 
this had he only shown more impulse control 
and wisdom in his actions to begin with. 
5. He does, however. not only get a little " mad at 
himself," but he transforms this self-directed 
aggression into energy that can be used fo"r his 
own benefit. 9y "transforms" we refer to a pro--
cess by which what was originally personalized 
fury or self-hatred can be changed into neu-
tralized energy. now available fo r a multitt..:de 
of more sublimed ends. 
6. He uses this energy, drawn from his fury about 
his predicamen.t. for two purposes: (a) he forces 
himself to regret what he did; (b) he forces him-
self into a sort of "New Year's resolution": "I'll 
sure not be dumb enough to get myself into a 
situation like thi: next time." 
7. In a future temptation of somewhat similar 
kind. he can make use of the image left from 
the previous incident, and can mobilize self-
control power before the act. The previous 
punishment experience has helped him. not 
only toward better insight, but also left him 
with increased energies for temptation 
resistance. 
These. baSically, are the steps every chi ld goes 
through each time a punishment" experience to. 
which he was exposed is "handled well" by 
him-even though these steps are. of cours~. not 
really experienced clearly in the process. They are 
the condition for a constructive use of punishment 
experience by a child. . . 
How do we know if this can work? It would be 
easy, with the above outline in hand li ke a "ma~." 
to predict exactly il!st what could go wrons. With 
the way a child handles his punishment experience 
and what cond itions must be met within a given 
punishment plan to make a successfu l ending most 
likely. tt would be easy - but it would take an 
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estimated eighty pages to do it, so let's skip it for" 
the time being. Let's select what' seem to me the 
five most crucial items in this picture-leaving a 
dozen or so just about as crucial ones unmentioned 
for now: 
1. From what we- know about the" child. is the 
specific form 01 displeasure which we selected for a 
given punishment situation likely to be used by him 
as an incentive for concern, or is it either going to-
roll off him without impact. Ot· throw him into a· 
tizzy of irrational responsei 
Examples. Some children prefer to sit in their 
room and masturbate anyway, rather .. than partici-
pate-in a competitive game with dubious results for " 
them. Sending such a child to his. room won't even..-
be. experienced as punishment,. no· matter what, 
name we may want to give the procedure. Or: A 
really good moral masochist loves to feel sorry for 
. himself and nurse his grudge- against tn~ world .. 
which na~ "done him' wrong." Most. punishments.,.. 
for him. do not hold much displeasure. and what 
little they hold he turns around into self·pitying. 
delight or juicy gratification of a perverted need. 
Or: Being sent back to stay in one's room· as punisn... 
ment for some.misdeed or other, might, in itself. be-
a good "displeasure dose" to rattle a· given child 
into more thoughtful self-appraisal. Only-we sent·. 
him back. while his neighborhood gang was just 
coming. to pick him up for a. ball game. and·th .. · 
things we said~ while we- sent him· back would be 
likely to make any self-fespecting and .emancipa-
tiorHlungry "teenager- cringe· with unconquerable-
shame Or: Some children are' "allergiC" to being. 
alone- in a smail room: Being sent into one· for· 
punishment would produce. unbearable panic in · 
them. They are· allergic to this type of experience. 
so you can't use it on them no matter how WE:1I they. 
may nave "deserved it: r 
2. From what we know about the child-is he-
going to be. aol" to differentiate between "sourar" . 
and "cause."" for his predicament under the- impact' 
of the specific punishment experience which J hav~ 
providecHornimllf the-answer to that is no. then· 
you had better ,ave· yourself the.· trouble. Your' 
punishment won't work. and whatever momentary 
benefit you draw from it will be. badly outweighed· 
by the negative side-eifects. 
Examples. Very little children do not have such 
discrimination well developed yet. A small chitd; 
bumping his head against the table, is likely to tum 
around and hit the table in revenge· for "what it did 
to him: r He is incapable of differentiatmR the 
SQurce of his. trouble (the contact with the t~ble) 
from its cause (his own clumsy movement. and not 
looking where he was goir)g). Some older children 
regress to that level under the impact 91 displeasure · 
or pain. I f that is 50. punishment nas no chance to 
he lp. Or: Some people are quite capable of making 
such distinctions, but they don't want to make 
them~ It is much more gratifying to hate the cop 
who gave one the ticket than to admit one wasrrt 
driving as one should have. Especially children who 
are still in the grip of a concerted effort to view the· 
adult as hostile and :o.deny their own participation 
in the events of their lives. will construe any experi. 
ence. of displeasure as a "personalized wrong 
coming from ·a hateful opponent" rather than con-
sider it a chaJlenge to revise their own style of life. 
As long as they are in that stage; even the most 
dear~ut form of punishment is going to backfire . 
3. From. what we know a·bout the child - is ne 
going to be able. to CUm his aggression in the right 
direction,. under the impact of the punishment 
experience? By the "ri ght direction" we mean, of 
course. toward that part of himself that made him 
misbehave. instead of toward the punishing adult. 
the-institution. the world at large, God. or the·Uni .. 
. verse-or. the child in the upper bunk .. 
Example .. Some children· are quite· capable of 
knowing and admitting that they. were' in the wrong 
and "deserved what· they got.." Yet. their ego is stn! 
totally incapa.ble of coping with any amount of 
frustration or aggression in a constructive way. 
Thus. even when correctl's4mad at themselves. they 
wilt have to pour their furY ·at the people and things 
around them. or they simply explode into an orgy 
of diffuse- and frantic aggression-discharge. This is 
especially true for our hyperaggressive child: even 
at·thestagewnen they begin-to feel guilty for what 
they did. as we hoped they eventually would. they 
'till have not.developed enough ego skills to cope 
with· guilt feelings . adequately. So. even though 
they know '· they· are .. at fault themselves. their 
aggression still is poured toward the world outside 
them. As long as that is true. even otherwise well . 
pJanned "punishments" are of no avail. 
4. From what we know about the child-is he 
capable of sifting and transforming the anger we 
produced in him tnrougn our punishment. into the 
type of energy that can be used for increased in-
sight and self-control? Among all the puzzles. this 
is probably · the most serious one. For. even if the 
child sets correctly made at himself instead of at 
119. 
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nique. sort of c1earcut and very concrete. and 
much more 'definite' than most of the other inter~ 
vention techniques we talked so much" about?" The 
answer to that is: Yes. That's exactly what I am try· 
ing to convey. The idea 'that punishment is a sim· 
pIe. clearcut technique belongs in the chapter of 
optical illusions. What the adult does in an act of 
punishment may be as simple and clearcut as a 
kick in the pants. What the kid doe< with this 
experience and how he reacts . to it is anything but 
simple and clearcut. It involves the most sensitive 
and vital organs of his psychological organism, as I 
have just tried to show. In this respect. punishment 
is much more comparable to a case of surgical 
intervention than to what you see happen when the 
guy at the delicatessen sikes that salami for you 
with a sharp knife. 
Unfortunately, I have to make it even more 
complicated. especially when .we think of punish-
ment in relation to a disturbed child. The prevalent 
thinking of the layman still puts most of his effort 
into finding the "best" form of punishment. having 
. the educator .impose it on the child-and from here 
. on in he expects the effect to be sort of automatic. 
Fortunately, we already know better than that. 
We know that even a well planned play experience 
fO(. a child may need constant support during the 
time when the child is supposed to be exposed to it. 
or may need some post-situational followup. This 
principle. again, is not new. Remember the time 
spent not only in figuring what game should be 
selected in the evening. but also on just how we 
give the children the support they need to live 
through the game successfully once it gets under 
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mODES UNIVERSITY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT' 
1. RESULTS 01" ~UESTIONNAIRE ABOUT PRACTICE TEACHING: 
A. 
2. 
11 . 
12. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO: 
teachin~ a clas~ 
b'eing: in a genuine e-lalflJ-
room: situati,..n. 
1'. 
2'., 
putting Methods- into' pra<rtice J .. 
understanding. ch.ildren< 4>. 
be,tteI"' 
testin~ IIl'Y' own ideas; 5'. 
coping with real.-life> 6. 
problems, 
preparing' lessonS' 7'. ' 
guidance- from. experienced' 8. 
teachers' 
extra-mural. contact 9. 
eliciting' and. anawering 10. 
ques.tiona 
having mY' lesson eval.uated 11. 
"eing, part of a star!' group' 12. 
13. 
14., 
15. 
BIGGEST, CHALLENGES: 
Making lessons interesting 
at' what- level to pitch, lessons, 
how to 1'"lan le'ssons 
dselin!> witlt unexpected questions' 
b'eing e'valuated 
keeping, order in t hEf clus 
be-in!> in a 'false' situation 
.oping wi tlI insolence' 
being regarded as on17 a student 
finishing on, time 
use' of overhead projector and other 
aids: 
be'ing, r e'garded as a , nuisance 
fitting into the staffraem 
not knowing: names of pupila 
setting homework 
16.. what to wear'. 
SOME ADDI.T!ONAL, SUGGESTIONS 
reaching and, interesting pupils 
gaining confidence' 
establishing rapport, avoiding familiaritY' 
havin!> efficient creativity 
picking up ideas 
testing my vocation and my role 
sharing experiences with other ' 
students' 
giving my life purpose 
seeing: the school library 
gui dance from' lecturers 
revealing my lack of confidence 
not giving too' Much advice 
being open to others' ideas 
achieving what you set out to do 
fitting preparation into time available 
being, fluent. 
------,-------------------------------
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TOWARDS INTERESTING AND 
SUCCESSFUL LESSONS 
THE TEACHER's ARMOURY 
personal Attributes 
Appearance 
Expression 
Eye contact 
Alertness 
Confidence 
Voice 
Enthusiasm 
Dramatic 
Ideas 
Questions 
Imitation 
Pace 
Aids 
Audio 
Visual 
Tactile 
Mental 
Experiential 
.. 
acceptable standard 
smile, 
look at pupils 
keep pupils awake as well. 
knowing what you are doing 
modulation, no monotony 
arouse interest/excitement/atmosphere 
act a part 
being original 
two-wa·y communicati .. n 
your own best teachers, other personalities 
never allow a lesson to · drag. 
silence, noise, voice, radio, tape recorder t 
record player, whistle, gun, bugle, music, guitar. 
pictures, samples, diagr¥1s, films·, slides, 
overhead projectora, blackboard, projector, visits, 
colour, displays, puppets. 
samples, bring their own, touch. 
stor.ies, relate unknown to the known, use the 
chil~'s experience. 
make them do, experiment, act, move, say, 
discuss, work in groups. 
GENERAL 
Enjoy what you're doing 
Be yourself 
Relax 
Monitor pupils' reactions 
Admit limitations 
Have confidence 
enjoyment is infectious 
do it your way 
laugh at yourself occasionally 
be aware of their response 
say "I don't know." 
yo~ are a teacher, they are pupils_ 
Some random examples of ORIGINAL IDEAS 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
( vii) 
( Tiii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
NOTE: 
A hairdrier to demonstrate WIND. 
A atarter's gun - noise of a SHOT. 
Hal! the class outside illustrate 50% 
Polaroid sunglasses LIGHT RAYS. 
OHP, compasses, iron filings MAGNE'l'IC·JFIELD. 
Recording of sea and gulls NAVAL POEM. 
Bathroom scale MASS & lbs/sq. in. 
Enactment of Post Office Bcene Xhosa vocab. 
Aerial slides of Gamtoos· valley RIVER SYSTEM. 
Drops in the ·ocean AVOGADRO'S NUMBER 
Pupils themselves in the ORALS often use very good t.llustrati'le 
material: e.g. guns, homing pigeons, machinery, camera. 
----------.----------.... ------------------
'l!i.ate :-
STEPS 
124. 
HOW TO PLAN A LESSON 
35 mins. (Effectively 30"-32 mi-.) 
1. Decide WHAT you. are- going to tsac-h: 
Select apackage that '/iill fit into 32 lIIins. and decide on 
the. number of pOints/factS/principl.es/lIIethoda the class 
could.. cope: within the time· available. NB It is better-
to do one· or two well than lIIany only fairly well. 
2 . INTRODUCTION 
It is here that the· lesson is, often won or lost - this 
is the moment for INSPIRATION, ORIGINALITY, ATMOSPHERE. 
The class must lenow .. what ·the· lesson is about - a main 
heading· all' the· blackboard or· OHP is· advisable. 
j~ TEACK 
Put across the new knowledge/lIIethod/principle as simply 
and clearly as you can and ·RELATE. IT TO WHAT 
THEY KNOW OR UNDERSTAND. 
(i) tack it on to· pre.vious. werk 
(.ii) tell a story 
(iii.) use· an analogy- ahout: e'l'eryday· 1i£e, 
(iv).· illustrate, 
(v) expl ain purpose of th ... s ection_ 
4-. INVOLVE. THE· PUPILS 
Thel' lIIust now PARTICIPATE· - do an example-, 
ac,t :,:,. experience, res.pond, experiment. - preferably 
ONE· STEP' at: a tiate·. 
5.. CONSOLIDATE 
Let theJII. do . ·one or two more· examples- or- ·continu ... with. the' 
task for a se,t · time. 
6. CHECK 
Asic pointed. questions' quicU;?: (preferably selected indi'viduals). 
Never say: ·"Do· you all unders.tand..?·" · 
7. qUESTIONS 
All') ... · a brief opportunity for questions frolll: pupils. Do 
not necessarily answer hem· all. S.ollle may- be irrelevant, 
some r eveaJ. individual at.t ention is .needed, some are better 
stored for he next lesson. 
8. END 
Come to a. definite· END. Dr a ... · threads .. together and conclude. 
The last act might have· been to set s .e·lected.. hOlllework. to 
conso.lidate t ·he work. i. e. related: to · the, lesson· taught 
Do not s·tart ne ...... ork if you have· one· or t ... o minutes over.· 
NOTES: 
( i) Everything ·must be worked out beforehand, especially (,,) what 
activities will take place, what examples/home ... ork ... ill be set 
··and ... hat a'ida iou ... ill us.-e . 
125. 
(ii) T"-.e lesson may not go exactly as you planned it to - use 
your common ' sense and initiative without being inr~xible. 
At least you have your plans and KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING. 
Pupils. always sense and respect this in a teacher. 
AT WHAT LEVEL TO · PITCH A LESSON 
A lesson over the heads of pupils or one too simple and 
unchallenging will not achieve the desired goal. 
Some guidelines: 
1. Consult the subject teacher about the class's 
ability level and recently-acquired knowledge. 
2. Check the textbook for examples, tasks and how 
it handles subject matter. 
:J.~' Always SIMPLIFY downwards - I'elate subject to their 
experience - something they know. 
4. Use the easier word rather than the more difficult one. 
5. Simple illustrations are normally much appreciated - you 
seldom can become too elementary, even with a Std 10 class. 
6. Pupils delight in teachers they can understand, but will 
always criticise a teacher who does not EXPLAIN the work. 
126. 
SUGGESTIONS 
1.. Th& s..:oo1.' a disoipli.:la system. - . kl:cw th:i.3, m. edva.noe. 
2. Fust sign"ot :pmblem - deoide. 'ilhether to aci;; or igno:ra i t. 
;~ ACTION 
(a) . First step 
Stop. what you: a.m- dcillg ..,·look a.t: the· inciividua.J.. conee:r:cad _ 
tell him/her to sta.I!d. up - ask his name - -;ell him to see, 
yo" a. t -;ne end o£ the ;;>eriod. . 
( A.t the· end' oJ: the- period choke llillt' ot! 'l.uietly-- but very-
t~, and. warn him that he will be deaJ.-t with next tillle.) 
(b) Second stet) - if t:rouble persizts. 
St"'p· lesson. - oall him to the- fxont. - give him a nete and send 
him to the Standard Haa.dj\1oueema.ste:r/teputy Hea.d;Readmaater 
(whatever systun opera.-:eB in the school) to be dealt. with. Tell 
hiDt to hs;ve the DOte signed by-- that person a.nd b:r:UIg, it baok. 
The ::lOts should ma.d;. ' 
lJ'chn SUth- (71l) has· been: diaobedient/talka.tive/insolent/ 
a. '!m:1.sanoe in- o1aas ar1;'!Il:' a werning , 
Pleaae' deal .. nth him. 
(Miss) s •. JacJ,:son. I 
(Check: details of the inoident wii:h -;hat. pexson (e. g tep!1ty) 
a.1'ter olaas, at: break or a.1'-;er· school). 
4. EMERGENCY ACTION 
U it is a, seri~ ca.se of. migoonduct-, stop the ela.as, take 
the misoreant along. with yoU. to the office" ex:plain ';he 
exact ne.tuxe ,,~ the otfeIlCe to higher authori.ty end leave him 
the:ra to be· dealt- . with. Bat= to ola.ss a.nd ca:::r,r .,n· with. 
the legson a.s if IlOthing has happened. 
5. CUSS !.I!SCONIUCT 
. It 'is 'liPma.J.ly- inadvisalJle to punish e.. whole class or a large 
g:roup unless you. are certain that they-- axe all gu.i.l ty. 
The imlocent should DOt as a..:rule s-ui'ter with the guilty; 
it is. tar better t-o discover· the guuty-- OJ:eS end deal with 
them, even if some .escape the net. 
U . you- =t e·et-alJlish who is guilty, keep the whole claaa 
in tor 3 m:i.m1tee of thei= break c-r a.i'ter school, t hen relea.ae 
them ax:prsssing your ·disgust a.t the· Ullkncwn personal lack 
"f courage. 
U pupils own UP. pJ:Ocaed a..s m. 3 (a) , (b) OJ:' 4 above. 
A.VOID ••••••••••• wasting olaas time, lllaldng th..'"'ee.ts you OalDlOt ca.r:::y out, 
10OO'ing your ceol, sLiking a . pupil, :U:lprlsing unwieldy 
punishments that require checld..ng, supervision or administra-
tion, or hsve llD educational '78.lue. 
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